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some these techniques, i.e. results that make it possible to compare the expressive power of these techniques or
to extend the number of captured programs. Then, we will study crossovers, extensions of these techniques to
other  programming  paradigms.  We  will  then  focus  our  analysis  on  the  results  obtained  by  using  these
techniques in the context of infinite domains such as streams, infinite sequences, real numbers, and higher order
functions. Finally, we will conclude this thesis by presenting some of the most interesting open questions in the
field, including extensions to probabilistic models or quantum computing.
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Emmanuel Jeandel
Professeur, Université de Lorraine
LORIA – UMR 7503

Lettre de Recommandation et d’Engagement

À qui de droit,

Romain Péchoux est maître de conférences à l’Institut des Sciences du
Digital : Management & Cognition (idmc), Université de Lorraine, et au
laboratoire Loria, UMR 7503, depuis 2009. Il est actuellement membre de
l’équipe Mocqua dont je suis le responsable.

Les travaux de Romain portent sur la complexité implicite et, plus par-
ticulièrement, sur les techniques d’analyse statique de la complexité des
programmes.

Romain a apporté de nombreuses contributions originales depuis sa
thèse, dont je ne vais donner ici que deux exemples. Une des réalisations
majeures de Romain concerne le développement du tiering à différents pa-
radigmes de programmation. Le tiering est une méthode de typage garan-
tissant des bornes sur le temps et l’espace nécessaires à la bonne exécution
d’un programme que Romain a étendue à un langage de processus en 2013,
à un langage multi-threads en 2014 et à un langage orienté objet en 2018.
Ces travaux ont été implémentés en 2019 dans le logiciel Complexity-
Parser qui permet de typer des programmes Java pour garantir de telles
propriétés de complexité. Sa deuxième contribution majeure correspond au
développement de techniques d’analyse statique sur les langages incluant
des données infinies et coinductives telles que les streams. Sur ce sujet, il
a obtenu des résultats sur les langages fonctionnels à la Haskell en 2009,
caractérisé le temps polynomial à l’ordre deux en 2010 et étendu le lambda
calcul avec des données coinductives préservant les propriétés de normalisa-
tion en temps polynomial des logiques affines et légères en 2015 ; De par sa
longue et riche expérience, Romain fait sans conteste partie des spécialistes
internationaux du domaine.

Romain a clairement atteint une autonomie scientifique, comme le montre
ses nombreuses collaborations nationales et internationales ; Il porte un pro-
jet de recherche, sur l’adaptation des techniques de la complexité implicite
aux programmes quantiques, entièrement personnel et novateur. Il a déjà

Campus scientifique
BP 239 - 54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex
Tél. : 03 83 59 20 00 - Fax : 03 83 27 83 19 www.loria.fr



participé à l’encadrement d’une thèse soutenue à l’Université de Lorraine,
et encadre actuellement un doctorant avec Miguel Couceiro, Professeur à
l’Université de Lorraine, sur des représentations minimales des fonctions
Booléennes à l’aide de médianes.

Romain a également participé à l’animation scientifique de projets, a
porté la responsabilité de projets internationaux (équipe associée Inria
cristal) et est également moteur de la communauté de la complexité im-
plicite. Romain est actuellement coéditeur du numéro spécial de Theoretical
Computer Science sur la complexité implicite (workshops dice 2016, 2017
et 2018) et a participé de nombreuses fois aux comités de programme des
différents workshops de cette communauté (dice, fopara, rac).

Enfin, Romain a dispensé des enseignements diversifiés dans différentes
composantes de l’Université de Lorraine et, dans sa composante idmc, il
a eu la charge de responsabilités administratives importantes. En effet,
Romain a eu la responsabilité de l’ensemble des enseignements du Certificat
Informatique et Internet (c2i) sur l’Université de Nancy 2 de 2009 à 2011
et a exercé la fonction de directeur des études en Licence miage de 2011 à
2018, démontrant ainsi qu’il sait gérer de front recherche, enseignements et
responsabilités administratives.

Il ne fait donc aucun doute que Romain Péchoux a toutes les qualités at-
tendues chez un enseignant-chercheur senior et je soutiens donc sa demande
d’inscription à l’HDR, et m’engage à l’aider dans les démarches afférentes.

Nancy, 8 novembre 2019.

Emmanuel Jeandel

Campus scientifique
BP 239 - 54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex
Tél. : 03 83 59 20 00 - Fax : 03 83 27 83 19 www.loria.fr
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Curriculum Vitae

né le 18 décembre 1981 à Besançon, marié, deux enfants,
Page web: http://members.loria.fr/RPechoux/
Mail : romain.pechoux@loria.fr / Téléphone : +33 (0)3 83 59 20 41

1 Formation et diplômes

2004-2007 Doctorat d’Informatique “Analyse de la complexité des programmes par interpréta-
tion sémantique”, réalisé au loria et soutenu le 14 novembre 2007, inpl.

2001-2004 Élève ingénieur à l’école des Mines de Nancy, inpl.

2004 déa d’Informatique Fondamentale de l’Ecole Doctorale iaem, mention Bien, inpl.
2004 Diplôme d’Ingénieur Civil des Mines, inpl.
2003 Maîtrise de Mathématiques, mention Assez Bien, uhp.

1999-2001 Classe Préparatoire aux Grandes Écoles, mpsi puis mp* au Lycée Victor Hugo,
Besançon.

1999 Baccalauréat Scientifique, option mathématiques, mention Très Bien, Lycée du Parc, Lyon.

2 Parcours professionnel

2019-2020 Délégation cnrs dans l’Équipe Inria mocqua, loria.

2018-2019 Délégation Inria dans l’Équipe Inria mocqua, loria.

2009- Maître de conférences à l’Institut des Sciences Digitales : Management et Cognition,
Université de Lorraine, et membre de l’Équipe Inria carte puis mocqua, loria.

2008-2009 Research fellow au Trinity College, Dublin.

2007-2008 ater à temps complet à Telecom Nancy, uhp.

2004-2007 Moniteur à l’Université de Nancy 2 et allocataire de recherche à l’inpl - bourse
menrt - dans les Équipes Projet Inria calligramme et carte au loria.

2004 Stage de déa, “Synthèse de quasi-interprétations”, au loria, Nancy.

2003 Stage ingénieur à la direction des services informatiques de l’Office National des Forêts de
Franche-Comté, Pontarlier, 2003.

2002 Stage ouvrier dans l’usine Mercedes de Daimler-Chrysler, Düsseldorf, 2002.
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Présentation synthétique des activités
d’enseignement et d’administration

1 Enseignements

De 2004 à 2018, j’ai occupé des fonctions de moniteur, ater et maître de conférences. J’ai dispensé
les enseignements informatiques décrits ci-dessous ainsi que diverses activités d’encadrement de
projets de programmation. Ces enseignements sont diversifiés tant par leur nature (théoriques
et appliqués), par la diversité des niveaux auxquels ils s’adressent (de la L1 au M2), que par la
pluralité des publics ciblés (lettres et droit, faculté des sciences, instituts, écoles d’ingénieurs,
erasmus mundus).

2009-2018 Maître de conférences à l’Institut des Sciences Digitales : Management et Cognition
(idmc, ex-ufr mi), Université de Lorraine:

• UML, 2009-2011, formation continue, idmc, Université de Lorraine.

• Certificat Informatique et Internet (c2i), 2009-2015, L1, Campus Lettres et Sciences
Humaines et Droit-Économie-Gestion, Université de Lorraine.

• Outils logiques pour l’informatique, 2011-2018, L1 miashs, idmc, Université de Lor-
raine.

• Programmation Java, 2015-2018, L2 miage, idmc, Université de Lorraine.

• Programmation Java, 2009-2018, L3 miage, idmc, Université de Lorraine.

• Bases de données, 2009-2018, L3 Sciences de la Gestion, isam-iae, Université de
Lorraine.

• Complexité algorithmique, 2011-2018, L3 miage, iga Rabat, Maroc.

• Java avancé, 2009-2015, M1 miage, idmc, Université de Lorraine.

• Mathematics for computer science (cours dispensé en langue anglaise), 2012-2018, M1
tal et erasmus mundus, idmc, Université de Lorraine.

• Implicit computational complexity (cours dispensé en langue anglaise), 2013-2017,
M2 Informatique option lmfi et erasmus mundus, ufr stmia, Faculté des Sciences
et Technologies, Université de Lorraine.

2007-2008 ater à temps complet, Telecom Nancy (ex-esial), Université Henri Poincaré.

• Programmation Java, L1, ufr stmia, Faculté des Sciences et Technologies, Université
Henri Poincaré.

• Mathématique discrètes, 1A, Telecom Nancy, Université Henri Poincaré.
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Présentation synthétique des activités d’enseignement et d’administration

• Bases de données Oracle et programmation PL/SQL, 1A, Telecom Nancy, Université
Henri Poincaré.

• Algorithmique parallèle et distribuée, 2A, Telecom Nancy, Université Henri Poincaré.

• Recherche opérationnelle, 2A, Telecom Nancy, Université Henri Poincaré.

2004-2007 Moniteur, ufr mi, Université de Nancy 2:

• Certificat Informatique et Internet (c2i), L1, Campus Lettres et Sciences Humaines
et Droit-Économie-Gestion, Université de Nancy 2.

• Bases de données et programmation VB, M1 Sciences de la Gestion, isam-iae, Uni-
versité de Nancy 2.

2 Responsabilités pédagogiques

• Directeur du C2i (Certificat Informatique et Internet) à l’Université de Nancy 2 de 2009 à
2011. Cette responsabilité incluait la gestion administrative et pédagogique de 120 groupes
d’enseignement, de 3000 étudiants et de 70 intervenants chaque semestre.

• Directeur des études en Licence miashs, parcours miage, ufr mi, Université de Lorraine
de 2011 à 2018. Cette activité incluait la gestion d’environ 90 étudiants, répartis sur deux
niveaux (L2 et L3), et de 25 enseignants chaque semestre ainsi que la gestion des plannings,
la mise en place des modalités de contrôles des connaissances, l’organisation des sessions
d’examens, l’élaboration des maquettes, la mise en place de l’approche par compétence, de
l’évaluation des enseignements et de l’auto-évaluation hceres.

• Membre :

– du conseil de perfectionnement de la licence miashs et du master miage de 2011 à
2018.

– du jury de la de la licence miashs et des Masters miage et sca (Sciences Cognitives
et Applications), ufr mi, Université de Lorraine de 2011 à 2018.

– du jury d’admission de la licence miashs et du Master miage, ufr mi, Université de
Lorraine de 2009 à 2018.

• Représentant à la commission d’harmonisation des recrutements d’ater en Section 27
organisée par le loria en 2012.
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Présentation synthétique des activités
de recherche

1 Bilan des recherches (2004-2019)

Mes recherches s’inscrivent dans le domaine de la Complexité Implicite qui cherche à étudier la
complexité de différents langages de programmation en limitant l’usage des ressources utilisées
par un programme. En informatique, les ressources représentent « l’ensemble des moyens dont
dispose un ordinateur pour exécuter un ou plusieurs programmes ». Les ressources informatiques
sont diverses et dépendent en général du matériel et de ses limites physiques. L’informatique
théorique a modélisé l’ensemble de ces contraintes physiques comme des ressources de temps et
d’espace.

Ces deux ressources schématisent toutes les restrictions matérielles à l’échelle humaine. La
ressource en temps va correspondre à l’exécution en temps fini d’un programme. Par exemple,
un utilisateur va vouloir que son programme termine en lui retournant un résultat en un temps
plus ou moins raisonnable. Cependant, l’étude de cette ressource n’est pas toujours pertinente.
Par exemple, un système d’exploitation va s’exécuter en continu après que l’ordinateur a été
mis sous tension et il serait dommageable qu’il s’arrête au bout d’un temps donné puisqu’il doit
prendre en charge le bon fonctionnement de tous les autres programmes. De ce point de vue là ,
les ressources en espace sont beaucoup plus intéressantes que les ressources en temps puisque leur
pertinence ne dépend pas du type de programme considéré. L’ordinateur dispose de supports
de mémorisation, comme le disque dur et la mémoire vive, et leur capacité de stockage est
physiquement limitée. Ainsi il sera nécessaire de contrôler la mémoire de certaines applications
afin d’éviter des bogues ou des attaques. Par exemple, si l’on intègre un logiciel embarqué dans
une automobile, quelle garantie possède-t-on sur le fait que le logiciel ne dépassera pas la quantité
mémoire maximale disponible lors de son exécution. De telles problématiques sont primordiales
dans des domaines à forts enjeux stratégiques et financiers, comme l’aérospatial et l’armement,
mais elles tendent aussi à le devenir dans notre quotidien. Que faire si ma voiture ne répond
plus ou si mon téléphone portable bogue après le téléchargement et l’exécution d’un jeu Java ?

Pour répondre à cette problématique, j’ai développé dans mes travaux de recherche des outils
permettant d’analyser statiquement les programmes (c’est-à-dire avant exécution du programme)
afin de vérifier qu’un programme vérifiant ces restrictions s’exécute en temps ou en espace donné
(propriété de correction). Réciproquement, j’ai aussi vérifié que toute fonction qui se calcule
en temps ou en espace donné peut être calculée par un programme vérifiant ces restrictions
(propriété de complétude). Ces résultats sont principalement de nature théorique mais peuvent
être appliqués à des langages de programmation usuels (caml, haskell, lisp, java, scala,
...). Ils peuvent se diviser entre les différents paradigmes de programmation pour lesquels j’ai
fourni une telle analyse :
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Présentation synthétique des activités de recherche

• Systèmes de réécriture : Publications [1,2,4,9,10,11,12,13,17,28,29]

• Programmes fonctionnels : Publications [3,7,15,16,22,23,27,34,35]

• Programmes impératifs/orientés-objet : Publications [5,14,21,26,30,31,33,38,41]

• Programmes parallèles/concurrents : Publications [18,19,32]

Par ailleurs certaines de mes publications traitent de l’extension de ces outils à des programmes
utilisant des streams (des flux infinis de données) qui sont, par exemple, utilisés pour traiter
l’échange de données sur Internet (Publications : [3,4,15,16,17,22,27]).

J’ai aussi obtenu une publication dans le domaine de la virologie informatique. Ce papier
traite de techniques d’obfuscation afin de détecter des attaques virales sur les programmes (Pub-
lication : [20]). Et j’ai obtenu différentes publications sur la complexité de la représentation de
fonctions booléennes dans le cadre de la théorie des clones (Publications : [6,8,24,36,37]). Enfin,
je commence à obtenir des résultats dans le domaine de l’informatique quantique (Publications
: [25,39,40]) dans le cadre de mes années de délégation Inria et de délégation CNRS.

2 Projets de recherche

2.1 Analyse de la complexité des programmes quantiques

Motivations.

Ce premier projet s’insère directement dans la continuité de la création de la nouvelle Équipe
Mocqua, dont l’objectif est d’étudier les problématiques liées aux nouveaux modèles de calcul,
et de l’acceptation du Projet anr SoftQPro, débuté en 2018 en collaboration avec Atos (Bull), le
cea et l’Université d’Orsay, dont l’objectif est d’étudier les programmes quantiques et d’optimiser
leurs ressources.

Le fait que les ordinateurs quantiques permettent de calculer certains algorithmes en un temps
plus court que les machines classiques est un phénomène connu depuis de nombreuses années.
Pour de nombreux algorithmes classiques, un algorithme quantique sémantiquement équivalent
a été développé (Shor, Grover, ...) et il a été démontré que sa complexité est meilleure.

L’identification des ressources qui permettent à l’ordinateur quantique d’être plus efficace
que sa contrepartie classique reste cependant un problème ouvert dont la résolution dépend
directement du modèle quantique étudié. En particulier, le rôle de l’intrication (propriété
d’interdépendance entre deux états quantiques) dans ce processus n’a pas encore clairement
été établi. De plus, le récent développement de prototypes quantiques (Quipper, QuaML, ...)
rend désormais possible l’analyse pratique des ressources.

Contributions.

Mon projet consiste à développer des techniques pour certifier l’utilisation des ressources du
langage quantique développé dans le cadre de l’anr SoftQPro: QuaML. Ces techniques seront
basées sur l’analyse statique, des transformations de programmes ainsi que des méthodes de
certification et d’optimisation de programme. Il s’agit donc de permettre une interaction entre
différents domaines de l’informatique: l’algorithmique quantique, les langages de programmation
et les méthodes formelles.

Parmi les différentes techniques que j’envisage pour contrôler les ressources des programmes
quantiques, les deux directions les plus prometteuses sont basées sur l’utilisation d’interprétations
abstraites et sur l’étude de la complexité implicite des programmes.
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2. Projets de recherche

• Les interprétations abstraites ont été développées par Patrick Cousot et ses coauteurs
pour approximer la sémantique des programmes. Alors que la sémantique usuelle d’un
programme permet de décrire son comportement, une sémantique à base d’interprétation
abstraite permet de la simplifier en interprétant le comportement dans un domaine plus
restreint et plus simple à analyser. Les interprétations abstraites ont été utilisées pour
l’analyse statique, le débogage ainsi que la certification de programmes. Je propose de les
utiliser pour étudier les niveaux d’intrication de la mémoire quantique durant l’exécution
d’un programme et de poursuivre les travaux que nous venons de débuter avec Simon Per-
drix, CR CNRS, et Vladimir Zamdzhiev, post-doctorant, sur la sémantique des languages
de programmation quantiques avec types inductifs.

• La complexité implicite étudie la complexité des programmes indépendamment du modèle
de calcul, soit en restreignant la syntaxe du langage (opérateurs de base, structures et
schémas de récurrence), soit en appliquant un critère d’analyse statique tel que des sys-
tèmes de type, des contraintes ou des interprétations. Dans ce dernier cas de figure, si un
programme vérifie un critère fixé (par exemple, le fait d’être typable pour un système de
type donné) alors on peut garantir des bornes supérieures sur l’utilisation de ses ressources
en temps et en espace. L’étude de programmes quantiques avec ces techniques est un
problème complètement ouvert : seules 3 publications par Ugo Dal Lago, Université de
Bologne, et ses coauteurs existent à ce jour (avec mémoire quantique mais sans flot de
contrôle quantique). Je propose d’adapter ces techniques à l’analyse en temps et espace de
vrais programmes quantiques. Cette adaptation est loin d’être une formalité à partir du
moment où le programme dispose d’un flot de contrôle quantique (on est alors plus proche
de modèles probabilistes puisque le calcul du programme peut être une superposition de
différents états quantiques).

2.2 Complexité des langages de streams.

Dans le cadre des anr Complice puis Elica, j’ai commencé à travailler avec Emmanuel Hainry et
Marco Gaboardi, associate professor, Boston University, us, sur les langages de streams. Nous
cherchons à adapter des systèmes de types basés sur la logique linéaire à des langages fonctionnels
sur les streams (suites infinies), à la Haskell, afin de contrôler la complexité des calculs.

Un programme sur les streams est productif s’il peut être évalué de manière continue en
un stream infini, la limite du calcul. Cette propriété est largement étudiée depuis une trentaine
d’années. Nous cherchons à aller plus loin en garantissant une propriété plus forte: le programme
doit être productif mais aussi générer son n-ème élément de sortie en temps polynomial en n,
pour tout n. A cet effet, nous cherchons à développer des systèmes de type garantissant une telle
propriété.

Les applications d’un tel système de type sont très intéressantes. En effet, sur un stream bi-
naire signé (vu comme un nombre réel), il permettrait de capturer les programmes calculant sur
les réels en temps polynomial (au sens de Ko). Nous pourrions ainsi définir des bibliothèques de
programmes fonctionnels efficaces qui calculent sur les réels. Par ailleurs, ces systèmes doivent
pouvoir être adaptés pour capturer l’espace logarithmique sur les streams. Cette caractérisa-
tion correspond aux programmes fonctionnant en temps infini mais avec un espace de travail
raisonnable et est très proche en pratique des applications fonctionnant sur un smartphone
(l’application ne termine pas mais est contrainte par un espace mémoire très restreint).
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2.3 Equivalence contextuelle pour la complexité.

J’ai débuté une collaboration avec Vassilis Koutavas, Associate Professor au Trinity College,
Dublin. Notre objectif est d’adapter les travaux existants concernant l’équivalence contextuelle de
programmes afin d’étudier leur complexité. Deux programmes sont contextuellement équivalents
si pour tout contexte, leur terminaison est équivalente. L’équivalence contextuelle peut être
définie en terme de bisimulation. Nous cherchons à modifier cette notion pour qu’elle ne concerne
plus seulement la terminaison mais la complexité.

Un tel outil nous permettrait d’augmenter énormément l’expressivité de certains outils de la
complexité implicite. En effet, certaines techniques sont limitées dans la mesure où elles ne sont
pas closes par composition. L’équivalence contextuelle viendrait réparer ce défaut : Par exemple,
si un programme p est équivalent à un programme p′ qui termine en temps quadratique alors
nous pourrons inférer que p termine en temps quadratique.

2.4 Représentations optimales des fonctions booléennes.

Je coencadre actuellement avec Miguel Couceiro, pr ul, un doctorant, Pierre Mercuriali, qui
travaille sur la théorie de l’agrégation. Cette théorie s’intéresse à l’extraction d’informations en
général. Par exemple, comment extraire des informations pertinentes à partir de réponses de
différentes personnes à un questionnaire en ligne ? À cet effet, nous étudions des représentations
optimales en taille des fonctions booléennes (termes, circuits, ...) et nous les comparons pour
trouver les systèmes les plus efficaces. Par exemple, nous avons démontré que des termes utilisant
la médiane sont strictement plus efficaces que des termes en CNF et DNF.

J’envisage de poursuivre ces travaux ainsi que les collaborations déjà établies avec des col-
lègues de l’Université de Dresden, de l’epfl, Lausanne et de l’Université de Sidney.

3 Activités d’encadrement

• Post-doctorat :

– Vladimir Zamdzhiev, depuis octobre 2018, avec Simon Perdrix, cr cnrs (50%).
Publications communes : [25,39,40].

• Doctorat :

– Pierre Mercuriali, depuis 2016, contrat doctoral, avec Miguel Couceiro, pr ul (50%).
Publications communes : [6,8,24,36].

– Thanh Dinh Ta, de 2011 à 2013, bourse Inria cordiS, avec Jean-Yves Marion, pr ul
(50%).
Publications communes : [19].
Thanh Dinh est désormais ingénieur de recherche chez Tetrane (www.tetrane.com).

• Master :

– Pierre Mercuriali, Master 2, Université de Lorraine, 2016, avec Miguel Couceiro, pr
ul.
Publications communes : [6,8,24,36].

– Gwendal Carpy, Master 2, École des Mines de Nancy, 2014, avec Émmanuel Hainry,
mcf ul.
Gwendal est désormais ingénieur chez Elca (www.elca.ch).
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4. Implication dans des groupes de travail et projets

– Hugo Férée, Master 1 et Master 2, ens Lyon, 2010 et 2011, avec Émmanuel Hainry,
mcf ul, et Mathieu Hoyrup, CR Inria.
Publications communes : [4,17].
Hugo est désormais maître de conférences à l’Université Paris Diderot.

– Thanh Dinh Ta, Master 2, ifi Hanoï et Université Claude Bernard, 2010, avec Jean-
Yves Marion, pr ul.
Publications communes : [19].
Thanh Dinh est désormais ingénieur de recherche chez Tetrane (www.tetrane.com).

• Licence :

– Olivier Zeyen, Licence 3, fst ul, stage de 3 mois, 2019.

4 Implication dans des groupes de travail et projets

• Membre du :

– Projet criss de l’aci “Sécurité Informatique” , 2003-2006.

– GT calculabilité du gdr im.

– GT scalp du gdr im.

– GT iq du gdr im.

– Projet complice de l’anr blanc anr-08-blan-0211, 2008-2014.

– Projet binsec de l’anr-12-inse-0002, 2012-2014.

– Projet elica de l’anr-14-ce25-0005, 2014-2019.

– Projet softQPro de l’anr prce, 2018-2022.

• Investigateur principal :

– de l’équipe associée Inria, cristal (Contrôle des Ressources par Interprétation Sé-
mantique et Typages Affine et Linéaire) en collaboration avec l’équipe Carte et le
département méthodes formelles de l’université de Turin, Italie, de 2009 à 2012.

– de l’équipe associée Inria, TC(Pro)3 (Propriétés de Terminaison et de Complexité des
Programmes Probabilistes) en collaboration avec l’équipe Mocqua et l’Université
d’Innsbruck, Autriche, depuis 2020.

5 Exposés invités

J’ai donné les exposés invités suivant:

• Sup-interpretations, Follia Project, Workshop on Implicit Computational Complexity, 18
janvier 2006, Turin, Italie.

• Program complexity analysis by interpretation, séminaire de l’équipe lande, IRISA, 7
février 2008, Rennes, France.

• Program complexity analysis by interpretation, séminaire de l’équipe pops, Inria Lille-Nord
Europe, 3 juin 2008, Lille, France.
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• Program complexity analysis by interpretation, séminaire du LIFO, LIFO, 30 juin 2008,
Orléans, France.

• Semantics interpretation, Foundations@Lero, Trinity College, 17 octobre 2008, Dublin,
Irlande.

• Interpretation of stream programs, Workshop on Computer Science, E-JUST University,
24 octobre 2010, Alexandrie, Égypte.

• A type system for complexity flow analysis of imperative programs, PLClub, University of
Pennsylvania, 24 février 2012, Philadelphie, États-Unis.

• A type system for analyzing the complexity of Object Oriented programs, research Seminar,
University of Dundee, 6 mars 2014, Dundee, Écosse.

• Tiering and non-interference for complexity analysis of imperative and OO programs, Math-
ematical Structures of Computation workshop et séminaire Chocola, 12 février 2014, ENS
Lyon, France.

• Algebra and Coalgebra in the Light Affine Lambda Calculus, Mathematics for Decision
and Discovery (M4D2), séminaire Malotec, 11 may 2016, Loria, France.

• A tier-based typed programming language characterizing feasible functionals, Shonan sem-
inar #151: Higher-order Complexity Theory and its Applications, 7 octobre 2019, Shonan
Village, Japan.

6 Responsabilités scientifiques et collectives

• Éditeur invité pour Theoretical Computer Science (Special Issue on Implicit Computational
Complexity: open post-conference publication of the workshops DICE 2016, 2017 and
2018).

• Évaluateur expert pour :

– l’appel à projets INdAM-cofund-2012 cofinancé par l’Instituto Nazionale di Alta Matem-
atica et par Marie Curie FP7 Program,

– l’appel à projets H2020 Marie Sklodowska–Curie Actions, Individual Fellowships,
2018.

• Rapporteur et évaluateur expert pour l’appel à projets H2020 Marie Sklodowska–Curie
Actions, Individual Fellowships, 2019.

• Membre du comité d’organisation :

– des workshops TCV 2006 et 2007,

– de la conférence Computability and Complexity in Analysis, cca 2013.

• Membre du comité de programme des workshops :

– dice 2014, dice 2018 et dice 2019,

– fopara 2015 et fopara 2019,
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7. Logiciels

– rac 2016.

• Relecteur pour les journaux internationaux :

– ACM Transactions on Computational Logic,

– AMS Mathematical Review,

– Computability,

– Information & Computation,

– Information Processing Letters.

– Journal of Automated Reasoning,

– Theoretical Computer Science.

• Relecteur pour les conférences et workshops internationaux :

– concur 2008,

– csl 2012, 2018

– dice 2014, 2018, 2019,

– fopara 2015, 2019,

– fossacs 2006, 2016, 2019,

– icalp 2019, 2020.

– ismvl 2015-2020,

– lics 2020,

– lfa 2016,

– mfcs 2012,

– rac 2016,

– rta 2008-2010, 2014,

– stacs 2008, 2017

– tlca 2014,

– words 2013,

• Membre élu du conseil du laboratoire LORIA depuis février 2018.

• Membre élu du conseil de l’Institut des Sciences Digitales : Management et Cognition de
2014 à 2018.

• Responsable de l’équipe associée Inria, cristal de 2009 à 2012.

• Responsable du rapport d’activités 2015 de l’équipe projet inria Carte.

7 Logiciels

ComplexityParser. Analyseur statique de la complexité des programmes Java basé sur la
technique du tiering. Logiciel écrit en Java (environ 5000 lignes) et réalisé en collaboration avec
Emmanuel Jeandel, Emmanuel Hainry et Olivier Zeyen, 2019.
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8 Vulgarisation

Depuis 2015, je suis relecteur pour Mathematical Reviews, American Mathematical Society.
L’objectif de ces relectures est de fournir des critiques, des synthèses et des résumés scientifiques
d’articles destinés à aider le lecteur dans sa compréhension. J’ai à ce titre déjà rédigé 3 reviews.

9 Primes et distinctions scientifiques

J’ai obtenu la Prime d’Encadrement Doctoral et de Recherche en 2017.

10 Collaborations nationales et internationales

Cette section décrit la liste de mes collaborateurs, classée par domaine, avec lesquels j’ai des
travaux en cours :

• Equivalence contextuelle :

– Vassilis Koutavas, associate professor, Trinity College, Irlande.

• Complexité Implicite :

– Martin Avanzini, cr Inria, Sophia Antipolis,

– Marco Gaboardi, associate professor, Boston University, us,

– Emmanuel Hainry, mcf ul, loria,

– Jean-Yves Marion, pr ul et directeur du loria,

– Damiano Mazza, cr hdr cnrs, lipn,

– Georg Moser, pr, University of Innsbruck, Autriche,

– Bruce Kapron, pr, Victoria University, Canada.

• Théorie des clones et circuits Booléens :

– Miguel Couceiro, pr ul, loria.

– Erkko Lehtonen, PostDoc, tu Dresden, Allemagne,

– Abdallah Saffidine, associate professor, University of Sydney, Australie,

– Mathias Soeken, cr, epfl, Suisse.

• Informatique quantique :

– Simon Perdrix, cr hdr cnrs, loria,

– Mathys Rennela, PostDoc, Leiden University, Pays-Bas,

– Vladimir Zamdzhiev, PostDoc, loria.
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Liste complète des publications

1 Articles de journaux internationaux avec comité de lecture

1. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Sup-interpretations, a semantic method for static
analysis of program resources. ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, 10(4), 31 pages,
2009.

2. Romain Péchoux. Synthesis of sup-interpretations: A survey. Theoretical Computer
Science, 467:30–52, 2013.

3. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. On Bounding Space Usage of Streams Using
Interpretation Analysis. Science of Computer Programming, 111(3):395–425, 2015.

4. Hugo Férée, Emmanuel Hainry, Mathieu Hoyrup, and Romain Péchoux. Characterizing
polynomial time complexity of stream programs using interpretations. Theoretical Com-
puter Science, 585:41–54, 2015.

5. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. A Type-Based Complexity Analysis of Object
Oriented Programs. Information and Computation, Information and Computation, 261:78–
115, 2018.

6. Miguel Couceiro, Pierre Mercuriali, Romain Péchoux and Abdallah Saffidine. On the
complexity of minimizing median normal forms of monotone Boolean functions and lattice
polynomials. Journal of Mutiple Valued Logic and Soft Computing, 33(3):197-218, 2019.

7. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. Theory of higher-order interpretations and appli-
cation to Basic Feasible Functions. Conditionally accepted under minor revision to Logical
Methods in Computer Science.

8. Miguel Couceiro, Erkko, Lehtonen, Pierre Mercuriali, and Romain Péchoux. On the effi-
ciency of normal form systems for representing Boolean functions. Theoretical Computer
Science, 813: 341–361, 2020.

2 Articles de conférences internationales avec comité de lecture

9. Guillaume Bonfante and Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. A Characterization
of Alternating Log Time by First Order Functional Programs. In Logic for Program-
ming, Artificial Intelligence, and Reasoning, 13th International Conference, LPAR 2006,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, November 13-17, 2006, Proceedings, pages 90–104, 2006. Taux
d’acceptation : 39,53%.
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Functional and Logic Programming, 8th International Symposium, FLOPS 2006, Fuji-
Susono, Japan, April 24-26, 2006, Proceedings, pages 163–176, 2006. Taux d’acceptation :
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11. Guillaume Bonfante and Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Quasi-interpretation
Synthesis by Decomposition. In Theoretical Aspects of Computing - ICTAC 2007, 4th
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Foreword

This part of the document attempts to survey the distinct Implicit Computational Complexity
results obtained in the last three decades, focusing not only on the author’s results and trying
to be as exhaustive as possible by presenting the main advances obtained in the field. For this
to be presented in a concise way, some arbitrary choices had been performed and some lines of
work could have been put aside or not described in full details with all results.

This document is not introductory to Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC) and it is
assumed that the reader is familiar with the following fields of theoretical computer science:

• Computability theory. General notions of decidability/undecidability, computability/un-
computability and computational models such as Turing Machines (TM) or Random Ac-
cess Machines (RAM) will be used throughout the document. An introduction to these
notions can be found in [Sav98].

• Computational complexity. This document discusses various characterizations of well-
known complexity classes such as Alogtime, NC, (F)P, NP, (F)PSPACE and EXPTIME. [AB09]
provides an interesting overview of the subject.

Some more technical and specific knowledge on the following programming languages/com-
putational models and their semantics is required.

• Function algebra are used in Chapter 1, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4. Their definition and
knowledge on existing characterizations based on such formalism will help the reader.

• Lambda calculus is used throughout the document. Basic knowledge about its syntax and
semantics is required. Knowledge about the simply typed lambda calculus and System F
will also be helpful.

• Imperative programs are used in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3. The language under study is
an abstract and simple language. Some knowledge on processes and multi-threads will also
be required in Chapter 3.

• Term rewrite systems are used throughout the document. We provide some very brief
introduction to this formalism at the beginning of Section 2.2.

Some extra and specific knowledge about object oriented programs and specialized computational
models such as the π-calculus, quantum programs, the Blum-Shub and Smale model, and com-
putable analysis will be required in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. For OO programs, basic knowledge
in Java programming and about the formal semantics of such languages, e.g. FeatherweightJava,
is enough to get a full understanding.

For each of these formalisms, we provide the corresponding sections and a complementary
reading of interest in Table 1.
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Some specific knowledge on the following tools/techniques is also required.

• Interpretations, type systems, and linear logic are the main tools used throughout the
document.

• Termination techniques are used in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Knowledge on Recursive
Path Orders (RPO) and Dependency Pairs (DP) will help the reader in understanding the
corresponding sections.

• Some basic on category theory will be used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Categorical
knowledge on the notions of algebra and coalgebra will also be helpful in Chapter 4.

• Some knowledge on higher-order complexity will be helpful in Chapter 4. Some basic
notions are provided in Section 4.2.

• Some knowledge on the complexity of real functions, i.e. functions over R, will also be
required in Chapter 4.

For each of these tools/techniques, we provide the corresponding sections and a complementary
reading of interest in Table 2.
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1.1 Computational Complexity

1.1.1 Description

Computational complexity is the discipline of classifying functions depending on their inherent
difficulty or cost. In this field, machines, more specifically Turing Machines (TM), are used as
standard computational models for estimating the degree of difficulty of a function. Machines are
compared by relating the cost (sometimes referred as Blum complexity measure [Blu67]) needed
to produce an output i.e., to reach a final state, to the input size (the number of non empty cells
on the input tape at the beginning of the execution), for any possible input. Examples of such
costs are the time, defined as the number of transitions required for the execution to complete,
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or the space, defined as the maximal number of non empty memory cells at any time during the
execution.1

The comparison between machines can be extended to functions. Given a function t : N→ N,
a function f is computable with cost t(n) if there exists a machine computing f with cost at
most t(n) for any input of size n.

Focusing on time cost, FP is defined to be the class of functions computable in polynomial
time by a deterministic TM. A function f is in FP if there exist a deterministic machine M
and a polynomial P such that M computes f at cost at most P (n), for all input of size n.
The class FP is commonly considered to be the class of tractable or feasible first order functions
contrarily, for example, to the class of functions computable in exponential time.2 Indeed, a
function computable by an algorithm, whose runtime is equal to 2n, would take more than 1022

years to complete on a computer with clock rate at most 1 GHz on an input of size 128 (i.e. only
16 bytes)!

If we restrict our study to decision problems, functions whose codomain is {0, 1}, then we can
define in a similar way P and, respectively, NP to be the classes of decision problems decidable in
polynomial time by a deterministic machine and by a non-deterministic machine, respectively.
While P is the class of decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time, NP is the class
of decision problems whose solution can be checked in polynomial time. However, because of
non-determinism, the set of such solutions has a cardinality exponential in (a polynomial in)
the input and, consequently, it is unclear whether the two classes coincide, thus leading to the
well-known open issue P ?

= NP.
Computational complexity has been deeply studied for more than half a century by consid-

ering distinct computational models, distinct cost models, distinct functions, and problems and
trying to classify and compare them leading to a rich and deep, though uncomplete, understand-
ing of difficulties and limits of computer science [AB09, Pap03, Sip06, Zoo]. The applications
of computational complexity are of high interest as understanding and finding the physical lim-
its of computations allows the programmer to avoid them or push them using several methods
(approximation algorithms, distributed architectures, heuristics, ...) and highly motivates the re-
searcher to try to develop more efficient technologies for tomorrow (quantum theory, distributed
architectures, ...).

1.1.2 Strengths and weaknesses

Although computational complexity also studies alternative computational models (RAM, cir-
cuits, ...), its strength lies in the fact that, as in computability theory, TMs remain a robust
computational model for a wide variety of complexity classes. Indeed, many classes can be ex-
pressed in terms of (variants of) TMs. One can think for example of Alternating Turing Machines
(ATM) for characterizing circuit complexity classes [CS76] or Oracle Turing Machines (OTM)
that make possible to tame second order polynomial time complexity [KC91].

This strength is emphasized by the Invariance Thesis of Van Emde Boas [Boa14] stating
that “there exists a standard class of machine models, including all variants of TM and variants
of RAM, where models can simulate each other with a polynomial time bounded overhead and a
constant factor space bounded overhead”.

This robustness strength is also its major weakness. While computational complexity focuses
on machines, modern programmers are mostly interested in high level programming languages. It

1The input tape is not taken into account for sublinear space classes.
2This identification of tractable functions with the complexity class FP is also known as Cobham-Edmonds

thesis.
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1.2. Implicit Computational Complexity

is well-known that the complexity of programs is not directly related to computational complexity
as standard programmers mostly focus on asymptotic complexity rather than computational
complexity. In such a framework, a simple for loop program guarded by the integer n will be
considered to be linear in n while the corresponding machine simulating this loop using a binary
representation will execute in exponential time 2|n| in the input size, the size of the binary word
representing the integer n being |n| = dlog2(n) + 1e.

Moreover, the Invariance Thesis does not hold for programs based on models like the lambda
calculus or term rewriting systems as it is well-known that some reduction strategies can compute
an output of exponential size in a linear number of reductions in the input size. Although
the Invariance Thesis holds on variants of the lambda calculus based on the notion of explicit
substitution and the notion of useful reduction [ADL14], it turns out that such models are in
need of their own tools to be analyzed correctly.

Worst of all, computational complexity does not give a hint on how to design a program of a
given complexity class. This weakness is tied to the explicit nature of the resource bound provided
that does not give ways of building/certifying programs. This is particularly problematic for
people interested by safety and security applications of computational complexity as it highlights
the impossibility to develop automatic methods for certifying the complexity of such machines.

1.2 Implicit Computational Complexity

1.2.1 Description

The development of Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC) is concomitant to the will of
solving all the aforementioned issues by finding static methods for analyzing automatically the
complexity of “real” programming languages without explicitly referring to machines and without
explicitly providing a resource bound.

ICC aims at defining criteria such that any program satisfying a given criterion will compute
a function of a given complexity class. As the bound on resource consumption is implicit, the
analysis is more suited to be applied in a static analysis perspective under the requirement that
the criterion is not too hard to check from both a computability perspective and a complexity
perspective: the programmer has no prior knowledge on the complexity of the code under analysis
and wants to obtain some guarantees on it for a safe execution.

The aim of ICC can be summarized as follows. Given a programming language L and a
complexity class C, find a restriction R ⊆ L such that the following equality holds:

{JpK | p ∈ R} = C,

where JpK is the function computed by the program p.
The above equality is extensional, i.e. it deals with sets of functions rather than programs

and/or machines. The semantics J−K is often omitted when it is clear from the context, for
example when p is a program from binary words to binary words.

The inclusion from left to right means that any function computed by a program of L satis-
fying the criterion R is in C. This property is called Soundness. Conversely, for any function f
in C, there exists a program in p ∈ L such that f = JpK and R(p) hold. This property is called
(extensional) Completeness.

The considered language L, complexity class C, and criterionR are parameters of ICC charac-
terizations that vary greatly from one work to another. As we will shortly see, the ICC literature
consists of a tangle of such results where the language can range over programming languages
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from functional to Object Oriented (OO), the complexity class can range from subpolynomial
complexity to polynomial complexity and beyond, and where the criterion can, non exhaustively,
be a type system, a syntactical restriction or a constraint based method.

1.2.2 Historical background

The paper [Cob65] is commonly accepted as the founding paper of ICC. In this paper, Cobham
provides a characterization of polynomial time on function algebra that is formalized in [BC92]
as follows.

Theorem 1.2.1 (Cobham’s characterization of FP). The least class of functions containing the
constant function z = 0, the projection functions πnj (x1, . . . , xn) = xj, the successor functions
si(x) = 2 × x + i, i ∈ {0, 1}, the smash function #(x, y) = 2|x|×|y| and closed under standard
composition (COMP) and Bounded Recursion on Notation (BRN):

COMP(f, g)(x) = f(g(x)), 3

BRN(f, g, h0, h1)(0, x) = f(x),

BRN(f, g, h0, h1)(2y + i, x) = hi(y, x, BRN(f, g, h0, h1)(y, x)), when 2y + i 6= 0,

provided that ∀y, x, BRN(f, g, h0, h1)(y, x) ≤ g(y, x),

is exactly FP.

Turning back to previous definition of an ICC characterization, the programming language L
under consideration would be a simple function algebra that can be seen as a first order equational
programming language and the complexity class under consideration is FP. A program p ∈ L
would pass the criterion R, noted p ∈ [z, πnj , si,#; COMP, BRN], if it can be written from the base
functions of Cobham’s algebra {z, πnj , si,#} and using the COMP and BRN schemes as building
blocks. Hence, Theorem 1.2.1 can be restated in a concise way as

{JpK | p ∈ [z, πnj, si,#; COMP, BRN]} = FP.

The above characterization of FP proved by Rose in [Ros87] provides a way to build new
functions inductively from functions that are already in the class using a combination of the
COMP and BRN schemes and is considered to be the first ICC characterization of a complexity
class because it is machine independent. However it suffers from requiring an extra resource
bound g(y, x), whose check is very difficult, and is then not purely implicit.

This important drawback has been tackled independently by Bellantoni and Cook [BC92]
and Leivant and Marion [LM93, Lei95] who have characterized FP on function algebra using
a restricted version of primitive recursion scheme called safe recursion and ramified recurrence
(based on a tiering discipline), respectively. These works mostly restrict the way recursion
is allowed and provide the first pure ICC characterizations of FP and, hence, can be seen as
the seminal works of the ICC community. These works have also been extended to lambda
calculus [LM93] and polynomial space [LM94] as well as calculi with higher types [BNS00, Hof00],
since then, these lines of works have continued to be of great and growing interest to computer
scientists willing to study program complexity.

Before having an overview of the distinct existing analyses, we will try to understand and find
the common mechanisms underlying most ICC works. As mentioned above, the class of functions
computable in polynomial time (FP) was the main targeted class. This was primarily due to the
assumed tractability of its inhabitants by Cobham-Edmonds thesis. As every programmer knows
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that an exponential can be encoded simply by iterating data duplication or copy, most of the
studies were performed in the spirit of preventing such bad behavior from happening. It turned
out that such a simple intuition led to very distinct developments that were mostly influenced
by the programming language (or paradigm) on which they were implemented. We can classify
the ICC works in the literature in a somewhat arbitrary manner in distinct schools of thought
depending mostly of the computational paradigm and the tool used to perform the analysis:

• function algebra and safe recursion,

• lambda calculi and light logics,

• term rewrite systems and interpretations,

• imperative programs and dataflow / control flow methods.

1.2.3 Function algebra and safe recursion

The function algebra approach consists in fixing a finite sequence of initial functions I, in fixing
a finite sequence of operators (or recursion schemes) O mapping functions to functions, and
in considering [I;O], the smallest set of functions containing all the initial functions of I and
closed under the operators of O. Such lines of works, for which a very detailed survey can
be found in [Clo99], have provided various characterizations of well-known complexity classes,
including, non-exhaustively, subpolynomial classes (Alogtime [CK93, Pit98], NC [Clo90, All91],
Logspace [CT95]), polynomial time, FP [Cob65, Ros87], polynomial space, PSPACE [Clo97], and
beyond (Grzegorgczyk’s hierarchy [Sch69, Mül74]). Extensions to other complexity classes for
counting problems have also been considered (e.g. #P [VW96]).

Most of the aforementioned characterizations are not implicit in the sense that they require
the function computed by the closure of the recursion scheme operator to be bounded from
above by a function of the class (as in Theorem 1.2.1). As mentioned previously, this problem
was solved by Leivant and Marion [LM93] and Bellantoni and Cook [BC92]. We give below the
formalism by Bellantoni and Cook where the input of a function is split between normal and
safe data separated using a semicolon. In a function call f(x; y), x is the normal data and y is
the safe data.

Theorem 1.2.2 ([BC92]). The least class of functions containing the constant zero-ary function
0, the projection functions πn,mj (x1, . . . , xn;xn+1, . . . , xn+m) = xj, j ∈ [1, n + m], the successor
functions si(;x) = 2x + i, i ∈ {0, 1}, the predecessor function p(; 2x + i) = x, the conditional
function C(;x, y, z) = y, if x mod 2 = 0, C(;x, y, z) = z otherwise, and closed under safe
composition (SCOMP)4 and Predicative Recursion on Notation (PRN):

SCOMP(f, g, h)(x; y) = f(g(x; );h(x; y))

PRN(f, h0, h1)(0, y; z) = f(y; z)

PRN(f, h0, h1)(2x+ i, y; z) = hi(x, y; z, PRN(f, h0, h1)(x, y; z)) when 2x+ i 6= 0

is exactly FP. In other words, {JpK | p ∈ [0, πn,mj , si, p, C; SCOMP, PRN]} = FP.

In [BC92], the characterization is restricted to functions with only normal data. This restric-
tion is not necessary for our purpose as we have clearly distinguished the syntactical function
from the object it computes.

4Here provided that g = g1, . . . , gn, g(x; y) stands for g1(x; y), . . . , gn(x; y).
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The data duplication is controlled very cleverly in this framework: any normal data guarding
a recursion cannot be used more than linearly (in its size) during this recursion as every call
consumes a bit of data. Some copies can be passed to the functions in the context (h0 and
h1) but the context cannot perform a recursion on the value computed by a recursive call (as
such values are safe data), hence preventing iteration of non-linear functions (including the ones
duplicating the size of their argument). To illustrate this point, consider the following function:

double(0; ) = 0,

double(2x+i; ) = s1(; s1(; double(x; ))),

exp(2x+i; ) = double(exp(x; ); ).

The function double is in [0, πn,mj , si, p, C; SCOMP, PRN] and thus computes a polynomial time
function (associating s1(; . . . s1(; 0)), 2n times, to any input of size n). However exp is (hopefully)
not in this class as the use of double as contextual function requires the exp(x; ) recursive call
to be normal and this breaks the PRN scheme.

Predicative recursion and ramified recurrence have encountered a huge success in the commu-
nity and have been altered in order to provide purely implicit characterizations of other complex-
ity classes such as the subpolynomial classes Alogtime [Blo94, LM00, JDN19], NCk [BKMO08]
and NC [Bel95, Lei98, JDN19], and polynomial space [Oit01]. A functional programming language
based on safe recursion has also been introduced in [BCR09].

1.2.4 lambda calculus and light logics

Another very popular approach lies at the intersection of the Curry-Howard correspondence,
between lambda calculus and intuitionistic logic, and the introduction of Linear Logic (LL) by
Girard [Gir87]. Linear logic was introduced as a substructural logic for handling operations of
duplication and erasure using new logical connectors ! and ?, called the exponentials, in both
classical and intuitionistic settings.

In [GSS92], Girard, Scedrov, and Scott have introduced a variant of Linear logic, named
Bounded Linear Logic (BLL), introducing an annotated modality !xA that can be translated as
1⊗A⊗ . . .⊗A, with x occurrences of ⊗, ensuring that proof normalization can be performed in
polynomial time and that any function in FP can be represented. Here variable duplication (also
called contraction) is handled in a very natural way by the following principle !x+y(A&B) (
!xA⊗!yB. This characterization is a cornerstone result that is not purely implicit since it suffers,
as the initial function algebra studies, from the need of providing explicitly the polynomial in
the type annotation. This drawback has been solved by two lines of work: Light Linear Logic
(LLL) by Girard [Gir98] and Soft Linear Logic (SLL) by Lafont [Laf04].

• LLL and its affine variant, Light Affine Logic (LAL) [Asp98, AR02], provide implicit char-
acterizations of FP (A proof of completeness of LAL has been provided in [Rov99]). The
affine variant is obtained by adding full weakening: while a linear variable occurs exactly
once in a term, an affine variable occurs at most once. The intuition of light logics is as
follows: contraction is allowed for ! variables (i.e. variables that can be duplicated) but
the price to pay for this is an annotation by a new modality §, called neutral. Hence du-
plication is allowed but cannot be iterated. The natural deduction system for LAL taken
from [BT09] is shown in Figure 1.1.
Following the encoding provided for System F , the Church representation of unary integers
can be given the type Nat = ∀α.!(α( α)( §(α( α) in LAL. The unary double function

λn.λf.λx.(n f (n f x))
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(Var)
x : A ` x : A

Γ, x : A `M : B
(I()

Γ ` λx.M : A( B

Γ `M : A( B ∆ ` N : A (E()
Γ,∆ `M N : B

Γ `M : A (Weak)
Γ,∆ `M : A

Γ, x : !A, y : !A `M : B
(Cntr)

Γ, z : !A `M [z/x, z/y] : B

Γ,∆ `M : A
(I§)

!Γ, §∆ `M : §A
Γ ` N : §A ∆, x : §A `M : B

(E§)
Γ,∆ `M [N/x] : B

x : B `M : A (I!)
!x : !B `M : !A

Γ `M : !A ∆, x : !A ` N : B
(E!)

Γ,∆ `M [N/x] : B

Γ `M : A α /∈ FV (Γ)
(I∀)

Γ `M : ∀α.A
Γ `M : ∀α.A (E∀)

Γ `M : A[B/α]

where typing contexts are assumed to be disjoint and †Γ, for † ∈ {!, §} and
Γ = x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An, stands for x1 : †A1, . . . , xn : †An.

Figure 1.1: Typing rules for LAL (version from [BT09])

can be typed by !Nat( §Nat. For any type A, the iterator

iterA = λf.λx.λn.(n f x)

can be given the type !(A( A)( §A( Nat( §A and, consequently, double cannot be
iterated for the reasons explained above.

It was shown in [Gir98] that the reduction of a LLL proof-net π to its normal form can
be performed in O((d + 1)|π|2d+1

), provided that |π| is its size and d its depth (number
of nested modalities), using a reduction by levels. Consequently, the reduction can be
done in polynomial time for term of fixed depth. This result does not hold for terms as
demonstrated in [BT09] but was extended to any reduction strategy in [Ter01, BM10].

Theorem 1.2.3 (From [BT09]). The class of functions representable by a typable term of
LAL on binary words is exactly FP.5

• SLL can be seen as a subsystem of BLL that is complete for polynomial time. The an-
notations of BLL are replaced by a more careful handling of variable duplication, called
multiplexing, as contraction !A( (!A⊗!A) and digging !A(!!A are not valid in such a sys-
tem. Multiplexing corresponds to the validity of the following principle !A( (A⊗ . . .⊗A),

5Each binary word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ is encoded by a term w of type W = ∀α.!(α( α) (!(α( α) ( §(α( α).
A function f is represented by the term M such that x : W ` M : §kW if the proof of ` M [w/x] : §kW reduces
to ` f(w) : §kW , for each w.
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n times, for any n ≥ 0. Here ! is a marker for variable duplication. The church numerals are
encoded with type ∀α.!(α( α) ( (α( α) and the use of duplication is thus restricted
as in the case of LLL. Consequently, the degree of the polynomial is equal to the depth
(number of nested modalities) of the proof π of the term M plus one (i.e. O(|M |d(π)+1)).

Theorem 1.2.4 (Adapted from [Laf04]). The class of predicates representable by a SLL
proof on binary lists is exactly P.6

The above result can be extended to terms and to the complexity class FP (see [BM04]).

LLL and SLL systems have been enriched to complexity classes beyond polynomial time such
as elementary time in Elementary Linear Logic (ELL) [Gir98, DJ03] and elementary lambda
calculus [BBRDR18] characterizing the elementary recursive functions (functions that can be
computed by a TM in time bounded by an exponential tower in the input size). Affine variants
such as Elementary Affine Logic (EAL) have also been considered in [BT05]. These systems
have also been adapted to the complexity class Logspace on a BLL variant [Sch07], the com-
plexity class NP for LLL [Mau03] and SLL [GMRDR08b], and the complexity class PSPACE for
SLL [GMRDR08a].

It is important to mention that the type system for LAL does not enjoy subject reduction and
polynomiality is not preserved under β-reduction. Indeed polynomiality is preserved for proof-
nets, a circuit-based representation of proofs, but not for terms. This has led to some works on
the subject, the most relevant of those being the introduction of Dual Light Affine Logic (DLAL)
by Baillot and Terui [BT04] that substitutes the non-linear arrow ⇒ to the exponential ! using
the standard translation (A⇒ B)∗ = !A∗( B∗ inspired by Barber and Plotkin’s work on Dual
Intuitionistic Linear Logic [BP96]. A related type system capturing the functions computable in
logarithmic space has been studied in [DLS10, DLS16].

A comparison with Bellantoni and Cook function algebra (BC) has been tackled in [MO04] by
Ong and Murawski. The two authors remark that “safe variables in LAL are not contractible (i.e.
not duplicable), though normal variables are” and manage to embed BC in LAL by restricting BC
to a scheme respecting safe variables non-contractibility. This restriction comes at the price of a
loss of completeness that is recovered by allowing a restricted form of recursion scheme that can
be encoded in LAL on safe variables. This highlights the complementarity of the two approaches
as light logics bring polymorphism and higher-order types whereas function algebra provides a
more flexible treatment of variable duplication.

There are also related approaches on functional languages. In [Hof99, Hof03], Hofmann
develops a type system with linearity properties, called non-size-increasing, ensuring that all
definable functions are in FP. This system improves upon previous systems based on predicativity
or modality restrictions by ensuring that recursive definitions can be arbitrarily nested. The key
intuition is to use a resource type that “cannot be generated out of nothing” and, consequently,
ensuring that programs cannot increase the size of their input. Again the main intuition is that
program cannot compute outputs whose size is the double of the size of their input. This system
in its own is sound but uncomplete for FP: it characterizes the class of functions computable in
polynomial time and in linear space. Consequently, the system has to be extended with some
form of predicative recursion to recover completeness over FP. The expressive power of this
system was more deeply studied in [Hof02].

A last interesting and related line of work on the use of constructors for controlling the com-
plexity of functional programs is the one by Jones [Jon01] on the expressive power of functional

6Here we have chosen not to specify the precise encoding as it mostly differs depending on the fragment of
SLL considered [Laf04, GMRDR08b, Bai08].
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languages depending on some of their properties such as the use of constructors (cons-free or
non-cons free programs) or the allowed recursive calls (tail-recursion) where it is shown that
second order programs are more powerful than first order programs as a decision problem is
computable by a cons-free first order functional program if and only if it is in P, whereas it is
computable by a cons-free second order program if and only if it is in EXPTIME.

1.2.5 Term rewrite systems and interpretations

A third line of research corresponds to the notion of (polynomial) interpretation introduced
to show the termination of Term Rewrite Systems (TRS) [Lan79] and studied in [CL87, Ste92,
Gie95]. Interpretation methods basically consist in assigning a weight over a well-founded domain
to any expression of a given TRS so that if an expression rewrites to another, then a strict weight
decrease is observed. Termination is obtained as a consequence of well-foundedness. In order to
ensure such a property, it suffices that the strict weight decrease holds for any rewrite rule of the
TRS and that the underlying strict order enjoys suitable properties such as closure by context
and closure by substitution.

More specifically, a strictly monotonic function [b] : Nn → N is assigned to any symbol b
of arity n of a TRS R and a fresh variable [x] ∈ N is assigned to any variable x of R. The
assignment [−] is an interpretation if its canonical extension7 satisfies that for each rewrite rule
l→ r of the TRSR, [l] > [r], where the strict inequality is checked for any possible assignment of
its free variables. The interpretation is called polynomial if all the TRS symbols are interpreted
as polynomials over the natural numbers.

It was shown in [CL92] that the functions computed by TRS admitting a polynomial interpre-
tation have a polynomially bounded growth rate although the composition of their derivation is
doubly exponentially bounded (in the size of the initial term) as demonstrated by [Geu88, Lau88].
This result was extended in [BCMT98] where a first characterization of FP is provided.

Theorem 1.2.5 (Adapted from [BCMT01]). The set of functions computable by a TRS over
unary numbers admitting a polynomial interpretation [−] with the subterm property8 and the
additivity property9 is exactly FP.

Characterizations of functions computable in exponential and doubly exponential time were
also provided in [BCMT98], depending on whether the successor is interpreted as a linear function
of the shape aX + b, a > 1, b ≥ 0, or polynomial function, respectively.

In this setting variable duplication is allowed but it comes with a price to pay for. Indeed,
consider the easiest case where the interpretation ranges over the set of natural numbers N. If we
consider a 2-ary symbol f and a polynomial interpretation [−] ∈ N[X,Y ], by subterm property,
[f ](X,Y ) ≥ X + Y , and, consequently, a variable duplication in a term is such that [f(x, x)] ≥
2 × [x]. Hence duplication is allowed but its iteration is prevented as the interpretation of a
term obtained by duplication is smaller than the interpretation of the initial term, a polynomial
in the size of the term by additivity and since polynomials are closed under finite composition.
Consequently, no exponential can occur under additivity assumption. To illustrate the discussion,

7It consists in an extension to terms defined by [b(t1, . . . , tn)] = [b]([t1], . . . , [tn]).
8The subterm property holds if for any symbol b of arity n ≥ 1, ∀i ≤ n,∀Xi ∈ N, [b](. . . Xi . . .) ≥ Xi.
9i.e. the successor has an interpretation of the shape [suc](X) = X + c, c > 0. This property is extended to

any constructor symbol c of arity strictly greater than 0 by requiring that [c](X1, . . . , Xn) = Σni=1Xi + c, c > 0.
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consider the following simple TRS computing the unary exponential as a counter-example:

double(0)→ 0,

double(suc(x))→ suc(suc(double(x))),

exp(0)→ suc(0),

exp(suc(x))→ double(exp(x)).

The two rules for double admit the following additive and polynomial interpretation [0] = 0,
[suc](X) = X + 1, [double](X) = 3X + 1 but it turns out that, for exponential to have an
interpretation, the following inequality has to be satisfied [exp](X + 1) > 3[exp](X) + 1. This
inequality is clearly not satisfiable by a polynomial function.

Though very interesting, this characterization was suffering from a lack of expressive power (in
terms of captured programs). We will discuss this point more deeply in Section 1.3. This issue was
partially solved by the introduction of the notion of quasi-interpretation [MM00, BMM01] where
strictly increasing functions are replaced by increasing functions and where the strict weight
decrease is replaced by a non-strict weight decrease. Consequently, contrarily to interpretations,
quasi-interpretations no longer ensure a time property: termination. Quasi-interpretations rather
ensure a space property under additivity requirements: the size of the computed value (and the
size of each intermediate value computed during the evaluation process) is bounded by the
interpretation of the initial term.

But it turns out that complexity classes can be recovered if quasi-interpretations are to be
intersected with some termination techniques. Let RPO, be the set of TRS that can be shown
to terminate using Recursive Path Ordering (RPO, see Subsection 2.3.3 for a definition) and
where all equivalent function symbol calls are compared lexicographically (lexicographic status)
or argument by argument (product status).

Theorem 1.2.6 (Adapted from [BMM11]). The set of functions computed by TRS admitting an
additive and polynomial quasi-interpretation and terminating by RPO, where all function symbols
have a product status, is exactly FP.

On the practical side, a formal library based on quasi-interpretation and RPO allowing to
prove that a given program computes a function in FP has been implemented in the Coq proof
assistant [FHM+18].

Interestingly this characterization is extended in an elegant manner to the class of functions
computable in polynomial space as a lexicographic comparison on a function recursive calls
preserves the polynomiality of the space needed for the evaluation of a term.

Theorem 1.2.7 (Adapted from [BMM11]). The set of functions computed by TRS admitting an
additive and polynomial quasi-interpretation and terminating by RPO, where all function symbols
have either product or lexicographic status, is exactly FPSPACE.

A characterization of Logspace and linear space based on quasi-interpretations is also pro-
vided in [BMM05]. This notion has also been extended in a more refined notion, called sup-
interpretation, that also allows us to extend the characterization to subpolynomial complexity
classes such as Alogtime [BMP06] and NCk [MP08b]. An exhaustive survey of the complexity
class characterizations can be found in [Bon11].

For practical applications, a merge between interpretation techniques and bytecode analysis
was presented in [ACGDZJ04] where the authors check properties of pre-compiled first order func-
tional programs on a simple stack machine using quasi-interpretations and RPO. This approach
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was also generalized in [ADZ04] to systems of concurrent and interactive first order functional
threads.

Another related practical and successful approach is the line of work on amortized resource
analysis introduced in [HJ03]. In this work, Hofmann and Jost introduced a type system using
a potential-based amortized analysis to infer bounds on first order program heap space con-
sumption. Basically, data types are annotated by potentials and type inference generates a
set of linear constraints which are then solved independently by an external tool. While in
the seminal papers the analysis was restricted to linear bounds in the size of the input, ex-
tensions to polynomial bounds and multi-variate polynomial bounds was designed in [HH10]
and [HAH11], respectively. An extension to the heap space analysis of OO programs was per-
formed in [HJ06, HR09, HR13] by counting the memory allocations and deallocations of Java
programs and an extension to the time analysis of higher-order functional programs was per-
formed in [JHLH10]. Related approaches using sized types on higher-order functional programs
were also developed in [SvKvE07, SvEvK09, SvET13]. The amortized complexity approach is
focusing on soundness results rather than on completeness results as the goal is the development
of practical tools for program resource analysis as Resource-aware ML (RaML) [HAH12]. This
approach is closely linked to that of polynomial interpretations as confluent TRS (or TRS with
a fixed deterministic rewrite strategy) can be viewed as first order programs. Moreover, the
annotations can be viewed as assignments and the constraints generated are very close to the
constraints (inequalities) that can be found in polynomial interpretation methods. Amortized
resource analysis has been adapted to TRS in [HM14b, HM15] and has been shown to subsume
polynomial interpretations, i.e. if a TRS is well-typed then it admits a polynomial interpretation.

1.2.6 Imperative programs and dataflow based methods

The last approach deals with the analysis of imperative programs.
In [Jon99], a characterization of P was provided in terms of read-only recursive while loop

programs on binary trees.10 If recursivity is withdrawn then a characterization of Logspace is
obtained. Such a framework has been extended to a fragment of C with arrays in [KV03] and
its study has been extended to the non-deterministic case in [Bon06].

In [KN04], Kristiansen and Niggl use a measure, called µ-measure, ranging over N and de-
fined on imperative loop and stack programs. This measure was previously defined by Niggl
for characterizing complexity classes, including FP, on functional languages [Nig00]. On the im-
perative paradigm, the µ-measure accounts for the number of nested loops by considering only
those loops for which the variables have some interdependence, which more or less corresponds
to a duplication. Kristian and Niggl show that the set of functions computed by programs of
µ-measure n is exactly the class of functions En+2 in Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy [Grz53]. This
line of work was extended in [NW06] to a more general and expressive programming language
including conditional, loops and more advanced data structures such as lists or trees.

In [JK05, JK09], Jones and Kristiansen present a new approach based on a matrix typing
discipline for loop and while programs.11 If the program has n variables, the considered matrices
are n×n square matrices whose coefficients are ranging over the finite domain {0,m,w, p}, with
an underlying order < satisfying 0 < m < w < p. If the matrix M types the command c then
Mi,j encodes how the j-th variable is overwritten by the i-th variable after the execution of c.
The intuition hidden under this 4-elements domain is as follows: a mwp-bound is a function of
the shape max(X,P (Y ))+Q(Z), for some polynomials P and Q. Variables in X correspond to a

10i.e. These programs do not have the ability to build a binary tree.
11Loops correspond to linear iteration in the size of the guard value.
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maximum flow m, variables in y to a weak-polynomial flow w, and variables in z to a polynomial
flow p (and variables that do not appear correspond to a 0 flow). Consequently, values in the
typing matrix encode the way each variable is related to other variables in the mwp-bound
corresponding to the command execution.

To illustrate this with an example, consider the simple loop command loop X3{X1 := X1 +
X2}. Let X0

i denote the initial value stored in Xi before execution. At the end of the execution
of this command, the three informal equalities X3 = X0

3 , X2 = X0
2 , and X1 = X0

1 + X0
2 × X0

3

hold. A corresponding matrix is 

m 0 0
p m 0
p 0 m




as the inequalities can be reformulated by X3 = max(X0
3 ), X2 = max(X0

2 ), and X1 = max(X0
1 )+

Q(X0
2 , X

0
3 ), with Q(X,Y ) = X × Y .12

This type system performs a strict control of variable duplication inside loops and while loops
by requiring the closure of the matrix corresponding to the inner command to have nothing but
m on its diagonal. The idea is still to prevent iteration of duplication as a command of the shape
Xk := 2×Xk cannot be typed by a matrixM such thatMk,k = m. Indeed, as Xk = max(P (X0

k))
with P (X) = 2×X,Mk,k is at least equal to w.13 Consequently, this command cannot be iterated
as the closure will still contain w in the diagonal.

The obtained characterization is that if a command can be typed by a given matrix then the
values computed by this command are of polynomially bounded size.

A similar line of work was performed on a low level assembly-like programming language of
stack machines in [Moy09]. Here a state is abstracted by its size, each instruction is abstracted
by the effect it has on the size of states. The analysis allows to show termination and to study
the space consumed during program execution using approaches that are inspired by size change
termination principle [LJBA01] and by non-size-increasing principle [Hof02], respectively.

On the practical side, several studies have been performed. Although not always directly
related to ICC, these studies mostly target a similar goal (soundness-like): finding worst case
analysis for practical programs. Moreover, the techniques used are sometimes based on similar
or inspired theoretical approaches. Clearly, in such a practical context, completeness is sacrificed
at the price of a better tractability. We will discuss this point more deeply in Section 1.3.

The practical studies can be split in three distinct approaches:

• the SPEED tool [Gul09, GMC09] that implements a multiple counters based approach for
computing symbolic bounds on the number of statements a procedure executes depending
on (user-defined quantitative functions on) its inputs. The idea is simple but works well:
quantitative bounds are generated using invariant generation tools and the the SPEED
program has been proved to be efficient and productive on C++ Standard Template Li-
brary,

• the COSTA tool [AAG+07a, AAG+07b] that has been introduced as a new symbolic anal-
ysis and that can be used to infer termination and complexity properties of Java bytecode;
The method tries to infer automatically resource upper bounds on Java bytecode using
cost relations. The considered complexity properties are resource usage such as time or
space [AGGZ07, AGGZ13],

12There is no uniqueness. See next footnote.
13p is also a valid option.
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• the project CerCo [AAB+13, AARG12] (Certified Complexity) of the European Commis-
sion FP7 that was attempting to develop a formally verified complexity preserving compiler
from an expressive subset of C to some assembly code for embedded systems; the compiler
is also providing certified cost annotations for programs.

Some works have also extended the studies of imperative programs to subpolynomial complex-
ity classes. In [HS10], an imperative programming language with pointers over a graph structure
called PURPLE is introduced. This language subsumes Jumping Automata on Graphs of [CR80],
a particular kind of automata with a state, a graph structure and, pebbles that can move from
one vertex to an adjacent vertex or that can jump directly to a vertex containing another pebble,
and is shown to be strictly included in Logspace as it cannot encode undirected reachability
which is known to be in Logspace as a direct consequence of Reingold’s Theorem [Rei08]. It was
also shown in [HRS13] that PURPLE captures all of Logspace on locally ordered graphs.

1.3 Limits

1.3.1 Intensionality vs decidability

Most of the criteria in the literature, including the criteria presented in previous section, are
extensionally complete as they consist in characterizations capturing all the functions of a given
complexity class C. However most of these criteria are also intensionally incomplete. It means
that there exist algorithms computing a function of C that can be rejected by the criterion. On
the one hand, some algorithms are rejected in a highly expected way. For example, if we set
C = FP, a naive algorithm computing a function in FP using an exponential number of steps
will hopefully be rejected. On the other hand, some “good” algorithms will be rejected without
compromising the extensional completeness. One may think for example of the sorting function.
For a given functional language F , a criterion K ⊆ F can accept a naive sorting algorithm
running in time O(n2) and reject the quicksort algorithm (which is indeed difficult to capture
as its polynomial behavior relies on the ability to show that the input array is semantically
divided in two parts with no increase) so that {JpK | p ∈ K} = FP holds but K(quicksort)
does not. Worst of all, most of the characterizations of FP provided in previous section do
not capture the natural implementation of the quicksort algorithm. Historically, this kind
of intensional incompleteness has been highlighted in [Col89] where Colson has shown that a
function computing the minimum of two unary integers n and m, encoding the integers n and
m, respectively, cannot be implemented by a primitive recursive algorithm on a Call-By-Name
(CBN) TRS in time O(min(n,m)), whereas this function can easily be implemented within such
a time bound if the constraint on the algorithm is relaxed.

There have been attempts to develop intensional criteriaR such that the following intensional
property holds:

∀p ∈ L, if Φ(p) ∈ C then R(p),

where Φ is a complexity measure14 à la Blum [Blu67] and under the assumption that the criterion
is extensionally complete (i.e. {JpK | p ∈ R} = C holds).

For example, if C = FP, we could set Φ(p) to be the running time of the program p relating the
size of the program input to the number of steps needed to produce the corresponding output.

14We make a slight abuse of notation as usually a Blum complexity measure maps an integer, encoding the
program data and input, to a Gödel numbering of the partial computable functions by not making the distinction
between the Gödel number and the function it represents.
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Hence any program whose runtime is a polynomial time computable function would have to
satisfy the criterion R.

But clearly, such criteria come at the price of a high undecidability. Indeed, if such a criterion
R can be designed for decision problems of the complexity class P. Then one programmer just
needs to consider a program prog of L computing a well-known NP-complete problem. Depending
on whether R(prog) holds or not, the programmer would be able to give a positive (respectively
negative) answer to the P vs NP problem. As an illustrating example, an intensionally complete
characterization of PCF programs is given in [DLG11] using a parameterized type system relying
on an oracle. The undecidability lies in the oracle. For the particular case of polynomial time,
it is well-known for a long time that the problem of providing an intensional characterization is
Σ0

2-complete in the arithmetical hierarchy [Haj79].

1.3.2 Complexity of inference

A given ICC criterion can be judged on two distinct levels:

• its expressive power: has the criterion more expressive power than others?

• its inherent complexity:15 is the criterion decidable and, if so, what is its complexity?

The expressive power is very difficult to judge in general as most of the methods are incomparable.
However several studies on the inherent complexity of the criteria have been performed as we
will see below.

Safe recursion

For function algebras, the inherent complexity is the complexity of checking whether a given
program is expressed in a safe or ramified recursion scheme. It can be easily implemented in
polynomial time as it consists in checking that the program equations can be generated by the
underlying function algebra grammar. The tractability of this check is clearly at the root of the
most important issue of function algebra: their weak expressive power. The recursion scheme
highly restricts the way programs can be written. Moreover, for a given function in FP, designing
a program computing the function is undecidable in general and can be very hard for some
particular functions.

Light logics

The problems of type inference for LAL (EAL, respectively), consisting in checking whether a
lambda term can be decorated by a type in LAL (EAL, respectively) has been studied in [Bai02]
(in [CM01], respectively) under some slight restrictions (normal forms and simply typed terms)16

that have been tamed in [Bai04b].17 Consequently, type inference is decidable.
Moreover, it was shown in [ABT07], that type inference for DLAL can be checked in time

polynomial in the size of the lambda term under the assumption that the System F type of the
lambda term under consideration is provided.

15The inherent complexity is also called Synthesis problem complexity, Derivability problem complexity or Type
inference complexity depending on the computational model under consideration.

16i.e. polymorphism is not allowed.
17The normal form hypothesis is also no longer required using a suitable notion of subtyping.
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The type inference algorithm for the Soft Type Assignment (STA) of [GRDR07] based on
SLL was proposed in [GRDR08] where it is shown to be decidable for simple types. It was ex-
tended in [CS12] to ML Soft Type Assignment (MLSTA), an extension to ML-like polymorphism
whose type checking and type inferences are decidable. See also [CS16] for a discussion on the
undecidability of the family of STA type systems when extended to System F .

These results can be summarized as follows (see [Bai08] for more details. In particular, type
inference is shown to be in polynomial time on a restriction of EAL).

Type system EAL LAL DLAL STA MLSTA
Restriction T T F T F
Complexity Decidable* Decidable* Ptime Ptime Decidable

Figure 1.2: Decidability and complexity of the type inference

where T is the restriction to closed simply typed terms and F is the restriction to closed
typable terms in System F and where ∗ means that the bound is known to be at least exponential.

Interpretations

For interpretations and quasi-interpretations, the synthesis problem consists in checking if a
given TRS has a interpretation and quasi-interpretation, respectively. This problem was first
introduced by Amadio in [Ama03, Ama05] and studied for quasi-interpretations on a space
of functions including addition, maximum and coefficient over bounded rational numbers or
integers: it was shown to be NP-hard on such function space and NP-complete if the coefficients
are restricted to the set {0, 1}. The NP-hardness result was extended to coefficients over positive
real numbers R+ in [BMMP05] and a survey of the distinct results has been provided in [Péc13].

Let K ∈ {N,Q+,Q+
d,R+}, Q+

d being the set of rationals in Q+ of bounded representation,
and define the following sets of polynomials:

• the set K[X] of usual multivariate polynomials whose coefficients are in K and with n
variables X = X1, . . . , Xn ranging over the field of real numbers,

• the set of MaxPoly(k,d) {K} polynomials, which consists of functions obtained using con-
stants over K and arbitrary compositions of the operators +,× and max of degree bounded
by d and a max arity bounded by k,

• and the set of MaxPlus(k,d) {K} functions, which consists of functions obtained using con-
stants over K bounded by d and arbitrary compositions of the operators + and max, with
a max arity bounded by k.

The obtained results can be summarized by Figure 1.3.
The first and second lines are direct consequences of Hilbert’s tenth problem undecidability,

whereas the third and fourth lines are a consequence of Tarski’s quantifier elimination Theorem
over real numbers [Tar51]. One important point to mention here is that the synthesis problem
is exponential and not doubly exponential because the synthesis problem is more restricted than
general quantifier elimination. In the first column, the symbol “−” means that the study of the
synthesis problem for polynomial interpretation does not make sense whenever a max operator
is allowed since max is not a strictly monotonic function.
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Function space \ tool Polynomial Interpretation Polynomial Quasi-Interpretation

K[X],K ∈ {N,Q+} Undecidable Undecidable

MaxPoly{K},K ∈ {N,Q+} − Undecidable

R+[X] EXPTIME EXPTIME

MaxPoly(k,d){R+} − EXPTIME

MaxPlus(k,d){K},K ∈ {N,Q+
d} − NP-complete

MaxPlus(k,d){R+} − NP-hard

Figure 1.3: Decidability and complexity of the synthesis problem

A last interesting remark is that we can conclude from the fourth line of Figure 1.3 that
the criterion of Theorem 1.2.6, providing a characterization of FP, is decidable in EXPTIME over
positive real numbers as the problem of checking whether a TRS terminates by RPO is known
to be NP-complete [KN85].

Matrix based type system for imperative programs

For the imperative methods, the question of the complexity of the criterion was less central to
the concerns because most of the tools are empirical and cannot be straightforwardly seen as
ICC criteria as discussed in Section 1.2.6. In the work of Jones and Kristiansen [JK09], it is
shown that the matrix based type system is not deterministic in the sense that several distinct
matrices can be assigned to a given command. Jones and Kristiansen introduce an algorithm for
solving the derivability problem, i.e. “given a command c does there exist a matrix M such that
c has type M?”, and show that this problem is in NP and conjecture it to be NP-complete.

1.4 Related Work

In this section, we try to relate the works on ICC with other important domains of theoretical
computer science such as termination, computability, finite model theory and static analysis.

1.4.1 Termination

The links between ICC and termination are very tight. A program must terminate in order to
compute a function of a given (standard) complexity class. In the other direction, a complexity
class certificate ensures a termination certificate as the functions of ordinary complexity classes
are total. This remark is not that interesting in the sense that complexity class certificates are
much harder to infer than termination certificates. However, as termination is usually a first
prerequisite for a program to compute a function of a given complexity class, it is not surprising
that many ICC criteria are derived or inspired directly from termination techniques.
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TRS. It has already been mentioned that polynomial interpretations have been introduced
with the primary objective of demonstrating termination of TRSs [Lan79]. However, this tool
was severely restricted by its intensionality as the subterm requirements are very strong and
reject a lot of desirable programs. One suggestion by Hofbauer was to relax the notion of inter-
pretation and particularly its subterm property by introducing the notion of context dependent-
interpretations [Hof01]. Context dependent interpretations take an extra contextual param-
eter, a strictly positive real number, and are ranging over the real numbers as in the many
works extending polynomial interpretation and quasi-interpretation techniques to real num-
bers [Der87, BMMP05, Luc05, Luc07, MP08c]. Well-foundedness is recovered by assuming
that in a rewrite rule, the interpretation induces a strict decrease by at least the parame-
ter value. In [MS08], a subclass of context dependent interpretations inducing a quadratic
derivational complexity upper bound is introduced. Another interesting line of work in the
use of interpretations for showing program termination are the studies generalizing polynomial
interpretations to a more general codomain, the space of square matrices with integer coeffi-
cients [HW06, EWZ08]. This method was adapted to infer polynomial derivational complexity
upper bounds [NZM10, Wal10, Wal15]. See also [MSW08] for a comparison between a subclass
of context dependent interpretations and a subclass of triangular matrix interpretations. An
adaptation to context-sensitive rewriting has also been studied in [HM14a].

The RPO based termination techniques (see [Der82, Kam80, Pla78]) were also popular in
ICC as they are combined to additive quasi-interpretations to obtain characterizations of FP
and FPSPACE [BMM11], as already presented in Theorem 1.2.6 and Theorem 1.2.7, respectively.
The main motivations were that the Lexicographic Path Ordering (LPO), a RPO-like order
where the arguments of function calls are compared lexicographically, was already known to
yield multiply recursive derivation lengths [Wei95] and that the Multiset Path Ordering (MPO),
a RPO-like order where recursive calls arguments are compared using multisets, was already
known to yield primitive recursive derivation lengths [Hof92]. In a first attempt, the Light
Lexicographic Path Ordering (LLPO) was developed in [CM00] to provide a characterization of
FPSPACE. The LLPO was adapted to a notion of Polynomial Path Order (PPO*) in [AM08].
The PPO* (and its variant sPOP in [AEM15]) induces polynomial bounds on the maximal
number of innermost rewrite steps and its combinations with other termination techniques such
as dependency pairs [AM09], discussed in the next paragraph, and semantic labeling [Ava08] have
been studied. Moreover a termination tool for automated termination, derivational complexity
analysis and runtime analysis of TRS has been developed in [AM13b, AM16, AMS16].

A last very popular technique for showing the termination of TRS is the notion of Depen-
dency Pairs (DP) of [AG00]. It consists in abstracting a given TRS as a dependency graph
containing information about the function calls and control flow of the TRS and finding a strict
decrease on the graph transitions with an underlying well-founded domain so that any cycle (that
may correspond to a recursive call) can only occur a finite number of times. The DP method
was used in [HM08, NEG13] to analyze the innermost computational complexity of TRS. The
innermost complexity of a TRS is a partial function from natural numbers to natural numbers.
It associates to a natural number n, the maximal derivation height obtained by deriving any
term of the TRS of size smaller than n using an innermost reduction strategy. The partiality
comes from the fact that the innermost complexity can be undefined in presence of diverging
terms. This technique has been extended to Java programs and other programming languages
in a tool called APROVE [GAB+17]. The properties related to the innermost runtime com-
plexity are soundness results and induce that the corresponding computed function is in FP as
demonstrated in [AM10b, DLM09]. Completeness is here sacrificed at the price of tractability.
It is worth noticing that this soundness result has been extended to full rewriting in [AM10a]
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which shows that the runtime complexity of a TRS and the runtime complexity of a TM imple-
mentation of the TRS, for decision problems and particular class of functions, are polynomially
related. This is however not true in general as full rewriting and lambda calculus do not re-
spect in general the Invariance Thesis [Boa14]: it means that there exists an exponential time
computable function that can be implemented by a TRS with a polynomial derivation length
(see also [ADL14] solution for recovering the Invariance Thesis in a lambda calculus setting
and [ADL18] for the Invariance Thesis in TRS with sharing and memoization). It was proved
in [MS11] that TRS whose termination can be shown using the DP method under some slight
assumptions may induce a multiply recursive derivational complexity and primitive recursive
upper bounds have been obtained on DP refinements based on RPO [MS09]. The ICC work pre-
sented in [MP08c] provides a sound and complete characterization of FP based on a combination
of DP and polynomial interpretations. The flexibility provided by the DP method considerably
improves the intensionality of this characterization with respect to the pure interpretation-based
characterizations.

Lambda calculus and functional languages. For lambda calculi, types in LAL (or EAL)
can be viewed as decorations of data types in System F [Gir72, Rey74], that is known to enjoy a
strong normalization property. For example, unary integers in System F correspond to ∀α.(α→
α)→ (α→ α) and are decorated by ∀α.!(α( α)( §(α( α) in LAL (and by ∀α.!(α( α)(
!(α ( α) in EAL). Other termination techniques such as size based termination [HPS96] have
been adapted to functional languages to infer resource upper bounds in practice [ADL17]. In
this framework, a type contains an extra information about the size of the terms it represents.
A strict decrease is enforced on the sized types of recursive calls, ranging over a well-founded
domain, to ensure termination [CK01, BGR08]. This also allows to recover information about the
size of the intermediate results computed as in the case of additive interpretations (see [Vas08]).
It is worth noticing that this approach is related to the one of [DLG11, DLP14] that combines
dependent types and a linear type system to obtain type system relatively complete for PCF.
Here relatively means that not only the complexity of the computed function is captured but
also the complexity of evaluating a term. However, this approach is not a pure ICC study in the
sense that, as in BLL, several external resource bounds are required and the target (PCF) is not
a complexity class.

A last very popular technique for showing the termination of first order functional programs
is the Size Change Principle [LJBA01] (SCP). It basically consists in abstracting a program
in a call of sequences and checking that any infinite call of sequences corresponds to an infinite
number of decrease on a well-founded domain. It was proved in [BA02] that the class of functions
computed by size change terminating programs is the class of multiply recursive functions.

Imperative programs. On the imperative side, the works on studying the complexity of while
loop programs are also related to the studies on the termination of such programs, including non
exhaustively [BAG13, BAG17, BAGM12, SKvE10]. [HJP10] is also an interesting paper present-
ing the differences and similarities between the size change principle approach of [LJBA01] and
the transition invariant approach of [PR04] that serves as a basis of the software TERMINA-
TOR [CPR06] designed for automatically showing the termination of imperative programs.

1.4.2 Computability

ICC is also highly related to the studies on computational models and computability. Before
discussing the complexity of a given function, the first question arising is whether this function
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is computable by any reasonable computational model. Hence computability, as termination, is
a prerequisite for complexity. After delineating the limits of computational models, researchers
have focused on restricted class of computable functions. Historically, the first studies of inter-
est mostly focused on very large classes that are now considered as untractable, e.g. the class
of recursive functions [Pét67, Kle36]. Other examples of such classes are the class of primitive
recursive functions, the class of multiple recursive functions, and classes of the Grzegorgczyk’s
hierarchy. Primitive recursive functions were introduced by Gödel and Kleene in [Göd31, Kle35].
Kalmar defined in [Kal43] the elementary functions by restricting the primitive recursion scheme
to limited sums and products. In [Grz53], Grzegorgczyk defined the hierarchy of classes Ek,
obtained by closure of diagonal functions, composition and a restricted scheme of primitive re-
cursion, and showed that E3 is exactly Kalmar’s class, and, in [Rit63], Ritchie demonstrated that
E2 is exactly the class of functions computable by a TM in linear space. The characterizations of
these classes were obtained mostly by restricting the recursion scheme and expressive power of
the underlying language and can be viewed as the corner stone approaches that led to Cobham’s
characterization of FP.

1.4.3 Finite model theory

The works in ICC are also related to Finite Model Theory (FMT). FMT is a branch of mathe-
matical logic studying the relation between a (logical) language and its interpretation on finite
structures. In [Fag74], Fagin showed that the properties expressible by an existential second order
formula are exactly the complexity class NP. A characterization of P, known as the Immerman-
Vardi Theorem, was provided (see [Saz80, Imm86] and [Var82], where other characterizations of
the main complexity classes are also provided) in terms of first order logic extended by the ability
to define new relations by induction expressed as a fixed-point logic over ordered structures cap-
tures P. An alternative definition was also suggested by Grädel [Grä91] in terms of second order
Boolean queries in which the first order part is a universal formula in conjunctive normal form
with at most one positive literal per clause. Some characterization of P and Logspace have also
been studied in [Gur83] and extension to elementary recursive functions are studied in [Goe92].
See [Imm12] for a complete description of the descriptive complexity domain.

To some extent FMT can be considered as a subdomain of ICC as it provides characterizations
of complexity classes without requiring resource bounds. However this is a rough approximation
for two reasons. First, it is well known that the main results of classical model theory fail for
finite structures and, in the other direction, the complexity results on finite models cannot be
adapted to general models including functions. For example, a characterization of FP cannot be
provided straightforwardly. Second, the characterizations suffer from being extensional rather
than intensional as a Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) is rather a function than a programming
language or computational model.

1.4.4 Static analysis

ICC is also closely related to static program analysis. Static analysis is a subdomain of Formal
Methods related to the analysis of program properties performed without actually executing the
program. Techniques such as dataflow analysis, model checking, and the use of Hoare logics for
correctness proofs belong to static analysis. We have already mentioned in Section 1.2.6 that
methods for analyzing the complexity of imperative programs such as [JK05, JK09] were directly
inspired by dataflow analysis. One of the most successful techniques in static analysis is the notion
of abstract interpretation by Cousot and Cousot [CC77]. Although there is, to our knowledge,
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no formal comparison between the notion of abstract interpretation and the ICC tools, it is
clear that most of the semantics ICC tools can be viewed as a particular abstractions of program
properties. For example, a linear type can be viewed as an abstraction of the term it corresponds
to and the polynomial interpretation of an expression can be viewed as an abstraction: an upper
bound on its derivation length.

It is worth noticing that most of aforementioned applied complexity analysis of imperative
programming languages [Gul09, GMC09, AAG+07a, AAG+07b] are based on the use of static
analysis techniques and, mostly, rely on the use of abstract interpretations to compute program
invariants.

1.5 Contribution

In the first part of this introduction, we have defined the notion of ICC and described the main
families of tools and criteria providing ICC results and complexity classes characterizations. We
have also provided a comparison with theoretical works on computability theory, finite model
theory, and well-known static analysis tools such as termination tools and abstract interpreta-
tions. We have highlighted the two main restrictions of ICC: the complexity of the inference
problem and the (lack of) expressive power of the methods.

We now present our main technical and theoretical contributions to the field and will also
try to place them in a more general context by not limiting this presentation to our work. The
first part of this contribution, Chapter 2, will deal with the works performed on improving the
intensionality/expressive power of the ICC methods. The second part, Chapter 3, will deal with
the extensions of the techniques to other paradigms. The third part, Chapter 4, will deal with the
extensions to infinite (including coinductive) data structures. The last part of this contribution,
Chapter 5, will discuss some of the open issues and research perspectives of the domain.

Part of the works presented in this manuscript belongs to the works on ICC I have con-
tributed to from 2004 to 2019. The underlyng research has been supported by Inria Associated
Team CRISTAL 2009-2012, ANR COMPLICE 2008-2014 and ANR ELICA 2014-2019 and cor-
responds to the following list of publications ordered by research topic. They correspond to 5
international journal publications and 14 international peer-reviewed international conferences
and do not include my international workshop publications with informal proceedings and some
of my publications in computer virology, on data aggregates and optimal representations, and
on quantum program semantics.

The following table summarizes for each section of the contributing Chapters, the list of my
corresponding publications (indexed below). The sections without publication correspond to
works done by other authors.

Section 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Publications 3 1,2,4,5,6,7 9,10,11,13 8,12 14,15,18 16,19 17

• Improving the expressive power of ICC tools, Chapter 2:

1. Guillaume Bonfante and Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. A Characterization
of Alternating Log Time by First Order Functional Programs. In Logic for Program-
ming, Artificial Intelligence, and Reasoning, 13th International Conference, LPAR
2006, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, November 13-17, 2006, Proceedings, pages 90–104,
2006.
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2. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Resource Analysis by Sup-interpretation.
In Functional and Logic Programming, 8th International Symposium, FLOPS 2006,
Fuji-Susono, Japan, April 24-26, 2006, Proceedings, pages 163–176, 2006.

3. Guillaume Bonfante and Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Quasi-interpretation
Synthesis by Decomposition. In Theoretical Aspects of Computing - ICTAC 2007, 4th
International Colloquium, Macau, China, September 26-28, 2007, Proceedings, pages
410–424, 2007.

4. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. A Characterization of NCk. In Theory and
Applications of Models of Computation, 5th International Conference, TAMC 2008,
Xi’an, China, April 25-29, 2008. Proceedings, pages 136–147, 2008.

5. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Characterizations of polynomial complexity
classes with a better intensionality. In Proceedings of the 10th International ACM
SIGPLAN Conference on Principles and Practice of Declarative Programming, July
15-17, 2008, Valencia, Spain, pages 79–88, 2008.

6. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Sup-interpretations, a semantic method for
static analysis of program resources. ACM Trans. Comput. Log., 10(4), 31 pages,
2009.

7. Romain Péchoux. Synthesis of sup-interpretations: A survey. Theoretical Computer
Science, 467:30–52, 2013.

• Adapting ICC tools to other programming paradigms, Chapter 3:

8. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Analyzing the Implicit Computational Com-
plexity of object-oriented programs. In IARCS Annual Conference on Foundations
of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science, FSTTCS 2008, December
9-11, 2008, Bangalore, India, pages 316–327, 2008.

9. Emmanuel Hainry, Jean-Yves Marion, and Romain Péchoux. Type-based complex-
ity analysis for fork processes. In the 16th International Conference on Founda-
tions of Software Science and Computation Structures, FOSSACS 2013, Rome, Italy,
March 16-24, 2013. Proceedings, pages 305–320, Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
Springer, 2013.

10. Jean-Yves Marion and Romain Péchoux. Complexity information flow in a multi-
threaded imperative language. In the 11th Annual Conference on Theory and Appli-
cations of Models of Computation, TAMC 2014, Chennai, India, April 11-13, 2014.
Proceedings, pages 124–140, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2014.

11. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. Objects in Polynomial Time. In the 13th
Asian Symposium on Programming Languages and Systems, APLAS 2015, Pohang,
South Korea, November 30- December 2, 2015. Proceedings, pages 387–404, Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2015.

12. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. Higher-order interpretations for higher-
order complexity. In the 21st International Conference on Logic for Programming
Artificial Intelligence and Reasoning, LPAR 2017, Maun, Botswana.

13. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. A Type-Based Complexity Analysis of
Object Oriented Programs. Information and Computation, 261:78-115, 2018.

• Extending ICC tools to infinite and coinductive data, Chapter 4:
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14. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. Global and Local Space Properties of Stream
Programs. In Foundational and Practical Aspects of Resource Analysis - First Inter-
national Workshop, FOPARA 2009, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, November 6, 2009,
Revised Selected Papers, pages 51–66, 2009.

15. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. Upper Bounds on Stream I/O Using Semantic
Interpretations. In Computer Science Logic, 23rd international Conference, CSL
2009, 18th Annual Conference of the EACSL, Coimbra, Portugal, September 7-11,
2009. Proceedings, pages 271–286, 2009.

16. Hugo Férée, Emmanuel Hainry, Mathieu Hoyrup, Romain Péchoux. Interpretation
of Stream Programs: Characterizing Type 2 Polynomial Time Complexity. In Algo-
rithms and Computation - 21st International Symposium, ISAAC 2010, Jeju Island,
Korea, December 15-17, 2010, Proceedings, Part I, Proceedings, pages 291–303, Lec-
ture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2010.

17. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. Algebras and coalgebras in the light affine
lambda calculus. In the 20th ACM SIGPLAN International Conference on Functional
Programming, ICFP 2015, Vancouver, BC, Canada, September 1-3, 2015. Proceed-
ings, pages 114–126, ACM, 2015.

18. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. On Bounding Space Usage of Streams Using
Interpretation Analysis. Science of Computer Programming, 111(3):395–425, 2015.

19. Hugo Férée, Emmanuel Hainry, Mathieu Hoyrup, and Romain Péchoux. Characteriz-
ing polynomial time complexity of stream programs using interpretations. Theoretical
Computer Science, 585:41–54, 2015.
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Chapter 2

Towards a better intensionality
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2.4 Sup-interpretation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
2.4.1 Motivations, definition, and basic properties . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
2.4.2 Combination with the dependency pair method . . . . . . . . . . . 78
2.4.3 Sup-interpretation vs (quasi-)interpretation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
2.4.4 DP-interpretations for sup-interpretation synthesis . . . . . . . . . 85

2.5 Summary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

In this chapter, we address the issue of the expressive power of ICC criteria. Let us first
restate the notion of an ICC criterion already discussed in Section 1.2.

Definition 2.0.1 (ICC criterion). Given a programming language L, with semantics J−K map-
ping every program p ∈ L to a partial function JpK ∈ {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗, and a complexity class
C, an ICC criterion R is a subset of L such that the following holds:

{JpK | p ∈ R} = C.

If we want to mention explicitly the language L and complexity class C, we write that R is a
(L, C) ICC criterion. For simplicity, we will sometimes write JRK to denote the set of functions
computed by programs p ∈ R.
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The expressive power of an ICC criterion is called its intensionality in the literature in
opposition to extensionality that refers to functions.18 Indeed, when a program analyzer is
claimed to have a better intensionality than some others, it means that the set of captured
algorithms strictly includes the set of algorithms captured by the other analyzers.

Definition 2.0.2 (Intensionality). For a fixed language L and a given complexity class C, let R
and S be two (L, C) ICC criteria. R has a better intensionality (or more expressive power) than
S, if R ⊆ S. We will write R = S in the case where R ⊆ S and S ⊆ R both hold. In the case
where S −R 6= ∅ and R− S 6= ∅ both hold, R and S are incomparable.

Sadly, the intensionalities of most of the ICC criteria that can be found in the literature are
very difficult to compare as these criteria mainly target distinct programming paradigms. We
can only compare the criteria for a fixed language and a fixed complexity class. Worst of all, even
for a fixed language and a fixed complexity class, ICC criteria are most of the time incomparable.

Historically the question of intensionality was introduced due to the difficulty of writing “pro-
grams” in the function algebra framework. As discussed in Section 1.3, this issue was highlighted
by the work of Colson on the relative difficulty to write functions using primitive recursion [Col89].
Due to the restrictive nature of recursive calls in such a framework, function algebra were not the
good candidate for improving the expressive power and the characterizations on lambda calculus,
TRS, and imperative programming languages can be thought of as finding a way to improve the
intensionality of function algebra.

Whereas only few works have been carried out for imperative programming languages, where
completeness was often abandoned for the sake of tractability, this notion has been studied for
lambda calculus and logics and studied for TRS and interpretations. We sum up most of the
corresponding results in the remainder of this chapter.

In Section 2.1, we discuss the advances obtained in the main linear logic based approaches:
soft linear logic and light linear logic. In Section 2.2, we recall some basic notions on TRSs. We
introduce the notion of (polynomial) interpretations that was primarily used for showing ter-
mination and used later to improve the expressive power of function algebra characterizations.
In Section 2.3, we discuss the notion of quasi-interpretation that improves the expressive power
of interpretations. The price to pay is the loss of termination properties. We study its com-
binations with RPOs, a termination technique, and its modularity properties. In Section 2.4,
we introduce the last notion: sup-interpretation that allows to improve the expressive power
of quasi-interpretation by withdrawing the subterm property requirements. We also study its
combination with the dependency pairs method.

2.1 Linear logic based approaches

2.1.1 Light linear logic

For light logics, Dual Light Affine Logic (DLAL) was introduced by Baillot and Terui in [BT04,
BT09] in order to solve the main issues of LAL, i.e. to ensure subject reduction and to obtain
a polynomial time complexity bound on β-reduction. The DLAL system includes a non-linear
arrow ⇒ to compensate for the absence of the exponential ! and is designed to study complexity
properties of terms of the pure lambda calculus

M,N ::= x | λx.M | M N,

18This should not be confused with the non related philosophical concept of intentionality.
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(Var)
;x : A ` x : A

Γ; ∆, x : A `M : B
(I()

Γ; ∆ ` λx.M : A( B

Γ; ∆ `M : A( B Γ′; ∆′ ` N : A
(E()

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ `M N : B

Γ, x : A; ∆ `M : B
(I⇒)

Γ; ∆ ` λx.M : A⇒ B

Γ; ∆ `M : A⇒ B ; z : C ` N : A
(E⇒)

Γ, z : C; ∆ `M N : B

Γ; ∆ `M : A
(Weak)

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ `M : A

x : A, y : A,Γ; ∆ `M : B
(Cntr)

z : A,Γ; ∆ `M [z/x, z/y] : B

; Γ,∆ `M : A
(I§)

Γ; §∆ `M : §A
Γ; ∆ ` N : §A Γ′;x : §A,∆′ `M : B

(E§)
Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ `M [N/x] : B

Γ; ∆ `M : A Γ′; ∆′ ` N : B
(I⊗)

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ `M ⊗N : A⊗B
Γ; ∆ `M : A⊗B Γ′; ∆′, x : A, y : B ` N : C

(E⊗)
Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ ` let x⊗ y = M in N : B

Γ; ∆ `M : A α /∈ FV (Γ) ∪ FV (∆)
(I∀)

Γ; ∆ `M : ∀α.A
Γ; ∆ `M : ∀α.A

(E∀)
Γ; ∆ `M : A[B/α]

Figure 2.1: Typing rules for DLAL
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with standard β-reduction (λx.M) N →β M [N/x], where [N/x] is the standard substitution.
The types of DLAL are given by the following grammar

A,B ::= α | A( B | A⊗B | A⇒ B | §A | ∀α.A.

A judgment in DLAL is of the form Γ; ∆ ` M : A and means that term M has type A under
the disjoint typing environments Γ and ∆. ∆ is the affine typing environment for variables,
meaning that a variable in ∆ occurs at most once in a term, whereas Γ is the non-linear typing
environment for variables.

Typing rules for DLAL are given as a natural deduction-like system in Figure 2.1.

Example 2.1.1 (From [BT09]). Church numerals can be encoded as λf.λx.f(. . . (f x) . . .) in
DLAL and can be given the type Nat = ∀α.(α( α)⇒ §(α( α) using the following derivation.

(Var)
;x : α ` x : α

(Var)
; f1 : α( α ` f1 : α( α

(E()
;x : α, f1 : α( α ` f1 x : α

...
(E()

...
... (E()

;x : α,∀i, fi : α( α ` fn (. . . (f1 x) . . .) : α
(I()

; ∀i, fi : α( α ` λx.fn (. . . (f1 x) . . .) : α( α
(I§)

∀i, fi : α( α;` λx.fn (. . . (f1 x) . . .) : §(α( α)
(Cntr)

... (Cntr)
f : α( α;` λx.f (. . . (f x) . . .) : §(α( α)

(I⇒)
;` λf.λx.f (. . . (f x) . . .) : (α( α)⇒ §(α( α)

(I∀)
;` λf.λx.f (. . . (f x) . . .) : ∀α.(α( α)⇒ §(α( α)

Using the type Nat, the following types can be derived for addition and multiplication over
Church’s numerals.

add = λm.λn.λf.λx.m f (n f x)

add : Nat( Nat( Nat

mult = λm.λn.n (λy.add m y) λf.λx.x

mult : Nat⇒ Nat( §Nat

For a typing derivation π of a term M , define its depth d(π) to be the maximal number of
premises of § introduction rules (I§) and the number of right-hand-side premises of⇒ elimination
rules (E⇒) in each branch of π.

The polynomial upper bound on the number of reduction steps can be formalized as follows.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Polynomial time soundness of DLAL [BT04]). Given a term M of typing
derivation π, for any reduction strategy, M reduces to its normal form in at most O(|M |2d(π))
reduction steps.

Let W be the type for binary words defined as W = ∀α.(α( α) ⇒ (α( α) ⇒ §(α( α).
For a binary word w ∈ {0, 1}∗, let w be a term of type W encoding w. A function f is computed
by the term M such that ;`M : §kW if, ∀w ∈ {0, 1}∗, Mw reduces to f(w).

Completeness can be stated as follows.
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Theorem 2.1.2 (Polynomial time completeness of DLAL [BT04]). For any function f in FP,
there exist a term M and a constant k such that ;`M : W ( §kW and M computes f .

Notice that the presented version of DLAL includes a tensor product that can be trivially
withdrawn if we want to compare the DLAL system with the LAL system of Figure 1.1. Moreover,
the intensionality of DLAL is strictly smaller than the one of LAL.

Proposition 2.1.1.
DLAL ( LAL.

The inclusion DLAL ⊆ LAL is proved using the transformation (A ⇒ B)∗ :=!(A)∗ ( (B)∗

and the strict inclusion follows from the fact that some types of LAL cannot be derived in DLAL.
If one focuses on types rather than algorithms then DLAL can be shown to be equivalent to

LAL, as proved in [Bai08] using the translation (−)• from LAL to DLAL, commuting with all
connectives distinct from !, and defined by:

(!A)• := ∀α.((A)• ⇒ α)( α, provided that α /∈ A.

In particular, types of the shape A(!B can be removed as discussed in [BT09], where it is stated
that “[This removal] does not cause much loss of expressiveness in practice, since the standard
decomposition of intuitionistic logic by linear logic does not use types of the form A(!B”.

The expressive power of these two systems is rather modest but DLAL allows the programmer
to encode natural algorithms on lists of type A, encoded as ∀α.(A( α( α)⇒ §(α( α), such
as insertion sort. Consequently, because of its good properties (subject reduction and polynomial
time reduction), DLAL is a good candidate in terms of expressive power for light logics.

2.1.2 Soft linear logic

For soft logics, a similar issue was solved in [GRDR07]: the authors introduced a type system,
named Soft Type Assignment (STA), ensuring subject-reduction and a polynomial time upper
bound on β-reduction, that we present in Figure 2.2. In the (( L) and (cut) rules, Γ and ∆ are
disjoint and y is fresh. Types σ and linear types A are defined by the following grammar:

A,B ::= α | σ( A | ∀α.A,
σ, τ ::= A | !σ.

Types are defined in such a way to prevent ! from occurring in a positive occurrence of a
linear arrow.

For a typing derivation π of a term M , define its depth d(π) to be the maximal number of
applications of the rule (sp) in each branch of π.

The STA system ensures polynomial time normalization.

Theorem 2.1.3 (Polynomial time soundness of STA [GRDR07]). Given a term M of typing
derivation π, M reduces to its normal form in at most O(|M |d(π)+1) reduction steps.

Let B be the encoding ∀α.(α( α( α) for the Boolean numbers and S be the encoding for
strings of Boolean numbers.

Theorem 2.1.4 (Polynomial time completeness of STA [GRDR07]). For any function f in FP

and any polynomial P of degree n such that f is computable by a TM in time O(P ), there exist
a term M and k ≤ n+ 2 such that ; !kS `M : B and M computes f .
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(Var)
x : A ` x : A

Γ, x : σ `M : A
((R)

Γ ` λx.M : σ( A

Γ `M : τ x : A,∆ ` N : σ
((L )

Γ, y : τ ( A∆ ` N [(y M)/x] : σ

Γ `M : σ (weak)
Γ, x : A `M : σ

Γ `M : A ∆, x : A ` N : σ
(cut)

Γ,∆ ` N [M/x] : σ

Γ `M : σ (sp)
!Γ `M :!σ

Γx1 : τ, . . . , xn : τ `M : σ
(mult)

Γ, x :!τ `M [x/x1, . . . , x/xn] : σ

Γ `M : A (∀R)
Γ `M : ∀α.A

Γ, x : A[B/α] `M : σ
(∀L)

Γ : ∀α.A `M : σ

Figure 2.2: Typing rules for STA

Again STA is a subsystem of SLL, which means that STA ( SLL. As in the case of LAL, the
inclusion is strict as counter-examples can be derived.

The following result about the incomparability of STA and DLAL also holds.

Proposition 2.1.2 (From comments in [GRDR07]). STA and DLAL are incomparable.

2.2 Interpretations and term rewrite system

In the following sections of this chapter, we will discuss the results obtained on the expressive
power of interpretation tools for studying the complexity of TRSs. For that purpose, let us first
recall some basic and preliminary notions on TRSs and interpretations.

2.2.1 Term rewrite systems as a computational model

A TRS (Term Rewriting System or Term Rewrite System) is a formal system for manipulating
terms over a signature by means of rules (See [BN99] for a more detailed introduction to TRS).
Terms are strings of symbols consisting of a countably infinite set of variables X and a first
order signature Σ, a non-empty set of symbols b of fixed arity ar(b). X and Σ are supposed to
be disjoint. As usual, the notation T (Σ,X ) will be used to denote the set of terms s, t, . . . of
signature Σ and having variables in X . Moreover, let V(t) denote the set of variables occurring
in the term t.

A (one-hole) context C[�] is a term in T (Σ∪ {�},X ) with exactly one occurrence of the hole
�, a symbol of arity 0. Given a term t and context C[�], let C[t] denote the result of replacing
the hole � with the term t.

A substitution σ is a mapping from X to T (Σ,X ).
A rewrite rule for a signature Σ is a pair l → r of terms l, r ∈ T (Σ,X ). A TRS is as a pair

〈Σ,R〉 of a signature Σ and a set of rewrite rules R. Using the convention of [K+01], for each
rewrite rule l→ r of a TRS, all the variables of the right-hand side r are assumed to be included
in the variables of l, i.e. V(r) ⊆ V(l).
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A constructor TRS is a TRS 〈Σ,R〉 in which the signature Σ can be partitioned into the
disjoint union C ] F of a set of function symbols F and a set of constructors C, such that for
every rewrite rule l → r ∈ R, l = f(p1, · · · , pn) where f ∈ F and where p1, · · · , pn are terms
in T (C,X ), called patterns. The constructors are introduced to represent inductive data. They
basically consist of a strict subset C ⊂ Σ of non-defined functions (a function symbol is defined
if it is the root of a left-hand side term in a rule).

In what follows, we will consider orthogonal constructor TRS that are TRS computing func-
tions. The notion of orthogonality requires that reduction rules of the system are all left-linear,
that is each variable occurs only once on the left hand side of each rule, and there is no overlap
between patterns. It is a sufficient condition to ensure that the considered TRS is confluent.
It implies that an orthogonal TRS computes a fixed (partial) function, mapping input terms
to an output term (and not a function mapping input terms to a set of terms in the case of
non-confluent systems). This syntactic requirement could have been withdrawn in favor of a
semantics restriction that would only consider TRS that compute functions. Notice that, con-
trarily to the completeness results, the soundness complexity results presented in the remaining
sections of this chapter still hold for non-confluent TRS.

Given two terms s and t, we have that s →R t if there are a substitution σ, a context C[�]
and a rule l → r ∈ R such that s = C[lσ] and t = C[rσ]. Throughout the manuscript, let
→∗R ( →+

R, respectively) be the reflexive and transitive (transitive, respectively) closure of →R.
Moreover we write s→n

R t if n rewrite steps are performed to rewrite s to t. A TRS terminates
if there is no infinite reduction through →R.

A function symbol f of arity n will define a partial function JfK from constructor terms
(sometimes called values) T (C)n to T (C) by:19

∀v1, · · · , vn ∈ T (C), JfK(v1, · · · , vn) = v if and only if f(v1, · · · , vn)→∗R v ∧ v ∈ T (C)

In this case, we write JfK(v1, · · · , vn) ↓ to mean that the computation ends in a normal form
(constructor term). If there is no such a v (because of divergence or because evaluation cannot
reach a constructor term), then JfK(v1, · · · , vn) ↑. A TRS computes the function f if it contains
a function symbol f such that JfK = f . Finally, we define the notion of size of a term |e| which
is equal to the number of symbols in e.

Example 2.2.1. Consider the following simple orthogonal TRS:

double(0)→ 0

double(x + 1)→ ((double(x) + 1) + 1)

exp(0)→ 1

exp(x + 1)→ double(exp(x)),

where n is a shorthand notation for (. . . (0+1) . . .)+1, n times. For this particular TRS, F =
{double, exp}, C = {0,+1}, and x ∈ X . The function symbol double computes the total function
JdoubleK : T (C) → T (C) (over unary numbers) defined as JdoubleK(n) = 2n. The function
symbol exp computes the total function JexpK : T (C)→ T (C) defined as JexpK(n) = 2n.

2.2.2 Interpretation methods

Interpretation methods were introduced in [MN70, Lan79] and their methodology is as follows.
Choose a suitable interpretation domain with some good properties, for example, functions over

19where T (C) = T (C, ∅).
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natural numbers and well-foundedness. Check a criterion on the program (or TRS) to ensure the
required property. For example, a strict decrease (stable by context and substitution) for each
reduction and termination, respectively.

The initial goal of interpretation methods was to provide a certificate of termination. Conse-
quently, interpretation methods were mostly studied on well-founded structures such as nat-
ural numbers. In the remainder of this Section, let (K,≥wfK ) be an ordered set such that
K ∈ {N,Q+,R+} and let ≥wfK be a total order over K whose corresponding strict order >wfK
is well-founded. Moreover, let ≥K (and >K) be the standard ordering over K. We will sometimes
omit the subscript K when it is clear from the context.

Definition 2.2.1 (Assignment). Given a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉, an assignment [−]K over K maps:

• every variable x ∈ V to a variable [x]K in K,

• every symbol b ∈ C ] F to a total function [b]K : Kar(b) → K.

Definition 2.2.2 (Strict monotonicity). An assignment [−]K is strictly monotonic if for every
symbol b of arity ar(b) > 0, [b]K is a monotonic function in each of its arguments, i.e. ∀i ∈
[1, ar(b)],

∀X,Y ∈ K, X >wfK Y =⇒ [b]K(. . . , Xi−1, X,Xi+1, . . .) >
wf
K [b]K(. . . , Xi−1, Y,Xi+1, . . .).

Definition 2.2.3 (Interpretation). Given a TRS 〈C]F ,R〉, an interpretation over K is a strictly
monotonic assignment [−]K such that

∀l→ r ∈ R, [l]K >
wf
K [r]K,

where the interpretation [−]K is extended canonically to terms as usual and [l]K >
wf
K [r]K means

that if V(l) = {x1, . . . , xn} then ∀X1, . . . , Xn ∈ K, [l]K(X1, . . . , Xn) >wfK [r]K(X1, . . . , Xn) where,
for a given term t, [t]K is the function mapping ([x1]K, . . . , [xn]K) to [t]K.

As demonstrated in [Lan79], an interpretation defines a reduction ordering (i.e. a strict,
stable, monotonic, and well-founded ordering).

Theorem 2.2.1. If a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉 admits an interpretation over K then it terminates.

For K = N, the above definition constitutes the basis of interpretation method as introduced
in [MN70, Lan79], where ≥wfN is taken to be the standard ordering ≥N on natural numbers.

Example 2.2.2. The TRS of Example 2.2.1:

double(0)→ 0 exp(0)→ 1

double(x+1)→ double(x)+2 exp(x+1)→ double(exp(x))

admits the following interpretation over N:

[0]N = 0, [+1]N(X) = X + 1

[double]N(X) = 3×X + 1, [exp]N(X) = 32×X+1.

Indeed, it is a strictly monotonic assignment and we have a strict inequality for each rule. In
particular, for the last rule, we have:

[exp(x+1)]N = 32×[(x+1)]N+1 = 32(X+1)+1 = 32X+3

>N 3× 32X+1 + 1 = [double]N(32X+1) = [double]N([exp(x)]N) = [double(exp(x))]N.
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In the case where K = R+ (or Q+), ≥wfR+ cannot be defined to be the natural ordering ≥R+

on real numbers as it is well-known that > is not well-founded on such a domain. This issue was
solved by Lucas in [Luc07] by defining ≥wfR+ as follows:

∀X,Y ∈ R+, X ≥wfR+ Y if and only if X ≥R+ Y + δ,

for some fixed real number δ > 0. Throughout the manuscript, we will sometimes use the notation
≥δ or >δ to refer explicitly to the order for a given δ. Interpretations over real numbers were
initially introduced by Dershowitz in [Der79]. They were required to have a subterm property
to compensate for the loss of well-foundedness. A interpretation has the strict subterm property
if for any symbol b,

∀i ∈ [1, ar(b)],∀Xi ∈ R+, [b]R+(X1, · · · , Xar(b)) >R+ Xi.

It is worth mentioning that both definitions entail that the considered functions have a derivative
strictly greater than 1 as the functions are strictly monotonic. However Lucas has demonstrated
in [Luc07] that his notion captures more algorithms than the one in [Der79].

It is natural to restrict the space of considered functions (the interpretation codomain) to
polynomials for at least two reasons. First, considering the whole space of functions is too
general from a computability perspective. Second, polynomials are admitted to be a relevant set
of functions in term of time and space complexity.

In what follows, let K[X1, . . . , Xn] be the set of n-variable polynomials whose coefficients are
in K.

Definition 2.2.4 (Polynomial interpretation). Given a TRS 〈C ]F ,R〉, an interpretation [−]K
is a polynomial interpretation if for every symbol b ∈ C ] F , [b]K ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xar(b)].

In particular, as mentioned in Section 1.3.2, the synthesis problem is decidable in exponential
time for polynomial interpretations over R+ [BMMP05] whereas Hilbert’s tenth problem can be
reduced to it, for K ∈ {N,Q+}, as demonstrated in [Péc13].

The synthesis problem for polynomial interpretation has been studied in [CMTU05, Luc07]
where algorithms solving the constraints are described. More recently, encoding-based algo-
rithms via SAT or SMT solving have become the state of the art for solving the synthesis
problem [FGM+07, BLO+12].

However, as highlighted in [BCMT98, BCMT01], the restriction to polynomial interpretation
is not enough if one wants to study polynomial time.

Example 2.2.3. The following TRS

explode(0)→ nil explode(x+1)→ c(explode(x), explode(x))

computes a well-balanced binary tree of size 2n, for any unary input n, and the corresponding
computed function cannot be in FP, but it admits the following polynomial interpretation over N:

[0]N = 1, [+1]N(X) = 2X + 1, [nil]N = 0,

[c]N(X,Y ) = X + Y, [explode]N(X) = X.

This has led to the development of another restriction, called additivity, on the interpretation
of constructor symbols.
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Definition 2.2.5 (Additivity). An assignment is additive if ∀c ∈ C,

[c]K(X1, . . . , Xar(c)) =

{
Σn
i=1Xi + kc, with kc ≥K 1, if ar(c) > 0,

0, otherwise.

An interpretation is additive if it is an additive assignment.

The desirable property of additive interpretations is that the interpretation of a value is in
Θ of its size.

Lemma 2.2.1. Given an additive interpretation [−]K of a TRS, there is a constant k ∈ N−{0}
such that, for any v ∈ T (C):

|v| ≤K [v]K ≤K k × |v|.
Consequently, it allows to bound from above (and also below) the interpretation of a function

symbol call on values as [f(v)]K ≤K [f]K(k × |v|), by monotonicity of interpretations.
Let Ipolyadd (K,≥wfK ) be the set of TRS that admits an additive polynomial interpretation over

K.

Theorem 2.2.2. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, JIpolyadd (K,≥wfK )K = FP.20

One important question is what is the best structure, N,Q+ or R+, in term of expressive
power to consider to study polynomial interpretations. As N ( Q+ ( R+ and ≥N ( ≥1, the
counter-examples provided in [Luc07, NM10] provide the following strict inclusions.

Theorem 2.2.3. Ipolyadd (N,≥N) ( Ipolyadd (Q+,≥wfQ+) ( Ipolyadd (R+,≥wfR+).

It is worth mentioning that the consideration of non-well-founded domains such as R+ or
Q+ was motivated by the lack of expressive power of polynomial interpretations as the upper
bound obtained on the derivational complexity, i.e. the maximal number of reduction steps, of
programs is most of the time too rough.

Example 2.2.4. Consider the function symbol double of Example 2.2.1. Finding an additive
and polynomial interpretation of double over N consists in finding a function symbol f : N→ N
satisfying the following system of inequalities:

f(0) >N 0,

∀X ∈ N, f(X + k) >N f(X) + 2k, with k ≥N 1.

It can be shown easily that the smallest function in N[X] that is a solution of this system is
f(X) = 3X+1. This bound is rough both from a time and space point of view as the derivational
complexity (maximal number of reduction steps with respect to an upper bound on the input size)
of this function is linear whereas its space consumption is 2n on a unary input of size n.

It can be given a tighter interpretation over Q+: f(X) = (2 + δ)X + δ, for δ ∈ Q+ and such
that δ < 1.

Bonfante, Deloup and Henrot [BD10, BDH15] have generalized this result by applying the
Positivstellensatz Theorem to interpretations over R+[X1, . . . , Xn] using the standard strict order
> over R+: they have demonstrated that the strict monotonicity with respect to >δ is entailed by
such interpretations and they recovered a characterization of FP using additive and polynomial
interpretations over real numbers.

However the extensions to real and rational numbers are not fully satisfactory as they still
fail to capture a huge number of programs. One idea was to relax the well-foundedness, only
keeping track of size upper bounds: this has led to the development of quasi-interpretations.

20The encoding is using TRSs over unary numbers.
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2.3 Quasi-interpretation

2.3.1 Motivations, definition, and basic properties

In [MM00, BMM01], the notion of quasi-interpretation is introduced by relaxing the strict de-
crease in the definition of interpretations. Well-foundedness and, hence, termination are lost and
this allows us to consider (non-strictly) increasing functions.

Definition 2.3.1 (Monotonicity). An assignment [−]K is monotonic if for every symbol b of
arity ar(b) > 0, [b]K is a monotonic function in each of its arguments, i.e. ∀i ∈ [1, ar(b)],

∀X,Y ∈ K, X ≥K Y =⇒ [b]K(. . . , Xi−1, X,Xi+1, . . .) ≥K [b]K(. . . , Xi−1, Y,Xi+1, . . .).

Some important space information about the biggest size of a intermediate computed value
(any value computed during the evaluation of a term) is still kept, provided that the interpreta-
tion enjoys some property, called subterm property, a relaxed variation of Dershowitz’s subterm
property for interpretation over real numbers.

Definition 2.3.2 (Subterm). An assignment [−]K is subterm if for every symbol b of arity
ar(b) > 0:

∀i ∈ [1, ar(b)], ∀Xi ∈ K, [b]K(X1, . . . , Xn) ≥K Xi.

We are now ready to introduce the notion of quasi-interpretation that is studied more deeply
in the survey [BMM11].

Definition 2.3.3 (Quasi-interpretation). Given a TRS 〈C]F ,R〉, a (polynomial or additive, re-
spectively) quasi-interpretation is a monotonic and subterm (polynomial or additive, respectively)
assignment [−]K over K satisfying:

∀l→ r ∈ R, [l]K ≥K [r]K,

where the quasi-interpretation [−]K is extended canonically to terms.

Contrarily to (polynomial) interpretations, quasi-interpretations can deal with partial func-
tions as they do not imply termination.

Example 2.3.1. Consider the following TRS:

f(x+2)→ f(x)+2, f(0)→ f(0), f(1)→ 1.

The function f computes the identity function on odd numbers whereas it diverges on even num-
bers. However it admits the trivial polynomial and additive quasi-interpretation [−]K defined by
[f]K(X) = X, [+1]K(X) = X + 1, and [0]K = 0.

Indeed, for the first rule, we check:

[f(x + 2)]K = [f]K([(x + 1) + 1)]K) = X + 2

≥K [f(x)]K + 2 = [(f(x) + 1) + 1]K.

For the second, rule we clearly have [f(0)]K ≥ [f(0)]K and, for the last rule, we have [f(1)]K =
[f]K([1]K) ≥ [1]K.
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2.3.2 Intensional properties of quasi-interpretations

By monotonicity and subterm properties, quasi-interpretations allow us to bound the interpre-
tation of any intermediate value.

Lemma 2.3.1. Given a TRS admitting a quasi-interpretation [−]K over K, for any term t, for
any value v ∈ T (C), and any context C[�] such that t→∗R C[v],

[t]K ≥K [v]K.

Hence, in the case of a polynomial and additive quasi-interpretation, it turns out that any
intermediate value u computed from a term f(v) has size bounded polynomially in the input
size (i.e. |u| ≤K [f]K(k × |v|) for some polynomial [f]K) by combining the above Lemma with
Lemma 2.2.1. The above Lemma was also satisfied by polynomial interpretations over N as a
strictly increasing polynomial has to satisfy the subterm property.

Moreover, because of a relaxed monotonicity, the obtained quasi-interpretations are tighter
to the effective space complexity of the studied TRS.

Example 2.3.2. The program of Example 2.2.2

double(0)→ 0

double(x+1)→ double(x)+2

admits the following additive and polynomial quasi-interpretation over N:

[0]N = 0, [+1]N(X) = X + 1,

[double]N(X) = 2×X,

whereas we have already shown in Example 2.2.4 that the smallest admissible interpretation over
N is such that [double]N(X) = 3×X + 1.

Let QIpolyadd (K,≥K) be the set of function symbols whose TRS admits an additive and poly-
nomial interpretation over K. We obtain a first intensionality result as the set of programs
admitting an additive and polynomial interpretations is strictly included in the set of programs
admitting an additive and polynomial quasi-interpretation:21

Theorem 2.3.1. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, Ipolyadd (K,≥wfK ) ( QIpolyadd (K,≥K).

This result relies on the fact that strictly monotonic polynomials have the subterm property.
It is worth mentioning that in the above Theorem the order differs for interpretations and quasi-
interpretations on non-well-founded domains. For example, if K = R+ then the result can be
stated as follows ∀δ > 0, Ipolyadd (R+,≥δ) ( QIpolyadd (R+,≥R+).

As quasi-interpretations do not focus on termination, domains such as (R+,≥R+) or (Q+,≥Q+

) are good candidates to define quasi-interpretations. Moreover, non-strictly monotonic, subterm,
and polynomially bounded functions such as the maximum can be added to the interpretation
domain in order to increase the expressive power without breaking the soundness. This has led
to the definition and study of the class of max-polynomials MaxPoly{K}, consisting in the class
of functions containing all polynomials of K[X1, . . . , Xn] and closed under the max operation.
The synthesis problem remains decidable in exponential time MaxPoly{R+}, for bounded max

21This result remains true if additivity and polynomiality properties are withdrawn.
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degree (number of operands) k, as any inequality involving the max operator can be transformed
into at most k2 inequalities with no max (see [BMMP05, Péc13] for a more detailed treatment).

Let QImaxpolyadd (K,≥K) be the set of function symbols whose TRS admits an additive max-
polynomial and additive interpretation over K.

Theorem 2.3.2. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ( QImaxpolyadd (K,≥K).

The interest of considering quasi-interpretations over the reals does not only rely on the de-
cidability of their synthesis contrarily to quasi-interpretations over N or Q+. Indeed, we have a
result analog to Theorem 2.2.3 over MaxPoly quasi-interpretations. It states that there exist pro-
grams that do not have any quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{Q} and, a fortiori MaxPoly{N},
but that admit a quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{R+}. This was demonstrated by contradic-
tion in [Péc13] by introducing a TRS enforcing a multiplicative coefficient a of the interpretation
to satisfy the equation a2 = 2.

Theorem 2.3.3. QImaxpolyadd (N,≥N) ⊆ QImaxpolyadd (Q+,≥Q+) ( QImaxpolyadd (R+,≥R+).

In the above Theorem, it is not known whether the first inclusion is strict or not.

2.3.3 Recursive path orderings

Theorem 2.3.3 is not a characterization. Indeed QImaxpolyadd (K,≥K) is not a complexity class as it
contains non-terminating programs. For capturing a complexity class, quasi-interpretation have
to be complemented by some termination ordering in order to recover complexity results. This
was done in [MM00, BMM01] and surveyed in [BMM11] by combining quasi-interpretations and
recursive path ordering ≺rpo (and its reflexive closure �rpo) that we define in Figure 2.3 with
respect to a TRS 〈C ]F ,R〉. Let ≺F be a strict ordering on F and ≈F a compatible equivalence
relation. Define �F by �F=≺F ∪ ≈F . Let st be a mapping from F to {p, l} compatible
with �F , i.e. f ≈F g implies that st(f) = st(g). st provides information on how to compare
the arguments of two equivalent function symbols. This comparison can be product p (i.e.
component by component) or lexicographic l.

A TRS 〈C]F ,R〉 is oriented by ≺rpo if there is a status st and a precedence ≺F such that for
each rule t→R s ∈ 〈C ] F ,R〉, s ≺rpo t. For A ⊆ {p, l}, let RPOA be the set of TRSs that can
be oriented by ≺rpo in such a way that all function symbols have a status in A. As rule (Lexi)
is implied by rule (Prod) in Figure 2.3, but not the converse, it holds that RPO{p} ( RPO{l}

and, consequently, RPO{p,l} = RPO{l}.

Example 2.3.3. Consider the following TRS

concat(i(x), y)→ i(concat(x, y)), i ∈ {0, 1},
concat(ε, y)→ y,

concatenating two binary words given as input. It can be oriented by ≺rpo in

x = x (SubI)
x ≺rpo i(x)

y = y
(RefI)

y �rpo y
(Prod)

{x, y} ≺p
rpo {i(x), y}

x = x (SubI)
x ≺rpo i(x)

(Sub)
x ≺rpo concat(i(x), y)

y = y
(SubI)

y ≺rpo concat(i(x), y)
(FEq)

concat(x, y) ≺rpo concat(i(x), y)
(Cons)

i(concat(x, y)) ≺rpo concat(i(x), y)
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s = t b ∈ C ] F (SubI)
s ≺rpo b(. . . , t, . . .)

s ≺rpo t b ∈ C ] F
(Sub)

s ≺rpo b(. . . , t, . . .)

s = t (RefI)
s �rpo t

f ∈ F c ∈ C ∀i, si ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn)
(Cons)

c(s1, . . . , sm) ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn)

s ≺rpo t
(Ref)

s �rpo t
f, g ∈ F g ≺F f ∀i, si ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn)

(FLess)
g(s1, . . . , sn) ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn)

f, g ∈ F g ≈F f ∀i, si ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn) {s1, . . . , sn} ≺st(f)
rpo {t1, . . . , tn}

(FEq)
g(s1, . . . , sn) ≺rpo f(t1, . . . , tn)

∀i, si �rpo ti ∃j, sj ≺rpo tj
(Prod)

{s1, . . . , sn} ≺prpo {t1, . . . , tn}
∃j, ∀i < j, si �rpo ti sj ≺rpo tj

(Lexi)
{s1, . . . , sn} ≺lrpo {t1, . . . , tn}

Figure 2.3: Recursive path ordering

and in
y = y

(SubI).
y ≺rpo concat(ε, y)

Moreover all function symbols have a product status. Consequently, this TRS is in RPO{p}.

Example 2.3.4. Consider the following TRS

step(i(x), y)→ step(x, i(y)), i ∈ {0, 1},
step(ε, y)→ y,

reverse(x)→ step(x, ε),

computing the reverse binary word of its input. It can be oriented by ≺rpo using the precedence
step ≺F reverse in

x = x (SubI)
x ≺rpo reverse(x)

(Cons)
ε ≺rpo reverse(x)

(FLess),
step(x, ε) ≺rpo reverse(x)

y = y
(SubI)

y ≺rpo step(ε, y)

and in
x = x (SubI)

x ≺rpo i(x)
(Lexi)

{x, i(y)} ≺l
rpo {i(x), y}

x = x (SubI)
x ≺rpo step(i(x), y)

(Cons)
i(x) ≺rpo step(i(x), y)

y = y
(SubI)

y ≺rpo step(i(x), y)
(FEq).

step(x, i(y)) ≺rpo step(i(x), y)

Moreover, the status of step is enforced to be lexicographic, i.e. to satisfy st(step) = l, as it does
not hold that i(y) ≺rpo y. Consequently, this TRS is in RPO{l} but not in RPO{p}.
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Now we are ready to present the characterizations of FP and FPSPACE presented in [BMM11].
They consist in slight variations, improvements or simplifications of the results of [MM00,
BMM01].

Theorem 2.3.4 ([BMM11]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, we have:

• JQImaxpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{p}K = FP,

• JQImaxpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{l}K = FPSPACE.

The characterization of FPSPACE is a direct application of Lemma 2.3.1 in the case of additive
and (max-)polynomial interpretations. Indeed, in such a case, any value (and term) computed
during the evaluation process has size bounded polynomially by the input size. The characteri-
zation of FP is a bit more subtle and needs the application of a memoization technique to show
that only a polynomial number (in the input size) of recursive calls can be performed for a given
function symbol.

Example 2.3.5. The TRS of Example 2.3.3 admits the following additive and polynomial quasi-
interpretation:

[concat]N(X, Y) = X + Y,

[i]N(X) = X + 1, i ∈ {0, 1},
[ε]N = 0.

As it is in RPO{p}, we can conclude, using Theorem 2.3.4, that the computed function is in FP.

Example 2.3.6. The TRS of Example 2.3.4 admits the following additive and polynomial quasi-
interpretation:

[step]N(X, Y) = X + Y,

[i]N(X) = X + 1, i ∈ {0, 1},
[ε]N = 0,

[reverse]N(X) = X.

As it is in RPO{l}, we can conclude, using Theorem 2.3.4, that the computed function is in
FPSPACE. Notice that this result does not provide a good precision on the function complexity.
Some other characterizations have been developed in [BMM11]. They manage in particular to
show that JreverseK belongs to FP.

2.3.4 Interpretation vs quasi-interpretation

By Theorem 2.3.1, quasi-interpretations have strictly more expressive power than interpretations.
However, the characterization of Theorem 2.3.4 does not provide more intensionality than the
one of Theorem 2.2.2 as illustrated by the following counter-example.

Example 2.3.7. The TRS, computing the zero function, and consisting of the two rules

f(x+1)→ f(f(x)),

f(0)→ 0.
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This TRS has the following polynomial and additive interpretation over N

[f]N(X) = X + 1,

[+1]N(X) = X + 2,

[0]N = 0.

It does not terminate by ≺rpo as, for the first rule, it cannot hold that {f(x)} ≺p
rpo {x + 1}.

The converse also holds, i.e. the characterization of Theorem 2.2.2 does not provide more
intensionality than the one of Theorem 2.3.4, as illustrated by the following counter-example.

Example 2.3.8. The TRS, computing the zero function and consisting of the three rules

f(x + 1)→ g(f(x), f(x)),

g(x, y)→ x,

f(0)→ 0,

has the following polynomial and additive quasi-interpretation over N

[f]N(X) = X,

[g]N(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ),

[+1]N(X) = X + 1,

[0]N = 0,

and can be oriented by ≺rpo only using product status. However it has no polynomial and additive
interpretation as, for the first rule, an interpretation should satisfy the following inequality:

[f]N(X + k) > [g(f(x), f(x))]N ≥ 2× [f]N(X),

which is not satisfiable by any polynomial [f]N ∈ N[X].

From the two above counter-example, we can deduce the following intensional result.

Theorem 2.3.5. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, Ipolyadd (K,≥K) and (QIpolyadd (K,≥K)∩RPO{p}) are incom-
parable.

RPO is still a powerful technique as Hofbauer has demonstrated in [Hof92] that the set of
functions computed by RPO{p} programs is the set of primitive recursive functions. However
its combination with quasi-interpretations is restrictive and it turns out that the two character-
izations of FP using interpretations (Theorem 2.2.2) and using quasi-interpretations with RPO
(Theorem 2.3.4) are very close from an intensional point of view as the counter-examples used for
showing incomparability mostly rely on the inherent weakness of each technique: the inability
to compute a sublinear function such as max on the interpretation side, the inability to nest
equivalent function calls on the RPO side.

It is worth mentioning that several works have been developed to improve the expressive
power of quasi-interpretation method. In [BDLM12], the blind abstraction of a program on
binary lists has been defined as the possibly non-deterministic program obtained by replacing
lists with their lengths encoded as unary numbers. A program is blindly polynomial if its blind
abstraction terminates in polynomial time. This notion is combined with quasi-interpretation to
improve the expressive power of previous characterizations.

Another important point to mention is that we have presented a version of RPO using
the Product Path Ordering (PPO). The expressive power of the method can be improved using
Multiset Path Ordering (MPO) as suggested in [Bon11]. It differs in the sense that the arguments
of recursive calls are compared using a multiset based comparison rather than a product one
(i.e. component by component), allowing the treatment of rules of the shape f(x+1, y)→ f(x, x).
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2.3.5 Modularity

The paper [BMP07] has suggested another approach for trying to improve the expressive power
of quasi-interpretations: modularity. Modularity is a well know notion for TRSs that has been
deeply studied for termination [Gra94, KO92]. Applied to our context, the main idea is to divide
a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉 into sub-TRSs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 and try to search for quasi-
interpretations for each of them. Among the distinct ways a program can be split, there are
three main possibilities studied by the rewriting community:

• disjoint union ], whenever 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 do not share any common
symbol,

• constructor-sharing union t, whenever only constructor symbols in C1 and C2 are shared,

• hierarchical union @, whenever some constructor symbols of C1 are function symbols of F2.

In the case of hierarchical union, constructor symbols can be shared. Consequently, the constructor-
sharing union can be seen a restricted (commutative) case of hierarchical union.

Now we can define the standard notion of modularity.

Definition 2.3.4. A property R (a decision problem mapping each TRS to true or false) is
modular for the union in X ∈ {],t,@}, if for all TRSs p1 and p2 such that p1Xp2 is defined, if
R(p1) and R(p2) then R(p1Xp2).

The following modularity results hold for (quasi-)interpretations.

Proposition 2.3.1. The property of having a (polynomial) additive quasi-interpretation is:

• modular for the disjoint union,

• not modular for the constructor-sharing union and the hierarchical union.

The modularity of the disjoint union is straightforward. We give one example illustrating the
non-modularity of additive (quasi-)interpretations for the constructor-sharing union.

Example 2.3.9. Consider the TRSs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 defined by:

R1 =

{
f(a(x)) → f(f(x))

f(b(x)) → a(a(f(x)))
R2 =

{
g(b(x)) → g(g(x))

g(a(x)) → b(b(g(x)))

with C1 = C2 = {a, b}, F1 = {f} and F2 = {g}.
〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 admits the polynomial additive quasi-interpretation [−]1K defined by [f]1K(X) =

[a]1K(X) = X + 1 and [b]1K(X) = X + 2.
〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 admits the polynomial additive quasi-interpretation [−]2K defined by [g]2K(X) =

[b]2K(X) = X + 1 and [a]2K(X) = X + 2.
However their constructor-sharing union 〈C1 ]F1,R1〉 t 〈C2 ]F2,R2〉 has no additive quasi-

interpretation. Indeed suppose that such a quasi-interpretation [−]K exists. [f]K and [g]K cannot
be greater than a linear function because of the first rules of R1 and R2. The second rule of R1

enforces that [b]K(X) ≥ [a]K([a]K(X)), whereas the second rule of R2, enforces that [a]K(X) ≥
[b]K([b]K(X)). These constraints are not satisfiable by any additive quasi-interpretation.

The example below illustrates the non-modularity hierarchical union for additive polynomial
quasi-interpretations.
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Example 2.3.10. Consider the TRSs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 defined by:

R1 =

{
double(0) → 0

double(x+1) → double(x)+2
R2 =

{
exp(0) → 1

exp(x+1) → double(exp(x))

with C1 = {0,+1}, C2 = {0,+1, double}, F1 = {double}, and F2 = {exp}. 〈C1]F1,R1〉 admits
the additive polynomial quasi-interpretation [−]1K defined by [double]1K(X) = 2X, [+1]1K(X) =
X + 1, and [0]1K = 0. 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 admits the additive polynomial quasi-interpretation [−]2K
defined by [exp]2K(X) = X, [double]2K(X) = [+1]2K(X) = X + 1, and [0]2K = 0. However their
hierarchical union 〈C1 ]F1,R1〉 @ 〈C2 ]F2,R2〉 has no additive polynomial quasi-interpretation.

The property of having an additive polynomial interpretation is not modular for constructor-
sharing unions but [BMP07] has made the observation that the program obtained by such an
union is still computing a polynomial time function. This can be combined with the fact that
RPO is modular for constructor-sharing union. Let tQIpolyadd (K,≥K) be the set of function symbols
whose TRS is the constructor-sharing union of two programs admitting an additive polynomial
quasi-interpretation over K.

Theorem 2.3.6 ([BMP07]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, we have:

• JtQIpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{p}K = FP,

• JtQIpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{l}K = FPSPACE.

Moreover, these characterizations are strictly more expressive.

Theorem 2.3.7. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ( tQIpolyadd (K,≥K).

Indeed, each TRS can be seen as the constructor sharing union of itself and a program
with an empty set of rules. Example 2.3.9 illustrates that the inclusion is strict. Some more
examples are provided in [BMP07]. However Theorem 2.3.6 does not hold for hierarchical unions
as illustrated by Example 2.3.10 where both TRSs admit an additive polynomial interpretation
but their hierarchical union computes an exponential function. The result can be recovered on
hierarchical unions by putting some more restrictions. Given a polynomial P and a monomial
m, we write m ∈ P if P = αm + Q, for some α ∈ N − {0} and some polynomial Q such that
m /∈ Q. α is the coefficient of m in P , noted coeff(m,P ).

Definition 2.3.5. Given the hierarchical union of two TRSs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉
having the respective polynomial quasi-interpretations [−]1N and [−]2N, [−]1N and [−]2N are kind
preserving if for any symbol b ∈ F1 ∩ C2, the following conditions both hold:

• for any monomial m, m ∈ [b]1N if and only if m ∈ [b]2N,

• for any monomial m, coeff(m, [b]1N) = 1 if and only if coeff(m, [b]2N) = 1.

Notice that the notion of kind comes from [BCMT98].

Example 2.3.11. The interpretations of the two TRSs of Example 2.3.10 are not kind preserv-
ing. Indeed [double]1K(X) = 2X and [double]2K(X) = X + 1. Consequently, coeff(X, [b]1N) = 2
and coeff(X, [b]2N) = 1.
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For a given TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉, we define an equivalence on function symbols f ≈F g by the
reflexive and transitive closure of whether f called g in R and vice versa.

Definition 2.3.6. The hierarchical union of two programs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 is a
stratified union, noted 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 � 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 if the following conditions hold:

• for any rule f(p1, . . . , pn) → r ∈ R2 and any subterm g(e1, . . . , en) of r, if f ≈F2 g then
no shared function symbols of C2 ∩ F1 occurs in e1, . . . , en,

• for any rule f(p1, . . . , pn)→ r ∈ R2 there is no nesting of function symbols in r.

Let � KPQIpolyadd (N,≥N) be the set of function symbols whose TRS is the stratified union of
two programs admitting an additive polynomial kind preserving quasi-interpretation over N.22

Theorem 2.3.8 ([BMP07]). We have:

• J� KPQIpolyadd (N,≥N) ∩RPO{p}K = FP,

• J� KPQIpolyadd (N,≥N) ∩RPO{l}K = FPSPACE.

An extension to Q+ and R+ is considered in [BMP07]. Basically, it just asks for some extra
condition on the notion of kind preserving interpretation: all the multiplicative coefficients of
the monomials have to be greater than 1. This is always true over N.

Example 2.3.12. Consider the TRSs 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 and 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 defined by:

R1 =





double(0) → 0

double(x+1) → double(x)+2

add(0, y) → y

add(x+1, y) → add(x, y)+1

R2 =

{
sq(0) → 0

sq(x+1) → add(sq(x), double(x))

with C1 = {0,+1}, F1 = {double, add}, C2 = {0,+1, add, double}, and F1 = {sq}. The
function symbol sq computes the square of a unary number given as input in the hierarchical
union 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 @ 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉. Neither sq ≈F double, nor sq ≈F add hold. The program
〈C2 ] F2,R2〉 is flat as there is no composition of function symbols in its rules. Moreover, there
is no shared argument in the recursive call sq(x). Consequently, 〈C1 ] F1,R1〉 � 〈C2 ] F2,R2〉
is a stratified union.

Define the following quasi-interpretations [−]1N and [−]2N by:

[0]1N = 0 [0]2N = 0,

[+1]1N(X) = X + 1, [+1]2N(X) = X + 1,

[add]1N(X, Y) = X + Y, [add]2N(X, Y) = X + Y + 1,

[double]1N(X) = 3X, [double]2N(X) = 2X,

[sq]2N(X) = 2X2.

[−]1N and [−]2N are additive and polynomial kind preserving quasi-interpretations. The two pro-
grams can be ordered by RPO with product status and, consequently, the function symbols of the
stratified union computes functions in FP.

22Here the notion of additivity is slightly modified as we do not require symbols in F1 ∩ C2 to be additive.
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As a corollary of Theorem 2.3.7, we also have more expressive power for stratified union
(constructor-sharing union being a particular case of stratified union):

Corollary 2.3.1. QIpolyadd (N,≥N) ( � KPQIpolyadd (N,≥N).

Due to the restrictions to kind preserving quasi-interpretations, stratified union does not
improve greatly the expressive power of the method compared to constructor-sharing union.
However they allow to improve quasi-interpretation synthesis by allowing to apply a divide-and-
conquer strategy on TRS rules during inference.

2.4 Sup-interpretation

2.4.1 Motivations, definition, and basic properties

The subterm property drastically limits the quasi-interpretation domain. For example, a function
defined by f(x, y) → x has a quasi-interpretation at least equal to [f]K(X,Y ) = maxK(X,Y ),
maxK being the max function over K, whereas one would expect it to be [f]K(X,Y ) = X, since
the second parameter is dropped.

The notion of sup-interpretation (SI) was introduced in [MP06, MP09] in order to increase the
intensionality of interpretation methods by compensating for such a drawback: sup-interpretations
do not need to satisfy the subterm property.

As quasi-interpretations, sup-interpretations do not ensure termination and, consequently,
they can be defined either on well-founded or on non well-founded ordered sets K ∈ {N,R+,Q+}.
Definition 2.4.1 (Sup-interpretation). Given a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉, a monotonic (additive and
polynomial) assignment θ over K is a (additive and polynomial) sup-interpretation over K if for
any f ∈ F of arity m and for all v1, · · · , vm ∈ T (C):

f(v1, · · · , vm) ↓ =⇒ [f(v1, · · · , vm)]K ≥K [JfK(v1, · · · , vm)]K,

where the sup-interpretation [−]K is extended canonically to terms in a standard way.

As sup-interpretations have no subterm requirements, they allow us to consider non-subterm
functions in a tighter way.

Example 2.4.1. Consider the TRS computing the half of a unary number:

half(0)→ 0,

half(1)→ 0,

half(x+2)→ half(x)+1.

It admits the following additive and polynomial sup-interpretation over Q+:

[0]Q+ = 0,

[+1]Q+(X) = X + 1,

[half]Q+(x) = X/2.

Indeed, JhalfK(n) = n/2, provided that /2 is the division over natural numbers and that n is the
unary encoding of the natural number n. Consequently, we check that for all n,

[half(n)]Q+ = [half]Q+([n]Q+)

= [n]Q+/2

≥Q+ [n/2]Q+ = [JhalfK(n)]Q+ .
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However finding a sup-interpretation of all the function symbols of a given TRS consists in
finding a (partial) upper-bound on all their computation and is not feasible. It is shown in [Péc13]
that the sup-interpretation verification problem is Π0

1-complete and that the synthesis problem
is in Σ0

3. Some criteria were developed to overcome this issue.
In [MP09], a criterion was developed to ensure polynomial space computations using sup-

interpretations. For that purpose, let �F be an ordering on function symbols F of a given
TRS defined by f �F g if there are a context C[�] and terms p1, . . . , pn, t1, . . . , tm such that
f(p1, . . . , pn)→ C[g(t1, . . . , tm)] ∈ R. f ≈F g if both f �F g and g �F f hold. f �F g if f �F g

holds and g �F f does not hold.

Definition 2.4.2. In a TRS a rule f(p1, ..., pn)→ C[g1(e1), . . . , gm(em)] is a fraternity if:

• ∀i ≤ m, gi ≈F f,

• ∀h ∈ C[�1, . . . , �m], f �F h.

Definition 2.4.3. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, a TRS is quasi-friendly (in QFK) if there is a poly-
nomial and additive sup-interpretation [−]K over K and a (partial) polynomial, monotonic,
and subterm assignment ω over K, called weight, such that for each fraternity f(p1, ..., pn) →
C[g1(e1), . . . , gm(em)] the following holds:

ω(f)([p1]K, . . . , [pn]K) ≥K [C]K(ω(g1)([e1]K), . . . , ω(gm)([em]K)),

where [C]K is the function ([�1]K, . . . , [�m]K) 7→ [C[�1, . . . , �m]]K and where the interpretation of
a sequence t = t1, · · · , tk is defined by [t]K = [t1]K, . . . , [tk]K.

We have a first result on the space consumption of a TRS in QFK.

Proposition 2.4.1. Given a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉 in QFK, there is a polynomial P over K such
that for any f ∈ F of arity n and any values v1, · · · , vn ∈ T (C), if f(v1, · · · , vn) ↓ then
|JfK(v1, · · · , vn)| ≤K P (|v1|, . . . , |vn|).

Example 2.4.2. The TRS of Example 2.4.1 has only one fraternity

half(x+2)→ half(x)+1

as half is the only function symbol and ≈F is reflexive. Now [+1]K(X) = X + 1 defines an
additive and polynomial sup-interpretation. For the TRS to be in QFQ+, one has to find a weight
(subterm, monotonic, and polynomial assignment) ω such that

ω(half)([x+2]K) ≥Q+ [+1]K(ω(half)([x]K)

or equivalently
ω(half)(X + 2) ≥Q+ ω(half)(X) + 1.

It suffices to set ω(half)(X) = X and we can conclude that the TRS is in QFQ+ .

Again, the notion of sup-interpretation has to be combined with some termination argument
in order to characterize complexity classes.

Theorem 2.4.1 ([MP09]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, the following characterizations hold:

• JQFK ∩RPO{p}K = FP,
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• JQFK ∩RPO{l}K = FPSPACE.

Example 2.4.3. The TRS of Example 2.4.1 is in QFK and can trivially be oriented by ≺rpo.
Consequently, the computed function JhalfK is in FP.

It is worth noticing that the quasi-friendly criterion has also been extended in [MP09] to:

• non-terminating programs over stream data in a criterion called quasi-friendly with bounded
recursive calls,

• divide-and-conquer algorithms and, in particular quicksort, in a criterion called quasi-
friendly modulo projection.

Moreover, combinations with the termination methods such as DPs and SCP have also been
considered. We will focus on an adaptation to DPs, a complete method for showing program
termination, in the next subsections.

2.4.2 Combination with the dependency pair method

RPO termination techniques have an inherent syntactic restriction on the shape of admissible
recursions to avoid the computation of non-primitive recursive functions. To overcome these
(intensionality) issues (the use of RPO and the subterm property requirement), the notion of
dependency pair (DP), introduced by Arts and Giesl [AG00], was combined with the notion of
interpretation in [MP08c, MP09] in order to characterize FP and FPSPACE.

DPs provides a method for showing program termination that is complete with respect to
termination and, consequently, captures strictly more programs than RPO, as RPO was shown
to be NP-complete in [KN85] and, hence, cannot be complete for termination.

We start by briefly reviewing the DP method.

Definition 2.4.4 (Dependency Pair). Given a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉, the set of dependency pair
symbols F ] is defined by F ] = F ∪ {f] | f ∈ F}, f] being a fresh function symbol of the same
arity as f. Given a term t = f(t1, · · · , tn), let t] be a notation for f](t1, · · · , tn).
A dependency pair is a pair l] → u] if u] = g](t1, · · · , tn), for some g ∈ F , and if there is a
context C[�] such that l → C[u] ∈ R and u is not a proper subterm of l. Let DP (R) be the set
of all dependency pairs in 〈C ] F ,R〉.

Definition 2.4.5 (Dependency Pair Graph). The dependency pair graph (DPG) of a given TRS
is the graph obtained as follows:

• the vertices are the dependency pairs,

• there is an edge from t→ s to t′ → s′, if there is a substitution σ such that sσ →∗R′ t′σ.

provided that R′ is the program obtained by extending R with a new rule for each dependency
pair.

A cycle of the DPG is a cycle in the corresponding graph structure.

Definition 2.4.6. A reduction pair is a couple (≥, >) such that:

• ≥ is a (weakly) monotonic quasi-ordering over terms stable by substitution,

• > is a well-founded ordering over terms and stable by substitution,
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satisfying ≥ ◦ > ⊆ > or > ◦ ≥ ⊆ >. If both conditions are satisfied then (≥, >) is called a
strong reduction pair.

Example 2.4.4. (≥N, >N) and (≥R+ , >wfR+) are strong reduction pairs but (≥Q+ , >Q+) is neither
a strong reduction pair, nor a reduction pair, as >Q+ is not well-founded.

Definition 2.4.7. Given a a reduction pair (≥, >), let DP (≥, >) be the set of TRSs such that:

• for each rule l→ r, l ≥ r,

• for each DP s→ t in a cycle of the DPG, s ≥ t,

• for each cycle of the DPG, there is a dependency pair s→ t such that s > t.

In the particular case where > is the strict order of ≥, we simply write DP (≥).

The complete characterization of termination can be stated as follows.

Theorem 2.4.2 ([AG00]). A TRS 〈C]F ,R〉 is terminating if and only if there is a well-founded
monotonic quasi-ordering ≥ closed under substitution such that 〈C ] F ,R〉 ∈ DP (≥).

The implication from right to left is easy to grasp as any infinite reduction sequence will
correspond to an infinite descending chain with respect to the quasi-ordering ≥. Infinitely many
strict decreases have to occur in such a chain and correspond to a path involving infinitely
many cycles in the DPG. This contradicts the well-foundedness assumption on the strict order
corresponding to ≥.

As termination is an undecidable property, it is undecidable to show that a TRS satisfy the
DP requirements for some reduction pair. The undecidability of this characterization is hidden
behind the difficulty of generating the DPG of a given TRS. Indeed, deciding whether there is a
connecting edge between two dependency pairs is an undecidable property. Some simplifications
to generate the DPG are considered in [AG00].

Example 2.4.5. Consider the following TRS computing the logarithm over unary numbers:

half(0)→ 0,

half(1)→ 0,

half(x+2)→ half(x)+1,

log(x+2)→ log(half(x+2))+1,

log(1)→ 0.

It admits the following DPs:

1 : half](x+2)→ half](x),

2 : log](x+2)→ half](x+2),

3 : log](x+2)→ log](half(x+2)),

and has the following DPG:

3 2 1
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Consequently, showing termination just consists in finding a well-founded quasi-ordering ≥ such
that for all rule l→ r, l ≥ r and the following inequalities hold:

half](x+2) > half](x),

log](x+2) ≥ half](x+2),

log](x+2) > log](half(x+2)).

The two strict inequalities above correspond to the two cycles in the DPG.

In [MP09], an alternative characterization of FPSPACE was provided using the DP method.

Definition 2.4.8. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, a program has strictly bounded recursive calls (is in
SBRK) if there are a polynomial and additive sup-interpretation [−]K over K and a polynomial
and subterm weight ω over K such that:

• it is in QFK with respect to [−]K and ω,
i.e. for each fraternity f(p1, ..., pn)→ C[g1(e1), . . . , gm(em)] the following holds:

ω(f)([p1]K, . . . , [pn]K) ≥K [C]K(ω(g1)([e1]K), . . . , ω(gm)([em]K)),

• for each DP f](p)→ g](e), we have:

ω(f)([p]K) ≥K ω(g)([e]K),

• for each cycle in the DPG, there is at least one DP f](p)→ g](e) such that:

ω(f)([p]K) >wfK ω(g)([e]K).

Example 2.4.6. The TRS of Example 2.4.5 has already been shown to be in QFQ+ in Exam-
ple 2.4.2 for the weight ω defined by ω(log)(X) = ω(half)(X) = X. Consequently, for this TRS
belongs to SBRQ+, it remains to show:

ω(half)([x+2]Q+) >wfQ+ ω(half)([x]Q+),

ω(log)([x+2]Q+) ≥Q+ ω(half)([x+2]Q+),

ω(log)([x+2]Q+) >wfQ+ ω(log)([half(x+2)]Q+).

It was shown in Example 2.4.1, that the assignment [−]K defined by [+1]Q+(X) = X + 1 and
[half]Q+(X) = X/2 is a suitable sup-interpertation for half. The above inequalities can be
reformulated as follows:

ω(half)(X + 2) >wfQ+ ω(half)(X),

ω(log)(X + 2) ≥Q+ ω(half)(X + 2),

ω(log)(X + 2) >wfQ+ ω(log)(X/2 + 1).

They are clearly satisfied for the weight defined above together with the well-founded ordering >1.
Consequently, both JlogK and JhalfK are in FPSPACE (we will improve this result soon).

Theorem 2.4.3 ([MP09]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, JSBRKK = FPSPACE.
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Example 2.4.7. Consider the following program taken from [BMM11] and computing the QBF
problem:

not(tt)→ ff,

not(ff)→ tt,

or(tt, x)→ tt,

or(ff, x)→ x,

0 = 0→ tt,

suc(x) = 0→ ff,

0 = suc(y)→ ff,

suc(x) = suc(y)→ x = y,

in(x, nil)→ ff,

in(x, cons(a, l))→ or(x = a, in(x, l)),

verify(Var(x), t)→ in(x, t),

verify(Not(u), t)→ not(verify(u, t)),

verify(Or(u, v), t)→ or(verify(u, t), verify(v, t)),

verify(Exists(n, u), t)→ or(verify(u, cons(n, t)), verify(u, t)),

qbf(u)→ verify(u, nil).

The following precedence holds {not, or,=} ≺F in ≺F verify ≺F qbf. Consider the additive
and polynomial sup-interpretation [−]K defined by:

[suc]K(X) = X + 1,

[cons]K(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1,

[Or]K(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1,

[or]K(X,Y ) = 0,

[Not]K(X) = X + 1,

[not]K(X) = 0,

[Exists]K(X,Y ) = X + Y + 2,

and the subterm, monotonic, and polynomial weight ω defined by:

ω(=)(X,Y ) = X + Y,

ω(in)(X,Y ) = X + Y,

ω(verify)(X,Y ) = X + Y.

It is easy to check that the TRS is in SBRK and, consequently, the computed function is in
FPSPACE.

Example 2.4.8. As a counter-example, consider the TRS of Example 2.2.1:

double(0)→ 0,

double(x+1)→ double(x)+2,

exp(0)→ 1,

exp(x+1)→ double(exp(x)).
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It admits the following DPs:

1 : double](x+2)→ double](x),

2 : exp](x+1)→ double](exp(x)),

3 : exp](x+1)→ exp](x),

and has the following DPG:

3 2 1

For this TRS to be in SBRK, it has to be in QFK and the following property has to be satisfied:

ω(exp)([x+1]K) ≥ [double]K(ω(exp(x))),

for some polynomial and additive sup-interpretation [−]K and some monotonic, polynomial, and
subterm weight ω. As [double]K is a sup-interpretation, it has to satisfy ∀n, [double]K(n) ≥
[JdoubleK]K(n) = 2n. Consequently, the above inequality can be transformed into:

ω(exp)(X + 1) ≥ [double]K(ω(exp)(X)) ≥ 2ω(exp)(X).

Clearly, no polynomial ω(exp) can satisfy this inequality.

An alternative and intensionally equivalent variant of the result of Theorem 2.4.3 was intro-
duced in [Bon11] using non-subterm assignments rather than sup-interpretations: the symbols
f] are required to have a subterm assignments. This role is played by the weight ω(f) in the
above setting. Moreover, all the rewrite rules are oriented in [Bon11] whereas this is not needed
for sup-interpretations in Definition 2.4.8. The result can be rephrased as follows.

Definition 2.4.9. For a given assignment [−]K of a TRS over K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, define ≥[−]K
K

(and >[−]K
K , respectively) by:

∀s, t ∈ T (Σ,X ), s ≥[−]K
K t if and only if [s]K ≥wfK [t]K,

(and s >[−]K
K t if and only if [s]K >

wf
K [t]K, respectively).

Notice that the set DP (≥[−]K
K ) is clearly defined as >[−]K

K is well-founded, by definition.

Definition 2.4.10. Let A be the set of assignments [−]K that are additive, monotonic, and
polynomial. Moreover, let AS be the subset of assignments in A such that for each symbol f ∈ F
[f]]K has the subterm property.

We are now ready to reformulate SBRK using the notion of DP.

Theorem 2.4.4. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, SBRK = ∪[−]K∈AS{DP (≥[−]K
K )}.

The proof is easy as it just consists in defining an assignment [−]′K such that for each symbol
b ∈ C ] F , [b]′K := [b]K and for each function symbol f ∈ F , [f]]′K := ω(f).

Given a term l] let its neighborhood N(l]) be defined by t] ∈ N(l]) if and only if (l], t]) is
involved in at least one cycle of the DPG. Alternative characterizations of FP and FPSPACE were
provided in [MP08c] as follows.
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Definition 2.4.11. For a given assignment [−]K over K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, a TRS has:

• Bounded recursive calls (is in BRC([−]K)), if for each DP f](p1, · · · , pn)→ g](t1, · · · , tm)
in a cycle of the DPG, we have:

Σn
i=1[pi]K ≥K Σm

j=1[tj ]K.

• Bounded neighborhood (is in BN([−]K)), if for each neighborhood N(l]) = {t]1, . . . , t]n}, we
have:

[l]K >
wf
K Σn

i=1[ti]K.

For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, let DP (TIMEK) = ∪[−]K∈A{DP (≥[−]K
K ) ∩ BRC([−]K) ∩ BN([−]K)}

and DP (SPACEK) = ∪[−]K∈A{DP (≥[−]K
K ) ∩BRC([−]K)}. We are now able to give the charac-

terizations of polynomial time and polynomial space.

Theorem 2.4.5 ([MP08c]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, the following characterizations hold:

• JDP (TIMEK)K = FP,

• JDP (SPACEK)K = FPSPACE.

Example 2.4.9. As a direct application of Theorem 2.4.4, we show that the TRS of Exam-
ple 2.4.6 is in DP (TIMEQ+). Now we have two dependency pairs involved in cycles of the
DPG:

half](x+2)→ half](x),

log](x+2)→ log](half(x+2)).

Hence for this TRS to have bounded recursive calls, we need to check that:

[x + 2]Q+ ≥Q+ [x]Q+ ,

[x + 2]Q+ ≥Q+ [half(x+2)]Q+ .

These inequalities are satisfied for the additive and polynomial sup-interpretation defined by
[half]Q+(X) = X/2 and [+1]Q+(X) = X + 1. Moreover we have N(half](x + 2)) = {half](x)}
and N(log](x+2)) = {log](half(x+2))}. Hence for this TRS to have bounded neighborhoods,
we need to check that:

[half(x+2)]Q+ >wfQ+ [half(x)]Q+ ,

[log(x+2)]Q+ >wfQ+ [log(half(x+2))]Q+ .

These inequalities are satisfied for the above additive and polynomial sup-interpretation extended
by [log]Q+(X) = X with respect to the well-founded ordering >1.

Example 2.4.10. The TRS of Example 2.4.7 is in DP (SPACEK). Indeed, it is in SBRK, for
some sup-interpretation [−]K and weight ω, and, consequently, in DP (≥[−]′K

K ), for the assignment
[−]′K in AS (and a fortiori in A) defined by [b]′K := [b]K, ∀b ∈ C ] F , and [f]]′K := ω(f),
∀f ∈ F . It is also in BRC([−]′K)} as the functions ω(b) provided in Example 2.4.7 are all linear.
Consequently, ω(f)([p]′K) ≥K ω(g)([e]′K) can be rewritten into:

Σn
i=1[pi]

′
K ≥K Σm

j=1[tj ]
′
K.
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However it is (hopefully) not in DP (TIMEK). Indeed, consider the rule

verify(Exists(n, u), t)→ or(verify(u, cons(n, t)), verify(u, t)),

the neighborhood N(verify](Exists(n, u), t)) is equal to {verify](u, cons(n, t)), verify](u, t)}.
Consequently, for the program to be in SN([−]′K), one has to check that:

[verify(Exists(n, u), t)]′K >K [verify(u, cons(n, t))]′K + [verify(u, t)]′K

that can be restated as:

[verify]′K(N + U + 1, T ) >K [verify]′K(U,N + T + 1) + [verify]′K(U, T ) ≥ 2[verify]′K(U, T ),

which is clearly not satisfiable by any polynomial and monotonic assignment.

2.4.3 Sup-interpretation vs (quasi-)interpretation

Let SIpolyadd (K,≥K) be the set of function symbols whose TRS admits an additive and polynomial
sup-interpretation over K. We obtain an intensionality result, similar to the one of Theorem 2.3.1,
as the set of programs admitting an additive and polynomial quasi-interpretations is strictly
included in the set of programs admitting an additive and polynomial sup-interpretation.23

Theorem 2.4.6 ([MP09]24). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ( SIpolyadd (K,≥K).

The inclusion is obtained as a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.1. The strict inclusion is
highlighted by the following example.

Example 2.4.11. Consider the TRS of Example 2.4.5:

half(0)→ 0,

half(1)→ 0,

half(x+2)→ half(x)+1,

log(x+2)→ log(half(x+2))+1,

log(1)→ 0.

Notice that because of the fifth rule, the program cannot be oriented by RPO. Moreover, it
does not a admit an interpretation or a quasi-interpretation as, by subterm and monotonicity
properties, it would imply the following contradiction:

[log]]K(X + 2k) > [log]]K([half]K(X + 2k)) ≥ [log]]K(X + 2k),

for [+1]K(X) = k.
However it admits the following additive and polynomial sup-interpretation over Q+:

[0]K = 0,

[+1]K(X) = X + 1,

[half]K(X) = X/2,

[log]K(X) = X.

23Again, this result remains true if additivity and polynomiality properties are withdrawn.
24There is a small distinction with [MP09] where additivity is included in the definition of a sup-interpretation.
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Combining Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.4.6, we obtain the following straightforward corol-
lary.

Corollary 2.4.1. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, Ipolyadd (K,≥wfK ) ( SIpolyadd (K,≥K).

In order to obtain intensional results, it is of interest to compare: QIpolyadd (K,≥K) and QFK.
As any quasi-interpretation is a sup-interpretation and as any quasi-interpretation is a weight
(see Definition 2.4.3), we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.4.7 ([MP09]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ( QFK.

The inclusion is strict as it was demonstrated in Example 2.4.6 that the TRS for log belongs
to QFQ+ and in Example 2.4.11 that it does not belong to QIpolyadd (K,≥K).

As a corollary, we obtain the intensional result that quasi-friendly programs terminating
by RPO are at least as expressive as programs admitting an additive and polynomial quasi-
interpretation and terminating by RPO.

Theorem 2.4.8 ([MP09]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, for any A ⊆ {l}, QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩ RPOA ⊆
QFK ∩RPOA.

Notice that it is not known if the above inclusion is strict or not.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.4.8 and Theorem 2.3.5, we obtain the following negative

result.

Theorem 2.4.9. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, Ipolyadd (K,≥wfK ) and (QFK ∩RPO{p}) are incomparable.

DP-based characterizations capture natural algorithms that fail to be captured by RPO but
it is unclear whether the converse result holds or not.

Theorem 2.4.10. For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, the following statements are true:

• DP (TIMEK)− (QFK ∩RPO{p}) 6= ∅,

• DP (SPACEK)− (QFK ∩RPO{l}) 6= ∅,

• SBRK − (QFK ∩RPO{l}) 6= ∅.

This is due to the fact that natural algorithms such as logarithm or greatest common divisor
are captured by the above methods (see [MP08c, MP09] for more examples) whereas they are
not captured by RPO due to recursive calls on sublinear computations. However, it is a difficult
issue to compare the expressive power of the RPO based characterizations with the DP based
ones that differ greatly in essence. Consequently, we conjecture that all these techniques are
pairwise incomparable.

2.4.4 DP-interpretations for sup-interpretation synthesis

If the termination requirement is relaxed, it was shown in [MP08c] that DPs can also be used as
a technique to infer sup-interpretations.

Definition 2.4.12 (DP-Interpretation). Given a TRS 〈C ] F ,R〉, a (additive and polynomial)
DP-Interpretation (DPI for short) is a monotonic (additive and polynomial) assignment [−]K
over K extended to F ] by ∀f,∈ F , [f]]K := [f]K and which satisfies:

1. ∀l→ r ∈ R, [l]K ≥ [r]K,
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2. ∀l] → u] ∈ DP (R), [l]]K ≥ [u]]K,

where the DP-interpretation [−]K is extended canonically to terms as usual.

Example 2.4.12. Turning back to the TRS of Example 2.4.5, finding a DP-interpretation of
the TRS consists in finding a polynomial and additive assignment [−]K such that the following
inequalities are satisfied:

[half(0)]K ≥ [0]K,

[half(1)]K ≥ [0]K,

[half(x+2)]K ≥ [half(x)+1]K,

[log(x+2)]K ≥ [log(half(x+2))+1]K,

[log(1)]K → [0]K,

[half](x+2)]K ≥ [half](x)]K,

[log](x+2)]K ≥ [log](half(x+2))+1]K,

[log](x+2)]K ≥ [half](x+2)]K.

Taking the additive and polynomial assignment [0]K = 0, [+1]K(X) = X+1, [half]K(X) = X/2,
and [log]K(X) = X, the above inequalities can be rewritten as follows:

0 ≥ 0,

1/2 ≥ 0,

X/2 + 1 ≥ X/2 + 1,

X + 2 ≥ X/2 + 2,

1→ 0,

X/2 + 1 ≥ X/2,
X + 2 ≥ X/2 + 2,

X + 2 ≥ X/2 + 1,

and, as they are all satisfied, [−]K is an additive and polynomial DPI.

Let DPIpolyadd (K,≥K) be the set of function symbols whose TRS admits an additive and
polynomial DP-interpretation over K.

Notice that the condition on cycles in the DPG has been withdrawn and, consequently, TRS
of DPIpolyadd (K,≥K) can be non-terminating. However we have the following result similar to
Theorem 2.3.1.

Theorem 2.4.11 ([MP08c]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+},
QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ( DPIpolyadd (K,≥K) ⊆ SIpolyadd (K,≥K).

As expected, the first inclusion is strict because of Example 2.4.12. Knowing whether the
second inclusion is strict or not is an open issue.

We have already mentioned that the synthesis problem is undecidable for sup-interpretations
in general as finding a sup-interpretation requires some prior knowledge on the termination and
growth rate of the function computed by the program under study. However it was shown
in [Péc13] that the DPI synthesis problem is equivalent to the quasi-interpretation synthesis
problem, whose complexity is provided in Figure 1.3 for distinct function spaces, as DPIs are QIs
without subterm property and with some extra inequalities based on the DPG of the TRS under
study. Consequently, by Theorem 2.4.11, DPIs seem to be the good candidate at the present
time to generate upper-bounds on program space consumption.
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented several results of the last decade, whose goal was to improve
the expressive power of previous complexity class characterizations based on light/soft logics and
interpretation methods. Moreover, we have related their expressive power, when possible.

We have studied the intensionality of criteria by comparing the set of captured programs for
a fixed language and complexity class. Consequently, two criteria are often incomparable when
they rely on distinct techniques.

For example, DLAL and STA are some of the most powerful techniques for light/soft logics
and polynomial time but they are incomparable. In the framework of interpretations, we have I
( QI ( DPI ⊆ SI and we have presented some intensional (partial) results when such techniques
are mixed with termination techniques such as RPO or DP.

Following a remark by Baillot [Bai08], two criteria could also be compared by looking at
their inherent complexity but this task is not straightforward. In such a framework DPI would
be strictly more efficient than QI as they capture more programs and their synthesis problems
are equivalent.

Is is worth mentioning that one consequence of particular interest in the introduction of SI
was the relaxation of the subterm property. This has improved the studies of sublinear TRSs and
has led to works characterizing subpolynomial complexity classes such as Alogtime [BMP06] or
NCk [MP08b].
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Chapter 3

Breaking the paradigm
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In the previous chapter, we have demonstrated that ICC techniques are often difficult to
compare. The main reason of this difficulty is that extensional completeness is captured but
intensional completeness is sacrificed at the price of tractability. As tractability is always a
reasonable requirement for an ICC technique to be effective, we come to an endless problem.

One alternative in finding new criterion with a better expressive power was to consider
crossovers by trying to adapt/combine existing ICC criteria to other programming paradigms.
We will discuss this interesting issue and the corresponding results obtained in the last decade
in this chapter.

We start to show in Section 3.1 that tiering was successfully adapted to imperative programs
including multi-threads (Subsection 3.1.2), fork process (Subsection 3.1.3), and Object-Oriented
programs (Subsection 3.1.4). We discuss the type inference properties of these type systems and
an extension with declassification in Subsection 3.1.5.

In Section 3.2, we focus on the extension of linear logic based approaches to other pro-
gramming paradigms. We study one extension of LLL to multi-threads in Subsection 3.2.1,
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one extension of SLL to a process calculus in Subsection 3.2.2, and one extension of SLL to
a lambda calculus with quantum registers in Subsection 3.2.3. We discuss briefly some other
extensions based on proof-nets, interaction-nets, categorical models, and realizability models in
Subsection 3.2.4.

Section 3.3 presents the main extensions of the interpretation based techniques. In Sub-
section 3.3.1, we show how interpretations were extended to higher-order rewriting. In Sub-
section 3.3.2, we introduce their adaptation to a higher-order functional language and, in Sub-
section 3.3.3, we study their adaptation to a simple Object-Oriented programming language
based on Featherweight Java [IPW01]. Several other extensions and applications are discussed
in Subsection 3.3.4.

3.1 Extensions of tiering

This section is related to the extension of ramified recursion/safe recursion and, more generally,
tier-based typing discipline to the imperative paradigm as initiated by the cornerstone work of
Marion [Mar11]. In this section, we will survey the main results that allow the programmer to
obtain polynomial time or space upper bounds on terminating and typable programs by extending
the tiering technique to imperative programs [Mar11], multi-threaded programs [MP14], fork
processes [HMP13], and object-oriented programs [LM13, HP15, HP18].

3.1.1 Imperative programs

In [Mar11], the leading idea is to identify the results of safe recursion [BC92] and tiering [Lei95]
as a non-interference result in the context of secure flow analysis (see [SS05] for an overview of
the domain). In [VIS96, SV98], Irvine, Smith, and Volpano provide a type system to certify
a confidentiality policy on an imperative language and a multi-threaded language, respectively.
Types are based on security levels, named High and Low. The type system prevents leak of
information from level High to level Low.

In a 2-tiers based approach, the tier 0 (safe) corresponds to the High level and the tier 1
(normal) corresponds to the Low level. The type system of [Mar11] is based on an integrity
policy as in [Bib77] with no read down rule rather than on a confidentiality policy as in [BLP76].
By looking at the PRN function scheme of Subsection 1.2.3 and after identifying 0 to be the type
of safe data and tier 1 to be the type of normal data, one can check that data (variables) can
flow from tier 1 to 0 but not the converse as illustrated below:

PRN(f, h0, h1)(2x+ i, y︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

; z︸︷︷︸
0

) = hi(x, y︸︷︷︸
1

; z, PRN(f, h0, h1)(x, y; z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

).

Indeed tier 1 variables are used in a 0 position in the recursive call PRN(f, h0, h1)(x, y; z) and the
converse never holds, i.e. z is never used in a tier 1 position. It can be checked easily that this
property holds for any scheme in Bellantoni and Cook’s algebra (see Subsection 1.2.3).

A program P enjoys a non-interference property when for any two memory configurations
(maps from variables to values) C1 and C2, if the two configurations coincide on tier 1 (i.e. the
data is the same for each variable of type 1), P evaluates to memory configuration C′i when fed
with memory configuration Ci as input, for i ∈ {1, 2}, then C′1 and C′2 coincide on tier 1. In
other words, data of tier 0 do not have control over data of tier 1. We demonstrate a similar
non-interference result in an imperative setting which states that values stored in tier 1 variables
are independent from tier 0 variables.
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(Var)
(C, x)→ C(x)

(C, e1)→ w1 . . . (C, en)→ wn
(Op)

(C, op(e1, . . . , en))→ JopK(w1, . . . ,wn)

(Skip)
(C, skip)→ C

(C, e)→ w
(Asg)

(C, x := e)→ C[x← w ]

(C, c1)→ C1 (C1, c2)→ C2
(Seq)

(C, c1 ; c2)→ C2

(C, e)→ w (C, cw )→ C′ w ∈ {1, 0}
(Cond)

(C, if(e){c1} else {c0})→ C′

(C, e)→ 0
(Wh0)

(C, while(e){c})→ C
(C, e)→ 1 (C, c; while(e){c})→ C′

(Wh1)
(C, while(e){c})→ C′

Figure 3.1: Big step operational semantics of imperative programs

For that purpose, we consider a simple imperative programming language computing on
words of a fixed alphabet Σ, with {0, 1} ⊆ Σ, defined by the following grammar:

Expressions e, e1, . . . , en ::= x | op(e1, . . . , ear(op))

Commands c, c1, c2 ::= skip | x := e | c1 ; c2

| if(e){c1} else {c2} | while(e){c}
Programs p(x1, . . . , xn) ::= c return x,

where x, x1, . . . , xn are variables of the countably infinite set V and op is a prefix, postfix, or infix
operator of arity ar(op) of the countably infinite set O. A memory configuration C is a partial
mapping from variables in V to words in W = Σ∗. Given a symbol a in Σ and a word w in W,
let a.w denote the word obtained by concatenating a and w.

The semantics of the language maps a pair (C, c) consisting in a memory configuration C and
a command c to a memory configuration C′ and is described in Figure 3.1, where JopK is a total
function over words associated to the operator op ∈ O and C[x← w ] is the memory configuration
C′ equal to C but on x where C′(x) = w .

A program p(x1, . . . , xn) = c return x computes the function f : Wn →W if for any words
w,w1, . . . , wn ∈W:

(C[x1 ← w1, . . . , xn ← wn], c)→ C′[x← w] if and only if f(w1, . . . , wn) = w.

Example 3.1.1. Consider the program add(x, y) = c return y where the command c is equal
to

while(x > 0){
x := x−1 ;
y := y+1

}.
Given a unary word w , the operator > 0 tests whether it is empty or not, the operator −1
computes the predecessor, and the operator +1 computes the successor. These three operators
can be defined formally as follows:

J> 0K(v) =

{
1 if ∃w ∈W, v = 1.w

0 otherwise
J−1K(v) =

{
ε if v = ε

u if v = a.u, a ∈ Σ
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Γ(x) = α
(V)

Γ,∆ ` x : α

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Γ,∆ ` ei : αi α1 → . . .→ αn → α ∈ ∆(op)
(OP)

Γ,∆ ` op(e1, . . . , en) : α

(SK)
Γ,∆ ` skip : α

Γ,∆ ` x : α Γ,∆ ` e : β α � β
(A)

Γ,∆ ` x := e : α

Γ,∆ ` c : 0
(SUB)

Γ,∆ ` c : 1

Γ,∆ ` e : α Γ,∆ ` c : α Γ,∆ ` c′ : α
(C)

Γ,∆ ` if(e){c} else {c′} : α

Γ,∆ ` c : α Γ,∆ ` c′ : α
(S)

Γ,∆ ` c ; c′ : α

Γ,∆ ` e : 1 Γ,∆ ` c : α
(W)

Γ,∆ ` while(e){c} : 1

Figure 3.2: Tier-based imperative type system

J+1K(v) = 1.v .

This program computes the unary addition. Indeed, for n ∈ N, let 1n be the unary word where
the symbol 1 occurs n times. It holds that (C[x← 1n, y← 1m], c)→ C[x← ε, y← 1m+n].

We suppose given a precedence � on tiers defined to be the reflexive closure of the relation
≺ satisfying 0 ≺ 1. The considered tier-based type system is described in Figure 3.2. It is a
subsystem of the type system of [MP14] and a simplified version of the type system of [Mar11],
as it does not involve a complex lattice structure. Judgments are of the shape Γ,∆ ` b : α, with
b an expression or command, α a tier in {0,1}, Γ a variable typing environment mapping each
variable x to a tier in {0,1}, and ∆ an operator typing environment mapping each operator op
to a set ∆(op) of types of the shape α1 → . . . αar(op) → α, with α1, . . . , αar(op), α ∈ {0,1}.

Tiers 0 and 1 have the following intuitive meaning:

• tier 1 variables will be used as guards of while loops; they should not be allowed to take
more than a polynomial number of distinct values and cannot increase,

• tier 0 variables may increase and cannot be used as while loop guards.

Before stating the main non-interference and complexity results, we need to restrict the op-
erator typing environments under consideration. Notice that considering non-restricted operator
typing environments would break both results.

Definition 3.1.1. A polynomial time computable operator op is

• neutral if:

1. either JopK : War(op) → {0, 1} is a predicate;

2. or ∀w1, . . . ,war(op) ∈W, ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ar(op)}, JopK(w1, . . . ,war(op))E wi.
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• positive if there is a constant cop ∈ N such that:

∀w1, . . . ,war(op) ∈W, |JopK(w1, . . . ,war(op))| ≤ maxi|wi|+ cop,

where E is the subword relation over W and the size of a word |w| is equal to its number
of symbols.

A neutral operator is always a positive operator but the converse is not true. In the remainder,
we name positive operators those operators that are positive but not neutral.

Example 3.1.2. The operators > 0 and −1 of Example 3.1.1 defined by

J> 0K(v) =

{
1 if ∃w ∈W, v = 1.w

0 otherwise
J−1K(v) =

{
ε if v = ε

u if v = a.u, a ∈ Σ

are neutral. Indeed, > 0 computes a polynomial time computable predicate and −1 computes a
subword of its input.

The +1 operator defined by
J+1K(v) = 1.v

is positive as it is not neutral and |J+1K(v)| = |1.v | = |v |+ 1.

Definition 3.1.2. An operator typing environment ∆ is safe if for each op ∈ dom(∆), op is
neutral or positive and ∀α1 → . . .→ αn → α ∈ ∆(op), we have:

• α � ∧i=1,...,ar(op)αi,

• if the operator op is positive then α = 0.

Definition 3.1.3 (Safe program). Given a variable typing environment Γ and an operator typing
environment ∆, the program c return x is a safe program if there is a tier α such that Γ,∆ `
c : α and ∆ is safe.

Example 3.1.3. Consider the program add(x, y) of Example 3.1.1. As > 0 and −1 are neutral
and +1 is positive, the operator typing environment defined by ∆(op) = {1→ 1,0→ 0,1→ 0},
for op ∈ {> 0,−1}, and ∆(+1) = {0→ 0} is safe.

The program can be typed as follows (we omit the environments in the judgments and one
premise in the (OP) rule in order to lighten the notation).

Γ(x) = 1
(V)

` x : 1 (OP)
` x > 0 : 1

Γ(x) = 1
(V)

` x : 1

Γ(x) = 1
(V)

` x : 1 (OP)
` x−1 : 1 (A)

` x := x−1 : 1

Γ(y) = 0
(V)

` y : 0

Γ(y) = 0
(V)

` y : 0
(OP)

` y+1 : 0
(A)

` y := y+1 : 0
(SUB)

` y := y+1 : 1
(S)

` x := x−1 ; y := y+1 : 1
(W)

` while(x > 0){x := x−1 ; y := y+1} : 1

For a given variable typing environment Γ and a given tier α, let ≈Γ
α be an equivalence relation

on memory configurations defined by C ≈Γ
α C′ if ∀x ∈ dom(Γ), α � Γ(x) =⇒ C(x) = C′(x). We

are now ready to state the main non-interference and complexity results.
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Theorem 3.1.1 (Non-interference). Given a safe program c return x with respect to the typing
environments Γ,∆. For any stores C1 and C2, if C1 ≈Γ

1 C2, (C1, c) → C′1, and (C2, c) → C′2, then
C′1 ≈Γ

1 C′2.

Example 3.1.4. We have shown in Example 3.1.3 that the program of Example 3.1.1 can be
typed with respect to a variable typing environment Γ such that Γ(x) = 1 and Γ(y) = 0. For
n,m, l ∈ N, we have (C[x← 1n, y← 1m], c)→ C[x← ε, y← 1m+n] and (C[x← 1n, y← 1l], c)→
C[x ← ε, y ← 1n+l]. Moreover C[x ← 1n, y ← 1m] ≈Γ

1 C[x ← 1n, y ← 1l]. Consequently, by
Theorem 3.1.1, C[x← ε, y← 1n+m] ≈Γ

1 C[x← ε, y← 1n+l], which is obviously true.

Theorem 3.1.2 ([Mar11, MP14]). The set of functions over words computed by safe and termi-
nating programs is exactly FP.

In the above Theorem, soundness is a consequence of non-interference together with the fact
that the cardinality of the set of tier 1 configurations is polynomially bounded in the input
size (i.e. the cardinal of the space of distinct values that can be obtained as outputs of neutral
operators is bounded polynomially in the size of the initial values). Consequently, if a program
terminates then only a polynomial number of memory configurations distinct on tier 1 data
can be encountered. Completeness is demonstrated as usual by simulating polynomials and a
standard TM.

Example 3.1.5. The program of Example 3.1.1 is safe and terminating. Consequently, it com-
putes a function in FP.

In what follows, let eα, respectively c : α, be a notation meaning that the expression e,
respectively command c, is of tier α under the considered typing environments.

Example 3.1.6. Consider the following program that computes the exponential as a counter-
example.

while(x1 > 0){
z? := y0 : ? ;

while(z? > 0){
y0 := y0 + 1 : 0 ;

z? := z? − 1 : ?
} ; : 1
x1 := x1 − 1 : 1

}
return y

It is not typable in our formalism. Indeed, suppose that it is typable. The command y := y + 1
enforces y to be of tier 0 since +1 is positive. Consequently, the command z := y enforces z

to be of tier 0 because of typing discipline for assignments. However, the innermost while loop
enforces z > 0 to be of tier 1, so that z has to be of tier 1 (because 0→ 1 is not permitted for a
safe operator typing environment) and we obtain a contradiction.

3.1.2 Multi-threaded programs

An extension to a multi-threaded language has been considered in [MP14]. A multi-threaded
programM(x1, . . . , xn),M for short, is a map from a finite set of threads identifier in dom(M) to
commands. In this setting, thread creation is prohibited. For a multi-threaded program M , the
store C plays the role of a global shared memory and is the only way for threads to communicate.
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(Var)
(C, x) →e C(x)

(C, e1) →e w1 . . . (C, en) →e wn
(Op)

C, op(e1, . . . , en) →e JopK(w1, . . . , wn)

(Skp)
(C, skip ; c) →c (C, c)

(C, e) →e w
(Asg)

(C, x := e) →c (C[x← w], skip)

(C, c1) →c (C1, c
′
1)

(Seq)
(C, c1 ; c2) →c (C1, c

′
1; c2)

(C, e) →c w, w ∈ {0, 1}
(Cond)

(C, if(e){c1} else {c0)}) →c (C, cw)

(C, e) →c 0
(W0)

(C, while(e){c}) →c (C, skip)

(C, e) →c 1
(W1)

(C, while(e){c}) →c (C, c; while(e){c})

M(x ) = skip
(NDStop)

(C,M) →nd (C,M − x )

M(x ) = c (C, c) →c (C1, c1)
(NDStep)

(C,M) →nd (C1,M [x := c1])

Figure 3.3: Small step operational semantics of multi-threads

Non-deterministic scheduling

The small step operational semantics of multi-threads corresponds to the global relation →nd
in Figure 3.3. Let →nd

n be its n-fold composition. In Figure 3.3, M−x is the restriction of
M to dom(M)−{x} and M [x := c] is a notation for the multi-threaded program M where
the command assigned to x is updated to c. At each step, a thread x is chosen using a fixed
non-deterministic scheduling policy. Then, one step of x is performed and the control returns to
the upper level. Note that the rule (Stop) halts the computation of a thread.

Let ∅ be a notation for the empty multi-threaded program where all threads have terminated.
A multi-threaded programM(x1, . . . , xn) strongly terminates if for any store C and any derivation
(C,M)→nd

n(C′,M ′) there exist a store C′′ and m ∈ N such that (C′,M ′)→nd
m(C′′, ∅).

The running time of a multi-threaded program M(x1, . . . , xn) on inputs w1, . . . , wn ∈ W,
noted timeM , is a partial function defined by:

timeM (w1, . . . , wn) = max{n | ∃C′, (C[x1 ← w1, . . . , xn ← wn],M)→nd
n(C′, ∅)}.

In the special case where M strongly terminates, timeM is a total function.
The type system of Figure 3.2 can be extended to multi-threaded programs by the rule of

Figure 3.4. The judgment Γ,∆ `M : � means that the multi-thread M is well-typed under the
variable typing environment Γ and the operator typing environment ∆.

The notion of safe programs can be extended to safe multi-threaded programs as follows:

Definition 3.1.4. Given Γ a variable typing environment and ∆ an operator typing environment,
the multi-threaded program M is safe if Γ,∆ `M : � and ∆ is safe.
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∀x ∈ dom(M), ∃α ∈ {0,1}, Γ,∆ `M(x) : α
(W)

Γ,∆ `M : �

Figure 3.4: Tier-based multi-threads typing rule

Definition 3.1.5. Let Γ be a variable typing environment and ∆ be an operator typing environ-
ment.

• The relation ≈Γ,∆ on commands is defined by:

1. If c1 = c2 then c1 ≈Γ,∆ c2,

2. If Γ,∆ ` c1 : 0 and Γ,∆ ` c2 : 0 then c1 ≈Γ,∆ c2,

3. If c1 ≈Γ,∆ c2 and c3 ≈Γ,∆ c4 then c1; c3 ≈Γ,∆ c2; c4.

• It is extended to configurations as follows
If c1 ≈Γ,∆ c2 and C ≈Γ

1 C′ then (C, c1) ≈Γ,∆ (C′, c2).

• Finally, it is extended to multi-threads and multi-thread configurations as follows:

– If ∀x ∈ dom(M) = dom(M ′), M(x) ≈Γ,∆ M ′(x) then M ≈Γ M
′,

– If M ≈Γ,∆ M ′ and C ≈Γ
1 C′ then (C,M) ≈Γ,∆ (C′,M ′).

We obtain a concurrent non-interference property.

Theorem 3.1.3 (Concurrent non-interference). Let M1 and M2 be two safe multi-threaded pro-
grams with respect to the variable typing environment Γ and the operator typing environment ∆
and let C1 and C2 be two memory configurations such that (C1,M1) ≈Γ,∆ (C2,M2).

If (C1,M1)→nd(C′1,M ′1) then there are C′2, M ′2, and n ∈ N such that (C2,M2)→nd
n(C′2,M ′2)

and (C′1,M ′1) ≈Γ,∆ (C′2,M2).

It is worth noticing that the above result also holds in a sequential context when only the rela-
tion→c on commands is considered. Moreover, temporal variants relating the cost of evaluating
while constructs with the rule (W1) are also considered in [MP14].

An upper-bound on the derivation length can also be obtained in the case of strongly termi-
nating multi-threads.

Theorem 3.1.4 ([MP14]). Assume that M(x1, . . . , xn) is a safe multi-threaded program that
strongly terminates. There is a polynomial Q ∈ N[X] such that

∀w1, . . . , wn ∈W, timeM (w1, . . . , wn) ≤ Q(maxni=1(|wi|)).

The soundness of Theorem 3.1.2 can be viewed as a direct application of Theorem 3.1.4 in
the particular case of a multi-thread consisting in one single thread.

Example 3.1.7 ([MP14]). Consider the following multi-thread M composed of two threads x
and y computing on unary numbers.
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x : while(x1 > 0)1{ y : while(y1 > 0)1{
z0 := z0 + 1 : 0 ; z0 := 0 : 0 ;
x1 := x1 − 1 : 1 y1 := y1 − 1 : 1

} : 1 } : 1

This program is strongly terminating. Moreover, given a store C such that C(x) = n and
C(z) = 0, if (C,M)→nd

k(C′, ∅) then C′(z) ∈ [0, n]. M is safe using an operator typing environment
∆ such that ∆(−1) = ∆(> 0) = {1 → 1} and ∆(+1) = {0 → 0} and M strongly terminates.
Consequently, by Theorem 3.1.4, it terminates in polynomial time.

Example 3.1.8 ([MP14]). Consider the following multi-thread M that shuffles two strings given
as inputs.
x : while(!(x1==ε))1{ y : while(!(y1==ε))1{

z0 := cons(head(x1), z0) : 0 ; z0 := cons(head(y1), z0) : 0 ;
x1 := x1 − 1 : 1 y1 := y1 − 1 : 1

} : 1 } : 1

where cons is an operator defined by JconsK(ε, w) = w and JconsK(a.v, w) = a.w, that performs
the concatenation of the symbol given in its first argument with its second argument. The opera-
tors ! and ==ε are unary predicates and consequently can be typed by 1→ 1. The operator head
returns the first symbol of a string given as input and can be typed by 1→ 0 since it is neutral.
The −1 operator can typed by 1 → 1 since its computation is a subterm of the input. Finally,
the cons operator can be typed by 0→ 0→ 0 since |JconsK(u, v)| = |v|+ 1. This program is safe
and strongly terminating consequently it also terminates in polynomial time.

Example 3.1.9 ([MP14]). Consider the following multi-thread M .

x : while(x1 > 0)1{ y : while(y1 > 0)1{
y1 := x1; : 1 z0 := z0 + 1; : 0
x1 := x1 − 1; : 1 y1 := y1 − 1; : 1

} : 1 } : 1

Observe that, contrarily to previous examples, the guard of y depends on information flowing
from x to y. Given a store C such that C(x) = n, C(y) = C(z) = 0, if (C,M)→nd

k(C′, ∅)
then C′(z) ∈ [0, n × (n + 1)/2]. This multi-thread is safe with respect to a safe typing operator
environment ∆ such that ∆(−1) = ∆(> 0) = {1 → 1} and ∆(+1) = {0 → 0}. Moreover it
strongly terminates. Consequently, it also terminates in polynomial time.

Deterministic scheduling

We extend previous results to a class of deterministic schedulers. Define C ↓1 as the restriction
of the store C to tier 1 variables. A deterministic scheduler S is quiet if the scheduling policy
depends only on the current state of the multi-threaded program M and on C ↓1. For example,
a deterministic scheduler whose policy just depends on running threads, is quiet whereas a
deterministic scheduler depending on 0 data is not quiet.

Next, we replace the two non-deterministic global transitions (NDStop) and (NDStep) of
Figure 3.3 by the rules of Figure 3.5. As in previous section, the running time of a multi-
threaded program M(x1, . . . , xn) on inputs w1, . . . , wn ∈ W under the quiet scheduler S, noted
timeSM , is a partial function defined by:

timeSM (w1, . . . , wn) = n | ∃C′, (C[x1 ← w1, . . . , xn ← wn],M)→d
n(C′, ∅).

In the special case where M terminates under the strategy S, timeSM is a total function.
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S(M, C ↓1) = x M(x ) = skip
(DStop)

(C,M) →d (C,M − x )

S(M, C ↓1) = x (C,M(x ))→c(C′, c′)
(DStep)

(C,M) →d (C′,M [x := c′])

Figure 3.5: Small step operational semantics with deterministic scheduling

Theorem 3.1.5 ([MP14]). Assume that M is a safe multi-threaded program that terminates with
respect to the deterministic and quiet scheduler S. There is a polynomial Q such that:

∀w1, . . . , wn ∈W, timeSM (w1, . . . , wn) ≤ Q(maxi=1,n(|wi|)).

3.1.3 Fork processes

We now consider the extension of tiering to fork processes presented in [HMP13]. This extension
requires the addition of a new tier −1 for data communication between processes and allows us
to characterize the class of polynomial space computable functions FPSPACE.

Processes consist in programs of Section 3.1.1 extended with fork and wait constructs as
follows.

Expressions e, e1, . . . , en ::= x | op(e1, . . . , ear(op))

Commands c, c1, c2 ::= fork() | wait(e)
| skip | x := e | c1 ; c2

| if(e){c1} else {c2} | while(e){c}
Processes P ::= c ; P | return x

Each fork call creates a new child process with a distinct identifier (id) and duplicates the
execution context, i.e. the store, including the program counter. The parent process keeps track
of the ids of its children but not the converse. The communications between children and their
parent are performed through the use of a wait instruction that allows a returning child to pass
a value to its parent process. This programming language is simple but it is a natural fragment
of a real-life programming language like C [KP84].

Given a store C and a process P, the triplet c = (P, C)ρ, where ρ is an element of P(N), is
called a configuration. In a configuration c = (P, C)ρ, the set ρ will contain the indexes of the
children of the process P created during an evaluation. Let ⊥ be a special symbol for erased
configurations.

An environment E is a partial function from N to configurations. The domain of E is denoted
dom(E) and we denote ]E its cardinal when it is finite. We abbreviate E(n) by En. The size of
an environment |E| is defined by |E| = ∑i∈dom(E) |Ei|. The notation E [i := c] is the environment
E ′ defined by E ′(j) = E(j) for all j 6= i ∈ dom(E) and E ′(i) = c. As usual E [i1 := c1, . . . , ik := ck]
is a shortcut for E [i1 := c1] . . . [ik := ck]. The initial environment, noted Einit[P, C], consists in
the main process with no child. That is Einit[P, C](1) = (P, C)∅ and dom(Einit[P, C]) = {1}. An
environment E is terminal if the root process satisfies E1 = (return x, C)ρ, i.e. the main process
is returning.

The small step semantics of process configurations and environments is presented in Fig-
ure 3.6. It consists in an extension of the sequential fragment →c of the small step semantics of
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(c ; P, C)ρ→(c′ ; P, C′)ρ if (c, C)→c(c
′, C′)

E [i := c]→E [i := c′] if c→c′ (Conf)

E [i := (x := fork() ; P, C)ρ]→E [i := (P, C{x← n})ρ∪{n}, n := (P, C{x← 0})∅] (Fork)
with n = ]E + 1

E [i := (x := wait(e) ; P, C)ρ]→E [i := (P, C{x← C′(y)})ρ, n := ⊥] (Wait)
if (e, C)→en, n ∈ ρ and En = (return y, C′)ρ′

Figure 3.6: Small step operational semantics of environments

multi-threads presented in Figure 3.3 to configurations together with the definition of the small
step semantics → for environments.

All standard sequential commands are evaluated using rule (Conf).
The rule (Fork) creates a new configuration, a new child process, and a new store, and adds

them to the environment by extending the environment domain. The parent process keeps track
of the new configuration by recording its id n inside variable x. The child id is initialized to the
value ]E + 1 not to conflict with other ids. Moreover, the child set of the parent configuration is
updated to ρ ∪ {n}.

The rule (Wait) evaluates the expression e to some binary numeral n. If n is equal to the id of
a terminating configuration En, with n ∈ ρ, (i.e. a configuration of the shape (return y, C′)ρ′)
then the output value C′(y) is transmitted and stored in variable x. The returning process n is
deleted by n := ⊥.

A process P is strongly normalizing if there is no infinite reduction starting from the initial
environment Einit[P, C] through the relation →, for any store C.

Given an initial environment Einit[P, C], for some strongly normalizing process P and some
store C, if Einit[P, C]→∗E ′, for some environment E ′ such that there is no environment E ′′, E ′→E ′′,
then either E ′ is a terminal configuration, i.e. E ′1 = (return x, C′)ρ (It means that the main
process is returning), or E ′1 = (x := wait(e) ; c′, C′)ρ (We say that the environment E ′ is locked).
A process P = c ; return x is lock-free if for any initial environment Einit[P, C], there is no
locked environment E ′ such that Einit[P, C]→*E ′.

A process P is confluent if for each initial environment Einit[P, C] and any two reductions
Einit[P, C]→∗E ′ and Einit[P, C]→∗E ′′ there exists an environment E3 such that E ′→∗E3 and E ′′→∗E3.

A strongly normalizing, lock free, and confluent process P computes a total function f :
Wn →W defined by:

∀w1, . . . , wn ∈W, f(w1, . . . , wn) = w

if Einit[P, C[xi ← wi]]→∗E , for some terminal environment E with E1 = (return x, C′)ρ and
C′(x) = w.

The tier based analysis can now be adapted to this programming language. In this particular
setting, we need a three tier based lattice ({−1,0,1},∨,∧). The induced order is such that
−1 � 0 � 1. Typing environments are defined in a standard way.

The new tier −1 has the following intuitive meaning: tier −1 variables will store values
returned by child processes and cannot increase. They play the role of a shared memory that
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Γ(x) = α
(V)

Γ,∆ ` x : α

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Γ,∆ ` ei : αi α1 → . . .→ αn → α ∈ ∆(op)
(OP)

Γ,∆ ` op(e1, . . . , en) : α

(SK)
Γ,∆ ` skip : α

Γ,∆ ` x : α Γ,∆ ` e : β α � β
(A)

Γ,∆ ` x := e : α

Γ,∆ ` c : 0
(SUB)

Γ,∆ ` c : 1

Γ,∆ ` e : α Γ,∆ ` c : α Γ,∆ ` c′ : α
(C)

Γ,∆ ` if(e){c} else {c′} : α

Γ,∆ ` c : α Γ,∆ ` c′ : α
(S)

Γ,∆ ` c ; c′ : α

Γ,∆ ` e : 1 Γ,∆ ` c : α
(WH)

Γ,∆ ` while(e){c} : 1

Γ,∆ ` x : 0
(F)

Γ,∆ ` x := fork() : 0

Γ,∆ ` e : 0 Γ,∆ ` x : −1
(W)

Γ,∆ ` x := wait(e) : −1

Γ,∆ ` c : α α � β
(SUB)

Γ,∆ ` c : β

Γ,∆ ` x : α
(RET)

Γ,∆ ` return x : α

Figure 3.7: Tier-based processes type system

cannot accumulate data.
Typing rules for processes consist in the rules of Figure 3.7. One can check that the 8 first

rules are similar to the rules of Figure 3.2. Consequently, the type system of Figure 3.7 is a strict
extension of the type system of Figure 3.2.

As in previous type systems, the typing discipline precludes values from flowing from tier α to
tier β, whenever α � β. The (F) typing rule enforces the tier of the variable storing the process
id to be of tier 0 since the value stored will increase dynamically during the process execution.
Finally, in rule (W), the tier of the variable storing the result returned by a child process has to
be of tier −1, which means that no information may flow from a variable of a child process to
tier 0 and tier 1 variables of its parent process.

Again, we need to restrict the considered operators in the operator typing environment ∆.
We extend the notions of neutral and positive operators of Definition 3.1.1 with the notions of
max and polynomial operators.

Definition 3.1.6. A polynomial time computable operator op is

1. neutral if:
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(a) either JopK : War(op) → {0, 1} is a predicate,

(b) or ∀w1, . . . ,war(op) ∈W, ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , ar(op)}, JopK(w1, . . . ,war(op))E wi.

2. max if for all w1, . . . , war(op), |JopK(w1, . . . , war(op))| ≤ maxi∈[1,ar(op)]|wi|.

3. positive if there is a constant cop such that:

∀w1, . . . ,war(op) ∈W, |JopK(w1, . . . ,war(op))| ≤ maxi∈[1,ar(op)]|wi|+ cop.

4. polynomial if there is a polynomial Q such that for all w1, . . . , war(op),

|JopK(w1, . . . , war(op))| ≤ Q(maxi∈[1,ar(op)]|wi|).

Again a neutral operator is a max operator, a max operator is a positive operator, and a
positive operator is a polynomial operator.

Example 3.1.10. We illustrate this classification by the operators or, dis, and calloc (from the
malloc family) computing respectively the Boolean disjunction, the disjunction on binary words,
and a word of size n×m on inputs of size n and m.

(Neutral) JorK(u,w) = 1 if u = 1 or w = 1
= 0 otherwise

(Max) JdisK(u1, u2) = JorK(a1, a2).JdisK(w1,w2) if ui = ai.wi, ai ∈ Σ
= u(i+1)%2 if ui = ε, i ∈ {1, 2}

(Polynomial) JcallocK(u,w) = w . · · · .w︸ ︷︷ ︸
|u| times

if u,w ∈W

The operator or is neutral because it computes a Boolean predicate in P. (see Definition 3.1.1).
The operator dis is max since it satisfies Item 2 of Definition 3.1.6. Finally, calloc is neither
neutral, nor positive using the same reasoning and is polynomial by setting Pcalloc(n) = n2 in
Item 4 of Definition 3.1.6 since ∀w ∈W, |JcallocK(w)| = |w| × |w| = Pcalloc(|w|).

We extend the notion of safe operator typing environment of Definition 3.1.2 to these new
classes of operators.

Definition 3.1.7. An operator typing environment ∆ is safe if there exist four disjoint classes
of operators Ntr,Max,Pos, and Pol such that for any operator op and ∀α1 → . . . → αn → α ∈
∆(op), the following conditions hold:

• α � ∧i=1,nαi,

• if op ∈ Ntr then op is a neutral operator,

• if op ∈ Max then op is a max operator and α 6= 1,

• if op ∈ Pos then op is a positive operator and α = 0,

• if op ∈ Pol then op is a polynomial operator, α = 0, and ∀i, αi = 1.
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01 −1≤ Ntr
≤ Pol

≤ Pos

≤ Max
≤ Max

Figure 3.8: Admissible types for unary operators

We define an order relation ≤ on classes of operators Ntr ≤ Max ≤ Pos ≤ Pol. For X ∈
{Ntr,Max,Pos,Pol}, let ≤ X denote the set {Y | Y ≤ X}. The constraints on operator types
are summed up in Figure 3.8 for operators of arity 1.

The key point is that the type system guarantees that information flow goes from tier 1 to tier
−1. Let us briefly explain the intuitions that lie behind such a definition. Operator types are all
non-increasing wrt �. Neutral operators can be iterated. A unary neutral operator can be typed
by 1 → 1 and, consequently, can be used in the guard of a while-loop. Max operators cannot
be iterated since the number of words bounded by a max function is exponential in the size.
Positive operators cannot be iterated because they may increase their argument, thus leading to
divergence. However they can be composed, which means that they can be typed by 0→ 0 and
can be used in a while-loop command with no restriction. Finally, polynomial operators cannot
be iterated and cannot be composed. They have to be typed by 1 → 0 in order to prevent
composition (and, a fortiori, iteration).

Example 3.1.11. The operators == and −1 are neutral. Consequently, −1 can have the fol-
lowing types {−1 → −1,0 → −1,0 → 0,1 → 1,1 → 0,1 → −1} and == will have type in
{α → β → γ | γ � α ∧ β}. dis is a max operator since the disjunction of two words has size
bounded by the maximal input size. Notice that dis /∈ Ntr since dis does not compute a subword,
so it admits any type in {α → β → γ | γ � α ∧ β} − {1 → 1 → 1}. The operator +1 is
positive and, consequently, we may have ∆(+1) = {0→ 0} if +1 ∈ Pos or ∆(+1) = {1→ 0} if
+1 ∈ Pol. Finally, we have ∆(calloc) = {1→ 1→ 0} since calloc is polynomial.

Definition 3.1.8 (Safe process). A process P is a safe if there are a variable typing environment
Γ, a safe operator typing environment ∆, and a tier β such that Γ,∆ ` P : β.

The algorithm of Example 3.1.12, searching for a character in a given string and returning
a Boolean number, illustrates the notion of safe process. In this example, all operators are in
Ntr apart from length which is in Pos. Note that, for the operator − to be neutral, we need to
consider unary numbers.

Example 3.1.12 ([HMP13]). The following process splits its input string str in two parts,
and performs the search of the character * using two forks and the operators == and ! =
over characters or strings, −, and > 0 over numbers, and Boolean disjunction or; the operator
getchar such that the evaluation of getchar(str,i) computes the i-th character of the string
str; the operator tail(str) which returns the string str minus its first symbol; and the operator
length(str) which computes the length of the string str.

found−1 := 0−1 : −1 ;
s1 := str1 : 1 ;
l0 := length(s1) : 0 ;
n0 := l0 : 0 ;
x0 := fork()0 : 0 ;
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while (s ! = “ ”)1{
if(x > 00){

c0 := getchar(str1, l1)1 : 0
} else {

c0 := getchar(str1, n− l1)1 : 0
}
if(c == ′∗′)0{

found−1 := 1−1 : 0
} else {skip} : 0 ;
l0 := l− 1 : 0 ;
s1 := tail(tail(s))1 : 1

} : 1
if(x > 0)0{

sonf−1 := wait(x0)−1 : 0 ;
found−1 := or(found, sonf)−1 : 0

} else {skip} : 0 ;
return found−1

This process is safe as it can be typed with respect to the type annotations provided above
under a variable typing environment Γ such that Γ(n) = Γ(l) = Γ(str) = 1, Γ(x) = Γ(c) = 0,
and Γ(found) = Γ(sonf) = −1 and under a safe operator typing environment ∆ s.t. ∆(tail) =
{1→ 1}, ∆(−) = ∆(getchar) = {1→ 1→ 1}, ∆(==) = ∆(! =) = {1→ 1→ 1,0→ 0→ 0},
∆(or) = {−1→ −1→ −1}, ∆(> 0) = {0→ 0,1→ 1} and ∆(length) = {1→ 0}.

The wait(x) instruction enforces the type of the variable found to be −1 using rule (W).
Commands of tier −1 can be used in a branching statement of tier 0 thanks to the subtyping
rule (SUB). The return statement disrupts the information flow and may be considered as a
declassification mechanism in the type security paradigm [VIS96].

Example 3.1.13 ([HMP13]). As another example of a fork process, let us program the counting
of a character * in a string, which is the canonical example of distributed algorithms using
MapReduce.

s1 := str1 : 1 ;
r0 := 1 : 0 ;
b−1 := ul(str1) : −1 ;
f−1 := 0 : −1 ;
flag0 := tt : −1 ;
while(s1 ! = “ ”)1{

if(flag0){
pidl0 := fork() : 0
if(pidl > 0)0{

r0 := 2× r + 1 : 0 ;
pidr0 := fork() : 0

} else {
r0 := 2× r : 0

}
if(or((pidl == 0), (pidr == 0))0{

if(getchar(str, r) == ′∗′)0{
f−1 := addmod(f−1, 1, b−1) : 0

} else {skip}
} else {

flag0 := ff : 0 ;
xl−1 := wait(pidl) : 0 ;
xr−1 := wait(pidr) : 0 ;
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f−1 := addmod(f−1, xl−1, b−1) : 0 ;
f−1 := addmod(f−1, xr−1, b−1) : 0

}
}
s1 := half(s)1 : 1

} ;
return f

or, ! =, ==, and getchar(str, i) are the neutral operators described in Example 3.1.12.
half is returning the first half of a string. It is also neutral. ul(str) stands for unary length,
it is the binary number containing as many 1 as there are characters in str. This operator is
positive. 2× and +1 are the binary numerical operators. They are positive. addmod(x,y,b)
computes the addition of x and y modulo b. It is in Max. It is straightforward to verify that this
process is safe with respect to the type annotations provided above.

Now we are ready to state the main result, a characterization of polynomial space computable
functions.

Theorem 3.1.6 ([HMP13]). The set of functions computed by strongly normalizing, lock-free,
confluent, and safe processes is exactly FPSPACE.

Soundness is achieved as follows: the type discipline still precludes flows from lower levels
to higher level. Data of tier 1 does not increase and control while loops. Data of tier 0 can
increase at most polynomially in each process. Because of the (Fork) typing rule, ids are of tier
0 and, consequently, there cannot be more than a polynomial number of created processes in
depth (where depth is the childhood relation). However the total number of processes can be
exponential. The polynomial upper bound on computations is recovered by the type restriction
on communication data: they are of tier −1 and only max operators can be applied. Hence no
data accumulation is allowed between processes.

Completeness is shown by simulating a PSPACE-complete problem: QBF by a strongly nor-
malizing and safe process. Consequently, we can compute the i-th output bit of each FPSPACE

function as illustrated by Example 3.1.14.

Example 3.1.14 ([HMP13]). The following strongly normalizing and safe process computes QBF
on a formula phi given as input. It generates 2n forks, n being the number of variables in phi,
each of these processes is responsible for computing phi on a fixed Boolean assignment. This
process will use the following operators for which we provide a safe operator typing environment
∆:

• fst, snd, tail and rmd respectively giving the first element, the second element, the word
without its first character, and the word without its two first characters:
∆(fst) = ∆(snd) = ∆(tail) = ∆(rmd) = {0→ 0,1→ 1}.

• cons a positive operator adding a head character to a word: ∆(cons) = {1→ 0→ 0}.

• the neutral Boolean operators or and and and the neutral operator evaluate which evaluates
a Boolean formula with respect to an evaluation encoded as an array of Boolean numbers.

• calloc which builds an array; read and write for accessing this array.

tab := calloc(Y, Z) allocates a table of size |Y | × |Z| (for storing |Y | elements of size
at most |Z|) in which we can read with v := read(tab, i, Z) which queries the word
tab[ i|Z| : (i+1)|Z| ] and we can write using status := write(tab, v, i, Z) which
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writes word v in tab between positions i|Z| and (i+1)|Z|. ∆(calloc) = {1 → 1 → 0}.
∆(read) = {0→ 0→ 1→ 0}, ∆(write) = {0→ 0→ 0→ 1→ 0}.

The operators > 0, ==, fst, snd, tail, rmd, or, and, read, write, and evaluate are
neutral. Consequently, we can set −1→ −1→ −1 ∈ ∆(or) ∩∆(and). The operators cons, −1,
and +1 are positive and the operator calloc is polynomial.

psi1 := phi1 : 1 ;
q1 := fst(phi1) : 1 ;
pidtab0 := calloc(phi1, phi1)0 : 0 ;
vartab0 := calloc(phi1, tt1)0 : 0 ;
i0 := 00 : 0 ;
v1 := snd(phi1)1 : 1 ;
while(or(q1 == ′∃′), (q1 == ′∀′))1{

phi1 := rmd(phi1) : 1 ;
pid0 := fork() : 0 ;
if(pid0 > 0){

status0 := write(pidtab, pid, i, phi1) : 0 ;
status0 := write(vartab, tt0, v, tt) : 0 ;
i0 := i + 10 : 0

} else {
opstack0 := ε0 : 0 ;
status0 := write(vartab, ff, v, tt) : 0 ;
i0 := 00 : 0

}
if(q1 == ′∃′1){

opstack0 := cons(′ ∨ ′, opstack0) : 1
} else {

opstack0 := cons(′ ∧ ′, opstack0) : 1 ;
}
q1 := fst(phi1) : 1 ;
v1 := snd(phi1) : 1

}
res−1 := evaluate(phi1, vartab)0 : 0 ;
q1 := fst(psi1) : 1 ;
while(or((q1 == ′∃′), (q1 == ′∀′))1{

phi1 := rmd(phi1) : 1 ;
q1 := fst(psi1) : 1 ;
i0 := i− 10 : 0 ;
pid0 := read(pidtab0, i, phi1) : 0 ;
op0 := fst(opstack0) : 0 ;
opstack0 := tail(opstack0) : 0 ;
res−1son := wait(pid0)−1 : −1
if(op0 == ′ ∨ ′){

res−1 := or(res, resson)
−1 : 0 ;

} else {
res−1 := and(res, resson)

−1 : 0 ;
}

} ;
return res−1

This process satisfies the lock-freedom and confluence properties. Consequently, we can com-
pute the i-th output bit of each polynomial space computable function since we can reduce any
polynomial space decision problem to QBF using a process without forks. Now it remains to
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show that all these results can be combined in order to compute the whole function. The decision
problem {(x, y) | f(x) = y and f ∈ FPSPACE} is in PSPACE. So, in order to compute f(x), we
first generate all possible words y of the right size and then we test whether or not (x, y) is in
the graph of f using a fork process for each case.

3.1.4 Object oriented programs

In [LM13], ramification and tiering were extended to a programming language over a dynamical
graph structure, a structure were edges and vertices can be created, deleted, and updated. This
paper provides a characterization of polynomial time on such programs. It has been extended
in [HP15, HP18] to the study of Object-Oriented Java-like programs including recursive methods.
[HP18] provides a more general treatment of recursive methods than [HP15] as they can compute
increasing data. This improvement is handled by restricting the contexts under which such
methods can be called.

The syntax of considered programs is defined by the following grammar:

Expressions 3 e ::= x | cstτ | null | this | op(e) | new C(e) | e.m(e)

Instructions 3 I ::= ; | [τ ] x:=e; | I1 I2 | while(e){I} | if(e){I1}else{I2} | e.m(e);

Methods 3 mC ::= τ m(τ x){I[return x; ]}
Constructors 3 kC ::= C(τ y){I}

Classes 3 C ::= C [extends D] {τ x; kC mC},

where x ∈ V, op ∈ O, m ∈ M, and C ∈ C. The four disjoint sets V, O, M, and C represent
the set of variables, the set of operators, the set of method names, and the set of class names,
respectively. In the above grammar, [e] denotes some optional syntactic element e and e denotes
a sequence of syntactic elements e1, . . . , en. C is the set of class names C and T is the set of
primitive data types τ , including {void, boolean, int, char}. The metavariable cstτ represents
a primitive type constant of type τ ∈ T. Each primitive operator op ∈ O has a fixed arity n and
comes equipped with a signature of the shape op :: τ1 × · · · × τn → τn+1 fixed by the language
implementation. Given a method τ m(τ1 x1, . . . , τn xn){I [return x; ]} of C, its signature is
τ mC(τ1, . . . , τn), the notation mC denoting that m is declared in C. The signature of a constructor
kC is C(τ).

Variables are split into local variables, fields and parameters. In what follows, let C.F be the
set of field names of the class C.

The fields of a class instance can only be accessed through the use of getters, i.e. cannot be
accessed directly using the “.” operator. Consequently, all fields are implicitly private. On the
opposite, methods and classes are all implicitly public.

Inheritance (and override) is allowed through the use of the extends construct. If C extends D,
the constructors C(τ y){I} are constructors initializing both the fields of C and the fields of D.
Inheritance defines a partial order on classes denoted by CE D.

A program is a collection of classes including exactly one class Exe{void main(){Init Comp}},
with Init, Comp ∈ Instructions. The method main of the class Exe is intended to be the entry
point of the program. The instruction Init is called the initialization instruction. Its purpose
is to compute the program input, which is strongly needed in order to define the complexity
of a given program since, without input, all terminating programs would be considered to be
constant time programs. The instruction Comp is called the computational instruction. The type
system presented below will analyze the complexity of this latter instruction.
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We restrict the considered programs to well-formed programs satisfying the following con-
ditions. There is only one class per class name. A local variable x is declared and initialized
exactly once by a τ x := e; instruction. A method output type is void when it has no return

statement. Each signature is unique.
The operational semantics of this programming language is fully described in [HP18]. It

relates pairs of memory configuration and an instruction. In this particular setting, a mem-
ory configuration is both a heap, describing the state of global variables, and a stack, keeping
information on method calls and parameter values.

A tiered type is a pair τ(α) consisting of a type τ ∈ C ∪ T together with a tier α ∈ {0,1}.
Given a sequence of types τ = τ1, . . . , τn, a sequence of tiers α = α1, . . . , αn, and a tier α,
let τ(α) denote τ1(α1), . . . , τn(αn), τ(α) denote τ1(α), . . . , τn(α), and 〈τ〉 (〈τ(α)〉, respectively)
denote the Cartesian product of types (tiered types, respectively).

Before introducing the considered type system, we introduce four other kinds of environments:

• operator typing environments ∆ defined as usual,

• method typing environments δ associating a tiered type to each program variable v ∈ V,

• typing environments Ω associating a method typing environment δ to each method signa-
ture τ mC(τ), i.e. Ω(τ mC(τ)) = δ,

• contextual typing environments Γ = (s,Ω), a pair consisting of a method signature and a
typing environment; the method (or constructor) signature s indicates under which context
(typing environment) the fields are typed.

For each x ∈ V, define Γ(x) = Ω(s)(x). Also define Γ{x← τ(α)} to be the contextual typing
environment Γ′ such that ∀y 6= x, Γ′(y) = Γ(y) and Γ′(x) = τ(α). Let Γ{s′} be a notation for the
contextual typing environment that is equal to (s′,Ω), i.e. the signature s′ has been substituted
to s in Γ.

The type system is presented in Figure 3.9 where, given a sequence e = e1, . . . , en of ex-
pressions, a sequence of types τ = τ1, . . . , τn, and two sequences of tiers, α = α1, . . . , αn and
β = β1, . . . , βn, the notation Γ,∆ `β e : τ(α) means that Γ,∆ `βi ei : τi(αi) holds, for all
i ∈ [1, n].

(*) The rule (Ass) enforces the following side conditions:

– if x is a field then α = 0,

– if τ ∈ T then α′ ≤ α,
– if τ ∈ C then α′ = α.

(**) The rule (Body) requires that τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]} ∈ C.

There are four kinds of typing judgments:

• Γ,∆ `β e : τ(α) for expressions, meaning that the expression e is of tiered type τ(α) under
the contextual typing environment Γ and operator typing environment ∆ and can only be
assigned to in an instruction of tier at least β,

• Γ,∆ ` I : void(α) for instructions, meaning that the instruction I is of tiered type void(α)
under the contextual typing environment Γ and operator typing environment ∆,
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(Cst)
Γ,∆ `β cstτ : τ(α)

(Null)
Γ,∆ `β null : C(α)

Γ(x) = τ(α)
(Var)

Γ,∆ `β x : τ(α)

Γ,∆ `β e : τ(α) 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α) ∈ ∆(op)
(Op)

Γ,∆ `∨β op(e) : τ(α)

∀x ∈ C.F ,∃τ,Γ(x) = τ(α)
(Self)

Γ,∆ `β this : C(α)

Γ,∆ `β e : D(α) DE C
(Pol)

Γ,∆ `β e : C(α)

Γ,∆ `β e : τ(0) Γ{C(τ)},∆ ` C(τ) : 〈τ(0)〉 → C(0)
(New)

Γ,∆ `∨β new C(e) : C(0)

Γ,∆ `β e : C(α′) Γ,∆ `β e : τ(α) Γ{τ mC(τ)},∆ `β τ mC(τ) : C(β)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α)
(Call)

Γ,∆ `β e : C(α)

∀i, Γ,∆ ` Ii : void(αi)
(Seq)

Γ,∆ ` I1 I2 : void(α1 ∨ α2)

Γ,∆ ` I : void(0)
(Sub)

Γ,∆ ` I : void(1)

Γ,∆ `α e : boolean(α) ∀i, Γ,∆ ` Ii : void(α)
(If)

Γ,∆ ` if(e){I1}else{I2} : void(α)

Γ,∆ `1 e : boolean(1) Γ,∆ ` I : void(1)
(Wh)

Γ,∆ ` while(e){I} : void(1)

[Γ,∆ `0 x : τ(α′)] Γ,∆ `β e : τ(α)
(Ass*)

Γ,∆ ` [[τ ] x:=]e; : void(α ∨ β)

Γ{x← τ(0)},∆ ` I : void(0) C(τ x){I} ∈ C
(Cons)

Γ,∆ ` C(τ) : 〈τ(0)〉 → C(0)

CE D Γ,∆ `γ τ mD(τ) : D(α′)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α) τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]} ∈ D
(OR)

Γ,∆ `γ τ mC(τ) : C(α′)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α)

Γ{this← C(β), x← τ(α), [x← τ(α)]},∆ ` I : void(γ) Γ,∆ `γ this : C(β)
(Body**)

Γ,∆ `γ τ mC(τ) : C(β)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α)

Figure 3.9: Tier-based OO type system
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• Γ,∆ `β s : C(β) × 〈τ(α)〉 → τ(α) for method signatures, meaning that the method m of
signature s belongs to the class C (C(β) is the tiered type of the current object this),
has parameters of type 〈τ(α)〉, has a return variable of type τ(α), with τ = void in the
particular case where there is no return statement, and can only be called in instructions
of tier at least β,

• Γ,∆ ` C(τ) : 〈τ(0)〉 → C(0) for constructor signatures, meaning that the constructor C has
parameters of type 〈τ(0)〉 and a return variable of type C(0), matching the class type C.

A program of executable Exe{void main(){Init Comp}} is well-typed if there are a typing
environment Ω and an operator typing environment ∆ such that (void mainExe(),Ω),∆ ` Comp :
void(1) can be derived.

Example 3.1.15 ([HP18]). Consider the class of linked lists of Boolean numbers BList.

BList{
boolean value ;
BList queue ;

BList(boolean v, BList q){
value := v ;
queue := q ;

}

BList getQueue(){return queue ; }

void setQueue(BList q){
queue := q ;

}

boolean getValue(){return value ; }

BList clone(){
BList n ;
if(value ! = null){

n := new BList(value, queue.clone()) ;
} else {

n := new BList(null, null) ;
}
return n ;

}

void decrement(){
if(value == true){

value := false ;
} else {

if(queue ! = null){
value := true ;
queue.decrement() ;

} else {
value := false ;

}
}

}
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int length(){
int res := 1 ;
if(queue ! = null){

res := queue.length() ;
res := res + 1 ;

} else { ; }
return res ;

}
}

We are trying to type each each method and constructor of this class using the type system of
Figure 3.9.

BList(boolean v, BList q){
value := v ;
queue := q ;

}
The constructor BList can be typed by boolean(0) × Blist(0) → BList(0), using rules

(Cons), (Seq), and twice rule (Ass). In the two applications of rule (Ass), the tiers of the fields
value and queue are enforced to be 0 because of the side condition (*). As a consequence, it is
not possible to create objects of tiered type BList(1) in a computational instruction.

BList getQueue(){return queue ; }
getQueue can be typed by BList(1) → BList(1) or BList(0) → BList(0), by rules (Body) and
(Self). The types BList(α) → BList(β), α 6= β, are prohibited because of rules (Body) and
(Self) since the tier of the current object has to match the tier of its fields. In the same manner,
the method getValue can be given the types BList(α)→ boolean(α), α ∈ {0,1}.

The method setQueue

void setQueue(BList q){
queue := q ;

}
can only be given the types BList(0) × BList(0) → void(β). Indeed, by rule (Ass), queue and
q are enforced to be of tier 0. Consequently, this is of tier 0 by rules (Body) and (Self). The
tier of the body can be 0 or 1, using subtyping rule (Sub).

The method decrement can be typed by the following annotations:
void decrement(){

if(value0 == true){
value := false ; : 0

} else {
if(queue ! = null){

value0 := true ;
queue0.decrement() ; : 0

} else {
value0 := false ; : 0

}
}

}.
Because of the rules (Ass) and (Body), it can be given the type BList(0)→ void(0). As we

shall see later, this method will be rejected by the safety condition as it might lead to exponential
length derivation whenever it is called in a while loop.
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The method length

int length(){
int res := 1 ; : 0
if(queue1 ! = null){

res := queue.length() ; : 1
res := res + 1 ; : 0

}
else { ; }
return res ;

}

can be typed by Γ,Ω `1 int lengthBList() : BList(1) → int(0) with respect to the annotations
provided above.

Let us now give some intuitions on the type system of Figure 3.9. First, as in the imperative
case, data may only flow from higher tier to lower tier. However, in the rule (Ass) the side
condition enforces equality of tiers whenever the assignment is on objects. Consequently, a flow
from 1 to 0 can only occur on primitive data. While this could look restrictive at first glance,
this restriction is natural. As object data are passed by reference (and not by value), a flow
from 1 to 0 could allow tier 0 variable to access and change tier 1 data, hence breaking the
non-interference property, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 3.1.16 ([HP18]). Consider the following method

BList extend(BList l){
BList x := l ;
while(l ! = null){

x := new BList(true, x) ;
l := l.getQueue() ;

}
return x ;

}.

In the rule (Ass) of Figure 3.9, for the assignment x := l to be typed, the tiers of x and l are
required to be equal as the corresponding type is object (BList). Consequently, the above code
cannot be typed as l is enforced to be of tier 1 in the while loop guard and x is enforced to be
of tier 0 by rules (Ass) and (New) applied to subcommand l := l.getQueue() ;. This typing
discipline is restrictive but prevents a tier 0 variable x from pointing to tier 1 data. Indeed this
would allow to change tier 1 data structure by iterating on this tier 0 variable and, consequently,
the non-interference would be broken. Notice however that the following variant with cloning can
be typed

BList extend(BList l){
BList x := l.clone() ;
while(l ! = null){

x := new BList(true, x) ;
l := l.getQueue() ;

}
return x ;

},

provided that the method clone can be given the type BList(1)→ BList(0). This is possible as
we will shortly see in Example 3.1.18. Here the clone method deep copies the tier 1 data. Hence
accessing this value inside a tier 0 variable does not break the non-interference.
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The type system of Figure 3.9 is by nature not restrictive enough for handling recursive calls
in polynomial time. Indeed two recursive calls can be combined or accumulated in the body of
a recursive method, allowing to compute, for example, exponential time functions such as the
Fibonnacci sequence. Moreover, the nesting of a while loop in the body of a recursive method
can lead to exponential behavior by allowing dynamically nested while loops. Worst of all, non-
interference does not hold for such methods. Indeed, a recursive method call assigned to a tier
0 variable could be controlled by a tier 0 expression.

Now we put some aside restrictions on recursive methods to ensure that their computations
remain polynomially bounded by preventing the above issues.

Definition 3.1.9 (Safe OO program). A well-typed program with respect to a typing environment
Ω and operator typing environment ∆ is safe if for each recursive method τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]}:

1. there is exactly one call to the recursive method (or any mutually recursive method) in the
instruction I,

2. there is no while loop inside I, and

3. only judgments of the shape (s,Ω),∆ `1 τ mC(τ x) : C(1) × 〈τ(1)〉 → τ(α) can be derived
using rules (Body) and (OR).

Example 3.1.17. Consider a well-typed program whose computational instruction calls the meth-
ods getQueue, getValue, setQueue, or length of Example 3.1.15. This program is safe. In-
deed, the only recursive method is length. As illustrated in Example 3.1.15, it can be typed by
BList(1) → int(0), it does not contain any while loop, and it has only one recursive call in its
body.

A program whose computational instruction uses the method decrement cannot be safe as this
method can only be given the type BList(0) → void(0). Though it entails a lack of expressive
power, changing the type system by allowing decrement to apply to tier 1 objects would allow
codes like

while(!o.isEqual(l)){
o.decrement() ;

},

where isEqual is a method testing the equality of two lists, and l is a BList of Boolean numbers
equal to 0. Clearly, such a loop can be executed exponentially in the size of the list o. This
behavior is highly undesirable.

An important point to mention is that safety allows an easy way to perform expression
subtyping for objects through the use of cloning. In other words, it is possible to bring a
reference type expression from tier 1 to tier 0 based on the premise that it has been cloned
in memory. This was already true for primitive data by rule (Ass). Thus a form of subtyping
that does not break the non-interference properties is admissible as illustrated by the following
example.

Example 3.1.18. The method clone

BList clone(){
BList res0 := null ;
int v0 := value1 ;
if(queue1 == null){

res0 := new BList(v0, null)0 ;
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} else {
res0 := new BList(v0, queue.clone()0) ;

}
return res ;

}

can be typed by BList(1) → BList(0). Moreover, the method is safe, as there is only one
recursive call and no while loop.

We are now ready to state the main characterization of polynomial time functions in terms
of safe and terminating programs.

Theorem 3.1.7 ([HP18]). The set of functions computed by safe and terminating programs is
exactly FP.

3.1.5 Type inference and declassification

The type systems of Figure 3.2, Figure 3.7, and Figure 3.9 have a decidable type inference.

Proposition 3.1.1 (Type inference). Given a safe operator typing environment ∆ and a pro-
gram, deciding if there exists a variable typing environment Γ such that the program is safe using
typing rules of Figure 3.2, Figure 3.7, or Figure 3.9 can be done in polynomial time in the size
of the program.

The proof of decidability of type system is provided in [HMP13] for processes and in [HP18] for
OO programs. They rely on a reduction to 2-SAT which is known to be decidable in polynomial
time. The result follows for the type system of Figure 3.2 as it is a strict subsystem of the system
of Figure 3.7.

Observe that the decidability of type inference does not imply that the provided criteria
(characterizing complexity classes) are decidable as they sill require some extra hypothesis on
program termination.

In [Mar11], the type system is based on a tier lattice allowing the type to perform some
declassification mechanisms. Hence allowing programs of the shape

while(x > 0){
x := x−1 ;
y := y+1

} ;
while(y > 0){

y := y−1 ;
z := z+1

} ;

to type. However the above program cannot be typed using the type system of Figure 3.2.
Indeed, the first loop enforces the y variable to be of tier 0, as the operator +1 is positive. The
second loop enforces the y variable to be of tier 1 and, consequently, we obtain a contradiction.

However such kind of programs can still be analyzed in two ways.

• As suggested in [HMP13], the static analysis can be allowed to split programs in a constant
number of subprograms and to perform the analysis on these subprograms. As a constant
number of polynomial compositions remains polynomial, this would allow to analyze the
above counter-example.
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• Alternatively, declassification can be handled by allowing more than two tiers. In such a
framework, the operator types would depend on the tier of their context as suggested by
the program annotation below.

while(x2 > 0){
x2 := x−1 ;
y1 := y+1 : 1

} ;
while(y1 > 0){

y1 := y−1 ;
z :0 := z+1 : 0

} ;

Here the operator +1 would be restricted to have an output of tier strictly smaller than
the tier of the outermost while loop. Hence it could be given the type 1 → 1 in the first
while loop and would be enforced to be of type 0→ 0 in the second while loop.

3.2 Extensions of light/soft logics

On the light/soft logics side, a lot of work has been carried out on developing and studying the
notion of proofs [BM10] in systems such as L3 and L4. As already mentioned, proof-nets turn
out to be the natural notion for studying reductions in the lambda calculus.

Extensions of this typing discipline have also been considered by several authors to cap-
ture new computational paradigms such as multi-threaded programs [MA11, Mad12], process
calculi [DLMS10, DLMS16], and quantum programs [DLMZ10]. We will briefly describe them
and discuss them in this section. This description is non-exhaustive but covers some of the
most important aspects: extension to a concurrent programming language; handling of impera-
tive features, threads, and side effects; and extension to a quantum programming language and
characterizations of quantum polynomial time complexity classes.

3.2.1 Light logic and multi-threaded programs

Extension of light logics to programs with multi-threads and side effects have been considered
by Amadio and Madet to capture elementary time and polynomial time in [MA11] and [Mad12],
respectively.

Syntax and semantics of λ!,§,||

The language λ!,§,|| of [Mad12] guarantees termination in polynomial time, covering any schedul-
ing of threads, and is defined by the following grammar:

Terms M ::= x | r | ∗ | λx.M | M M | !M | §M
let !x = M in M | let §x = M in M |
get(r) | set(r,M) | (M ||M)

Stores S ::= r ⇐M | (S||S)
Program P ::= r ⇐M | S | (P||P),

where r belongs to a fixed set of regions (memory locations), ∗ is the unit, the operator get(r)
reads the region r, the operator set(r, M) assigns M to the region r, and || is a parallel composition
operator. A store is a parallel composition of assignments of a term M to a region r, r ⇐M . A
program is a parallel composition of terms and stores. Programs are always considered up to the
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following structural equivalence rules (P1||P2) ≡ (P2||P1) and (P1||(P2||P3)) ≡ ((P1||P2)||P3).
The depth d(P) of a program P is the maximal number of nested modalities and its size |P| is
the number of symbols in P.

Reduction contexts are defined by the following grammar:

E ::= [] | E M | V E | §E | let !x = E in M | let §x = E in M | set(r, E) | (E||P) | (P||E),

where V is a value defined by V ::= x | r | ∗ | λx.M | §V | !V .
A Call-By-Value (CBV) evaluation strategy can then be defined:

• E [(λx.M) V ]→v E [M{V/x}],

• E [let !x =!V in M ]→v E [M{V/x}],

• E [let §x = §V in M ]→v E [M{V/x}],

• E [get(r)]||r ⇐ V →v E [V ],

• E [set(r, V )]→v E [∗]||r ⇐ V,

• E [∗||M ]→v E [M ].

Notice that, by definition of reduction contexts, no reduction occurs under a !.

Light type system for λ!,§,||

Before introducing the type system, define a region context R to be a mapping from some
finite set of regions dom(R) to a natural number, noted R = r1 : n1, . . . , rk : nk, for ni ∈ N
and dom(R) = {r1, . . . , rk}. Define a variable context Γ to be a mapping from some finite
set of variables to a usage in {!, §, λ}, noted Γ = x1 : u1, . . . , xk : uk, for ui ∈ {!, §, λ} and
dom(Γ) = {x1, . . . , xk}. The resource usage indicates a constraint on the variable bound. Let
Γu, u ∈ {!, §, λ}, be a shorthand notation for the variable context Γ where all variable in dom(Γ)
have usage u.

The light linear depth type system is presented in Figure 3.10. This type system works in
a standard way through a stratification mechanism by depth level. It is worth mentioning that
the type system of Figure 3.10 does not prevent programs from going wrong (deadlocks, ...). An
improved version preventing such behaviors has also been presented in [Mad12].

Let us consider a small example.

Example 3.2.1. Let add be the standard encoding of addition over Church numerals of type
Nat( Nat( Nat with Nat = ∀α.!(α( α)( §(α( α). The term

inc = λx.λz.(§(set(x, let !y = get(x) in !add(1, y)))||z)

increases the Church numeral stored at some location. Its well-formedness can be derived as
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x : λ ∈ Γ (Var)
R; Γ `n x

(Unit)
R; Γ `n ∗

(Reg)
R; Γ `n r

FO(x,M) = 1 R; Γ, x : λ `n M
(Abs)

R; Γ `n λx.M
R; Γ `n M R; Γ `n N

(App)
R; Γ `n M N

FO(M) ≤ 1 R; Γλ `n+1 M
(Pr!)

R; Γ!,∆§,Ωλ `n!M

FO(x, N) ≥ 1 R; Γ `n M R; Γ, x :! `n N
(E!)

R; Γ `n let !x = M in N

FO(M) ≤ 1 R; Γλ,∆λ `n+1 M
(Pr§)

R; Γ!,∆§,Ωλ `n §M
FO(x, N) = 1 R; Γ `n M R; Γ, x : § `n N

(E§)
R; Γ `n let §x = M in N

r : n ∈ R (Get)
R; Γ `n get(r)

r : n ∈ R R; Γ `n M
(Set)

R; Γ `n set(r,M)

r : n ∈ R R; Γ `n M
(Str)

R; Γ `0 r ⇐M

R; Γ `n P1 R; Γ `n P2 (Par)
R; Γ `n P1||P2

Figure 3.10: LLL-based well-formedness rules for λ!,§,||
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follows.

(Get)
x : 1;`1 get(x)

...
x : 1; y : λ `1 add(1, y)

(Pr!)
x : 1; y :! `1!add(1, y)

(E!)
x : 1;`1 let !y = get(x) in !add(1, y)

(Set)
x : 1;`1 set(x, let !y = get(x) in !add(y, y))

(Pr§)
x : 1; x : λ, z : λ `0 §set(x, let !y = get(x) in !add(1, y))

(Var)
x : 1; x : λ, z : λ `0 z

(Par)
x : 1; x : λ, z : λ `0 §(set(x, let !y = get(x) in !add(1, y)))||z

(Abs)
x : 1; x : λ `0 λz.(§(set(x, let !y = get(x) in !add(1, y)))||z)

(Abs)
x : 1;`0 inc

The last two rules can be applied as the number of free occurrences of x and z in the term is
exactly 1. The promotion rules Pr§ and Pr! can be applied for the same reason.

We can now state the main result, a polynomial time soundness result on such programs.

Theorem 3.2.1 ([Mad12]). Given a program P, if there are Γ, R, and n such that R; Γ `n P
then the CBV evaluation of P can be computed in time O(|P|2d(P)

).

A polynomial completeness result also holds for FP as the type system extends LAL. An
extension taking into account thread generation using higher-order references is also presented
in [Mad12].

3.2.2 Soft logic and process calculi

An extension of SLL in the context of a higher-order process calculus HOπ has been studied
by Dal Lago, Martini, and Sangiorgi in [DLMS10, DLMS16], where a soundness result is shown:
typable processes terminate in polynomial time.

Syntax and semantics of LHOπ

Considered processes are defined by the following grammar.

Processes P ::= 0 | (P |P ) | a(x).P | a〈V 〉.P | (νa)P |V V
Values V ::= ∗ | x | λx.P

Before introducing a linear type system, [DLMS16] extends standard processes into a language
of linear processes LHOπ defined by the following grammar and reduction.

Linear Processes LP ::= 0 | (LP |LP ) | a(x).LP | a〈LV 〉.LP | (νa)LP
|LV LV | a(!x).LP

Linear Values LV ::= ∗ | x | λx.LP | λ!x.LP | !LV

Processes in HOπ can be transformed into LHOπ processes using the following embedding
(−)•.

(a〈V 〉.P )• = a〈!(V )•〉.(P )• (a(x).P )• = a(!x).(P )•

(λx.P ) = λ!x.(P )• (V W )• = (V )•!(W )•

(P |Q)• = (P )•|(Q)• ((νa)P )• = (νa)(P )•

(k)• = k, k ∈ {0, ∗, x}.
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The reduction relation → on closed linear processes is standard and defined in Figure 3.11.

a(x).LP |a〈LV 〉.LQ→ LP{V/x}|LQ λx.LP LV → LP{V/x}

a(!x).LP |a〈!LV 〉.LQ→ P{LV/x}|LQ λ!x.LP !V → LP{LV/x}

LP → LQ

LR|LP → LR|LQ
LP → QL

(νa)LP → (νa)LQ

LR ≡ LP LP → LQ LQ ≡ LS
LR→ LS

Figure 3.11: Operational semantics of LHOπ

≡ is defined to be the smallest congruence closed under the rules:

LP ≡ LQ, if LP =α LQ, (LP |(LQ|LR)) ≡ ((LP |LQ)|LR),

(LP |LQ) ≡ (LQ|LP ) (νa)((νb)LP ) ≡ (νb)((νa)LP ),

((νa)LP |LQ) ≡ (νa)(LP |LQ), provided a /∈ FV (LQ).

The standard rules of the π-calculus (LP |0) ≡ LP and (νa)0 ≡ 0 are withdrawn from the
congruence as they are not well-suited for a resource sensitive analysis.

Soft type system for LHOπ

The soft type system of [DLMS10] is then introduced in Figure 3.12. As in previous section, a

k ∈ {∗, 0}
#Γ `SP k

Γ,#Ω `SP LP ∆,#Ω `SP LQ
Γ, ∆,#Ω `SP LP |LQ

Γ, x : λ `SP LP
Γ `SP λx.LP

Γ `SP LP
Γ `SP (νa)LP

Γ, x : λ `SP LP
Γ `SP a(x).LP

Γ, x : u `SP LP u ∈ {!,#}
Γ `SP a(!x).LP

Γ, x : u `SP LP u ∈ {!,#}
Γ `SP λ!x.LP

u ∈ {λ,#}
#Γ, x : u `SP x

Γ,#Ω `SP LV ∆,#Ω `SP LW
Γ,∆,#Ω `SP LV LW

Γ `SP LV
!Γ,#Ω `SP !LV

Γ,#Ω `SP LV ∆,#Ω `SP LP
Γ,∆,#Ω `SP a〈LV 〉.LP

Figure 3.12: SLL-based process type system

variable environment Γ is of the shape x1 : u1, . . . , xn : un, where each variable xi comes with a
unique usage ui ∈ {λ, !,#}, where # is a mark for contraction or weakening. For a given usage
u ∈ {λ, !,#}, uΓ stands for an environment where all variables have usage u. In a context of the
shape Γ, u∆, all variables in Γ are assumed to be of usage distinct from u.
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As usual, the depth d(P ) of a process P in LHOπ is the maximal number of nested modalities
and the size of a |P | process P is its number of symbols.

Again, this system has a inherent stratification property ensuring that linear variables (of
usage λ) occur exactly once at depth 0, non-linear variables of usage ! occur exactly once at
depth 1, and non-linear variables of usage # occur at depth 0. This latter variables may occur
several times.

Theorem 3.2.2 ([DLMS10]). There are polynomials (Pn)n∈N such that for each process P , if
`SP P and P →m Q then max(m, |Q|) ≤ Pd(P )(|P |).

The property of Theorem 3.2.2 can be seen as restrictive for processes as, by essence, it forbids
any non-terminating process from being analyzed. To overcome this issue, an extension to non-
terminating processes has been studied in [DLMS16], where a polynomial bound is ensured on
the number of internal computation steps performed by a process between any two interactions
with its environment.

3.2.3 Soft linear logic and quantum programs

In [DLMZ10], the methodology of SLL is applied to a restricted quantum programming language
by Dal Lago, Masini, and Zorzi. Measurement (see Chapter 5 for a discussion) is not handled
by the language itself and only occurs at the end of a computation. [DLMZ10] introduces a
quantum programming language SQ with a soft linear logic based type system that is shown
to be sound and complete with respect to polynomial time Quantum Turing Machines (QTM)
(see [Deu85] for a definition), hence providing characterizations of the three quantum complexity
classes EQP, BQP, and ZQP (see [BV97] for a definition).

Syntax and semantics of SQ

We will not present the full quantum computation paradigm in this subsection and we invite the
interested reader to read either [Sel04] or [SV06] for an interesting presentation of an imperative
quantum language and a functional quantum language, respectively.

Terms of SQ are defined by the following grammar:

Patterns φ ::= x | !x | 〈x1, . . . , xn〉
Terms M ::= 0 | 1 | x | r | !M | U | new(M) | 〈M, . . . , M〉 | M M | λφ.M,

where x, x1, . . . , xn are variables for classical data, r is a variable for quantum data, and U is a
unitary operator on the 2n dimensional Hilbert space H({0, 1}n). Recall that a unitary operator
is a bounded linear operator U : H → H on a Hilbert space H that satisfies U †U = UU † = I,
where U † is the conjugate transpose of U and I is the identity operator on H, e.g. the Hadamard
gate is an example of such an operator.

Given a term M, let Q(M) be the set of quantum variables occurring in M. A preconfiguration
is a triplet [Q,QV, M] consisting in a set of quantum variables QV such that Q(M) ⊆ QV, a state
Q of the Hilbert space H({0, 1}card(QV)), and a term M. A configuration is just an equivalence
class of preconfigurations obtained from a preconfiguration [Q,QV, M] and whose term and set
of quantum variables can be obtained by a bijective renaming of quantum variables in QV. The
reduction rules consist in standard reduction rules on configuration described in Figure 3.13
together with commutation rules and contextual closure rules that we avoid to present here (the
full rules are presented in [DLMZ10]). Let →∗ be the reflexive and transitive closure of the
commutative and contextual closure of →.
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[Q,QV, (λx.M) N]→ [Q,QV, M{N/x}]
[Q,QV, (λ〈x1, . . . , xn〉.M) 〈r1, . . . , rn〉]→ [Q,QV, M{r1/x1, . . . , rn/xn}]

[Q,QV, (λ!x.M) !N]→ [Q,QV, M{N/x}]
[Q,QV, U 〈r1, . . . , rn〉]→ [Ur1,...,rnQ,QV, 〈r1, . . . , rn〉]

[Q,QV, new(i)]→ [Q⊗ |r 7→ i〉,QV ∪ {r}, r] i ∈ {0, 1}

Figure 3.13: Standard reduction rules of SQ

In the last rule of Figure 3.13, ⊗ is the standard tensor product of Hilbert spaces and r
is a fresh quantum variable. In the penultimate rule, Ur1,...,rn stands for the unitary operator
transformation applied on qubits referenced by r1, . . . , rn in the state Q. We do not present the
full details here to avoid technicalities.

Soft type system for SQ

As in previous Subsection, a typing environment Γ comes with type annotations on its variables.
The typing environments !Γ and #Γ are obtained from Γ by annotating all variables with ! and
#, respectively. The type system of SQ is presented in Figure 3.14 where it is implicitly assumed
that each classical or quantum variable occurs at most once in each environment of a typing
judgment. The aim of the type system is again to enforce some kind of stratification discipline
ensuring that a free variable x with no annotation occurs at most once in a typable term (and
never under the ! modality), that a free variable x annotated by # occurs at least once in a
typable term (and never under a ! modality), and that a free variable x annotated by ! occurs at
most once in a typable term (it might occur under a !).

k ∈ {0, 1}
!Γ ` k !Γ, r ` r

† ∈ {∅, !,#}
!Γ, †x ` x

;∀i ≤ n, Γi,#∆i ` Mi
∪ni=1Γi,# ∪ni=1 ∆i ` 〈M1, . . . , Mn〉

Γ,#∆ ` M Γ′,#∆′ ` N
Γ,Γ′,#∆,#∆′ ` M N

Γ ` M
!Γ, !∆ `!M

Γ ` M
Γ ` new(M)

Γ, x1, . . . , xn ` M
Γ ` λ〈x1, . . . , xn〉.M

Γ, x ` M
Γ ` λx.M

Γ, †x ` M † ∈ {#, !}
Γ ` λ!x.M

Figure 3.14: SQ type system

Before stating the main characterizations of [DLMZ10], we first show how to encode decision
problems in the language.

For that purpose, we introduce some preliminary notations corresponding to data structures
encoding presented in [DLMZ10]. Given some terms M1, . . . , Mn, let [M1, . . . , Mn] be an encoding
of the sequence of terms M1, . . . , Mn. For a binary string t, let t̃ be an encoding the binary string
t as a typable term of SQ. The notation !nM stands for ! . . .!M, n times.
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A term M outputs the binary string s ∈ {0, 1}∗ with probability p on input N if there is
a constant m ≥ |s| such that [1, ∅, M N] →∗ [Q, {r1, . . . , rn}, [r1, . . . , rn]] and the probability of
observing s when projecting Q into H({0, 1}m−|s|) is exactly p.

Definition 3.2.1. Given n ∈ N, two binary strings s, r ∈ {0, 1}∗, and p ∈ [0, 1], a typable term
M of SQ and a language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗.

• M (n, s, r, p)-decides L if and only if for every binary string t the following two conditions
hold:

– M outputs s with probability at least p on input !nt̃, if t ∈ L,
– M outputs r with probability at least p on input !nt̃, if t /∈ L.

• M is (n, s, r)-error-free if and only for every binary string t, the following two conditions
hold on input !nt̃:

– if M outputs s with positive probability then M outputs r with null probability,

– if M outputs r with positive probability then M outputs s with null probability.

Definition 3.2.2. The class of language ESQ, BSQ and ZSQ are defined as follows.

• ESQ is the class of languages that are (n, s, r, 1)-decided by a term of SQ.

• BSQ is the class of languages that are (n, s, r, p)-decided by a term of SQ, with p > 1/2.

• ZSQ is the class of languages that are (n, s, r, p)-decided by a (n, s, r)-error-free term of SQ,
with p > 1/2.

We recall briefly the definition of the quantum complexity classes EQP, BQP, and ZQP of [BV97].

Definition 3.2.3. The complexity classes EQP, BQP, and ZQP are defined as follows.

• EQP is the class of decision problems computed by QTMs that output the correct answer
with probability 1 and run in polynomial time.

• BQP is the class of decision problems computed by QTMs that output the correct answer
with probability p > 1/2 and run in polynomial time.

• ZQP is the class of decision problems computed by QTMs that output the answer with prob-
ability p > 1/2 and error of probability 0, and run in polynomial time.

Now we are ready to state the characterization of these complexity classes.

Theorem 3.2.3 ([DLMZ10]). ∀x ∈ {E, B, Z}, xSQ = xQP.

3.2.4 Miscellaneous

In this subsection, we briefly discuss some other extensions or alternative uses of soft/light logics
approaches in the framework of proof-nets, interaction-nets, and model theory.
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Proof-nets and interaction nets

The paper [Per18] introduces a decidable syntactic proof-net-based subsystem of linear logic,
called SDNLL, that is sound and complete for polynomial time and that strictly embeds LLL.
Although not directly related to light logics, the complexity of functional programs has been
studied in [GM16] using an interaction-net computational model, a generalization of linear logic
proof-nets. This model has been combined with sized types to certify time and space complexity
bounds for both sequential and parallel proof-net reductions.

Categorical and realizability models

Categorical models for ELL and SLL have been provided in [LTDF06]. The paper [Red07] has
provided an axiomatization of categorical-based SLL models. Categorical models for ELL and
LLL have been studied in [Bai04a]. Realizability models have been adapted to the ICC setting
in [DLH05, DLH11] for soundness proofs of EAL and Soft Affine Logic (SAL). They have also
been adapted to show the soundness of a fragment of second order linear logic with type fixpoints
(with respect to FP) in [BT10] and of LAL in [BM12].

3.3 Extensions of interpretations

As presented in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, the interpretation method and the quasi-interpretation
method were originally designed to study termination properties and complexity properties, re-
spectively, of first order TRSs. In this section, we discuss their extensions to other programming
paradigms including higher-order TRSs [BMP07, BDL12, BDL16], first order and higher-order
functional programs [GP09a, GP09b, GP15b, HP17], Object Oriented programs [MP08a], Java
bytecode [ACGDZJ04], cooperative threads [ADZ04], and polygraphs [BG08, BG07].

3.3.1 Higher-order rewrite systems

In this subsection, we focus on extensions of interpretation methods to higher-order rewriting.
The considered computational model will be Simply Typed TRSs (STTRSs) studied by Ya-
mada [Yam01]. They consist in a simple extension of TRS with higher-order functions. Consider
a fixed set of basic datatypes B. The set of types is defined by:

A ::= b | A1 × . . .×An → A,

with b ∈ B.
The set of terms is defined by:

tA ::= xA | cb1×...×bn→b | funA | (tA1×...×An→A tA1
1 . . . tAnn )A,

where x is a variable in X , c is a constructor symbol in C, and fun is a function symbol in F .
Constructor symbol types are restricted to functionals on basic types. As usual, for a given term
t, V(t) denotes the set of variables in t. Consequently, V(t) ⊆ X . A pattern p is a term with no
occurrence of a function symbol.

A STTRS consists in a set of non-overlapping rules lA → rA, satisfying:

• V(r) ⊆ V(l) and variables occur once in l,

• l = funA1×...×An→A pA1
1 . . . pAnn , for some patterns p1, . . . , pn.
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The underlying CBV rewrite relation is defined in a standard way by verifying that types match
in a substitution. A substitution σ maps variables to values of the same type that are defined
inductively by

v ::= cb1×...×bn→b v1 . . . vn | funA1×...×An→A v1 . . . vk,

with k < n. Contexts are defined in a standard manner. We write t→R s if there are a context
C[�A], a rule lA → rA, and a substitution σ such that t = C[lσ] and s = C[rσ].

Example 3.3.1. Consider the following STTRS as an illustrating example:

(fold f z nil)→ z,

(fold f z (c hd tl))→ (f hd (fold f z tl)),

(add 0 y)→ y,

(add (x+1) y)→ (add x y)+1,

(sum l)→ (fold add 0 l),

with X = {xNat, yNat, zNat, fNat×Nat→Nat, hdNat, tlL(Nat), lL(Nat)}, C = {0Nat,+1Nat→Nat,
nilL(Nat), cNat×L(Nat)→L(Nat)}, and F = {fold(Nat×Nat→Nat)×Nat×L(Nat)→Nat, addNat×Nat→Nat,
sumL(Nat)→Nat}, Nat being the basic type of unary numbers and L(Nat) being the basic type of
lists of unary numbers.

Defunctionalization

STTRSs are handled in [BMP07] using defunctionalization techniques [Rey72, CD96]. See [Dan06]
for an introduction to defunctionalization and Continuation-Passing Style (CPS). To avoid tech-
nical details, we just illustrate this transformation through the following example.

Example 3.3.2. The following TRS is the CPS defunctionalization of the STTRS of Exam-
ple 3.3.1:

fold(z, nil)→ z,

fold(z, c(hd, tl))→ app(c0(hd), fold(z, tl)),

add(0, y)→ y,

add((x+1), y)→ add(x, y)+1,

sum(l)→ fold(0, l),

app(c0(x1), x2)→ add(x1, x2).

Let DF (S) be the set of function symbols of a STTRS of type b1 × . . . × bn → b, for some
basic types b1, . . . , bn, b, and whose CPS defunctionalization is in S, for some set of TRSs S. We
obtain the following straightforward characterizations.

Theorem 3.3.1 ([BMP07]). For K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}, we have:

• JDF (QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{p})K = FP,

• JDF (QIpolyadd (K,≥K) ∩RPO{l})K = FPSPACE.
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Example 3.3.3. The TRS of Example 3.3.2 admits the following interpretation:

[0]K = [nil]K = 0,

[c0]K(X) = [+1]K(X) = X + 1,

[c]K(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1,

[fold]K(X,Y ) = [add]K(X,Y ) = [app]K(X,Y ) = X + Y,

[sum]K(X) = X.

Moreover it can be oriented by RPO with status p. Consequently, the function symbol sum of the
STTRS of Example 3.3.1 computes a function in FP.

Some modular extensions using the notion of stratified union of Section 2.3.5 are also studied
in [BMP07].

Related applied works studying the complexity of higher-order functionals can be found
in [ADLM15]. The programs are analyzed automatically by applying program transformations
to a defunctionalization and using standard complexity analysis techniques for first order TRSs.
Similar clock based transformations were also studied in [DLR15]. More generally, techniques for
reasoning formally about execution costs of higher-order programs were studied in [San90, San91].

Higher-order interpretations

The direct study of STTRS complexity is tackled in [BDL12, BDL16] by extending interpretations
to higher-order polynomials defined as the β-normal forms of terms generated by the following
grammar:

M ::= xA | op | (MA→B NA)B | (λxA.MB)A→B,

with op ∈ {+ : Nat×Nat→ Nat, ∗ : Nat×Nat→ Nat} ∪ {n : Nat | ∀n ∈ Nat} and

A,B ::= Nat | A×B | A→ B.

Higher-Order Polynomials (HOP) are restricted to strictly increasing total functions relatively
to a pointwise order such that f >A→B g if and only if ∀a ∈ A, f(a) >B g(a).

STTRS types are interpreted inductively by [Nat]N = N and [A1 × . . . × An → A]N =
[A1]N × . . . × [An]N → [A]N. An assignment of a STTRS is a map from symbols in C ∪ F
to HOPs: each symbol bA ∈ C ∪ F is mapped to a HOP [b]N of type [A]N. Assignments
are extended to terms in a standard way. Each variable xA of X is interpreted by a vari-
able [x]N of type [A]N. Each term of the shape (bA1×...×An→A tA1

1 . . . tAnn )A is mapped to
([b]

[A1]N×...×[An]N→[A]N
N [t1]

[A1]N
N . . . [tn]

[An]N
N )[A]N ≡β M [A]N , for some HOP M .25

Definition 3.3.1. An assignment [−]N is a higher-order polynomial interpretation of a STTRS
if for each rule lA → rA, [l]

[A]N
N >[A]N [r]

[A]N
N . If the interpretation of each symbol in C is additive

(see Definition 2.2.5) then [−]N is an additive higher-order polynomial interpretation.

Let HOPIpolyadd be the set of TRSs that admit an additive higher-order polynomial interpreta-
tion over N. We obtain a characterization of FP extending the characterization of Theorem 2.2.2
to STTRS.

25Some β reduction steps are needed to compute the β normal form M . Hence we consider HOPs up to β
equivalence, ≡β .
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Theorem 3.3.2 ([BDL12]). JHOPIpolyadd K = FP.26

Example 3.3.4 ([BDL12]). Consider the following STTRS:

(map f nil)→ nil,

(map f (c hd tl))→ (c (f hd) (map f tl)).

It admits the following additive higher-order polynomial interpretation:

[nil]NN = 2,

[c]N×N→N
N = λn.λm.m+ n+ 1,

[map]
(N→N)→N→N
N = λφ.λn.n× φ(n).

For the first rule, we check that:

[map f nil]N = λφ.λn.n× φ(n) [f]N [nil]N

= λφ.λn.n× φ(n)[f]N 2

≡β 2× [f]N(2)

> 2

= [nil]N.

The strict inequality holds as HOP are restricted to strictly increasing total functions and, con-
sequently, ∀n ∈ N, [f]N(n) ≥ n. This explains the reason why the interpretation of nil has been
set to 2.

We let the reader check that the strict inequality also holds for the second rule. For any first
order function symbol fun (of the right type) admitting a polynomial interpretation, the function
symbol mapfun defined by the rule (mapfun l) = (map fun l) admits an additive higher-order
polynomial interpretation defined by: [mapfun]N = λl.([map]N [fun]N l) + 1, and, consequently,
computes a function in FP, by Theorem 3.3.2.

As polynomial interpretations, the notion of higher-order polynomial interpretation suffers
from a weak expressive power. It has been extended in [BDL16] to obtain a notion of higher-order
quasi-interpretation. This latter notion has been combined to a syntactic termination criterion
using a linearity restriction to provide a more expressive characterization of FP in [BDL16].

3.3.2 Functional programs

The issue of knowing whether interpretation methods and quasi-interpretation methods can be
adapted to functional programs was open for a while: the difficulty was hidden in the basic
nature of interpretations that provides a well-founded decreasing order on program reductions.
While the decrease is explicit in TRSs as data (constructor symbols) are explicitly consumed
by the rules in recursive calls, this phenomenon is less obvious for general functional programs
where data may be consumed using destructors or pattern matching. This issue was tackled in
two steps with an extension of interpretations to first order programs in [GP09a, GP09b, GP15b]
and to higher-order programs in [HP17]. We will present this latter approach in this subsection.

Consider the following higher-order programming language:

M, N ::= x| c | op | M N | λx.M | letRec f = M | case M of c1 x1 : M1|...|cn xn : Mn,

26This results holds for type 1 function symbols over basic types, e.g. unary numbers or binary words.
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Γ(x) = T
(Var)

Γ; ∆ ` x : T

∆(c) = T
(Cons)

Γ; ∆ ` c : T

∆(op) = T
(Op)

Γ; ∆ ` op : T

Γ; ∆ ` M : T1 −→ T2 Γ; ∆ ` N : T1 (App)
Γ; ∆ ` M N : T2

Γ, x : T1; ∆ ` M : T2 (Abs)
Γ; ∆ ` λx.M : T1 → T2

Γ; ∆ ` M : b Γ; ∆ ` ci : bi −→ b ∀i ≤ m, Γ, xi : bi; ∆ ` Mi : T
(Case)

Γ; ∆ ` case M of c1 x1 : M1|...|cn xn : Mn : T

Γ, f :: T; ∆ ` M :: T
(Let)

Γ; ∆ ` letRec f = M :: T

Figure 3.15: Type system for the higher-order functional program

where c, c1, · · · , cn are constructor symbols of fixed arity and op is an operator of fixed arity.
In the case construct, x1, . . . , xn can be (empty) sequences of variables. A program is a closed
term of the language.

Each operator is associated with a total function JopK of the same arity mapping programs
to programs. We define the following reductions:

• λx.M N→β M{N/x},

• case cj Nj of . . . | cj xj : Mj | . . .→case Mj{Nj/xj},

• letRec f = M→letRec M{letRec f = M/f},

• op M1 . . . Mn →op JopK(M1, . . . , Mn).

Let ⇒ be the left-most outermost evaluation strategy associated to →β ∪ →case ∪ →letRec

∪ →op.
The set of simple types is defined by:

T ::= b | T −→ T, with b ∈ B.

where the basic type b belongs to a fixed set B of basic inductive types b described by their
constructor set Cb. For example, the type of (unary) natural numbers Nat is described by
CNat = {0,+1}. As usual Γ and ∆ will denote a variable typing environment and an operator
(and constructor) typing environment, respectively.

A well-typed term will consist in a term M such that ∅; ∆ ` M : T using the rules of Figure 3.15.
Consequently, it is mandatory for a term to be closed in order to be well-typed.

Example 3.3.5. Consider the following term M that maps a function to a list given as inputs:

letRec f = λg.λx.case x of c y z : c (g y) (f g z),

| nil : nil.

Suppose that L(Nat) is the base type for lists of natural numbers of constructor set CL(Nat) =
{nil, c}. The term M can be typed by T = (Nat −→ Nat) −→ L(Nat) −→ L(Nat) for some
context ∆ such that ∆(c) = Nat −→ L(Nat) −→ L(Nat) and ∆(nil) = L(Nat).
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Let (N,≤,t,u) be the set of natural numbers equipped with the usual ordering ≤, a max
operator t and min operator u and let N be N∪{>}, where ∀n ∈ N, n ≤ >, nt> = >tn = >
and n u > = > u n = n. The strict order relation over natural numbers < will also be used in
the sequel and is extended in a somewhat unusual manner, by > < >.

The (higher-order) interpretation of a type is defined inductively by:

[b] = N, if b is a basic type,

[T −→ T′] = [T] −→↑ [T′], otherwise,

where [T] −→↑ [T′] denotes the set of total strictly monotonic functions from [T] to [T′]. As in
previous section, a function F from the set A to the set B is strictly monotonic if and only if for
each X,Y ∈ A, X <A Y implies F (X) <B F (Y ), where <A is the usual ordering induced by <
and defined inductively by:

n <N m, if and only if n < m,

F <A−→↑B G, if and only if ∀X ∈ A, F (X) <B G(X).

Example 3.3.6. The type T = (Nat −→ Nat) −→ L(Nat) −→ L(Nat) of the term letRec f = M

in Example 3.3.5 is interpreted by:

[T] = (N −→↑ N) −→↑ (N −→↑ N).

Each closed term of type T will be interpreted by a functional in [T]. The application is denoted
as usual whereas we use the notation Λ for abstraction on this function space in order to avoid
confusion between terms of our calculus and objects of the interpretation domain. Variables of
the interpretation domain will be denoted using upper case letters. Moreover, we will sometimes
use Church typing discipline in order to highlight the type of the bound variable in a lambda
abstraction.

An important distinction between the terms of our language and the objects of the inter-
pretation domain lies in the fact that beta-reduction is considered as an equivalence relation on
(closed terms of) the interpretation domain, i.e. (ΛX.F )G = F{G/X} underlying that (ΛX.F ) G
and F{G/X} are distinct notations that represent the same higher-order function. The same
property holds for η-reduction, i.e. ΛX.(FX) and F denote the same function.

Since we are interested in complete lattices, we need to complete each type [T] by a lower
bound ⊥[T] and an upper bound >[T] inductively as follows:

⊥N = 0, >N = >,
⊥[T−→T′] = ΛX [T].⊥[T′], >[T−→T′] = ΛX [T].>[T′].

Now we need to define a unit (or constant) cost function for any interpretation of type T in
order to take the cost of recursive calls into account. For that purpose, let + denote natural
number addition extended to N by ∀n, > + n = n + > = >. For each type [T], we define
inductively a dyadic sum function ⊕[T] by:

XN ⊕N Y
N = X + Y,

F ⊕[T−→T′] G = ΛX [T].(F (X)⊕[T′] G(X)).

Let us also define the constant function n[T], for each type T and each integer n ≥ 1, by:

nN = n,

n[T−→T′] = ΛX [T].n[T′].
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• [f]ρ = ρ(f), if f ∈ V,

• [c]ρ = 1⊕ (ΛX1. . . . .ΛXn.
∑n

i=1Xi), if ar(c) = n,

• [MN]ρ = [M]ρ[N]ρ,

• [λx.M]ρ = 1⊕ (Λ[x]ρ.[M]ρ),

• [case M of c1 x1 : M1|...|cn xn : Mn]ρ = 1⊕t1≤i≤m{[Mi]ρ{Ri/[xi]ρ} | ∀Ri s.t. [M]ρ ≥ [ci]ρRi},

• [letRec f = M]ρ = u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ Λ[f]ρ.[M]ρ(1⊕ F )}.

Figure 3.16: Higher-order interpretation of a term

Once again, we will omit the type when it is unambiguous using the notation n⊕ to denote the
function n[T]⊕[T] when [T] is clear from the typing context.

In the same spirit, we extend inductively the max and min operators t and u over N to
arbitrary higher-order functions F,G of type [T] −→↑ [T′] by:

t[T]−→↑[T′](F,G) = ΛX [T]. t[T′] (F (X), G(X)),

u[T]−→↑[T′](F,G) = ΛX [T]. u[T′] (F (X), G(X)).

In the following, we use the notations ⊥, >, ≤, <, t and u instead of ⊥[T], >[T], ≤[T], <[T], t[T]

and u[T], respectively, when [T] is clear from the typing context.

Definition 3.3.2. A variable assignment, denoted ρ, is a map associating to each f ∈ V of type
T, a variable F of type [T].

Definition 3.3.3 (Interpretation). Given a variable assignment ρ, an interpretation is the ex-
tension of ρ to well-typed terms, mapping each term of type T to an object in [T] and defined in
Figure 3.16 and extended to operators in such a way that [op]ρ is a sup-interpretation, i.e. a total
function such that:

∀M1, . . . ,∀Mn, [op M1 . . . Mn]ρ ≥ [JopK(M1, . . . , Mn)]ρ.

As operator sup-interpretations are fixed, an interpretation should also be indexed by some
mapping m assigning a sup-interpretation to each operator of the language. To simplify the
formalism, we have omitted this mapping.

Let the size |M| of a term M be defined by |x| = 0, |c| = 1, |M N| = |M| + |N|, |λx.M| = 1 + |M|,
|letRec f = M| = 1 + |M|, and |case M of c1 x1 : M1|...|cn xn : Mn| = 1 + |M| +∑n

i=1 |Mi|. First
order values V are defined as in Subsection 2.2.1.

The developed notion of interpretation has the following properties.

Lemma 3.3.1 ([HP17]). For each value V , [V ]ρ = |V |.
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Lemma 3.3.1 corresponds to Lemma 2.2.1 of Subsection 2.2.2. The equality is obtained as
the additive constant of the interpretation of constructors is enforced to be 1 in Figure 3.16.

Lemma 3.3.2 ([HP17]). For any program M, if M ⇒ N then [M]ρ ≥ [N]ρ. If M →α N, α ∈
{β, letRec, case}, then [M]ρ > [N]ρ.

Lemma 3.3.2 is the higher-order counter-part of Lemma 2.3.1 of Subsection 2.3.2. Indeed, if
M reduces to some value V then by transitivity, we obtain [M]ρ ≥ [V ]ρ = |V |, by Lemma 3.3.1.

Corollary 3.3.1 ([HP17]). For any programs, M, N, such that ∅; ∆ ` M N :: b, with b ∈ B, if
[M N]ρ 6= > then M N terminates in a number of reduction steps in O([M N]ρ).

Corollary 3.3.1 is the higher-order counter-part of Theorem 2.2.1 of Subsection 2.2.2. In the
particular case where for any program N of the right type, [M N]ρ 6= >, the higher-order program
M terminates on any input (hence, computes a total function).

We end the presentation of these interpretations by exhibiting the interpretation of the pro-
gram of Example 3.3.5. We apply some relaxations on the interpretation (upper bounds) to
simplify the presentation.

Example 3.3.7 ([HP17]). Consider the program M of Example 3.3.5:

letRec f = λg.λx.case x of c y z : c (g y) (f g z),

| nil : nil.

By applying the rules of Figure 3.16, the following inequalities can be derived.

[M]ρ

= u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ Λ[f]ρ.[λg.λx.case x of c y z : c (g y) (f g z)| nil : nil]ρ(1⊕ F )}
= u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ 2⊕ (Λ[f]ρ.Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.[case x of c y z : c (g y) (f g z)| nil : nil]ρ(1⊕ F ))}
= u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ 3⊕ (Λ[f]ρ.Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ. t ([nil]ρ,t[x]ρ≥[c(y,z)]ρ([c(g y)(f g z)]ρ))(1⊕ F ))}
= u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ 5⊕ (Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ. t[x]ρ≥1⊕[y]ρ+[z)]ρ (([g]ρ [y]ρ) + (F [g]ρ [z]ρ)))}
≤ u{F ∈ [T] | F ≥ 5⊕ (Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(([g]ρ ([x]ρ − 1)) + (F [g]ρ ([x]ρ − 1))))}
≤ Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(5⊕ ([g]ρ [x]ρ))× [x]ρ

In the penultimate line, we obtain an upper-bound on the interpretation by approximating the
case interpretation, substituting [x]ρ−1 to both [y]ρ and [z]ρ. In the last line, we obtain an upper-
bound on the interpretation by approximating the letRec interpretation, just checking that the
function Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(5⊕([g]ρ [x]ρ))×[x]ρ, where × is the usual multiplication symbol over natural
numbers, satisfies the inequality F ≥ 5⊕ (Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(([g]ρ ([x]ρ − 1)) + (F [g]ρ ([x]ρ − 1)))).

Consequently, the program M admits an interpretation bounded by Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(5⊕([g]ρ [x]ρ))×
[x]ρ.

The properties of higher-order interpretations can be used to characterize FP and also higher-
order polynomial time complexity classes. For that purpose, we need to restrict the space of
interpretations to higher-order polynomials. These results will be presented in Section 4.2.
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3.3.3 Object oriented programs

Sup-interpretations have also been extended to the case of OO programming in [MP08a].
The syntax of considered OO programs is very close to the syntax of programs in Subsec-

tion 3.1.4 and is defined by:

Expressions 3 e ::= x | cstτ | null | this | op(e) | new C(e) | x.m(e)

Instructions 3 I ::= skip; | x:=e; | I1 I2 | while(e){I} | loop(x){I} | if(e){I1}else{I2}
Methods 3 mC ::= m(x1, . . . , xn){I return x; }

Constructors 3 kC ::= C(x1, . . . , xn){X1:=x1, . . . , Xn:=xn}
Classes 3 C ::= class C {var X; kC mC}.

The distinctions are that methods always return, that method calls are performed on variables,
and that an extra-loop instruction is included in the language. As a consequence, method calls
are considered to be expressions. The variable guarding a loop cannot be assigned to within the
loop body. In the constructor C, the variable X1, . . . , Xn have to match exactly the attributes
var X; in the declaration C {var X; kC mC} of the corresponding class. Moreover, to simplify the
discussion, local variables, overload, override, and inheritance and more generally name clashes
are prohibited. We also assume that methods are non-recursive.

A main class is a special class called main with no constructor and no method (definitions).
A program is composed by a set of classes with exactly one main class. All the programs

have to enjoy some well-formedness conditions that are similar to the well-formedness conditions
of Subsection 3.1.4.

Example 3.3.8. Consider the linked list class LL defined below. X and Y represent the head
and tail attributes. W and Z are extra-attributes storing intermediate computations. These latter
variables are required to compensate for the absence of local variables.

class LL {
var X; var Y; var W; var Z;

LL(x, y, w, z){X := x; Y := y; W := w; Z := z; }

getHead(){skip; return X; }

getTail(){skip; return Y; }

setTail(y){Y := y; return X; }

reverse(){
Z := new LL(X, null, null, nul);
W := Y;
loop(Y){

Z := new LL(W.getHead(), Z, null, null);
W := W.getTail();

}
return Z;

}
}
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class main {
var T; var U; var V;
V := new LL(U, null, null, null);
loop(T){U := V.setTail(V); }

}

The semantics however greatly differs as it is a non-reference based semantics. For that
purpose, we consider objects as first order values defined by

o ::= null | C(o1, . . . , on).

The size of an object is defined as usual. A store σ is a partial map from attributes and
parameters to objects. Let In be a shorthand notation for I . . . I, n times, The big step
operational semantics of a program is defined in Figure 3.17, provided that the truth values 1

(x, σ) ↓ (xσ, σ) (null, σ) ↓ (null, σ)

(ei, σ) ↓ (oi, σ)

(new C(e1, . . . , en), σ) ↓ (new C(o1, . . . , on), σ)

(x, σ) ↓ (new C(o1, . . . , om), σ)

C {. . . var Xi; . . . m(τ1 x1, . . . , τn xn){I return y; } . . .}
∀j, (ej , σ) ↓ (o′j , σ)

(I, σ{Xi ← oi, xj ← o′j}) ↓ σ′

(x.m(e1, . . . , en), σ) ↓ (yσ′, σ′{x← new C(X1σ
′, . . . , Xmσ′)})

(skip; , σ) ↓ σ
(e, σ) ↓ (o, σ′)

(x:=e; , σ) ↓ σ′{x← o}
(e, σ) ↓ w ∈ {0, 1} (Iw, σ) ↓ σ′

(if(e){I1}else{I0}, σ) ↓ σ′

(I1, σ) ↓ σ′ (I2, σ
′) ↓ σ′′

(I1 I2, σ) ↓ σ′′
(e, σ) ↓ 1 (I while(e){I}, σ) ↓ σ′

(while(e){I}, σ) ↓ σ′

(e, σ) ↓ 0

(while(e){I}, σ) ↓ σ
(x, σ) ↓ (o, σ) (I|o|, σ) ↓ σ′

(loop(x){I}, σ) ↓ σ′

Figure 3.17: Big step operational semantics of OO programs

and 0 are encoded by the object null and any object distinct from null, respectively.

Example 3.3.9 ([MP08a]). Consider the program of Example 3.3.8. For any store σ such that
Uσ = o and Tσ = o′, we have:

(V := new LL(U, null); , σ) ↓ σ{V← new LL(o, null)} = σ′,

(U := V.setTail(V); , σ′) ↓ σ{V← new LL(o, new LL(o, null), null)},
(loop(T){U := V.setTail(V); }, σ′) ↓ σ{V← f|o

′|+1(null)},

where f = x 7→ new LL(o, x, null, null) and fn is defined in a standard manner.

We can now adapt the notion of assignment in the context of OO programs.

Definition 3.3.4 (Assignment). Given an OO program, an assignment [−]R+ maps:
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• every variable x to a variable [x]R+ in R+,

• every constructor symbol C corresponding to a class of n attributes to a total monotonic
function [C]R+ : (R+)n → R+,

• every method symbol m with n parameters to a total monotonic function [m]R+ : (R+)n+1 →
R+.

Assignments are extended canonically to expressions by:

[new C(e1, . . . , en)]R+ = [C]R+([e1]R+ , . . . , [en]R+)

[x.m(e1, . . . , en)]R+ = [m]R+([e1]R+ , . . . , [en]R+ , [x]R+)

The notion of additive and polynomial assignment can be defined as in Subsection 2.2.2.

Definition 3.3.5 (Sup-interpretation). Given an OO program, an assignment [−]R+ is a sup-
interpretation if for each method m of arity n and each store σ such that (x.m(x1, . . . , xn), σ) ↓
(o, σ′), we have:

[m]R+([x1σ]R+ , . . . , [xnσ]R+ , [xσ]R+) ≥ max([o]R+ , [xσ′]R+).

The above definition is very similar to Definition 2.4.1 of Section 2.4. The main distinction
is that, not only the return value sup-interpretation [o]R+ is bounded from above, but also the
side-effect [xσ′]R+ .

The absence of references makes the sup-interpretation to roughly approximate complex
data structures such as cyclic data structure. This is not a serious drawback as our goal is to
approximate the number of instances, which is preserved by the representation of objects by
terms.

Example 3.3.10 ([MP08a]). Consider the method setTail of Example 3.3.8 and define

[null]R+ = 0, [LL]R+(X,Y,W,Z) = X + Y +W + Z + 1,

[setTail]R+(Y,Z) = Y + Z.

Consider a store σ such that xσ = new LL(a, b, c, d) and yσ = l. (x.setTail(y), σ) ↓ (a, σ{x←
new LL(a, l, c, d)}) holds and we check that:

[setTail]R+([l]R+ , [new LL(a, b, c, d)]R+) = [l]R+ + [new LL(a, b, c, d)]R+ ,

≥ max([a]R+ , [new LL(a, b, c, d)]R+ .

Consequently, it defines a (partial, as we do not provide the full assignment) sup-interpretation.

Now we can develop a criterion on OO programs. For that purpose, we need to introduce a
notion of weight.

Definition 3.3.6. Given a program having a main class with n attributes X1, . . . , Xn, a loop
command is a loop that does not contain any while loop. A while command is either a while
loop or a loop that contains at least one while loop. A weight ω associates to each loop command
I, a total, monotonic, and subterm function ω(I). A weight is max-polynomial if for every loop
command I, ω(I) is a max-polynomial.

Following [MP08a], we now define a criterion called brotherly ensuring that the size of the
objects held by the attributes remains polynomially bounded within loops and while loops.
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Definition 3.3.7. A program having a main class with n attributes X1, . . . , Xn is brotherly if there
are a total, polynomial, and additive sup-interpretation [−]R+ and a (max-)polynomial weight ω
such that

• for each loop command I of the main class:

– for every method call a = Xj .m(e1, . . . , em) in I:

ω(I)(T + 1, [X1]R+ , . . . , [Xn]R+) ≥ ω(I)(T, [X1]R+ , . . . , [Xj−1]R+ , [a]R+ , [Xj+1]R+ , [Xn]R+),

with T a fresh variable.
– for every assignment Xj := e; in I:

ω(I)(T + 1, [X1]R+ , . . . , [Xn]R+) ≥ ω(I)(T, [X1]R+ , . . . , [Xj−1]R+ , [e]R+ , [Xj+1]R+ , [Xn]R+),

with T a fresh variable.

• for each while command I of the main class and each variable assignment Xj := e; in I,

max([X1]R+ , . . . , [Xn]R+) ≥ [e]R+ .

We can now state soundness result on brotherly programs, stating that any object computed
by such a program has size polynomially bounded in the input size.

Theorem 3.3.3 ([MP08a]). Consider a brotherly program, whose main class is of the shape
class main {Var X1; . . . Var Xn; I}, there exists a polynomial P such that for any store σ, if
(I, σ) ↓ σ′ then

P (|X1σ|, . . . , |Xnσ|) ≥ maxni=1|Xiσ′|
.

Example 3.3.11 ([MP08a]). Consider the following program that makes use of the class of
Example 3.3.8.

class main {
Var X; Var Y; Var Z;

I : loop(Z){
X := Y.reverse();

}
Y := X.setTail(Z);

}
I is the only loop command and there is no while command. Consequently, for the program to be
brotherly, we have to find a polynomial weight ω and a polynomial and additive sup-interpretation
[−]R+ such that:

ω(I)(T + 1, [X]R+ , [Y]R+ , [Z]R+) ≥ ω(I)(T, [X]R+ , [Y.reverse()]R+ , [Z]R+),

ω(I)(T + 1, [X]R+ , [Y]R+ , [Z]R+) ≥ ω(I)(T, [Y.reverse()]R+ , [Y]R+ , [Z]R+).

We let the reader check that the assignment [−]R+ defined by [reverse]R+(Y ) = Y and extended
with the assignment of Example 3.3.10 defines a total (i.e. defined for every method symbol),
polynomial, and additive sup-interpretation. Moreover, setting ω(I)(T,X, Y, Z) = Y×T+X+Y +
Z, we obtain that this program is brotherly as the above inequalities are satisfied. Consequently,
by Theorem 3.3.3, all the computed objects are polynomially bounded in the input size.
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This subsection has demonstrated that interpretation methods can be gently adapted to
OO programs. However the extension has a weak expressive power with respect to the tier
based methods of Section 3.1 due to the fact that while loops are treated as non-size increasing
computations (see [Hof99, Hof02]) in the definition of the brotherly criterion. This explains partly
the reason why most of the advances on OO programs have been obtained using the tier-based
techniques of Section 3.1.

3.3.4 Miscellaneous

In this subsection, we discuss other extensions of interpretations to bytecode, concurrent systems,
and polygraphs.

Bytecode

The paper [ACGDZJ04] has studied a setting where functional programs in pre-compiled form
are exchanged by untrusted parties. It provides code annotations to guarantee type, size, and
termination properties at the bytecode level on a simple stack machine. The size upper-bounds
are obtained through the use of (polynomial) quasi-interpretations. They basically provide upper-
bounds of the stack frame size of the interpreted bytecode.

Concurrent systems

The notion of quasi-interpretation has also been extended in [ADZ04] to statically infer upper
bounds on the resources needed for the execution of synchronous cooperative threads. It is
combined with termination techniques to guarantee that each instant terminates and to infer a
polynomial bound on the resources needed for the execution of the system during an instant in the
size of the parameters at the beginning of the instant. This work has been extended in [AD06],
obtaining a polynomial bound on the size of the parameters of the program for arbitrarily many
instants. It has been extended to ensure feasible reactivity in the framework of the synchronous
pi-calculus in [AD06].

Polygraphs

In [BG08, BG07], Bonfante and Guiraud have adapted the interpretation methodology to the
context of 3-polygraphs, a family of rewriting systems on circuits with sequential and parallel
compositions that can be viewed as a fragment of graph rewriting. They define a notion of
polygraphic program as a particular subset of 3-polygraphs whose circuit gates (called 2-cells)
can be decomposed into function symbols, constructor symbols, and some structural rules and
whose rewriting rules (called 3-cells) can be decomposed into computations and structural rules.
The structural rules are fully described in [Bon11].

The notion of functorial interpretation is defined on circuits by assigning a non-empty subset
of the positive natural numbers to any wire, a weakly monotonic function over the interpretation
of wires to each gate of a circuit (sequential composition is interpreted as functional composition
and parallel composition as Cartesian product), and by requiring for each rewrite rule that
the interpretation of the left-hand side (circuit) is greater or equal to the interpretation of the
right-hand side (circuit).

As the inequality is non-strict and also for structural reasons, some further requirements
are added, leading to the notion of Cartesian, conservative and 3-cells-compatible, polygraphic
interpretation. The following alternative characterization of FP is obtained.
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Theorem 3.3.4 ([Bon11]). The set of functions computed by confluent and complete polygraph
programs having an additive, polynomial, Cartesian, conservative, and 3-cells-compatible poly-
graphic interpretation is exactly FP.

This result is interesting from a theoretical perspective as it shows that interpretations can
be adapted fruitfully to computational models based on graph rewriting.

3.4 Extensions of other techniques

In this chapter, we have discussed and studied extensions of the main ICC tools (tiering, soft/light
logics, and interpretations) to several programming paradigms ( imperative, concurrent, OO, ...).
We now briefly discuss extensions of other techniques.

An attempt to extend the matrix based typing analysis of imperative programs à la Jones and
Kristiansen to an imperative programming language with higher-order functions was developed
in [AKM09]. However the expected results are left as open conjectures.

The framework of automatic amortized resource analysis initiated by [HJ03] for first order
functional programs and briefly discussed in Section 1.2.5 has been extended to parallel first
order functional programs [HS15], lazy functional languages with coinductive data [VJFH15],
C programs [CHS15], and probabilistic programs [NCH18]. Though not directly related, the
work of [BHMS04] has also provided an assertion format for automatic certification of heap
consumption in a low level language.

Several extensions of the COSTA tool discussed in Subsection 1.2.6 have also been considered,
non exhaustively, to non cumulative programming languages with garbage collection [AFRD15,
AGGZ13], OO programs [AAG+12], real-time Java [KSvG+12], and concurrent and distributed
programs [ACJ+18].
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Extensions to infinite data types
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Another line of research in ICC was to try to extend the language with new features and
constructs. An extension of interest is the ability to add coinductive data such as infinite lists or
infinite trees. The introduction of possibly infinite data raises the difficulty to adapt the corre-
sponding ICC tools that are most of the time based on well-founded properties. Consequently,
quasi-interpretations can be viewed a natural candidate to overcome this problem.

Coinductive properties of programming languages and, more generally coinduction, have
been deeply studied from a categorical point of view [JR97]. In general, in order to generate and
manipulate coinductive data, one typically uses a programming language based on corecursive
functions in conjunction with a lazy evaluation strategy. Streams are one kind of coinductive
data of interest that allows to represent infinite lists. A main property of streams is the notion of
productivity [Dij80]. A stream program is productive if it can be evaluated continuously in such a
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way that a uniquely determined stream is obtained as the limit. This property is undecidable and
several works have been carried out to enforce stream productivity, e.g. [Sij89, Coq94, HPS96,
EGH+10, AM13a, CBGB15, Sev17].

In this section, we are interested in complexity properties of streams and, hence, we will
assume to be in a productive setting. The complexity properties we will focus on are quantita-
tive properties such as upper bounds on the number of reduction steps needed to produce the
n-th stream element, upper bounds on the size of the output stream elements, or upper bounds
on the number of stream inputs needed to produce one stream output element. Section 4.1
will be devoted to prove such properties on first order programs on streams using interpreta-
tion methodology as in [GP09a, GP09b, GP15b]. After introducing a first order language on
streams in Subsection 4.1.1, we adapt the notion of quasi-interpretation to this setting in Sub-
section 4.1.2. Criteria to infer upper bounds and bounded input/output properties are studied
in Subsection 4.1.3 and Subsection 4.1.4, respectively.

As a stream of integers can be seen as a sequence of integers, which is a basic way to
encode real numbers, e.g. Cauchy sequences, an extension of ICC tools to streams could also
been adapted to study the complexity programs computing over real numbers. Moreover, as a
sequence of integers can also be viewed as a function mapping a natural number, the index, to
an integer, these extensions could also naturally be considered to study higher-order complexity
classes. These two points will be discussed in Section 4.2. After a brief reminder on type 2
complexity in Subsection 4.2.1, Subsection 4.2.2 provides a stream based characterization of the
complexity class BFF2. Subsection 4.2.3 provides a stream based characterization of FP(R), the
class of functions computable polynomial time over the real numbers. Finally, Subsection 4.2.4
presents an extension of these results which characterizes (discrete) polynomial time at any order.

Section 4.3 will be devoted to ensure polynomial time normalization properties on a lambda
calculus augmented with inductive and coinductive datatypes as in [GP15a]. In other words, we
show how to extend the expressive power of polynomial time programming languages based on
LAL to coinductive data, without breaking soundness. Some reminders on algebra and coalgebra
in System F are presented in Subsection 4.3.2. Algebra in LAL are studied in Subsection 4.3.3
and coalgebra in LAL are studied in Subsection 4.3.4.

Finally, in Section 4.4, we discuss other ICC results obtained on stream languages and on real
numbers complexity classes. We study the result obtained by Mazza on a parsimonious stream
language characterizing the complexity classes P/poly and L/poly using an affine based type
system in Subsection 4.4.1. In Subsection 4.4.2, we study a function algebra based characteriza-
tion of FP(R). Finally, we discuss in Subsection 4.4.3, a function algebra based characterization
of the class FPR, an alternative notion of polynomial time over the reals based on the Blum,
Shub, and Smale (BSS) computational model [BSS88].

4.1 Streams and quasi-interpretations

The papers [GP09a, GP09b, GP15b] consider a simple first order lazy language and study two
classes of space properties of programs working on streams by means of interpretation methods.

• Stream Upper Bounds: these are properties about the size of each stream element produced
by a program.

• Bounded Input/Output Properties: these are properties about the number of stream ele-
ments produced by a program.
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These properties analyze two dimensions of programs working on streams. The combination of
these properties allows one to study a reasonable class of programs and to obtain the informa-
tion needed in order to improve the memory management process (in terms of bufferization) of
programs working on streams.

4.1.1 A first order lazy stream programming language

The language under consideration is a first order lazy variant of the higher-order functional
languages described in Subsection 3.3.2:

M, N ::= x | c | M N | letRec f = λx1. · · ·λxar(f).M | case M of c1 x1 : M1|...|cn xn : Mn.

More precisely, the use of lambda abstraction is restricted to function definition of the shape
letRec f = λx1. . . . .λxar(f).M, each function variable f declared through a letRec being equipped
with a fixed arity ar(f). Moreover, there is no partial application, i.e. each function application
is of the shape (letRec f = M) M1 · · · Mar(f). In what follows, let p denote a pattern, i.e.
p = c x1 . . . xar(c), for some constructor symbol c and some variables x1, . . . , xar(c). The
language is also equipped with a type system, that can be found in [GP15b], to ensure that
programs do not go wrong. Let Nat be the type of unary numbers, α be a type variable, and
[α] be the type of streams whose elements are of type α. As usual, n : Nat represents the
unary number n. Streams correspond to both finite and infinite lists and are encoded using the
constructor symbols nil : [α] and cons : α→ [α]→ [α].

Let also ⊥ be a special constructor symbol of zero arity representing errors.
We will write f x1 · · · xn = M for letRec f = λx1. · · ·λxn.M. We define a lazy operational

semantics in Figure 4.1 for the language based on the notion of lazy values. A lazy value is just
a term whose top most symbol is a constructor symbol

lv := c M1 · · · Mar(c).

As in previous sections, a (strict) value v is a term that only contains constructor symbols. A term
M evaluates to the lazy value lv whenever M ⇓ lv. If M ⇓ lv using k pattern matching rules over
lists (i.e. k times a rule (pm) with a conclusion of the shape case M of nil : M1|cons x y : M2)
then we write M ⇓k lv. A term M evaluates to the value v, noted M ⇓v v, if the strict evaluation
of the term M is equal to the value v. In other words, eval M ⇓ v where eval is defined for any
type α by:

eval : α→ α,

eval (c x1 · · · xn) = Ĉ (eval x1) · · · (eval xn),

where Ĉ is a function symbol representing the strict version of the primitive constructor c. For
instance in the case where c is +1 we can define Ĉ to be the function succ :: Nat→ Nat defined
as:

succ 0 = 0+1,
succ (x+1) = (x+1)+1.

We also write M ⇓kv v whenever eval M ⇓k v.
Throughout this section, we will use the notation

f p1
1 · · · p1

n = M1

...

f pk1 · · · pkn = Mk
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c ∈ C (val)
c(M1, . . . , Mn) ⇓ c(M1, . . . , Mn)

M{(f x1 · · · xn = M)/f, M1/x1, . . . , Mn/xn} ⇓ lv
(fun)

(f x1 · · · xn = M) M1 · · · Mn ⇓ lv

M ⇓ c(M′1, . . . , M
′
m) pi = c(x1, . . . , xm) Mi{M′1/x1, · · · , M′m/xm} ⇓ lv (pm)

case M of p1 : M1| . . . |pn : Mn ⇓ lv

Figure 4.1: First order lazy operational semantics

as syntactic sugar for a term of the shape

letRec f = λx1. · · ·λxn.case x1 of p1
1 : · · · case xn of p1

n : M1

...

|pk1 : · · · case xn of pkn : Mk.

We will call each f pi1 · · · pin = Mi a definition. Similarly to the case of TRSs, we will call any
variable f used in such a function definition a function symbol. In what follows, let C be the set
of constructor symbols distinct from cons, let F be the set of function symbols, and let V be
the set of variables that are not function symbols.

We define some basic functions over streams. !! is the usual indexing function (used in prefix
notation) returning the n-th element of a list.

!! : [α]→ Nat→ α

!! nil y = ⊥
!! (cons x xs) 0 = x

!! (cons x xs) (y+1) =!! xs y

take is the usual function which returns the first n elements of a list.

take : Nat→ [α]→ [α]

take 0 s = nil

take (x+1) nil = nil

take (x+1) (cons y ys) = cons y (take x ys)

Finally, lg denotes the function that returns the number of elements in a finite partial list.

lg : [α]→ Nat

lg nil = 0

lg ⊥ = 0

lg (cons x xs) = (lg xs)+1
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4.1.2 Parameterized quasi-interpretations

We are now ready to adapt the notion of quasi-interpretation described in Section 2.3 to first
order programs on streams. For that purpose, we need to introduce a notion of parameterized
quasi-interpretation to be able to deal with local properties of streams such as local upper
bounds, properties relating the size of the stream output in a term with respect to its index.
Here the parameter is used to take the index into account. Notice that it could be seen as a
quasi-interpretation variant and a first order restriction of the higher-order interpretations of
Subsection 3.3.2 extended by a parameter.

Definition 4.1.1 (Parameterized assignment). Given a term M, a parameterized assignment
[−]lR+ over R+ maps:

• every variable x ∈ V to a variable [x]lR+ in R+,

• every symbol b ∈ C ] F to a total function [b]lR+ : R+ar(b) → R+.

and is extended to the language constructs as follow:

• [M N]lR+ := [M]lR+ [N]lR+, M 6= cons,

• [cons M1 M2]lR+ := [cons]lR+ [M1]lR+ [M2]l−1
R+ ,

• [letRec f = λx1. · · ·λxar(f).M]R+ := [f]lR+ ,

• [case M of p1 : M1| . . . |pm : Mm]lR+ := max1≤i≤m{[Mi]lR+ | [M]lR+ ≥ [pi]
l
R+}.

A parameterized assignment is monotonic if it is monotonic in each argument and in the
parameter. The notions of additive and polynomial parameterized assignment are defined in
a standard way as in Subsection 2.2.2. We set all the additive constant to 1 throughout the
following Subsection. A parameterized assignment is almost-additive if it is additive for any
constructor symbol distinct from the stream constructor symbol cons.

Definition 4.1.2 (Parameterized quasi-interpretation). A term M admits a parameterized quasi-
interpretation [M]lR+ if the parameterized assignment [−]lR+ is monotonic and for each function
definition f p1 · · · pn = N in M, the following holds:

[f p1 · · · pn]lR+ ≥ [N]lR+ .

In the particular case where [−]lR+ does not depend on the parameter then it is called a
standard quasi-interpretation, noted [−]R+.

A result similar to Lemma 3.3.2, holds.

Lemma 4.1.1 ([GP15b]). Given a term M admitting the parameterized interpretation [M]lR+, if
M ⇓ lv then [M]lR+ ≥ [lv]lR+ . Moreover if M ⇓k lv then [M]lR+ ≥ [lv]l−kR+ .

4.1.3 Stream upper bounds

In order to process stream data in a memory-efficient way it is useful to obtain an estimate of
the memory needed to store the elements produced by a stream program.

In some situations, an estimate can be obtained by considering in a global way the greatest
size of the elements produced by the program as outputs. In other situations, however, there is
no such maximal element with respect to the size measure. As a consequence, only an estimate
considering the local position of the element in the stream can be given.
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Example 4.1.1. Consider the following stream definitions.

ones : [Nat]
ones = cons 1 ones

nats : Nat→ [Nat]
nats x = cons x (nats (x+1))

Indeed, in the stream definition of ones all the elements have the same size, while in the definition
of nats every element has a size depending on its position in the stream. ones has a global upper
bound whereas for any n, nats n has a local upper bound.

We provide a formal definition of those properties in the following definition.

Definition 4.1.3 (Local and Global Upper Bounds). A stream program M : [α] has a local upper
bound if there is a function F ∈ R+ → R+ such that

∀n, if !! M n ⇓v v then F (|n|) ≥ |v|
If the function F is constant, then M : [α] has also a global upper bound.

Definition 4.1.4 (Linear program). Let ↓k and ↓kv be the relations defined by M ↓k lv if there
exists k′ ≤ k such that M ⇓k′ lv and M ↓kv v if there exists k′ ≤ k such that M ⇓k′v v, respectively.
A program M : [α] is linear if there is a k ≥ 1 such that for all n ∈ Nat, !! M n ↓k×(|n|+1)

v v holds.

Now we are ready to define two criteria for ensuring the two upper bounds.

Definition 4.1.5 (LUB). A program M : [α] is LUB if it is linear and it admits a parameterized
quasi-interpretation [−]lR+ that is almost-additive and such that

[cons]lR+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ).

Definition 4.1.6 (GUB). A program M : [α] is GUB if it admits a standard quasi-interpretation
[−]R+ that is almost-additive and such that

[cons]R+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ).

Theorem 4.1.1 ([GP15b]). If a program is LUB (GUB) then it admits a local (global) upper
bound.

Example 4.1.2. Consider the stream definition of nats of Example 4.1.1. We want to show that
nats is LUB. First, notice that the program nats is linear with linearity constant k = 1. Indeed,
the definition of nats does not involve pattern matching on stream data so the only possible
pattern matching corresponds to the !! definition where one read is needed to produce one output.
Now, consider the parameterized quasi-interpretation [−]lR+ defined by: [nats]lR+(X) = X + l,
[+1]lR+(X) = X + 1, [0]lR+ = 0, and [cons]lR+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ). We check that ∀l ∈ R:

[nats x]lR+ = [nats]lR+ [x]lR+ = [x]lR+ + l

≥ max([x]lR+ , ([x]lR+ + 1) + (l − 1))

≥ max([x]lR+ , [nats(x+1)]l−1
R+ )

≥ [cons x (nats (x+1))]lR+ .

The quasi-interpretation [−]lR+ clearly respects the required criterion for nats to be LUB: it is
monotonic and almost-additive as [cons]lR+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ).
So, nats admits a local upper bound. We obtain the required bound by setting F (X) = [nats(m)]XR+ =
X + [m]XR+ = X + |m|. For each unary numbers m, n ∈ Nat such that eval((nats m) !! n) ⇓v vn,
the following holds F (|n|) ≥ |n|+ |m| ≥ |vn|. Indeed for all n, vn = m + n and |m + n| = |n|+ |m|.
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Example 4.1.3. Consider expressions built using the following function definitions.

repeat : Nat→ [Nat]
repeat x = cons x (repeat x)

zip : [α]→ [α]→ [α]
zip (cons x xs) ys = cons x (zip ys xs)

square : [Nat]→ [Nat]
square (cons x xs) = cons (mul x x) (square xs)

mul : Nat→ Nat→ Nat

mul (x+1) y = add y (mul x y)
mul 0 y = 0

Each program will only produce output stream elements whose size is bounded by some constant
k. For instance, the program

square (zip (repeat 5) (square (zip (repeat 7) (repeat 4))))

computes stream elements whose size is bounded by k = 2401 = 74. So, its global upper bound is
given by the constant k = 2401. Now, consider the following generalization of the above program

square (zip (repeat 5) (square (zip x (repeat 4)))).

It is easy to verify that when x is substituted by a stream s having element sizes bounded by a
constant k, then the output stream will have only elements whose sizes are bounded either by
44 or by k4. So this expression has a global upper bound given by the function F defined by
F (X) = max(256, X4).

We can show that it is GUB with respect to the quasi-interpretation [−]R+ defined by:

[0]R+ = 0,

[+1]R+(X) = X + 1,

[add]R+(X,Y ) = X + Y,

[zip]R+(X,Y ) = [cons]R+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ),

[square]R+(X) = X2,

[mul]R+(X,Y ) = X × Y,
[repeat]R+(X) = X.

Indeed, we can check the inequalities of the quasi-interpretation are satisfied for every definition
and for every variable assignment.

4.1.4 Bounded input/output properties

Another information of interest in order to improve memory-efficiency is an estimate of the
number of elements produced by a stream program when fed with only a restricted portion of
the input stream.

In some situations, such an estimate can be obtained by considering only the length of the
portion of the input stream. In other situations, however, this is not sufficient and so in order
to obtain the estimate one needs to consider also the size of the elements in the portion.
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Example 4.1.4. Consider the following definitions

merge : [α]→ [α]→ [a× a]
merge (cons x xs) (cons y ys) = cons (x, y) (merge ys xs)

dup : [α]→ [α]
dup (cons x xs) = cons x (cons x (dup xs))

Each stream expression built using only merge and dup will only generate a number of out-
put elements that depends on the number of input read elements. For example, the expression
dup (merge (dup s) (dup s)) produces for each read element of the input stream s four elements
of the type a × a. In what follows, we will study a Length Based I/O Upper Bound criterion
ensuring that the number m of output stream elements is bounded by a function in the number n
of stream elements read on the input.

There are stream functions that generate a number of output elements also depends on the
size of the input read elements.

Example 4.1.5. Consider the following definitions:

app : [α]→ [α]→ [α]
app (cons x xs) ys = cons x (app xs ys)
app nil ys = ys

upto : Nat→ [Nat]
upto 0 = nil

upto (x+1) = cons (x+1) (upto x)

extendupto : [Nat]→ [Nat]
extendupto (cons x xs) = app (upto x) (extendupto xs)

Every stream expression built using only upto and extendupto will generate a number of output
elements that is related to both the number and the size of input read elements. For example, the
expression extendupto (extendupto s) outputs

∑|n|
i=1 i elements, for each natural number n in

the input stream s. In what follows, we will also study a Size-Based I/O Upper Bound criterion
ensuring that the number m of output stream elements is bounded by a function in the number
and the size of the stream elements in input.

A stream function is a term M from stream to stream with one free variable. By abuse of
notation, we denote such a term by λx.M to name explicitly the free variable x in M. Indeed, the
use of lambda abstractions is restricted in our first order language.

Definition 4.1.7 (Length and size based I/O upper bounds).

• A stream function λx.M : [α] → [β] has a length based I/O upper bound if there is a
function F : R+ → R+ such that for every expression s : [α]:

∀ n ∈ Nat, if take n s ⇓v v implies lg M{v/x} ⇓v m then F (|n|) ≥ |m|.

• A stream function λx.M : [α]→ [β] has a size based I/O upper bound if there is a function
F : R+ → R+ such that for every expression s : [α]:

∀ n ∈ Nat, if take n s ⇓v v implies lg M{v/x} ⇓v m then F (|v|) ≥ |m|).

We are now ready to define two restrictions on quasi-interpretations to ensure the above
properties.
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Definition 4.1.8 (LBUB and SBUB). A stream function is LBUB (respectively SBUB) if it
admits an almost-additive (respectively additive) standard quasi-interpretation [−]R+ such that
[+1]R+(X) = X + 1 and [cons]R+(X,Y ) = Y + 1 (respectively [cons]R+(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1).

Theorem 4.1.2 ([GP15b]). If a stream function λx.M is LBUB (SBUB, respectively) then it has
a length (respectively size) based I/O upper bound.

Example 4.1.6. Consider again the stream definitions presented in Example 4.1.4:

merge : [α]→ [α]→ [α]
merge (cons x xs) (cons y ys) = cons (x, y) (merge ys xs)

dup : [α]→ [α]
dup (cons x xs) = cons x (cons x (dup xs))

To verify that every expression built using these definitions has a length based I/O upper bound it
is sufficient to verify that it is LBUB with respect to the following standard quasi-interpretation:

[merge]R+(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ), [dup]R+(X) = 2X, and [cons]R+(X,Y ) = Y + 1.

As an example, for each s we have:

[dup (merge (dup s) (dup s))]R+ = 4[s]R+

and this gives a length based I/O upper bound.

Example 4.1.7. Consider again the stream definitions of Example 4.1.5:

app : [α]→ [α]→ [α]
app (cons x xs) ys = cons x (app xs ys)
app nil ys = ys

upto : Nat→ [Nat]
upto 0 = nil

upto (x+1) = cons (x+1) (upto x)

extendupto : [Nat]→ [Nat]
extendupto (cons x xs) = app (upto x) (extendupto xs)

To show that every expression built using these definitions has a size based I/O upper bound
it is enough to show that the program is SBUB with respect to the following standard quasi-
interpretation:

[nil]R+ = [0]R+ = 0, [+1]R+(X) = X + 1, [cons]R+(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1,

[app]R+(X,Y ) = X + Y, [upto]R+(X) = [extendupto]R+(X) = 2×X2.

In particular, by taking F (X) = [extendupto]R+([extendupto]R+(X)) = 8 × X4 we obtain a
size based I/O upper bound for the expression extendupto (extendupto s). The function F also
gives a bound also on the size of produced elements.

4.2 Complexity class characterizations

In [FHHP10, FHHP15], second order interpretations were combined to a first order language on
streams to characterize the class of type-2 Feasible Functionals, also known as Basic Feasible
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Functionals BFF2, that is the type-2 counterpart of the class of polynomial time computable
functions FP.27 In this Section, after recalling some basic background on type-2 feasibility in
Subsection 4.2.1, we present the characterization of [FHHP10, FHHP15] in Subsection and ex-
tensions characterizing the polynomial time over the reals and at higher-orders in Subsection 4.2.3
and Subsection 4.2.4, respectively.

4.2.1 Type-2 feasible functionals

The notion of feasibility for type-2 functionals was first studied by Constable [Con73] and
Mehlhorn [Meh76] using an explicit bound on the size of computations. Later, Cook and
Kapron [CK90], Cook [Coo92], Cook and Urquhart [CU93] have provided alternative (non ICC)
characterizations of this notion of type-2 polynomial time complexity based on programming
languages with explicit bounds, machines, and recursion scheme, respectively.

Other (non ICC) characterizations of BFF2 have been provided in the literature. The charac-
terizations of [IRK01] are based on a simple imperative programming language that enforces an
explicit external bound on the size of oracle outputs within loops. Function algebra characteriza-
tions were developed in [KS19]. Several characterizations using type-2 polynomials [KC91, KC96]
and type-1 polynomials with bounded lookahead revisions [KS18] were also developed using Oracle
Turing Machines (OTMs).

In this section, we recall Kapron and Cook characterization of basic polynomial time func-
tionals (BFF) [KC96] based on he notion of OTM.

Definition 4.2.1 (Oracle Turing Machine). An Oracle Turing MachineM with k oracles (where
oracles are functions from N to N) and l input tapes is a TM with, for each oracle, a state, one
query tape and one answer tape.

IfM is used with oracles F1, . . . Fk : N→ N, then on the oracle state i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Fi(x) is
written on the corresponding answer tape, whenever x is the content of the corresponding query
tape.

Definition 4.2.2 (Size of a function). The size |F | : N→ N of a function F : N→ N is defined
by:

|F |(n) = maxk≤n|F (k)|
where |F (k)| represents the size of the binary representation of F (k).

Definition 4.2.3 (Second order polynomial). A second order polynomial is a polynomial gener-
ated by the following grammar:

P := c | X | P + P | P × P | Y (P ),

where X represents a first order variable, Y a second order variable, and c a constant in N.

The following example shows the implicit meaning of a substitution of a second order variable.

Example 4.2.1. Given P (Y,X) = Y (X2 + 1) and f : N → N define by f(X) = X2, we have
P (f,X) = f(X2 + 1) = (X2 + 1)2.

In the following, P (Y1, . . . , Yk, X1, . . . , Xl) will denote a second order polynomial where each
Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, represents a second order variable, and each Xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ l, a first order variable.

Definition 4.2.4 (Polynomial running time). The cost of a transition is:
27This class is also called BFF for short when the type-2 setting is clear from the context.
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• |F |(|x|), if the machine is in a query state of the oracle F on input query x,

• 1 otherwise.

An OTM M operates in time T : (N → N)k → Nl → N if for all inputs x1, . . . xl : N and
F1, . . . Fk : N → N, the sum of the transition costs before M halts on these inputs is less than
T (|F1|, . . . , |Fk|, |x1|, . . . , |xl|).

A function G : (N → N)k → Nl → N is OTM computable in polynomial time if there exists
a second order polynomial P such that G(F1, . . . , Fk, x1, . . . xl) is computed by an OTM in time
P (|F1|, . . . , |Fk|, |F1|, . . . , |xl|) on inputs x1, . . . , xl and oracles F1, . . . , Fk.

Theorem 4.2.1 ([KC96]). The set of polynomial time OTM computable functions is exactly the
class of type-2 (Basic) Feasible Functionals, BFF2.

4.2.2 A stream based characterization of type-2 feasible functionals

The syntax of the first order language on stream studied in [FHHP10, FHHP15] is very similar
to the language of Section 4.1.1.

The main distinction is that the semantics is only lazy on stream data (and strict on other
datatypes) that are encoded as in Section 4.1.1 using the constructor symbols nil and cons.
This amounts to considering a reduction → that corresponds to ⇓ on streams of type [α] and to
⇓v on other types (see Section 4.1.1). Consequently, in this context, lazy values are of the shape:

lv := cons M1 M2,

for some terms M1 and M2.
Using an idea similar to the encoding of a function over natural numbers as a stream of

integers, the interpretation of a stream will be a type-1 function from natural numbers to natural
numbers. Here we avoid the use of parameterized interpretations to simplify the discussion.

In the following, let positive functionals denote functions in ((N → N)k × Nl) → T with
k, l ∈ N and T ∈ {N,N → N}. Given a positive functional F : ((N → N)k × Nl) → T , the arity
of F is k + l.

Let > denote the usual ordering on N and N → N, i.e. given F,G : N → N, F > G if
∀X ∈ N \ {0}, F (X) > G(X). We extend this ordering to positive functionals of arity l by:
F > G if ∀X1, . . . ,∀Xl ∈ {N \ {0},N→↑ N}, F (X1, . . . , Xl) > G(X1, . . . , Xl), where N→↑ N is
the set of increasing functions on positive integers. A positive functional F of arity n is monotonic
if ∀i ∈ {1, n},∀Xi > X ′i, F (. . . , Xi, . . . ) > F (. . . , X ′i, . . . ), where Xi, X

′
i ∈ {N \ {0},N→↑ N}.

Definition 4.2.5. An assignment of a program is a total mapping of the function and constructor
symbols to monotonic positive functionals. The type of the interpretation is inductively defined
by the type of the corresponding symbol:

• a symbol b of type A (A 6= [α]) has interpretation [b]N in N,

• a symbol b of type [α] has interpretation [b]N in N→ N,

• a symbol b of type A→ B has interpretation [b]N in TA → TB, whether TA and TB are the
types of the interpretations of the symbols of type A and, respectively, type B.

The assignments of the constructs case M of c1 x1 : N1|...|cn xn : Nn and letRec f = M are
defined as in Subsection 4.1.1.

We fix the assignment of each constructor symbol by:
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• [c]N(X1, . . . , Xar(c)) = X1 + . . . Xar(c) + 1, if c ∈ C \ {cons},

• [cons]N(X,Y )(Z + 1) = 1 +X + Y (Z),

• [cons]N(X,Y )(0) = X.

Once the assignment of each symbol is fixed, we can extend assignments to any expression by
structural induction:

• [x]N = X, if x is a variable of type A (A 6= [α]) and X is a variable in N,

• [y]N(Z) = Y (Z), if y is a variable of type [α], i.e. we associate a unique second order
variable Y : N→ N to each y ∈ X of type [α],

• [t e1 . . . en]N = [t]N([e1]N, . . . , [en]N), if t is a constructor or function symbol.

An assignment is polynomial if all symbols are interpreted as functions bounded by type-2 poly-
nomials.

Consequently, an assignment [−]N maps any expression to a functional (of the assignment of
its free variables).

Example 4.2.2. The stream constructor cons has type α → [α] → [α]. Consequently, its
assignment [cons]N has type (N × (N → N)) → (N → N).28 Considering the expression
cons p (cons q r), with p, q, r variables, we obtain that:

[cons p (cons q r)]N = [cons]N([p]N, [cons q r]N)

= [cons]N([p]N, [cons]N([q]N, [r]N))

= [cons]N(P, [cons]N(Q,R))

= F (P,Q,R)

where F ∈ ((N→ N)× N2)→ (N→ N) is the positive functional such that:

• F (P,Q,R)(Z + 2) = 1 + P + [cons]N(Q,R)(Z + 1) = 2 + P +Q+R(Z),

• F (P,Q,R)(1) = 1 + P + [cons]N(Q,R)(0) = 1 + P +Q,

• F (P,Q,R)(0) = P.

Definition 4.2.6 (Interpretation). The assignment of a term M is an interpretation if for each
definition f p1 . . . pn = e ∈ M,

[f p1 . . . pn]N > [e]N

By extension, a term M admits a (polynomial) interpretation if there exists a (polynomial)
assignment that is an interpretation of M.

The following programs are examples of well-founded polynomial programs.

28We will use the Cartesian product instead of the arrow for the argument types of a function symbol in the
following.
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Example 4.2.3. !! s n computes the (n+ 1)th element of the stream s

!! : [α]→ Nat→ α

!! (cons x xs) 0 = x

!! (cons x xs) (y+1) = !! xs y

and admits an interpretation [!!]N in ((N → N) × N) → N defined by [!!]N(Y,N) = Y (N).
Indeed, we check that:

[!! (cons x xs) (y+1)]N = [cons x xs]N([y]N + 1) = 1 + [x]N + [xs]N([y]N),

> [xs]N([y]N) = [!! xs y]N,

and

[!! (cons x xs) 0]N = [(cons x xs)]N([0]N) = [(cons x xs)]N(1) = 1 + [x]N + [xs]N(0) > [x]N.

In the same way, we let the reader check that tln, which drops the first n+ 1 elements of a
stream, admits the well-founded interpretation [tln]N of type ((N→ N)×N)→ (N→ N) defined
by [tln]N(Y,N)(Z) = Y (N + Z + 1).

tln : [α]→ Nat→ [α]

tln (cons x xs) 0 = xs

tln (cons x xs) (y+1) = tln xs y

Indeed, for the last rule, we just check that [tln (cons x xs) (y+1)]N > [tln xs y]N, that is
∀Z ∈ N \ {0}, [tln (cons x xs) (y+1)]N(Z) > [tln xs y]N(Z).

Before stating the main characterization of type-2 Feasible Functionals, we need to restrict
the considered interpretations.

Definition 4.2.7 (exp-poly). We call exp-poly the set of functions generated by the following
grammar:

EP := P | EP + EP | EP × EP | Y (2EP ),

where P denotes a first order polynomial and Y a second order variable.
The interpretation of a program is exp-poly if each symbol is interpreted by an exp-poly func-

tion.

Theorem 4.2.2 ([FHHP15]). BFF2 is exactly the set of functions that can be computed by pro-
grams that admit a exp-poly interpretation.

Notice that the exponential is due to the fact that the time bound is encoded in [FHHP15]
uses unary numbers rather than binary numbers. Indeed a decrease by one on a binary number
does not imply a strict decrease of the interpretation. Consequently, this exponential is restricted
to values (type-0 data).
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4.2.3 A stream based characterization of polynomial time over the reals

Now we show that the above characterization can be adapted to polynomial time over the real
numbers, as any real number can be encoded as a stream of integers.

Indeed, type 2 functionals can be used to represent real functions. Recursive analysis models
computations on real numbers as computations on converging sequences of rational numbers. For
interested readers, [Wei00] provides an in-depth view of recursive analysis from a computability
point of view. Complexity in this model is treated in [Ko91].

We will require a given convergence speed to be able to compute efficiently. A real number
x ∈ R+ is represented by the sequence (qn) ∈ QN if ∀i ∈ N, |x− qi| < 2−i. This will be denoted
by (qn) x. A function f : R→ R will be said to be computed by a machine M if

(qn) x⇒ (M(qn)) f(x). (4.1)

Hence if α is an inductive type describing rational numbers (e.g. pairs of binary integers) then
a computable real function could be represented by stream programs of type [α]→ [α], where α is
an inductive type describing the set of rationals Q. Only programs encoding machines verifying
implication (4.1) will make sense in this framework. Property (4.1) is highly semantic and hence
difficult to enforce using static analysis techniques.

The above definition implies that if a real function is computable then it must be continuous
(see [Wei00]).

Definition 4.2.8 (Complexity of a real function). f : N → N is a complexity measure for
Machine M if and only if ∀(qn) ∈ QN,M(qn) is output in time f(n).

The continuity property described above has a counterpart in complexity related to the
modulus of continuity.

Definition 4.2.9 (Modulus of continuity). Given f : R → R, we say that m : N → N is a
modulus of continuity for f if and only if

∀n ∈ N,∀r, s ∈ R, |r − s| < 2−m(n) =⇒ |f(r)− f(s)| < 2−n.

Definition 4.2.10. The class of functions computed by Machines that have polynomial time
complexity is denoted FP(R).

Proposition 4.2.1. If f ∈ FP(R) then it has a polynomial modulus of continuity.

This proposition provides an interesting result for functions in FP(R). Indeed, it tells us
that there are polynomial m and P such that for any real number r and any precision n, it
suffices to read the first m(n) digits of the stream representation of r and then to perform P (n)
computational steps in order to approximate f(r) with a precision 2−n.

Consequently, a stream based programming language allowed to compute a polynomial num-
ber of steps on a stream encoding would allow us to simulate such a behaviour.

Remark that the notion of Size based I/O upper bound of Subsection 4.1.4 can be viewed
as sufficient condition to force the program to compute a function with a modulus of continuity.
Indeed the size based I/O upper bound was defined as

∀ n ∈ Nat, if take n s ⇓v v implies lg M{v/x} ⇓v m then F (|n|) ≥ |m|.

If the stream s represents a real number (e.g. using a representation with digits in {−1, 0, 1})
then take n s provides the n first elements of s and could be an approximation of the fractional
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part of the real number (the error being bounded by 2−n). The length of the output is bounded
by F (n) and, hence, the error is bounded by 2−F (n). In the case where F is a one-to-one mapping,
we obtain a modulus of continuity m(n) = F−1(n).

Theorem 4.2.3 ([FHHP15]). If a program [α] → [α] admitting a polynomial interpretation
computes a real function on compact K ⊆ R, then this function is in FP(R).

Theorem 4.2.4 ([FHHP15]). Any polynomial-time computable real function (defined over K)
can be implemented by a program admitting a polynomial interpretation.

4.2.4 A higher-order characterization of feasible functionals at any type

An alternative characterization of type-2 BFF to functions was provided in [HP17] in terms of
functions over natural numbers (that can be viewed as streams/sequences of integers). For that
purpose, we consider the higher-order language of Subsection 3.3.2 and the notion of interpreta-
tion introduced in Definition 3.3.3 (and Figure 3.16).

Definition 4.2.11 (Order). Given a term M of type T, i.e. ∅; ∆ ` M :: T, the order of M is equal
to the order of T, denoted ord(T) and defined inductively by:

ord(b) = 0, if b ∈ B,
ord(T −→ T′) = max(ord(T) + 1, ord(T′)) otherwise.

We extend Definition 4.2.3 to polynomials at any order.

Definition 4.2.12. We consider types built from the basic type N as follows:

A,B ::= N | A −→ B.

Higher-order polynomials are built by the following grammar:

P,Q ::= cN | XA | +N−→N−→N | ×N−→N−→N | (PA−→B QA)B | (ΛXA.PB)A−→B.

where c represents constants in N and PA means that P is of type A. A polynomial PA is of
order i if ord(A) = i. When A is explicit from the context, we use the notation Pi to denote a
polynomial of order i.

In the above definition, constants of type N cannot be > ∈ N. By definition, a higher-order
polynomial Pi has arguments of order at most i− 1. For notational convenience, we will use the
application of + and × with an infix notation as in the following example.

Example 4.2.4. Here are several examples of polynomials generated by the grammer of Defini-
tion 4.2.12:

• P1 = ΛX0.(6×X2
0 + 5) is an order 1 polynomial,

• Q1 = × is an order 1 polynomial,

• P2 = ΛX1.ΛX0.(3× (X1 (6×X2
0 + 5)) +X0) is an order 2 polynomial,

• Q2 = ΛX1.ΛX0.((X1 (X1 4)) + (X1 X0)) is an order 2 polynomial.

We are now ready to define the class of functions computed by terms admitting an interpre-
tation that is bounded by higher-order polynomials.
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(Procedures) 3 P ::= Procedure vτ1×...×τn→D(vτ11 , . . . , v
τn
n ) P ∗ V I∗ Return vDr

(Declarations) 3 V ::= Var vD1, . . . , v
D
n;

(Instructions) 3 I ::= vD := E; | Loop vD0 with vD1 do {I∗}
(Expressions) 3 E ::= 1 | vD | vD0 + vD1 | vD0 − vD1 | vD0#vD1 | vτ1×...×τn→D(Aτ11 , . . . , A

τn
n )

(Arguments) 3 A ::= v | λv1, . . . , vn.v(v′1 . . . , v
′
m) with v /∈ {v1, . . . , vn}

Figure 4.2: BTLP grammar

Definition 4.2.13. Let FPi, i > 0, be the class of polynomial functionals at order i that consist
in functionals computed by closed terms M such that ∅; ∆ ` M :: T over the basic type Nat of unary
numbers and such that:

• ord(T) = i,

• [M]ρ is bounded by an order i polynomial (i.e. ∃Pi, [M]ρ ≤ Pi).

We will now introduce Bounded Typed Loop Programs from [IKR02] which provide an ex-
tension of the original complexity class BFF2 to any order using a programming language named
BTLP.

Definition 4.2.14 (BTLP). A Bounded Typed Loop Program (BTLP) is a non-recursive and
well-formed procedure defined by the grammar of Figure 4.2.

The well-formedness assumption is given by the following constraints: each procedure is
supposed to be well-typed with respect to simple types over D, the set of natural numbers of
dyadic representation over {0, 1} (0 ≡ ε, 1 ≡ 0, 2 ≡ 1, 3 ≡ 00, . . .). When needed, types
are explicitly mentioned in variables’ superscript. Each variable of a BTLP procedure is bound
by either the procedure declaration parameter list, a local variable declaration, or a lambda
abstraction. In a loop statement, the guard variables v0 and v1 cannot be assigned to within I∗.
In what follows v1 will be called the loop bound.

The operational semantics of BTLP procedures is standard: parameters are passed by CBV.
+, − and # denote addition, proper subtraction, and smash function (i.e. x#y = 2|x|×|y|,
the size |x| of the number x being the size of its dyadic representation), respectively. Each loop
statement is evaluated by iterating |v0|-many times the loop body instruction under the following
restriction: if an assignment v := E is to be executed within the loop body, we check if the value
obtained by evaluating E is of size smaller than the size of the loop bound |v1|. If not then the
result of evaluating this assignment is to assign 0 to v.

Definition 4.2.15 (BFFi). For any i ≥ 1, BFFi is the class of order i functionals computable by
a BTLP procedure.

It is straightforward that BFF1 = FP and BFF2 = BFF.
Now we restrict the domain of BFFi classes to inputs in BFFk for k < i, the obtained classes

are named SFF for Safe Feasible Functionals.

Definition 4.2.16 (SFFi). SFF1 is defined to be the class of order 1 functionals computable by a
BTLP procedure and, for any i ≥ 1, SFFi+1 is the class of order i+ 1 functionals computable by
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a BTLP procedure on the input domain SFFi. In other words,

sff1 =bff1,

∀i ≥ 1, sffi+1 =bffi+1�sffi

This is not a huge restriction since we want an arbitrary term of a given complexity class at
order i to compute over terms that are already in classes of the same family at order k, for k < i.
Consequently, programs can be built in a constructive way component by component. Another
strong argument in favor of this domain restriction is that the partial evaluation of a functional
at order i will, at the end, provide a function in N −→ N that is shown to be in BFF1 (=FP).

We are now ready to provide a definition of Basic Feasible Functionals at any order.

Theorem 4.2.5 ([HP17]). For any order i ≥ 1, the class of functions in FPi over FPk, k < i, is
exactly the class of functionals in SFFi. In other words, SFFi ≡ FPi�(∪k≤iFPk), for all i ≥ 1.

Example 4.2.5. We have shown in Example 3.3.7, that the program

M := letRec f = λg.λx.case x of c y z : c (g y) (f g z)

| nil : nil

is such that ord(M) = 2 and admits an interpretation bounded by Λ[g]ρ.Λ[x]ρ.(5⊕([g]ρ [x]ρ))×[x]ρ.
This is a second order polynomial as it can be rewritten equivalently as ΛX1.ΛX0.(5+X1(X0))×
X0. Consequently, it belongs to FP2 and hence computes a function of SFF2 when fed with input
in FP.

4.3 Coinductive datatypes in the light affine lambda calculus

The categorical notions of algebras and coalgebras [JR97] can provide different forms of recursion
and corecursion that can be used to program algorithms in different ways. Moreover, algebras
and coalgebras also provide some form of induction and coinduction that we can use to prove
program properties.

Despite the fact that coalgebras correspond to infinite data types, interestingly coalgebras
(and algebra) can be added to languages that are strongly normalizing while preserving the
strong normalization property, as shown by [Hag87]. Moreover, algebras and coalgebras can also
be encoded by using parametric polymorphism in strongly normalizing languages such as System
F as shown by [Wra93].

We consider the definability of algebras and coalgebras in the Light Affine Lambda Calculus
(LALC), a term language for LAL (see Subsection 1.2.4), as studied in [GP15a]. Our aim is
to get a better understanding of the expressive power of LALC with respect to the definability
of inductive and coinductive data structures, in particular with a focus on infinite data struc-
tures like streams. We want to define such kind of data without breaking the polynomial time
normalization properties of the type system.

LALC can be seen as a subsystem of System F . However, not surprisingly, the standard
System F encoding of (co)algebra cannot be straightforwardly adapted to LALC for technical
reasons: variable duplication in the terms enforces the modalities ! and § to appear and to prop-
agate to the functor. Consequently, new types for encoding initial algebras and final coalgebras
are required. Consider a functor F over types.

The initial algebra for F can be encoded in LALC by terms of type

∀X.!(F (X)( X)( §X
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τ, σ ::= X | 1 | !τ | §τ | τ ⊕ σ | τ ⊗ σ | τ ( σ | ∀X.τ | ∃X.τ
M, N, L ::= x | () | λx : τ.M | M N | ΛX.M | M τ | !M | §M

| let §x : τ = M in N | let !x : τ = M in N

| 〈M, N〉 | let 〈x : τ1, y : τ2〉 = M in N

| pack (M, σ) as τ | unpack M as (X, x) in N

| let () = M in N | injτi(M) |
| case M of {injτ0(x)→ N|injτ1(x)→ L}

Figure 4.3: Syntax of LALC

whereas they are encoded as ∀X.(F (X)→ X)→ X in System F .
The final coalgebra for the same functor F can instead be encoded by terms of type

∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗ §X

whereas they are encoded as ∃X.(X → F (X))×X in System F .
Initial algebras and final coalgebras definable in System F are only weak (i.e. existence but

no uniqueness). In the case of LALC the two types above provide even more restricted classes
of initial algebras and final coalgebras: the ones that enjoy some distributive properties with
the § modality. More precisely, for initial algebras we need functors that left-distribute over §,
i.e. functors F such that F (§X)( §F (X). Conversely, for final algebras we need functors that
right-distribute over §, i.e. functors F such that §F (X)( F (§X).

Functors that left-distribute over § are quite common in LALC and so we can define several
standard inductive data types. Unfortunately, only few functors right-distribute over §. In
particular, we cannot encode standard coinductive data structures. The main reason is that the
modality § does not distribute with respect to the connectives tensor and plus. More precisely,
in LALC we cannot derive the distribution laws §(A⊗B)( §A⊗§B and §(A⊕B)( §A⊕§B
for generic A and B. We overcome this situation by adding terms for these distributive laws to
the language LALC. Thanks to this extensions we are able to write programs working on infinite
streams of Boolean numbers (or of any finite data type) and other infinite data types. A more
complete and detailed discussion about the soundness of this extension can be found in [GP15a].

4.3.1 Light affine lambda calculus

The syntax of the Light Affine Lambda Calculus (LALC) is inspired by the type restrictions of
LAL that we have described in Subsection 1.2.4. The types and the terms of LALC are presented
in Figure 4.3. The multiplicative unit 1 is the only basic type. The type constructors consist of
the linear implication(, the tensor product ⊗, and the additive disjunction ⊕. There are type
variables X, a universal quantifier ∀X.τ , and an existential quantifier ∃X.τ . As in LAL, we also
have the two modalities ! and §. Every type constructor comes equipped with a term constructor
and a term destructor.

The semantics of LALC is defined in terms of the reduction relation→ described in Figure 4.4
where we use the notations [M/x] and [τ/X] for the usual capture avoiding substitution on terms
and on types, respectively. Let †, ‡ be modality meta-variables denoting the modalities ! or §. In
Figure 4.4, we have omitted several commuting rules. The number of these rules is quite high
and their behavior is standard. We provide only the last two rules as representative of this class.
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(λx : τ.M) N→ M[N/x]

let () = () in M→ M

(ΛX.M) τ → M[τ/X]

case injτi(M) of {injτ0(x)→ N0|injτ1(x)→ N1} → Ni[M/x]

let 〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = 〈N0, N1〉 in M→ M[N0/x, N1/y]

unpack (pack (M, σ) as ∃X.τ) as (X, x) in N→ N[M/x, σ/X]

let §x : §τ = §N in M→ M[N/x]

let !x :!τ = !N in M→ M[N/x]

(let †x : †τ = N in M)L→ let †x : †τ = N in (ML)

let †y : †τ = (let ‡x : ‡σ = N in L) in M→ let ‡x : ‡σ = N in (let †y : †τ = L in M)

Figure 4.4: Semantics of LALC

Let an environment Γ be a map from types to term variables. A typing judgment is of the
shape Γ ` M : τ , for some typing environment Γ, some term M and some type τ . The standard
typing rules, inherited from LAL, together with the rules for the extra constructs are given in
Figure 4.5. As usual, this system uses the notion of discharged formulas, which are expressions
of the form [τ ]†. Given a typing environment Γ = x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, [Γ]† is a notation for the
environment x1 : [τ1]†, . . . xn : [τn]†.

We can characterize FP using LALC. This characterization is similar to the one of LAL
presented in Theorem 1.2.3. Let the depth d(M) of a term M: the maximal number of nested ! or
§ that can be found in any path of the term syntax tree. Let the data type B∗ be a standard
Church encoding of strings of Boolean numbers.

Theorem 4.3.1 (FP soundness and completeness). Consider a term Γ ` M : τ . Then, M can be
reduced to normal form by a TM working in time polynomial in |M| with exponent proportional
to d(M). Conversely, for every function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ in FP there exists a natural number
n and a term M : B∗( §nB∗ such that and M computes f .

4.3.2 Algebra and coalgebra in System F

Let us start by recalling the standard notions of F -algebras and F -coalgebras.

Definition 4.3.1 (F -Algebra and F -Coalgebra). Given a category C and a (endo)functor F :
C → C:

• a F -algebra is pair (A, a) of an object A ∈ C together with a C-morphism a : F (A)→ A,

• a F -coalgebra is pair (A, a) of an object A ∈ C together with a C-morphism a : A→ F (A).

We can define two categories Alg-F and Coalg-F whose objects are F -algebras and F -
coalgebras, respectively, and whose morphisms are defined as follows.

Definition 4.3.2. A F -algebra homomorphism from the F -algebra (A, a) to the F -algebra (B, b)
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(Ax)
x : τ ` x : τ

Γ ` M : τ (W)
Γ,∆ ` M : τ

Γ, x : [τ ]!, y : [τ ]! ` M : σ
(C)

Γ, z : [τ ]! ` M[z/x, z/y] : σ

Γ, x : τ ` M : σ
((I)

Γ ` λx : τ.M : τ ( σ

Γ ` M : τ ( σ ∆ ` N : τ ((E)
Γ,∆ ` M N : σ

Γ,∆ ` M : τ
(§I)

[Γ]!, [∆]§ ` §M : §τ
Γ ` N : §τ ∆, x : [τ ]§ ` M : σ

(§E)
Γ,∆ ` let §x : §τ = N in M : σ

Γ ` M : τ Γ ⊆ {x : σ}
(! I)

[Γ]! `!M :!τ

Γ ` N :!τ ∆, x : [τ ]! ` M : σ
(! E)

Γ,∆ ` let !x : !τ = N in M : σ

Γ ` M : τ X /∈ FV (Γ)
(∀ I)

Γ ` ΛX.M : ∀X.τ
Γ ` M : ∀X.τ (∀ E)

Γ ` Mσ : τ [σ/X]

Γ ` M : τ ∆ ` N : σ (⊗ I)
Γ,∆ ` 〈M, N〉 : τ ⊗ σ

Γ ` M : τ ⊗ σ ∆, x : τ, y : σ ` N : τ ′
(⊗ E)

Γ,∆ ` let 〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = M in N : τ ′

(1 I)
Γ ` () : 1

Γ ` M : 1 ∆ ` N : τ (1 E)
Γ,∆ ` let () = M in N : τ

Γ ` M : τi (⊕ I)
Γ ` injτ0⊕τ1i (M) : τ0 ⊕ τ1

Γ ` M : τ0 ⊕ τ1 ∀i, ∆, x : τi ` Ni : τ
(⊕ E)

Γ,∆ ` case M of {injτ0⊕τ10 (x)→ N0|injτ0⊕τ11 (x)→ N1} : τ

Γ ` M : τ [σ/X]
(∃ I)

Γ ` pack (M, σ) as ∃X.τ : ∃X.τ
Γ ` M : ∃X.τ ∆, x : τ ` N : σ

(∃ E)
Γ,∆ ` unpack M as (X, x) in N : σ

Figure 4.5: Type system for LALC
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is a morphism f : A→ B making the following diagram commute:

F (A)

a

��

F (f) // F (B)

b

��
A

f
// B

A F -coalgebra homomorphism from the F -coalgebra (A, a) to the F -coalgebra (B, b) is a
morphism f : A→ B making the following diagram commute:

A

a

��

f // B

b

��
F (A)

F (f)
// F (B)

To define the traditional inductive and coinductive data types we also need the notions of
initial algebras and final coalgebras.

Definition 4.3.3 (Initial algebra and final coalgebra). A F -algebra (A, a) is initial if for each
F -algebra (B, b), there exists a unique F -algebra homomorphism f : A → B. A F -coalgebra
(A, a) is final if for each F -coalgebra (B, b), there exists a unique F -coalgebra homomorphism
f : B → A.

If the uniqueness condition is not met then the F -algebra (F -coalgebra, respectively) is only
weakly initial (weakly final, respectively).

An initial F -algebra is an initial object in the category Alg-F . Conversely, a final F -coalgebra
is a terminal object in the category Coalg-F .

A functor F (X) is definable in System F if F (X) is a type scheme mapping every type A to
the type F (A), and if there exists a term F mapping every term of type A → B to a term of
type F (A)→ F (B) and such that it preserves identity and composition. We say that a functor
F (X) is covariant if the variable X only appears in covariant positions.

It is a well known result that for any covariant functor F (X) that is definable in System F
we can define an algebra that is weakly initial and a coalgebra that is weakly final [JR97].

Proposition 4.3.1 (Weakly Initial Algebra). Let F (X) be a covariant functor definable in
System F and T = ∀X.(F (X)→ X)→ X. Consider the morphisms defined by:

inT : F (T)→ T,

inT = λs : F (T).ΛX.λk : F (X)→ X.k(F (foldT X k) s),

foldT : ∀X.(F (X)→ X)→ T→ X,

foldT = ΛX.λk : F (X)→ X.λt : T.t X k.

Then, (T, inT) is a weakly initial F -algebra: for every F -algebra (A, g : F (A) → A) there is a
F -homomorphism h : T → A defined as h = foldTAg.
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We will sometimes write T as µX.F (X) when we want to stress the underlying functor F
and the fact that T corresponds to the least fixpoint of F .

Example 4.3.1 ([GP15a]). Let us consider a functor defined on types as F (X) = 1 +X and on
terms as:

λf : X → Y.λx : 1 +X.case x of{inj1+X
0 (z)→ inj1+Y

0 (()), inj1+X
1 (z)→ inj1+Y

1 (f z) }.

Let N = µX.F (X). Proposition 4.3.1 ensures that (N, inN) is a weak initial algebra: the weakly
initial algebra of natural numbers. In particular, we can define 0 = inN(inj1+N

0 (())), n+ 1 =
inN(inj1+N

1 (n)), and more in general the successor function as succ = λx.inN(inj1+N
1 (x)). We

can use the fact that N is a weakly initial algebra to define an addition function. We just need to
consider a term like the following (we omit some type for conciseness):

g = λx : 1 + (N→ N).case x of{inj0(z)→ λy : N.y, inj1(z)→ λy : N.succ(z y) }.

Then, Proposition 4.3.1 ensures that we can define add as foldN (N→ N) g.

Proposition 4.3.2 (Weakly Final Coalgebra). Let F be a covariant functor definable in System
F and T = ∃X.(X → F (X))×X. Consider the morphisms defined by:

outT : T→ F (T),

outT = λt : T.unpack t as (X, z) in

let (k, x) = z in F (unfoldT X k)(k x),

unfoldT : ∀X.(X → F (X))→ X → T,

unfoldT = ΛX.λk : X → F (X).λx : X.pack ((k, x), X) as T.

Then, (T, outT) is a weakly final F -coalgebra: for every F -coalgebra (A, g : A → F (A)) there is
a F -homomorphism h : A→ T defined as h = unfoldTAg.

Similarly to the case of F -algebras, we will write T as νX.F (X) when we want to stress the
underlying functor F and the fact that T corresponds to the greatest fixpoint of F .

Example 4.3.2 ([GP15a]). Let us consider a functor defined on types as F (X) = N × X and
on terms as:

λf : X → Y.λx : N×X.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in 〈x1, f x2〉.
Let Nω = νX.F (X). Proposition 4.3.2 ensures that (Nω, outNω) is a weak final coalgebra: the
weakly final coalgebra of streams over natural numbers. We can define the usual operations on
streams as head = λx : Nω.let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outNω x) in x1, and tail = λx : Nω.let 〈x1, x2〉 =
(outNω x) in x2. We can use the fact that Nω is a weakly final coalgebra to define streams. As
an example we can define a constant stream of ks by using a function:

g = λx : 1.let () = x in 〈k, ()〉.

Proposition 4.3.2 ensures that we can define const = unfoldNω 1 g(). Similarly, we can define a
function that extracts from a stream the elements in even position. This time we need a function:

g = λx : Nω.〈hd x, tl (tl x)〉.

Proposition 4.3.2 ensures that we can define even = unfoldNω Nω g.
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4.3.3 Algebra in the light affine lambda calculus

Now we try to adapt the notions of algebra and coalgebra to the LALC setting. As already
mentioned, the candidate type for weakly initial algebra is:

T = ∀X.!(F (X)( X)( §X.

However two restrictions are needed. First, the modality § in the above equation propagates
when one wants to build the F -homomorphism to another F -algebra. Consequently, only weakly
initial algebras of the shape (§B, g : F (§B)→ §B) can be considered. Second, the functor F has
to left-distribute over §. This corresponds to require the existence of a morphism:

LF : F (§X)( §F (X).

Putting these two restrictions together we can formulate an alternative definition of weakly initial
algebra as follows.

Definition 4.3.4. Given a functor F , we say that an F -algebra (A, a) is weakly initial under
§ if for every F -algebra of the form (B, f) there exists an F -algebra (§B, g) and an F -algebra
homomorphism h : A→ §B making the following diagram commute:

F (A)
F (h) //

a

��

F (§B)

g

��

LF

$$
§F (B)

§fzz
A

h
// §B

Theorem 4.3.2 ([GP15a]). Let F be a functor definable in LALC that left-distributes over §,
and let T = ∀X.!(F (X)( X)( §X. Consider the morphisms defined by:

inT : F (T)( T,

inT = λs : F (T).ΛX.λk :!(F (X)( X).let !y :!(F (X)( X) = k in

let §z : §F (X) = LF (F (foldT X !y) s) in §(y z),

foldT : ∀X.!(F (X)( X)( T( §X,
foldT = ΛX.λk :!(F (X)( X).λp : T.pX k.

Then, (T, inT) is a weakly initial F -algebra under §: for every F -algebra (B, f : F (B)( B) we
have an F -algebra (§B, g : F (§B) → §B) and an F -algebra homomorphism h : T → §B defined
as h = foldTB !f .

Moreover we can give a characterization of a large class of left-distributing functors.

Lemma 4.3.1. All the functors built using the following signature left-distribute over §:

F (X) ::= 1 | X | A | §F (X) | F (X)⊕ F (X) | F (X)⊗ F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of type A(!A or type A( §A.
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Example 4.3.3. Consider the functor F (X) = 1⊕X. This is the linear analogous of the functor
considered in Example 4.3.1, definable by the same term (in the types annotation, implication
is replaced by a linear arrow and + is replaced by ⊕). By Lemma 4.3.1, we have that F left-
distribute over §, and so by Theorem 4.3.2 we have that (N, inN) is a weakly initial F-algebra
under §, where by abuse of notation we again use N to denote µX.F (X). Similarly to what we
did in Example 4.3.1, we can define natural numbers as inhabitants of this type. Noticing that
to the term g defined there we can also give the type F (N ( N) ( (N ( N), we have that
add = foldN (N( N) !g has type N( §(N( N).

4.3.4 Coalgebra in the light affine lambda calculus

To encode final coalgebra in our setting we consider the following type:

T = ∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗ §X.
By duality, we encounter problems similar to the ones encountered for the algebra encoding: we
need to restrict our study to coalgebra of the shape (§B, g : §B ( F (§B)). Moreover, we also
need the functor F to right-distribute over §. This corresponds to require for the existence of the
following morphism:

RF : §F (X)( F (§X).

Definition 4.3.5. Given a functor F , we say that an F -coalgebra (A, a) is weakly final under §
if for every F -coalgebra of the form (B, f) there exists an F -coalgebra (§B, g) and an F -coalgebra
homomorphism h : §B → A making the following diagram commute:

A

a

��

§Bhoo

g

��

§f

$$
§F (B)

RFzz
F (A) F (§B)

F (h)
oo

Theorem 4.3.3 ([GP15a]). Let F be a functor definable in LALC that right-distribute over §,
and let T = ∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗ §X. Consider the morphisms defined by:

outT : T( F (T),

outT = λt : T.unpack t as (X, z) in let 〈k :!(X ( F (X)), x : §X〉 = z in

let !u = k in let §v = x in F (unfoldT X !u) RF (§(u v)),

unfoldT : ∀X.!(X ( F (X))( §X ( T,

unfoldT = ΛX.λk :!(X ( F (X)).λx : §X.pack (〈k, x〉, X) as T.

Then, (T, outT) is a weakly final F -coalgebra under §: for every F -coalgebra (B, f : B( F (B))
we have an F -coalgebra (§B, g : §B → F (§B)) and an F -coalgebra homomorphism h : §B → T

defined as h = unfoldTB !f .

Sadly, the coalgebra counterpart of Lemma 4.3.1 has a poor expressive power:

Lemma 4.3.2. All the functors built using the following signature righ-distribute over §:
F (X) ::= 1 | X | A | §F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of type §A( A.
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M, N, ::= . . .

| dist §〈x : τ1, y : τ2〉 = M as z = 〈§x, §y〉 in N

| dist §injτ⊕τ ′i (x) = M as z = inj
§τ⊕§τ ′
i (§x) in N.

(a) Syntax of LALC distributions

dist §〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = §〈M1, M2〉 as z = 〈§x, §y〉 in N→ N[〈§M1, §M2〉/z] (dis-1)
dist §injτ⊕τ ′i (x) = §injτ⊕τ ′i (M) as z = inj

§τ⊕§τ ′
i (§x) in N→ N[inj§τ⊕§τ

′
i (§M)/z] (dis-2)

(b) Semantics of LALC distributions

Γ ` M : §(τ ⊗ σ) ∆, z : §τ ⊗ §σ ` N : τ ′
(d⊗)

Γ,∆ ` dist §〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = M as z = 〈§x, §y〉 in N : τ ′

Γ ` M : §(τ ⊕ σ) ∆, z : §τ ⊕ §σ ` N : τ ′
(d⊕)

Γ,∆ ` dist §injτ⊕σi (x) = M as z = inj
§τ⊕§σ
i (§x) in N : τ ′

(c) Typing rules for LALC distributions

Figure 4.6: LALC extended with distributions

This issue is solved in [GP15a] by extending the syntax with explicit distribution constructs.
The extended syntax, semantics, and typing rules are provided in Figure 4.6.

Now Lemma 4.3.2 can be extended as follows.

Lemma 4.3.3. In LALC extended with distributions, all the functors built using the following
signature righ-distribute over §:

F (X) ::= 1 | X | A | §F (X) | F (X)⊗ F (X) | F (X)⊕ F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of type §A( A.

Now an open issue solved in [GP15a] was to know whether the soundness of Theorem 4.3.1
remains true in the extended language. The main idea is that the stratification principle observed
in LAL or LACL remains valid in the extended framework.

Theorem 4.3.4 (Polynomial Time Soundness of LALC extended with distributions [GP15a]).
Consider a type derivation Γ ` M : τ of a term M of LALC extended with distributions. Then,
M can be reduced to normal form by a TM working in time polynomial in |M| with exponent
proportional to d(M).

Example 4.3.4 ([GP15a]). We would like to consider streams of natural numbers as in Exam-
ple 4.3.2. Unfortunately, Lemma 4.3.3 is not enough to show that the functor F (X) = N ⊗ X
distributes to the right, as the coercion §N ( N does not hold. Nevertheless, we can consider
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streams of every finite type of the shape 1⊕ · · · ⊕ 1, including Boolean numbers. Let us consider
the functor defined on types as F (X) = B2 ⊗X and on terms as:

λf : X ( Y.λx : B2 ⊗X.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in 〈x1, f x2〉.
This functor right-distributes by Lemma 4.3.3.

Let Bω2 = νX.F (X). Theorem 4.3.3 ensures that (Bω2 , outBω2 ) is a weak final coalgebra. We
can define the constant stream of 1 (as a Boolean number) as follows ones = unfold1 !(λx :
1.let () = x in 〈1, ()〉) §().

As in System F , we can define the usual operations on streams as:

head = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω2 x) in x1,

tail = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω2 x) in x2.

Unfortunately, using these operations is often inconvenient in presence of linearity, and it is more
convenient to use directly the coalgebra structure provided by outBω2 . Consider for example the
operation that extracts from a stream of Boolean numbers the elements in even position – we have
seen a similar operation encoded in System F in Example 4.3.2. We can define this operation by
using the term:

M = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω2 x) in let 〈x21, x22〉 = (outBω2 x2) in 〈x1, x22〉.
M has type Bω2 ( B2 ⊗ Bω2 . So, by Theorem 4.3.3 even = unfoldBω2 Bω2 !M. Another interesting
example is the term computing the merge of two streams:

M = λx : Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in let 〈x11, x12〉 = (outBω2 x1) in 〈x11, 〈x2, x12〉〉.
M has type Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 ( B2 ⊗ (Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 ). So, by Theorem 4.3.3 again, merge = unfoldBω2 (Bω2 ⊗
Bω2 ) !M.

We can combine algebra and coalgebra examples. For example, consider the inductive function
take that for a given n returns the first n elements of a stream as a string:

% = λx : 1⊕ (Bω2 ( B∗2).case x of{
inj0(z)→ λy : Bω2 .nil | inj1(z)→ λy : Bω2 .let 〈y1, y2〉 = (outBω2 y) in cons(y1, z y2)

}
.

The term M has type 1 ⊕ (Bω2 ( B∗2) ( (Bω2 ( B∗2). Consequently, by Theorem 4.3.2, take =
foldBω2 (Bω2 ( B∗2) !M.

Even if we cannot define a stream of the standard inductive natural numbers, we can have a
stream of extended natural numbers. Let us define the latter first. Consider the functor F (X) =
1 ⊕ X. By Lemma 4.3.3, we have that F right-distributes over §, and so by Theorem 4.3.3
we have that (N, outN) is a weakly final F-coalgebra under §, where N denotes νX.F (X). The
inhabitants of the type N correspond to the natural numbers extended with a limit element ∞.
We can think about outN as a predecessor function mapping 0 to (), n to n− 1 and ∞ to ∞. We
can define the addition of two extended natural numbers by considering the term:

M = λx : N⊗ N.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in
(
case (outN x1) of

inj0(z)→ case (outN x2) of {inj0(z′)→ inj0(()) | inj1(z′)→ inj1(〈z, z′〉)}
| inj1(z)→ inj1(〈z, x2〉)

)
.

The term M has type N⊗N( 1⊗ (N⊗N). So, by Theorem 4.3.3 add = unfoldN (N⊗N) !M. For
the extended natural numbers, we have a term coerN : §N( N, this is given by Theorem 4.3.3
as coerN = unfoldN N !outN.
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4.4 Alternative results on streams and real numbers

In this section, we review most of the alternative results of ICC either based on stream program-
ming languages or characterizing complexity classes over real numbers.

4.4.1 Streams, parsimonious types and non-uniform complexity classes

In [Maz14], Mazza considers an infinitary affine lambda calculus as the completion of a finitary
affine lambda calculus. This language is coupled with a parsimonious type system to characterize
the class of non-uniform polynomial time computable decision problems P/poly. P/poly is the
class of decision problems that can be computed by a family of non-uniform Boolean circuits of
polynomial size; a family of circuits (Cn) being uniform if there is a polynomial time algorithm
computing Cn for every input n. The intuition behind parsimony is to restrict the infinitary
calculus to a subset of terms with a polynomial “modulus of continuity”. This line of work takes
inspirations from the works about infinitary lambda calculus [Maz12, Maz14] and differential
lambda calculus [ER03, ER08].

We present here the characterization introduced by Mazza and Terui in [MT15] that charac-
terizes P/poly and also L/poly under some restrictions by combining a stream language and a
parsimonious type system. An alternative syntax and alternative semantics with indexes simpli-
fying the management of parsimony properties can also be found in [Maz15].

The parsimonious calculus

The essential features of the considered stream programming language are the following. Vari-
ables are separated into two different kinds, affine and exponential variables. Exponential vari-
ables x, y, z, . . . correspond to streams. A box construct allows us to define infinite streams in
a finite syntax: !f (u0, u1, . . . , uk−1) which represents the stream uf(0) :: uf(1) :: · · · for a given
function f : N → Nk, with Nk = {0, . . . , k − 1}. Terms of the language are defined by the
following grammar:

t, u ::= ⊥ | a | x | λa.t | t u | t⊗ u | !fu | t :: u | t[p := u],

where f ∈ N→ Nk, k ≥ 1, and where u denotes a list of k terms u0, . . . , uk−1.
Let variables u,v, . . . range over boxes of the shape !fu that are basically stream genera-

tors. The language includes a stream constructor :: as well as a pair constructor ⊗ and the
corresponding destructors/binders.

We adopt a convention similar to [ADL14] by using explicit substitutions t[p := u], in which
a pattern p is either a pair a⊗ b or a stream a0 :: a1 :: . . . :: an−1 :: x. In this latter case, we use
sometimes the notation p(x) to explicitly mention the exponential variable in the stream. This
makes the syntax and semantics lighter by replacing the more verbose let in destructor.

In what follows, let !u be a shorthand for the box of one element !fu0 with f : N→ N0 defined
by ∀n ∈ N, f(n) = 0 and with u0 = u. A term that does not contain non-uniform boxes is called
uniform.

Example 4.4.1. The head and tail functions on streams can be encoded by head = λa.b[b :: x :=
a] and tail = λa.c[c ⊗ d :=!x ⊗ ⊥][b :: x := a]. Notice that the use of the pair constructor and
destructor in the tail program is just a syntactical trick allowing us to weaken the affine variable
b. One would have expected a tail program of the shape λa.!x[b :: x := a] but this would require
the introduction of an extra weakening rule on affine variables.
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Definition 4.4.1 (Slice). A slice of a term is obtained by removing all components but one from
each box. Let S(t) be the set of slices of term t defined as follows.

S(α) = {α} if α ∈ {a, x}
S(!f (u0, . . . , uk−1)) =

⋃k−1
i=0 {!fνi; νi ∈ S(ui)}

S(t1 ⊗ t2) = {τ1 ⊗ τ2 | τ1 ∈ S(t1), τ2 ∈ S(t2)}
S(t1 t2) = {τ1 τ2 | τ1 ∈ S(t1), τ2 ∈ S(t2)}
S(t1 :: t2) = {τ1 :: τ2 | τ1 ∈ S(t1), τ2 ∈ S(t2)}

S(t1[p := t2]) = {τ1[p := τ2] | τ1 ∈ S(t1), τ2 ∈ S(t2)}
S(λa.t) = {λa.τ1 | τ1 ∈ S(t)}

Example 4.4.2. S(!f (x⊗ λa.a, λa.a⊗ x)) = {!f (x⊗ λa.a), !f (λa.a⊗ x)}. As illustrated by this
example, in general, a slice does not belong to the set of (syntactically correct) terms.

Definition 4.4.2 (Parsimonious term). A term t is parsimonious if:

1. all its slices are affine, i.e. each variable occurs at most once in a slice,

2. box subterms do not contain free affine variables,

3. all exponential variables belong to a box subterm.

Example 4.4.3. To illustrate those points, let us see some (counter)-examples.

• λa.a⊗ a is not parsimonious because of point 1. However, λa.(λa.a)a is parsimonious.

• !f (x⊗λa.a, λa.a⊗x) is parsimonious. Indeed the affine variables a is not free and x occurs
exactly once in each slice.

• !f (a, x, y, c) is not parsimonious because of point 2.

• x⊗!f (y, z) is not parsimonious because of point 3.

Given a function f : N → Nk, let f+i, i ∈ N, be the function in N → Nk defined by
∀n ∈ N, f+i(n) = f(n + i). Given a box u =!f (u0, . . . , uk−1) and k ∈ N, let u+k be the term
equal to !f+k(u0, . . . , uk−1).

Semantics

The one-step reduction corresponding to terms of the language is defined in Figure 4.7 relatively
to a finite set sigma σ of stream patterns, i.e. σ = {a1 :: x1, . . . , an :: xn}. Let V(σ) be equal to
{a1, x1, . . . , an, xn}.

As described in [MT15], the substitution {{u/x}} is non standard on boxes: if x occurs
in a box w =!g(w0, . . . , wl−1) and u =!f (u0, . . . , uk−1) then w{{u/x}} =!h(v0, . . . , vlk−1) with
vik+j = wi{uj/x} and h(n) = g(n)k + f(n). Moreover, in the rule (dup) and (aux), it is
mandatory that {x1, . . . , xn} are precisely the free exponential variables of uf(0). Finally, in the
(aux) rule, the notation t[u] means that the box u is a subterm of t. If not, then the rules

becomes t[x := v :: w]
{b1::x1,...,bn::xn}→ t.

As usual, a context is a term with at most one occurrence of a special symbol 〈·〉, called hole.
We denote by C〈t〉 the result of substituting the term t to the hole in C, an operation which may
capture variables. The one-step reduction rules are extended contextually: if t σ→ u and C does

not bind variables of V(σ) then C〈t〉 σ→ C〈u〉. If t σ∪{b::x}→ u then t[p(x) := v]
σ→ u[p(b :: x) := v].

The system reduction is defined to be the reflexive and transitive closure of ∅→.
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(λa.t) u
∅→ t{u/a} (beta)

t[x := u]
∅→ t{{u/x}} (merge)

t[p := v] u
∅→ (t u)[p := v] (com1)

t[p := u[q := v]]
∅→ (t[p := u])[q := v] (com2)

t[a :: p := u :: v]
∅→ t{u/a}[p := v] (cons)

t[a⊗ b := u⊗ v]
∅→ t{u/a, v/b} (pair)

t[a :: p := u]
{b1::x1,...,bn::xn}→ t{uf(0){b1/x1, . . . , bn/xn}/a}[p := u+1] (dup)

t[u][x := v :: w]
{b1::x1,...,bn::xn}→ t[uf(0){b1/x1, . . . , bn/xn, v/x} :: u+1][x := w] (aux)

Figure 4.7: One-step reduction of the parsimonious calculus

Example 4.4.4. Consider the terms head and tail of Example 4.4.1 and let !f (0, 1) be a stream
of Boolean numbers for some function f : N→ {0, 1} such that f(2k) = 0 and f(2k+ 1) = 1, for
each k ∈ N, i.e. !f (0, 1) = 0 :: 1 :: 0 :: 1 :: . . ..

As head = λa.b[b :: x := a], we have the following reduction.

head !f (0, 1)
∅→ b[b :: x := !f (0, 1)] (beta)

∅→ 0[x := !f+1(0, 1)] (dup)

As tail = λa.c[c⊗ d :=!x⊗⊥][b :: x := a], we have the following reduction.

tail !f (0, 1)
∅→ c[c⊗ d :=!x⊗⊥][b :: x := !f (0, 1)] (beta)

∅→ !x[b :: x := !f (0, 1)] (pair)

∅→ !x[x := !f+1(0, 1)] (dup)

∅→!x{{!f+1(0, 1)/x}} =!f+1(0, 1) (merge)

The last equality is obtained by definition of non standard substitution. Indeed, in this context,
suppose that !h(v0, . . . , vlk−1) =!x{{!f+1(0, 1)/x}}. We have h(n) = g(m)k+f+1(n), with g(m) =
0, g being the function attached with the uniform box !x, and, consequently, h(n) = f+1(n) and
vik+j = wi{uj/x} = x{uj/x} with u0 = 0 and u1 = 1.

Parsimonious types

Types are defined inductively by:

A,B ::= α | A( B | A⊗B | !A | ∀α.A,

α being a type variable. As expected, the type !A is for stream data of type A. The type system,
nuPL∀`, is adapted from the uniform type system is defined in Figure 4.8. Typing judgments
are of the form Γ; ∆ ` t : A with ∆ a typing environment for affine variables and Γ a typing
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(ax)
Γ; ∆, a : A ` a : A

(coweak)
Γ; ∆ ` ⊥ : A

Γ; ∆, a : A ` t : B
((I)

Γ; ∆ ` λa.t : A( B

Γ; ∆ ` t : A( B Γ′; ∆′ ` u : A
((E)

Γ,Γ; ∆,∆′ ` t u : A

Γ; ∆ ` t : A Γ′; ∆′ ` u : B
(⊗I)

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ ` t⊗ u : A⊗B
Γ; ∆ ` u : A⊗B Γ′; ∆′, a : A, b : B ` t : C

(⊗E)
Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ ` t[a⊗ b := u] : C

Γ, p : A; ∆, a : A ` t : B
(abs)

Γ, a :: p : A; ∆ ` t : B

Γ; ∆ ` t : A Γ′; ∆′ ` u : !A
(coabs)

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ ` t :: u : !A

; a : A ` u0 : A . . . ; a : A ` uk−1 : A
(!I)

x : A;`!fu{x/a} : !A

Γ; ∆ ` u :!A Γ′, p : A; ∆′ ` t : B
(!E)

Γ,Γ′; ∆,∆′ ` t[p := u] : B

Γ; ∆ ` t : A α /∈ FV (Γ ∪∆)
(∀I)

Γ; ∆ ` t : ∀α.A
Γ; ∆ ` t : ∀α.A

(∀E)
Γ; ∆ ` t : A[B/α] B is !-free

Figure 4.8: Non-uniform parsimonious logic type system

environment for patterns p(x) ; the variables in Γ and ∆ being distinct. In the (!I) rule of
Figure 4.8, the variables x are fresh. It implies that they do not appear free in each ui. The type
system, nuPL is the restriction of nuPL∀` where rules (∀I) and (∀E) are withdrawn.

Example 4.4.5. The tail program of Example 4.4.1 can be typed in nuPL∀` as follows.

(ax)
; a : !A ` a : !A

(ax)
; e : A ` e : A

(!I)
x : A;` !x : !A

(coweak)
;` ⊥ : A

(!I)
x : A;` !x⊗⊥ : !A⊗A

(ax)
; c : !A, d : A, b : A ` c : !A

(⊗E)
x : A; b : A ` c[c⊗ d := !x⊗⊥] : !A

(abs)
b :: x : A;` c[c⊗ d := !x⊗⊥] : !A

(!E)
; a : !A ` c[c⊗ d := !x⊗⊥][b :: x := a] : !A

((I)
;` λa.c[c⊗ d := !x⊗⊥][b :: x := a] : !A(!A

Main results

The type system implies that each typable term is parsimonious. The converse obviously does
not hold.

Proposition 4.4.1 ([MT15]). Given a term t, if there are a typing environment ∆ and a type
A such that ; ∆ ` t : A then t is parsimonious.
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Hence typable terms have a behavior with a polynomial “modulus of continuity”. The re-
striction to nuPL avoid the programmer from being able to compute a simple iteration scheme
within the language. Let JnuPLK and JnuPL∀`K be the classes of language decidable by terms
typable in nuPL and nuPL∀`, respectively.

Theorem 4.4.1 ([MT15]). J nuPLK = P/poly and J nuPL∀`K = L/poly.

This type discipline was also adapted in [Maz15] to characterize Logspace by restricting the
language to uniform boxes (mainly constant stream). The parsimonious methodology is very
convenient to capture small complexity classes with programs computing over streams. One of
its drawback is that its computations on stream behave as a transducer. Hence each stream
computation only depends on a finite portion of the input streams, which makes the calculus
not straightforwardly adaptable to characterize polynomial time over the reals or higher-order
complexity classes such as BFF2.

4.4.2 Function algebra characterizations of polynomial time over the reals

An interesting function algebra based characterization of the functions computable in polynomial
time over real numbers based on Bellantoni and Cook function algebra (see Theorem 1.2.2) has
been provided by Bournez, Hainry, and Gomaa [BGH11]. This characterization does not focus
precisely on the class FP(R) introduced in Definition 4.2.10 but on a strict subset FP(R)∩([0, 1]→
R+), the class of functions from [0, 1] to R+ that are computable by a Machine in polynomial
time.

Definition 4.4.3. Let W be the least class of functions containing the constant functions 0, 1,
the binary addition +(;x, y) = x + y and binary substraction −(;x, y) = x − y, the projection
functions πnj (;x1, . . . , xn) = xj, the conditional function c defined by c(;x, y, z) = xy + (1− x)z,
the continuous parity function par(x; ) = max(0, 2/(π sin(πx)), and the continuous predecessor
function p(x; ) =

∫ x−1
0 par(t; )dt, and closed under safe composition (SCOMP) and Safe Integration

(SI):

SCOMP(f, g, h)(x; y) = f(g(x; );h(x; y)),

SI(f, h0, h1)(0, y; z) = f(y; z),

∂xSI(f, h0, h1)(x, y; z) = par(x; )[h1(p(x; ), y; z, SI(f, h0, h1)(p(x; ), y; z))− SI(f, h0, h1)(2p(x; ), y; z)]

+par(x− 1; )[h0(p′(x; ), y; z, SI(f, h0, h1)(p′(x; ), y; z))− SI(f, h0, h1)(2p′(x; ), y; z)],

with p′(x; ) = p(x− 1; ) + 1. In other words, W = [0, 1,+,−, πnj , c, par, p; SCOMP, SI].

W is a direct extension of the BC algebra to the real numbers. Indeed, the consumption of
one bit i in the BC algebra is replaced by one application of the continuous predecessor function
p and the choice of the contextual function hi is simulated using the parity function par. As
a consequence, the basic functions are total functions over R+ and hence any function of the
algebra is a total function over R+. Moreover, the class W preserves integers (and natural
numbers) and, consequently, its restriction to natural numbers provides a characterization of FP.

Theorem 4.4.2 ([BGH11]). W ∩ (N→ N) = FP.

It is (strictly) included in the class of polynomial time computable functions over the real
numbers.

Theorem 4.4.3 ([BGH11]). W ( FP(R).
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The characterization of FP(R) ∩ ([0, 1]→ R+) is obtained as follows.

Theorem 4.4.4 ([BGH11]). FP(R)∩([0, 1]→ R+) is exactly the the class of functions that either
are Lipschitz and W-definable or that are nk-smooth and nk-W-definable.

Remember that a function f is Lipschitz if there exists a constant k ≥ 0 such that for all x, y,
|f(x)−f(y)| ≤ k|x−y|. In the above theorem, we have made an arbitrary choice not to describe
the notions of definability and smoothness. Definability is related to function approximation and
nk-smoothness is related to a polynomial modulus of continuity. The full details can be found
in [BGH11].

It is worth noticing that related works [BH04, CO07] provide also interesting function algebra
characterizations of recursive functions (i.e. computable functions) over real numbers.

4.4.3 The BSS model

The papers [BCJDNM05, BCJDNM06] provide function algebra characterizations of complexity
classes in the Blum-Shub-Smale (BSS) model, which is another model for describing computations
over real numbers and their complexity.

The BSS model [BSS88] consists in RAMs, whose registers can store arbitrary real numbers,
that compute constant time arithmetic operations on real numbers following a finite list of
instructions. Such machines take inputs from R∞ = ∪∞n=1Rn and halt by returning an output in
R∞ or loop forever. In what follows, let a be an element of R, let x be an element of R∞ and let
a.x be the element of R∞ whose first component is a followed by x. Let ε be the empty tuple.

Let M be a BSS machine and JMK be the function associating each input in R∞ to the
corresponding output in R∞. A function f : (R∞)k → R∞ is computable in the BSS model if
there exists a machine M such that f = JMK.

A BSS machine runs in polynomial time if there is a polynomial P ∈ N[X] such that for
any input x ∈ R∞ the machine produces an output in P (|x|) steps.29 Let FPR be the class of
functions computable by BSS machines in polynomial time.

Theorem 4.4.5 ([BCJDNM05]30). The least class of functions containing the constant functions
0 and 1, the head, tail and cons functions over sequences of real numbers defined by head(; a.x) =
a, tail(; a.x) = x, head(; ε) = tail(; ε) = ε, cons(; a.x, y) = a.y, and cons(; ε, y) = y, the
projection functions πni (x1, . . . , xn) = xi, i ∈ [1, n], the arithmetic operations ⊗, ⊕ and ≤ defined
by ⊕(; a.x, b.y) = (a+ b).y, ⊗(; a.x, b.y) = (a× b).y, ≤ (; a.x, b.y) = i.y, with i = 1 if a ≤ b, and
i = 0 otherwise, the conditional function C(; a.x, y, z) = y, if a = 1, C(; a.x, y, z) = z otherwise,
and closed under safe composition (SCOMP) and Safe Recursion (SR):

SCOMP(f, g, h)(x; y) = f(g(x; );h(x; y)),

SR(f, g)(ε, y; z) = g(y; z),

SR(f, g)(a.x, y; z) = f(x, y; z, SR(f, g)(x, y; z)),

is exactly FPR. In other words, [0, 1, head, tail, cons, πni ,⊗,⊕,≤, C; SCOMP, SR] = FPR.

29The size of x is the dimension of the tuple.
30Here we consider R with a ring structure. Hence substraction and division are not included. They could have

been considered as the result of [BCJDNM05] holds for arbitrary structures. In this case, for Theorem 4.4.5 to
hold, substraction and division have to be added as basic operations in the corresponding function algebra. +
and × denote respectively the standard addition and standard multiplication operations on real numbers.
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Characterizations of other interesting complexity classes based on the BSS model such as
parallel polynomial time and classes of the polynomial hierarchy can be found in [BCJDNM05]
and [BCJDNM06], respectively. For the interested reader, a characterization of FPR based on
LAL was also studied in [BP06].
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Chapter 5

Research perspectives

This chapter presents the research directions in ICC that I would like to explore in the future
or that, in my opinion, correspond to the main research issues that should be addressed in the
next decades. In Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, I mention some open issues and research directions
in the context of probabilistic programs and quantum computing, respectively. In Section 5.3, I
discuss the open issues related to languages for real numbers computations and with complexity
certificates. In Section 5.4, I mention the issue of finding a decidable theory for type-2 polynomial
time complexity. Finally, in Section 5.5, I discuss two typing disciplines of interest, sized types
and intersection types, that are used to characterize termination of some lambda-calculi and
mention some related open issues of interest from a complexity viewpoint.

5.1 Probabilistic models

The notion of probabilistic programming language (and model) has had a renewed popularity
due to the need for such applications in algorithmics, robotics, and cryptography. Current prob-
abilistic languages consist in higher-order functional languages with sampling and conditioning
instructions.31

Like classical programs, probabilistic programs are in need of tools and techniques for formal-
izing and reasoning on their semantics. Several semantics aspect of probabilistic programs have
already been studied (denotational semantics [Koz79], operational semantics [BDLGS16], unique-
ness, normalization, confluence, and standardization of the lambda calculus with choice [Fag19,
FRDR19], . . .). They also require some verification techniques to be developed to certify prop-
erties such as termination. Termination with probability 1 is called, almost sure termination
and if, in addition, the mean length of a derivation is finite then it is called positive almost sure
termination. This latter notion has been deeply studied for TRSs with probabilistic rewrite rules
by [BG05, BG06, Gna07, ADLY18] and almost sure termination for probabilistic higher-order
languages has been studied in [KDLG19, DLG19] .

There are only a few works for verification techniques based on ICC methods. [DLT15]
provides a first characterization of PP, the class of decision problems solvable by a probabilistic
TM in polynomial time, with an error probability of less than 1/2 for all instances. A less implicit
extension to BPP, the class of decision problems solvable by a probabilistic TM in polynomial time
with an error probability less than 1/3 for all instances, is also considered. Although pioneering,

31Conditioning consists in allowing to add information about observed events into the program that may
influence the posterior probability distribution.
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this work is not satisfactory insofar as the PP class is not really interesting in this context (as
error is too close from success) and the characterization of BPP is not sufficiently implicit.

More recently, Avanzini, Moser, and Schaper have developed an average case runtime analysis
for imperative languages [AMS19]. It is inspired by the ert-calculus [KKMO16], a method al-
lowing to infer expected runtimes of probabilistic programs. The paper [ADLG19] also provides
a sound and complete average case runtime analysis of higher-order functional programs with
respect to the average case polytime TMs. Intuitively, the restriction of this class to decision
problems is strictly included in ZPP, the class of zero-error polynomial time probabilistic pro-
grams, as the non-polynomial executions may be transformed into errors and, consequently, this
work is an interesting improvement on existing methods.

As the characterization of [ADLG19] relies on an affine type system, it would be of interest
to study extensions of the tiering method in an imperative and probabilistic setting in order to
characterize this complexity class and to study to which extent a pure ICC characterization of
ZPP can be obtained.

5.2 Quantum computations

Quantum computing is a computational paradigm which takes advantage of quantum mechan-
ics to perform computations. An important number of quantum algorithms (Shor’s [Sho97],
Grover’s [Gro96],. . .) have been shown to be more efficient than their classical counterpart in
terms of time complexity. Several interesting works on the semantics properties of quantum pro-
grams have been carried out in recent years [Sel04]. However, while there are plenty of tools to
analyze automatically the complexity of classical programs, only a few works have been carried
out for quantum programs.

The work by Dal Lago et al. [DLMZ10], presented in Subsection 3.2.3, was to our knowledge
the first application of ICC techniques to the quantum paradigm. However, it is not fully
satisfactory for two main reasons. First, as already mentioned in Subsection 3.2.3, measurements
are not allowed as a basic construct within the programming language. Consequently, this work
cannot be straightforwardly adapted to mainstream quantum programming languages such as
QPL (Quantum Programming Language) of [Sel04]. Second, most semantics restrictions on the
definition of the captured quantum complexity classes are also holding on the notion of computed
function or accepted language (e.g. Definition 3.2.2) and, hence, this weakens the purity of the
characterization. One solution might be to consider the (unpublished) work of [Yam18] which
provides the first function algebra characterization of the quantum complexity class (F)BQP. In
this work, the semantics requirements are less external in the sense that a function is in FBQP
if and only if it can be “approximated” polynomially by some function definable in the function
algebra. Here the weakness is the extra requirement of this external polynomial that one could
get rid off using standard safe-like function algebra. Another study of interest would then be to
see whether the tiering approach can be adapted to a fragment of QPL to characterize similar
complexity classes.

Last but not least, a well-suited complexity analysis of quantum programs should take into
account the entanglement of qubits during program execution. Indeed, most of the algorithms
improving the complexity of their classical counterpart (e.g. [Sho97, Gro96]) make use of entan-
glement to improve the algorithmic speed. Consequently, entanglement seems to be correlated
to this speed up and an adequate study of quantum programs complexity should take a mea-
sure of entanglement into account. One possible direction is to consider the interesting work
of Perdrix which has developed an abstract interpretations based static analysis for getting an
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approximation of entangled qubits [Per08].

5.3 Feasible computations over the reals

Some characterizations of the class of real functions computable in polynomial time FP(R) have
been provided in Section 4.2 and Section 4.4 ([FHHP10, BGH11, FHHP15]). They have also
shown to be equivalent to other well-know computational models over the reals such as the
General Purpose Analog Computer (GPAC)[BGP16]. However, these characterizations suffer
from several drawbacks: either they provide a non-natural way to write programs (i.e. function
algebra with non standard operators and recursion schemata) or they involve criteria that are
not tractable (type-2 higher-order polynomials over stream programs).

Characterizing the complexity class FP(R) is still challenging as, by soundness, programs
computing functions of FP(R) correspond to programs that can give an approximation of the
output at precision n in polynomial time in n, which is the intuitive and rational way to under-
stand the complexity of a function over real numbers. For being effective, works characterizing
the class FP(R) should not constrain the programmer in their way of writing down programs but
should rather provide a certificate (type) that the program has the good complexity properties.
Hence one issue of interest is to consider a standard functional programming language on streams
(e.g. streams of signed digits) encoding real numbers and to develop a type system sound and
complete for FP(R). One suggestion towards the completion of this work would be to consider
the DLAL system of Baillot and Terui introduced in Section 2.1 and to combine it with stream
data with good properties such as productivity [Sev17, AM13a, CBGB15].

5.4 A decidable theory for type-2 polynomial time

As mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1, several characterizations of higher complexity, more precisely,
type-2 polynomial time complexity were studied in the last decades. All these characterizations
suffer from three main problems. They rely on some external or explicit bounds [Con73, Meh76,
CK90, IRK01, KS18, KS19]. Consequently, programming in such a paradigm is very hard as
program behaviors are unpredictable (in particular the oracles answers cannot be predicted), or
they are using machines or non natural function scheme and cannot be used in practice [Coo92,
CU93], or they are in need of an undecidable check on constraints (e.g., inequalities over higher-
order polynomials) [KC91, KC96, HP17].

A main issue of interest for this complexity theory is hence to provide a tractable characteri-
zation based on realistic programming language. One direction is to consider the characterization
of [KS18], showing that Oracle Polynomial Time (OPT) (see [Coo92]), together with a restriction
on the number of lookahead revisions (the number of time the size of an oracle input can increase
is bounded by a constant), characterize BFF2 (under some lambda closure). Such a semantics
property could be enforced by techniques such as tiering or light affine type systems and, hence,
would allow us to characterize BFF2 in a tractable manner on a realistic programming (imperative
or functional) language.

5.5 Other typing disciplines

Several other typing techniques have been used for termination and complexity purposes.
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One of the most successful techniques is sized types that have been used to prove correctness
properties of reactive systems [HPS96], size based termination [CK01, BGR08], probabilistic
termination [DLG19], and space upper bounds [Vas08].

The line of work on the use of dependent types [DLG11, DLP14] for inferring program
complexity properties is related to this approach. Indeed, as mentioned by Dal Lago, “linear
dependent types can be seen as a way to inject precision and linearity into sized types”.

Sized types have been adapted to functional languages to infer resource upper bounds in
practice [ADL17]. This methodology can be fully automated and a relative completeness result
is also stated but it merely focuses on soundness properties and on extending the expressive
power (some examples of programs that were not captured are provided and no characterization
of complexity class is studied). In [BG18], sized types have been combined with light linear
logic to characterize the full Grzegorczyk’s hierarchy, including FP. One question of interest is
whether such a technique could also be combined to other ICC techniques such as tiering and
interpretation (at least for first order). Another question of interest is also whether the work
of [BG18] could be transferred to other complexity classes (polynomial space and subpolynomial
classes).

Another technique of interest is intersection types. Intersection types have been used to show
strong normalization of the lambda-calculus for the non-idempotent framework (i.e. provided
that the intersection of a type with itself is not the identity) [DC05, BL11, BKV17, DC18]. Char-
acterizations of head normalizing terms and strongly normalizing terms have also been adapted
to non-idempotent intersection types and union types of the lambda-mu-calculus in [KV17]. In
this setting upper bounds can be derived on the (head)-reduction length. Intersection types
have also been applied to the setting of the probabilistic lambda-calculus [BDL18], where the
probability of a term to terminate is characterized as the least upper bound of the “weight”
of its typing derivations. Non-idempotent intersection types are used for characterizing terms
normalizing in elementary time in [BRDR15]. For that purpose, the considered types are also
non-associative. The non-associativity entails a stratification that is reminiscent of the stratifica-
tion in light logics. In this framework, characterizations of the most popular complexity classes
remain open issues.
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Glossary

Alogtime : U∗E uniform NC1

BC : Bellantoni and Cook function algebra
BFF : Basic Feasible Functionals
BFF2 : Basic Feasible Functionals at order 2
BLL : Bounded Linear Logic
BQP : Bounded error Quantum Polynomial time
BPP : The class of problems computable in polytime with bounded-error by a probabilistic TM
BSS : Blum-Shub-Smale model
BTLP : Bounded Type Loop Programs
CBN : Call-By-Name
CBV : Call-By-Value
CPS : Continuation-Passing Style
DLAL : Dual Light Affine Logic
DP : Dependency Pair
DPG : Dependency Pair Graph
DPI : Dependency Pair Interpretation
EAL : Elementary Affine Logic
ELL : Elementary Linear Logic
EQP : Exact Quantum Polynomial time
EXPTIME : The class of problems computable in exponential time by a deterministic TM
FBQP : Functional BQP
FP(R) : The class of functions computable in polynomial time over the reals
FPR : The class of functions computable by BSS machines in polynomial time
FMT : Finite Model Theory
FP : The class of functions computable in polynomial time by a deterministic TM
FPSPACE : The class of functions computable in polynomial space by a deterministic TM
GPAC : General Purpose Analog Computer
HO : Higher-Order
HOP : Higher-Order Polynomial
I : Interpretation
ICC : Implicit Computational Complexity
L : The class of problems computable in logarithmic space by a deterministic TM
L/poly : The class of decision problems computable by branching programs of polynomial size
LAL : Light Affine Logic
LALC : Light Affine Lambda Calculus
LL : Linear Logic
LLL : Light Linear Logic
LLPO : Light Lexicographic Path Ordering
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Glossary

Logspace : L
LPO : Lexicographic Path Ordering
MLSTA : ML Soft Type Assignment
MPO : Multiset Path Ordering
NCk : Decision problems computable by U∗E uniform circuits of polynomial size and logk depth
NC : ∪k≥0NC

k

NP : The class of decision problems computable in polynomial time by a non deterministic TM
OTM : Oracle Turing Machine
OO : Object Oriented
OPT : Oracle Polynomial Time
P : The class of decision problems computable in polynomial time by a deterministic TM
P/poly : The class of decision problems computable by families of polynomial size circuits
PCF : The language of Programming Computable Functions
POP : Product Path Ordering
POP* : Polynomial Path Ordering
PP : The class of decision problems computable in polynomial time by a probabilistic TM
PSPACE : The class of problems computable in polynomial space by a deterministic TM
QBF :Quantified Boolean Formula
QI : Quasi-interpretation
QPL : Quantum Programming Language
QTM : Quantum Turing Machine
RAM : Random Access Machine
RPO : Recursive Path Ordering
SAL : Soft Affine Logic
SAT : Satisfiability problem
SCP : Size Change Principle
SI : Sup-interpretation
SLL : Soft Linear Logic
SMT : Satisfiability Modulo Theory
sPOP* : small Polynomial Path Ordering
STA : Soft Type Assignment
STTRS : Simply Typed TRS
TM : Turing Machine
TRS : Term Rewrite System / Term Rewriting System
U∗E : A condition of uniformity for families of Boolean circuits (see [Ruz81])
ZPP : Zero-error Probabilistic Polynomial time
ZQP : Zero-error Quantum Polynomial time
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Une sélection de 5 publications

1 Résumé des publications

Les cinq publications, fournies en copie dans les sections qui suivent, s’inscrivent toutes dans ma
thématique principale sur la complexité implicite. Un bref résumé de ces différentes contributions
est fourni ci-dessous.

1. Romain Péchoux. Synthesis of sup-interpretations: A survey. Theoretical Computer
Science, 41 pages, 2013.

• Cet article est un “survey” des résultats obtenus durant mon doctorat sur l’utilisation
de la notion d’interprétation polynomiale (habituellement utilisée pour démontrer la
terminaison des systèmes de réécriture) afin d’analyser la complexité des programmes.
Il présente deux extensions, les quasi-interprétations et sup-interprétations, permet-
tant d’augmenter l’expressivité des programmes analysés. Il démontre que de tels
outils permettent des caractérisations du temps polynomial et de l’espace polynomial.
Enfin, il étudie la complexité et la décidabilité du problème de l’inférence d’une inter-
prétation pour un programme donné (indécidable en général, exponentiel sur l’espace
des polynômes à coefficients réels et NP-complet sur l’espace des fonctions linéaires et
discrètes).

2. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. Algebras and coalgebras in the light affine lambda
calculus. In the 20th ACM SIGPLAN International Conference on Functional Program-
ming, ICFP 2015, Vancouver, BC, Canada, September 1-3, 2015. Proceedings, 12 pages,
ACM, 2015.

• Cet article s’appuie sur les travaux de Wraith et Wadler qui ont démontré que le sys-
tème F peut être étendu par des types inductifs et coinductifs sans perdre sa propriété
de normalisation forte pour démontrer que le lambda calcul typé par logique affine
et légère (lalc) peut lui aussi être étendu par des types inductifs et coinductifs sans
perdre sa propriété de normalisation en temps polynomial. Ainsi ce papier contient
un résultat théorique (les notions d’algèbre et coalgèbre de la théorie des catégories
peuvent aussi être adaptées aux logiques affines et légères) et un résultat pratique
(l’expressivité des langages fonctionnels est augmentée : on peut désormais program-
mer des programmes sur des listes, arbres, streams infinis, ... tout en garantissant que
le programme termine en temps polynomial).

3. Hugo Férée, Emmanuel Hainry, Mathieu Hoyrup, and Romain Péchoux. Characterizing
polynomial time complexity of stream programs using interpretations. Theoretical Com-
puter Science, 24 pages, 2015.
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• Cet article est une première adaptation de la notion d’interprétation à l’ordre supérieur.
Pour ce faire, il considère des systèmes de réécriture sur les streams, des suites infinies
d’entiers. Un nombre réel x est alors vu comme un stream de rationnels (la suite
de Cauchy qui converge vers x). Ce papier fournit une première caractérisation de la
classe BFF2 introduite par Kapron et Cook (l’équivalent du temps polynomial à l’ordre
2). Par ailleurs, il établit une caractérisation analogue en analyse récursive.

4. Marco Gaboardi and Romain Péchoux. On Bounding Space Usage of Streams Using
Interpretation Analysis. Science of Computer Programming, 46 pages, 2015.

• Cet article développe des analyses statiques à base d’interprétation permettant de
prouver des propriétés de complexité sur des langages fonctionnels utilisant des streams.
Par exemple, il permet de prouver des bornes supérieures en taille sur les éléments
produits en sortie d’un stream en fonction de la taille des éléments en entrée. Par
ailleurs, il permet de fournir des bornes sur le nombres d’éléments devant être lus
en entrée afin de produire un élément en sortie. Les applications pratiques de ces
résultats sont très claires : ils permettent de connaître avant exécution et par analyse
statique des bornes sur l’espace à allouer en mémoire afin de stocker des éléments et
sur la taille nécessaire du buffer afin d’éviter des overflows en mémoire.

5. Emmanuel Hainry and Romain Péchoux. A type-based complexity analysis of Object
Oriented programs. Information and Computation, 60 pages, 2018.

• Ce papier décrit un résultat novateur : l’adaptation de la technique du Tiering dévelop-
pée par Bellantoni et Cook en 1992 afin de caractériser la classe des fonctions calcula-
bles en temps polynomial (dans un langage fonctionnel) à un langage Orienté Objet.
Il permet ainsi de fournir une caractérisation théorique de la classe de complexité FP
mais aussi des bornes pratiques sur les tailles du tas et de la pile des programmes
OO typables dans ce formalisme. Des applications pratiques de ce résultat ont été
obtenues (Logiciel: ComplexityParser développé en collaboration avec Emmanuel
Hainry et Olivier Zeyen) et soulignent son fort potentiel.
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Synthesis of sup-interpretations: a survey

Romain Péchoux

Université de Lorraine and INRIA team Carte,
LORIA, Campus Scientifique - BP 239 - 54506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex

Abstract

In this paper, we survey the complexity of distinct methods that allow the
programmer to synthesize a sup-interpretation, a function providing an upper-
bound on the size of the output values computed by a program. It consists
in a static space analysis tool without consideration of the time consumption.
Although clearly related, sup-interpretation is independent from termination
since it only provides an upper bound on the terminating computations. First,
we study some undecidable properties of sup-interpretations from a theoretical
point of view. Next, we fix term rewriting systems as our computational model
and we show that a sup-interpretation can be obtained through the use of a
well-known termination technique, the polynomial interpretations. The draw-
back is that such a method only applies to total functions (strongly normalizing
programs). To overcome this problem we also study sup-interpretations through
the notion of quasi-interpretation. Quasi-interpretations also suffer from a draw-
back that lies in the subterm property. This property drastically restricts the
shape of the considered functions. Again we overcome this problem by intro-
ducing a new notion of interpretations mainly based on the dependency pairs
method. We study the decidability and complexity of the sup-interpretation
synthesis problem for all these three tools over sets of polynomials. Finally, we
take benefit of some previous works on termination and runtime complexity to
infer sup-interpretations.

Keywords: Complexity Analysis, Static Analysis, Resource Upper Bounds,
Interpretation, Quasi-interpretation, Sup-interpretation

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations

The notion of sup-interpretation was introduced in [1] in order to study
program extensional complexity. This tool is devoted to statically analyze the
complexity of programs guaranteeing that a secured system resists to buffer-
overflows and thus allowing the programmer to verify complexity properties of
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programs used in safety-critical systems. Sup-interpretations focus on analyzing
the complexity of programs or, more specifically, term rewrite systems by con-
sidering upper bounds on the size of values computed by a program, by static
analysis.
Basically, a sup-interpretation of a program is a function that provides an upper-
bound on the size of the computed output with respect to the input size. In
other words, given a program p, the sup-interpretation of p is a function that,
given some input data x such that p converges on input x, provides an upper-
bound on the output size in the size of x.
One of the main issues concerning static analysis tools is related to their de-
cidability and/or complexity. In other words, one tries to find if the static
analysis is decidable and, if so, one tries to study its complexity. As highlighted
by Rice’s theorem, most of interesting (or non-trivial) analyses are undecid-
able and, in most of the cases, this issue is transformed into finding the com-
plexity of a smaller instance of the initial problem. In the particular case of
sup-interpretations, the analysis consists in finding the sup-interpretation of a
given program, that is in synthesizing a function providing upper bounds on
the program computations. We call this analysis the sup-interpretation synthe-
sis problem. This paper will be dedicated to survey the results concerning the
sup-interpretation (SI) synthesis problem.

1.2. Contribution.

The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic knowledge about term
rewrite systems, see chapter 2 of [2] or [3], and computability and complex-
ity, see [4, 5].
We start to show that the general problems of the sup-interpretation synthe-
sis are undecidable when we consider functions and Gödel numberings. More-
over we show that the sup-interpretation verification problem, which consists in
checking that a function given as input is a sup-interpretation, is Π0

1-complete
in the arithmetical hierarchy and that the sup-interpretation synthesis problem
is in Σ0

3.
Next we specify our language by introducing Term Rewriting Systems (TRS)
and we define the corresponding notion of sup-interpretation. Starting from
here, we will study well-known termination and complexity tools like polyno-
mial interpretations (PI) and quasi-interpretations (QI) and show that they
allow the programmer to obtain a sup-interpretation under some slight restric-
tions.
We demonstrate that (polynomial) interpretations for termination are special
kind of sup-interpretations. However they were designed to study strong normal-
ization and, consequently, they do not provide enough power to study programs
computing partial recursive functions.
To overcome this problem, we study the notion of quasi-interpretation. We also
show that quasi-interpretations define sup-interpretations.
Finally, we study a new notion called DP-interpretation (DPI) based on the
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dependency pairs framework by Arts and Giesl [6] that also defines a sup-
interpretation. We show that this new notion strictly generalizes the notion
of quasi-interpretation since it does not require any subterm property, a prop-
erty stating that considered interpretations have to be greater than each of their
arguments. In other words, every program admitting a quasi-interpretation ad-
mits a DP-interpretation but the converse does not hold.
We study the sup-interpretation synthesis problem with respect to each of
these tools on particular sets of polynomials ranging over a structure K ∈
{N,Q+,R+}. The considered sets of polynomials are:

• the set K[X] of usual multivariate polynomials whose coefficients are in
K and with n variables X = X1, · · · , Xn ranging over the field of real
numbers,

• the set of MaxPoly(k,d) {K} polynomials, which consist in functions ob-
tained using constants over K and arbitrary compositions of the operators
+,× and max of degree bounded by d and max arity bounded by k,

• and the set of MaxPlus(k,d) {K} functions, which consist in functions ob-
tained using constants over K bounded by d and arbitrary compositions
of the operators + and max, with a max arity bounded by k.

The obtained results can be summarized by the following Figure:

Function space \ tool PI QI DPI

K[X],K ∈ {N,Q+} Undecidable Undecidable Undecidable

R+[X ] Exptime Exptime Exptime

MaxPoly{K},K ∈ {N,Q+} z Undecidable Undecidable

MaxPoly(k,d){R+} z Exptime Exptime

MaxPlus(k,d){K},K ∈ {N,Q+
d } z NP-complete NP-complete

MaxPlus(k,d){R+} z NP-hard NP-hard

Figure 1: Decidability and complexity of the sup-interpretation synthesis problem

where Q+
d consists in rationals of bounded representation.

The first line is direct consequences of Hilbert’s tenth problem undecidabil-
ity whereas the second line is a consequence of Tarski’s quantifier elimination
Theorem over real numbers. One important point to mention here is that the
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synthesis problem is exponential and not doubly exponential because the syn-
thesis problem is more restricted than general quantifier elimination.
In the first column, the symbol z means that it does not make sense to study
the synthesis problem with respect to the considered set of functions. Indeed
the synthesis of polynomial interpretation has no meaning for any structure in-
cluding a max operator since max is not a strictly monotonic function whereas
polynomial interpretations deal with functions enjoying such a property.
The results for MaxPoly function space are identical to the results on pure poly-
nomials since the max operator can be eliminated for both QI and DPI.
Finally, in the last two lines of Figure 1.2, we show that the synthesis prob-
lem is NP-hard for MaxPlus, independently of the structure. As a corollary, on
bounded search spaces like N or Q+

d , the problem is NP-complete. The meaning
of such a notion is unclear over an unbounded and uncountable space like R+.
Note that these results are a Corrigendum to results already presented in an
unpublished workshop [7] that were wrongly stating a NP-completeness result
over R+.

Finally, we take benefit of termination results on the runtime complexity of
TRS to infer sup-interpretations in a last section. In analogy with complexity
theory, we show that time bounded computations imply size (or space) bounded
computations. However the space bound may be exponential in the time, if
the derivation length is the considered measure of time. Indeed, a derivation of
length nmay correspond to exponential space by just using variable duplication.
We discuss the complexity of the synthesis problem for all of these termination
techniques.

1.3. Outline

In Section 2 we consider general undecidable problems of the sup-interpre-
tation synthesis when considering functions. In Section 3, we introduce Term
Rewriting Systems and the corresponding notion of sup-interpretation that
slightly differs from the sup-interpretation on functions. In Section 4, we in-
troduce polynomial interpretations as sup-interpretations and study the decid-
ability and complexity of their sup-interpretation synthesis problem. Sections 5
and 6 apply the same analysis to the notions of quasi-interpretation and DP-
interpretation. Section 7 discusses the relation between time and space, where
time is considered to be the derivation length and space is considered to be
the size of a term. This section shows how to synthesize a sup-interpretation
through the use of termination techniques. Finally, Section 8 discusses the main
open issues.

1.4. Related works

Sup-interpretations are inspired by two former notions on Term Rewriting
Systems, the polynomial interpretations, introduced in [8, 9] to analyze program
termination and runtime complexity [10, 11, 12], and the quasi-interpretations,
introduced in [13] and used to characterize complexity classes such as FPtime,
FPspace or Logspace (See [14, 15, 16]).
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The general framework of sup-interpretation was introduced in [1] without con-
sidering the synthesis problem. [17] was the first paper to combine interpretation
methods together with the dependency pairs method in order to characterize
polynomial time and space complexity classes in a more intensional way, that
is by capturing more natural algorithms corresponding to a given polynomial
time or space function. However the results were presented independently of the
notion of sup-interpretation and the present paper gives a deeper understanding
on the combination of both methods in order to obtain a sup-interpretation.
One important point to stress here is that sup-interpretations are an exten-
sional tool contrarily to quasi-interpretations and polynomial interpretations
that are intensional tools. It means that sup-interpretations deal with func-
tions as mathematical object in the sense of complexity theory, that is functions
computed by some programs, whereas (general) interpretations are intensional
tools and deal with program properties. As a consequence, they also allow the
programmer to study finer and more technical program behaviors. For exam-
ple, a quasi-interpretation also provides upper-bounds on the size of a program
intermediate computations whereas this property has no meaning for a sup-
interpretation. However sup-interpretations can be combined in criteria in order
to get intensional properties such as upper bounds on the size of intermediate
values. The aim of this paper is neither to cover the way to get such intensional
properties nor to show how they can help in characterizing complexity classes.
Consequently, we encourage the interested reader to study [1].
The paper [18] has already deeply studied the synthesis problem for quasi-
interpretations using max-polynomials with additive coefficient in N or {0, 1}
and variables in Q+. The present work takes advantage of these results to
present them from a sup-interpretation point of view. Moreover they are ex-
tended, firstly, by considering rational and real multiplicative coefficients and,
secondly, by extending the NP-hardness proof of [18] over N to NP-completeness
results over natural numbers and rational numbers of bounded representation
(and not only {0, 1}). One last and important point is that the aim of the cur-
rent paper is not to provide an automated way to synthesize a sup-interpretation
but to find the complexity of the synthesis problem depending on the tool used
(interpretation, quasi-interpretation, DP-interpretation, termination tools...),
on the set of considered functions (polynomials, polynomials with max,...) and
on the considered domain (positive real or rational numbers, natural num-
bers,...). The reader interested by automation should refer to the recent pa-
pers [19, 20, 21] that allow to build interpretations (and consequently, sup-
interpretations as demonstrated in Section 4) for showing program termination
and to the tools that synthesize quasi-interpretations [22, 23].

2. Undecidability results

In this section, we show undecidability results for the synthesis of sup-
interpretations. All these results are machine independent and rely on simple
Cantor’s diagonalizations using Gödel numbering and smn theorem:
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Definition 1. Suppose that we have a fixed procedure that lists all the sequences
of instructions. It associates the set of instructions Px, the (x + 1)st set of
instructions in the list, to each integer x. x is called the Gödel number of Px

and it corresponds to the partial recursive function ϕx determined by Px.

Theorem 1 (Kleene smn [24]). ∀m,n ≥ 1 there is a recursive function smn of
arity m+ 1 such that ∀x, y1, . . . , ym:

λz1. . . . λzn.ϕx(y1, . . . , ym, z1, . . . , zn) = ϕsmn (x,y1,...,ym)

In what follows, let PRF be the set of partial recursive functions and RF
be the set of total recursive functions of domain and codomain N. Given a
function f ∈ PRF and some number x, we write f(x) ↓ (respectively ↓t) if f
yields an output on input x (resp. in time t), and we write f(x) ↑ otherwise
(resp. ↑t otherwise). Consequently f(x) ↓ is equivalent to ∃t, f(x) ↓t. µ is the
classical minimization operator. Given a property P (x), µx.P (x) is the smallest
x satisfying P .

Definition 2. Given a function f ∈ PRF , a sup-interpretation of f is a func-
tion F ∈ RF that bounds f on its definition domain, i.e. ∀x ∈ N, f(x) ↓ =⇒
F (x) ≥ f(x).

First we can show as a direct consequence of Rice’s Theorem that there exist
partial recursive functions that do not have any recursive sup-interpretation:

Theorem 2.

¬(∀f ∈ PRF, ∃F ∈ RF, ∀x ∈ N, f(x) ↓ =⇒ F (x) ≥ f(x))

Proof. Suppose that the implication ∀f ∈ PRF, ∃F ∈ RF, ∀x ∈ N, f(x) ↓ =⇒
F (x) ≥ f(x) holds. Define the function f by f(n) = ϕn(n) + 1. By definition,
f is clearly in PRF . Consequently, ∃F ∈ RF such that ∀x ∈ N, f(x) ↓ =⇒
F (x) ≥ f(x). Let i be the Gödel number of such a function F . We obtain
that ∀x ∈ N, f(x) ↓ =⇒ ∀x, ϕi(x) ≥ f(x). As a consequence, ϕi(i) ≥ f(i) =
ϕi(i) + 1. It contradicts the hypothesis that F ∈ RF .

This diagonalization result no longer holds if we allow F to be in PRF (In
this case, we can trivially set F (x) = f(x)).
Now we try to find a recursive function that given two Gödel numbers x and y
would allow us to compare the corresponding partial recursive functions ϕx and
ϕy. We also obtain a negative answer to this issue.

Theorem 3. 6 ∃F ∈ RF,

F (x, y) =

{
1 if ∀z, ϕx(z) ↓=⇒ ϕx(z) ≤ ϕy(z)
0 otherwise

Proof. Suppose that such a recursive function F exists and define f to be the
characteristic function of {< x, y > |∀z, ϕx(z) ↓ =⇒ ϕx(z) ≤ ϕy(z)}. f
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is recursive. Define φ to be a function of two variables corresponding to the
following instructions set: given the input < x, y >, apply Px to x and return 0
if and when this computation converges. By Church-Turing thesis, it defines a
partial recursive function:

φ(x, y) =

{
0 if ϕx(x) ↓
↑ otherwise

Suppose that i is the Gödel number of such a function, applying smn Theorem, we
obtain that there is a recursive function s11 such that ∀x, λy.φ(x, y) = ϕs11(i,x)

.
Now suppose that x0 is a Gödel number for the constant function λx.0. We
have that λx.f(s11(i, x), x0) is recursive since it is obtained by composition of
recursive functions. However by definition:

f(s11(i, x), x0) =

{
1 if ∀z, ϕs11(i,x)

(z) ↓=⇒ ϕs11(i,x)
(z) ≤ 0

0 otherwise

=

{
1 if ϕs11(i,x)

(z) = 0

0 otherwise

=

{
1 if ϕx(x) ↓
0 otherwise

So we have reduced our function to a variant of the halting problem (see
Rogers [4]) which is known to be undecidable. Consequently, λx.f(s11(i, x), x0)
is not recursive and we obtain a contradiction.

Consequently, we obtain that the sup-interpretation verification problem de-
fined by SI(F ) = {x | ∀z ϕx(z) ↓ =⇒ ϕx(z) ≤ F (z))}, which consists in
checking that a given function F is a sup-interpretation of a function f of index
x (i.e. x ∈ SI(F )), is undecidable. As a corollary, we also obtain that the sup-
interpretation synthesis problem, which consists in finding the smallest function
wrt Gödel numbering that bounds another given as input, is also undecidable:

Corollary 1. 6 ∃G ∈ RF such that:

G(x) =

{
µy.{∀z, ϕx(z) ↓=⇒ ϕx(z) ≤ ϕy(z)}
0 otherwise

Proof. Assume that G is recursive and that we have a Gödel numbering starting
from Gödel number 1 (i.e. not defined in 0). The reason for which we take such
a numbering is just that we do not want to make a confusion between the output
0 when there is no upper-bound and the index 0 of the function ϕ0 that might
be an upper bound of some other function. Then µy.F (x, y), with F defined
in Theorem 3 has the same characteristic function than G. Consequently, we
obtain a contradiction and G cannot be recursive.

Now let just state that the sup-interpretation verification problem which
consists in checking that a fixed function F is a sup-interpretation of a function
ϕx of index x, noted SI(F ) is Π0

1-complete in the arithmetical hierarchy:
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Theorem 4. The sup-interpretation verification problem SI(F ) is Π0
1-complete.

Proof. For every input z and every t, either ϕx(z) terminates within time t and,
in this case, we have to compare ϕx and F or ϕx(z) does not terminate in time t.
Consequently, we can write SI(F ) = {x | ∀z, ∀t, ϕx(z) ↑t ∨(ϕx(z) ↓t ∧ϕx(z) ≤
F (z))}.
We briefly recall that a problem B is complete for some class C of the arith-
metical hierarchy if there is a total computable function f such that:

x ∈ A iff f(x) ∈ B

for some problem A known to be C-complete. Consider the problem A =
{x | ϕx(0) ↑}. This problem is known to be Π0

1 − complete since it is co-RE.
Now define the function f such that for each x the function ϕf(x) of index f(x)
is defined by:

ϕf(x) =

{
F (z) + 1 if ϕx(0) ↓
↑ otherwise

We clearly have:
x ∈ A iff f(x) ∈ SI(F )

Moreover the function f is clearly total, by definition, and computable, by
applying smn Theorem. Consequently, SI(F ) is Π0

1 − complete.

Now we show that sup-interpretation synthesis problem, SI defined to be
“the set of functions f ∈ PRF for which there is a total recursive function F ,
satisfying: for all z ∈ N if f(z) ↓ then F (z) ≥ f(z)” is Σ0

3 in the arithmetical
hierarchy:

Theorem 5. SI ∈ Σ0
3.

Proof. SI can be written equivalently as:

SI = {x ∈ N | ∃s, ∀z, ∃t, ϕs(z) ↓t ∧(ϕx(z) ↓t =⇒ ϕs(z) ≥ ϕx(z))}

In other words, SI is the the set of indexes x corresponding to functions ϕx for
which there exists a total function ϕs providing an upper bound on terminating
computations (Indeed ϕx(z) ↓t =⇒ ϕs(z) ≥ ϕx(z)). The formula ϕs(z) ↓t
∧(ϕx(z) ↓t =⇒ ϕs(z) ≥ ϕx(z)) ∈ Π0

0 and, consequently, SI ∈ Σ0
3.

3. Sup-interpretations over Term Rewriting Systems

3.1. TRS as a computational model

The previous section only deals with machine independent results and we
have hidden for a while the data representation problems arising. Consequently,
we have to adapt slightly the notion of sup-interpretation to each computational
model under consideration. Throughout the following Sections, we will consider
term rewriting systems.
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A Term Rewriting System (TRS for short) is a formal system for manipulating
terms over a signature by means of rules.
Terms are strings of symbols consisting of a countably infinite set of variables
Var and a first-order signature Σ, a non-empty set of function symbols or opera-
tor symbols of fixed arity. Var and Σ are supposed to be disjoint. As usual, the
notation Ter(Σ,Var) will be used to denote the set of terms s, t, . . . of signature
Σ and having variables in Var .
A (one-hole) context C[⋄] is a term in Ter(Σ ∪ {⋄},Var) with exactly one oc-
currence of the hole ⋄, a symbol of arity 0. Given a term t and context C[⋄], let
C[t] denote the result of replacing the hole ⋄ with the term t.
A substitution σ is a mapping from Var to Ter(Σ,Var).
A rewrite rule for a signature Σ is a pair l → r of terms l, r ∈ Ter(Σ,Var). A
Term Rewrite System is as a pair 〈Σ,R〉 of a signature Σ and a set of rewrite
rules R. In what follows, we will suppose that all the variables of a right-hand
side r are included in the variables of l as in Chapter 2 of [2].
A constructor Term Rewrite System is a TRS in which the signature Σ can be
partitioned into the disjoint union of a set of function symbols D and a set of
constructors C, such that for every rewrite rule l → r we have l = f(t1, · · · , tn)
with f ∈ D and t1, · · · , tn ∈ Ter(C,Var). The constructors are introduced to
represent inductive data. They basically consist of a strict subset C ⊂ Σ of
non-defined functions (a function is defined if it is the root of a left-hand side
term in a rule). In what follows, we will only consider constructor TRS and we
will use the notation 〈D⊎C,R〉 to denote such a particular TRS, C⊎D being the
disjoint union of the sets C and D. Terms in Ter(C,Var) will be called patterns.
In what follows, we will consider orthogonal constructor TRS since we only want
to deal with functions. The notion of orthogonality requires that reduction rules
of the system are all left-linear, that is each variable occurs only once on the
left hand side of each rule, and there is no overlap between patterns. It is a
sufficient condition to ensure that the considered TRS is confluent. It implies
that we are clearly talking of functions that maps a term to another (and not
functions mapping a term to a set of terms in the case of non-confluent systems).
Note that this syntactic requirement could have been withdrawn in favor of a
semantic restriction that would only consider TRS that compute functions. Our
choice restricts the expressivity of considered TRS but makes sense in our the-
oretical development since it does not restrict the computed functions set.
Given two terms s and t, we have that s →R t if there are a substitution σ, a con-
text C[⋄] and a rule l → r ∈ R such that s = C[lσ] and t = C[rσ]. Throughout
the paper, let →∗

R (resp. →+
R) be the reflexive and transitive (resp. transitive)

closure of →R. Moreover we write s →n
R t if n rewrite steps are performed to

rewrite s to t. A TRS terminates if there is no infinite reduction through →R.
A function symbol f of arity n will define a partial function JfK from constructor
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terms1 (sometimes called values) Ter(C)n to Ter(C) by:

∀v1, · · · , vn ∈ Ter(C), JfK(v1, · · · , vn) = v iff f(v1, · · · , vn) →∗
R v ∧ v ∈ Ter(C)

In this case, we write JfK(v1, · · · , vn) ↓ to mean that the computation ends in a
normal form (constructor term). If there is no such a v (because of divergence
or because evaluation cannot reach a constructor term), then JfK(v1, · · · , vn) ↑.
Finally, we define the notion of size of a term |e| which is equal to the number
of symbols in e.

3.2. Sup-interpretation of a TRS

Since the goal of sup-interpretation is to provide a non-negative upper bound
on the size of computed values, we will mainly restrict our analysis to the groups
N,Q+ and R+, where Q+ and R+ denote positive rational numbers and positive
real numbers. In what follows, let K ∈ {N,Q+,R+} and let ≥ and > be the
natural ordering and strict ordering on such a structure. Finally, let >δ be the
strict ordering defined by x >δ y iff x ≥ δ + y, for some fixed δ ∈ K such that
δ > 0.

Definition 3. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, an assignment θ over K is a mapping
that maps every symbol g ∈ D ⊎ C of arity m to a total function θ(g) : Km → K
and that maps every variable ∈ Var to a variable in K.
An assignment is additive if ∀c ∈ C of arity n > 0, θ(c) = λx1, · · · , xn.(x1 +
. . .+ xn + kc), for some kc ≥ 1, and ∀c ∈ C of arity 0, θ(c) = 0. An assignment
is k-additive if for all c ∈ C, kc ≤ k.

Definition 4. An assignment θ over K is (strictly) monotonic if for every
symbol f of arity m, θ(f) is a (strictly) monotonic function in each of its ar-
guments. In other words, ∀i ∈ [1,m], x ≥ y =⇒ θ(f)(. . . , xi−1, x, xi+1, . . .) ≥
θ(f)(. . . , xi−1, y, xi+1, . . .) (resp. ∀i ∈ [1,m], ∀δ > 0, ∃ǫ > 0, θ(f)(. . . , x +
δ, . . .) >ǫ θ(f)(. . . , x, . . .)).

Now we are able to adapt the notion of sup-interpretation to this model:

Definition 5 (Sup-interpretation). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, a monotonic and
additive assignment θ over K is a sup-interpretation over K if ∀f ∈ D of arity
m and ∀v1, · · · , vm ∈ Ter(C):

f(v1, · · · , vm) ↓ =⇒ θ(f(v1, · · · , vm)) ≥ θ(JfK(v1, · · · , vm))

where the sup-interpretation θ is extended canonically to general terms by:

θ(g(e1, . . . , en)) = θ(g)(θ(e1), . . . , θ(en)), g ∈ D ⊎ C

1As usual Ter(C) = Ter(C, ∅)
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We restrict the shape of constructor symbol sup-interpretations by requiring
a k-additive assignment. This restriction is made to relate easily the interpre-
tation of a constructor term and its size, i.e. ∃k ∈ N, ∀v ∈ Ter(C), k × |v| ≥
θ(v) ≥ |v| always hold for a TRS wrt a fixed additive sup-interpretation.
We compare this new definition wrt the one presented in previous Section: in
a given TRS, the sup-interpretation of a function symbol f of arity m can be
discretized to be viewed as a function θ(f) : Nm → N that bounds the size of the
output wrt to the input sizes (this is direct for 1-additive sup-interpretations):

Lemma 1. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 having a sup-interpretation θ then for
each function symbol f ∈ D and for all values v1, · · · , vm ∈ Ter (C) such that
f(v1, · · · , vm) ↓, we have:

θ(f)(k × |v1|, . . . , k × |vm|) ≥ |JfK(v1, · · · , vm)|
Proof.

θ(f)(k × |v1|, . . . , k × |vm|) By monotonicity

≥ θ(f)(θ(v1), · · · , θ(vm)) and k-additivity

= θ(f(v1, · · · , vm)) By extension

≥ θ(JfK(v1, · · · , vm)) By Definition 5

≥ |JfK(v1, · · · , vm)| By k-additivity

and so the conclusion.

4. Polynomial interpretations

4.1. Interpretations as sup-interpretations

Given a TRS, the main issue is now to synthesize a sup-interpretation, that
is to compute an upper-bound on the partial function it computes. The first nat-
ural technique to do so comes from the term rewriting termination community,
is called (polynomial) interpretation and was introduced in [9, 8].

Definition 6 (Interpretation). Given a TRS 〈D⊎C,R〉, an (additive) interpre-
tation is a strictly monotonic (additive) assignment [−] over K which satisfies:

1. ∀l → r ∈ R, [l] > [r]
2. If K ∈ {Q+,R+} then:

(a) either ∀g ∈ D ⊎ C, of arity m > 0,
∀i ∈ [1,m], [g](X1, · · · , Xm) > Xi

(b) or ∀l → r ∈ R, [l] >δ [r]

where the interpretation [−] is extended canonically to terms as usual.

Condition 1 constitutes the basis of interpretation method as introduced
in [9, 8]. Condition 2(a) was introduced by Dershowitz [25] to compensate for
the loss of well-foundedness over the reals. Finally, condition 2(b) is due to
Lucas [26] and captures more TRS than 2(a).
As demonstrated in [8], an interpretation defines a reduction ordering (i.e. a
strict, stable, monotonic and well-founded ordering)
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Theorem 6. If a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 admits an interpretation then it terminates.

Moreover, an additive interpretation defines a sup-interpretation:

Theorem 7. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 having an additive interpretation [−]
then [−] is a sup-interpretation.

Proof. First note that the assignment is additive by assumption.
Second, we show that for each values v1, · · · , vn ∈ Ter(C) and function symbol
f ∈ D such that f(v1, · · · , vn) ↓ we have [f(v1, · · · , vn)] ≥ [JfK(v1, · · · , vn)].
Consider a function symbol f and values v1, · · · , vn, by Theorem 6, we have
f(v1, · · · , vn) ↓. Since interpretations define a reduction ordering, we have that
each reduction corresponds to a (strictly) decreasing sequence:

f(v1, · · · , vn) →R u1 →R . . . →R uk →R JfK(v1, · · · , vn)
[f(v1, · · · , vn)] > [u1] > . . . > [uk] > [JfK(v1, · · · , vn)]

and, a fortiori, [f(v1, · · · , vn)] ≥ [JfK(v1, · · · , vn)].
Consequently, finding the interpretation of a given program provides a sup-

interpretation of this program under additivity constraints as illustrated by the
following example:

Example 1. Consider the following simple TRS:

d(0) → 0 exp(0) → 1

d(x + 1) → d(x) + 2 exp(x+ 1) → d(exp(x))

where x + 2 and 1 are notations for (x + 1) + 1 and 0 + 1. It admits the
following additive interpretation [0] = 0, [+1](X) = X +1, [d](X) = 3×X +1,
[exp](X) = 32×X+1. Indeed, it is a strictly monotonic additive assignment and
for the last rule, we have:

[exp](x+ 1) = 32×[(x+1)]+1 = 32(X+1)+1 = 32X+3

> 3× 32X+1 + 1 = [d](32X+1) = [d]([exp(x)])

We let the reader check that the strict inequalities hold for the other rules.

4.2. Restriction to polynomials

It is natural to restrict the space of considered functions (the sup-interpreta-
tion codomain) to polynomials for two reasons. First, as we have seen in the
first Section, considering the whole space of functions is too general in terms of
decidability. Second, polynomials are admitted to be a relevant set of functions
in term of time and space complexity. Consequently, we restrict the function
space in order to get effective procedures.
In what follows, let K[X1, . . . , Xm] be the set of m-ary polynomials whose coef-
ficients are in K.
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Definition 7 (Polynomial interpretation). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, a poly-
nomial interpretation over K is an interpretation [−] over K that maps every
symbol g ∈ D ⊎ C of arity m to a function [g] ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xm].

The synthesis problem for polynomial interpretation has been deeply studied
in [27, 28] where algorithms solving the constraints are described. More recently,
encoding-based algorithms via SAT or SMT solving have become the state of the
art for the synthesis problem [19, 21]. One important question is what is the best
structure (N,Q+ or R+) to consider in order to get a polynomial interpretation.
This question has no answer as surveyed by the following results:

Theorem 8 (Lucas [26]). There are TRS that can be proved terminating using
a polynomial interpretation over R, whereas they cannot be proved terminating
using a polynomial interpretation over Q.

Theorem 9 (Lucas [26]). There are TRS which can be proved terminating using
a polynomial interpretation over Q, whereas they cannot be proved terminating
using a polynomial interpretation over N.

Theorem 10 (Middeldorp-Neurauter. [29]). There are TRS which can be proved
terminating using a polynomial interpretation over N, whereas they cannot be
proved terminating using a polynomial interpretation over Q or R.

4.3. Decidability results over polynomials

However we can compare the structures through decidability or undecidabil-
ity results for the sup-interpretation synthesis problem as illustrated below.

Definition 8 (PI synthesis problem). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, is there an
assignment [−] such that [−] is a polynomial interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉?

Theorem 11. The PI synthesis problem is undecidable over N[X] and Q+[X].

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Hilbert’s tenth Problem undecidabil-
ity since every inequality of Definition 7 of the shape ∀[x1], . . . , [xn], [l] > [r],
x1, · · · , xn being the free variables of l, can be turned into the satisfaction of the
formula ¬∃[x1], . . . , [xn], [l]− [r] = 0. The interested reader should refer to [30].
Note that we have not checked that each arbitrary polynomial can be encoded.
This technical check which is needed to show a reduction from Hilbert’s tenth
problem to the PI synthesis will be performed in the next section for the notion
of quasi-interpretation.

This result was historically mentioned to be undecidable by Lankford [8].

Now we show that the polynomial interpretation synthesis problem is de-
cidable over R+ as a corollary of Tarski’s Theorem [31]. Historically, Tarski’s
procedure was non-elementary. It has been improved by Collins [32] in a pro-
cedure of complexity doubly exponential in the number of variables. We will
use the most precise upper bound on such a procedure known by the author
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and described in [33], where the procedure is shown to be doubly exponential
in the number of quantifiers blocks alternations and exponential in the number
of variables, in order to exhibit a precise upper bound on the complexity of
the PI synthesis problem: we will obtain an exponential procedure because the
polynomial quasi-interpretation synthesis problem is more restricted than the
general quantifiers elimination over R+ described by Tarski.

Theorem 12 (Roy et Al. [33]). Given an integral domain k (i.e. a commutative
ring with no zero divisor) included in a real closed field R, a formula φ of size
L in the ordered fields language under prenex normal form with parameters in
K, containing m blocks of quantifiers and s polynomials of n variables and with
coefficients in k whose sum of degrees is less or equal to D, there is an algorithm

of complexity O(L)DnO(m)

which computes an equivalent quantifier-free formula.

Theorem 13. The PI synthesis problem is decidable in exponential time (in
the size of the program) over R+[X ].

Proof. We start by encoding the strict monotonicity property: Given a TRS
〈D ⊎ C,R〉, f ∈ D of arity n and an assignment [−] ∈ R+[X] such that [f] is
defined, the strict monotonicity property can be encoded by the following first
order formula:

SM [f] = ∀X1, . . . , Xn, ∀Y1, . . . , Yn,∧

l∈[1,n]

Xl > Yl =⇒ [f](X1, · · · , Xn) > [f](X1, · · · , Xn)

In other words, SM [f] if and only if [f] is strictly monotonic.
Now we encode the inequalities for each rule of a given program 〈D ⊎ C,R〉:
Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, of assignment [−], let a be a enumeration of the
multiplicative coefficients involved in the polynomials [f], ∀f ∈ D ⊎ C, and
define PI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉] = ∃a ∈ R+, (

∧
f∈D⊎C SM [f]) ∧ (

∧
l→r∈R[l] > [r]).

PI[〈D⊎C,R〉] is true if and only if there is an assignment [−] that is a polynomial
interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉.
Performing a careful α-conversion of all the variables occurring in the distinct
inequalities of the formula PI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉], we can extrude all the quantifiers
(existential and universal) to obtain a new formula under prenex normal form
with only one alternation between a block of existential quantifiers (encoding
the polynomials multiplicative coefficients) and one block of universal quantifiers
(encoding program variables).
Now we apply Theorem 12 by setting K = R and φ = PI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉] and we

obtain an algorithm of complexity O(|PI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉]|)DnO(m)

which computes
an equivalent quantifier-free formula. Note that:

• the size of the formula PI[〈D⊎C,R〉] is bounded polynomially by the size
of the program and exponentially by the maximal degree of the polyno-
mial, which is also bounded by D. Indeed the number of multiplicative
coefficients within a polynomial of bounded degree D is exponential in D.
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• the number n of variables is bounded polynomially by the size of the
program and exponentially by the degree D

• the number m of blocks is bounded by 2

Consequently, the algorithm has a complexity exponential in the size of the
program.

4.4. Drawbacks of (polynomial) interpretations

The previous Subsection has provided a positive result, that is a mechanical
way to synthesize the sup-interpretation of a given program. On the other
hand, Theorem 6 can be interpreted as a negative result. Indeed, in terms of
TRS, termination means that either the evaluation stops on a constructor term
v ∈ Ter(C) or that the evaluation stops on a (undefined) term still containing
non-evaluated function symbols in D. In particular, it means that this analysis
rejects all the partial functions that diverge on some input domain but still
remain bounded on its complement, as illustrated by the following example:

Example 2.

f(x+ 2) → f(x) + 2 f(0) → f(0) f(1) → 1

The function f computes the identity function on odd numbers whereas it in-
finitely diverges on even numbers. Consequently, it does not admit any poly-
nomial interpretation whereas we would expect θ(f)(X) = X to be a suitable
sup-interpretation.

5. Quasi-interpretations

5.1. Quasi-interpretations as sup-interpretations

We introduce the notion of quasi-interpretation [34] that, in contrast with
(polynomial) interpretations, allows us to study partial functions.

Definition 9 (Quasi-interpretation). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, a (additive)
quasi-interpretation (QI for short) is a monotonic (additive) assignment L−M
over K satisfying:

1. ∀l → r ∈ R, LlM ≥ LrM
2. ∀g ∈ D ⊎ C, of arity m, ∀i ∈ [1,m], LgM(X1, · · · , Xm) ≥ Xi

where the quasi-interpretation L−M is extended canonically to terms as usual.

Condition 2 is called the subterm property. Quasi-interpretations do not tell
anything about program termination since the strict ordering of Definition 6
has been replaced by its reflexive closure. Well-foundedness is lost and this is
the main reason why such a tool can be adapted to partial functions. With this
notion, we obtain a result similar to Theorem 7.
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Theorem 14. Given a program 〈D⊎C,R〉 having an additive quasi-interpretation
L−M then L−M is a sup-interpretation.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the one in Theorem 7. Strict in-
equalities are replaced by non-strict inequalities.

Example 3. The program of Example 2 admits the following additive quasi-
interpretation: L0M = 0, L+1M(X) = X + 1 and LfM(X) = X. Indeed, for the
first rule, we check:

Lf(x+ 2)M = LfM(L(x+ 1) + 1)M) = X + 2

≥ Lf(x)M + 2 = L(f(x) + 1) + 1M

For the second, rule we clearly have Lf(0)M ≥ Lf(0)M and, for the last rule, we
have Lf(1)M = LfM(L1M) ≥ L1M.

5.2. Quasi-interpretation synthesis problem

The quasi-interpretation synthesis problem was introduced by Amadio in [18]
and is prominent in the perspective of practical uses of quasi-interpretation since
an algorithm synthesizing a quasi-interpretation of a given program would allow
the programmer to automatically perform a static analysis of program resources
use on terminating computations. It can be defined as follows:

Definition 10 (QI synthesis problem). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, is there an
assignment L−M such that L−M is a quasi-interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉?

This problem is undecidable in the general case where we consider total
functions as a consequence of Rice’s Theorem and as illustrated by Corollary 1.
Indeed there is no function (and consequently no program) that for a program
index given as input provides the smallest index of a sup-interpretation. Conse-
quently, we have to restrict again the set of considered functions. The immediate
candidate is the set of polynomials presented in the previous Section. However
we choose to add an extra max function. There are many reasons to do so:
firstly, max is the smallest function satisfying the subterm condition. Thus it
provides the tightest upper bound that we could expect on a function symbol
computation. Secondly, it remains stable for the set of polynomials since the
max is always bounded by the sum. Lastly, it was not considered in polynomial
interpretations for the only reason that it is not strictly monotonic in each of
its arguments (i.e. x > x′ ⇒ max(x, y) > max(x′, y) does not hold in the case
where y > x with x, x′, y ∈ K). We define the set of MaxPoly functions as
follows:

Definition 11. Let MaxPoly {K} be the set of functions obtained using constants
and variables ranging over K and arbitrary compositions of the operators +,×
and max.

We exhibit a normalization result on such a set of functions showing that
max operator can be restricted to the upper most level:
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Proposition 1 (Normalisation). Each function Q ∈ MaxPoly{K}, Q 6= 0, can
be written into the following normal form:

Q(X1, . . . , Xn) = max(P1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Pk(X1, . . . , Xn))

for some k ≥ 1 and where Pi 6= 0 are polynomials.

Proof. By induction on the structure of Q:

• The base case is when Q is a monomial then Q = max(Q).

• If Q = Q1 +Q2 then by induction hypothesis Qi = max(P i
1 , · · · , P i

ni
), for

i ∈ {1, 2}, with P i
j polynomials. Consequently, Q = max(P 1

1 , · · · , P 1
n1
) +

max(P 2
1 , · · · , P 2

n2
) = maxj≤n1,k≤n2(P

1
j + P 2

k ) since the max operator can
be extruded using rules of the shape max(Q,R)+P = max(Q+P,R+P )
and max(max(P,Q),max(R,S)) = max(P,Q,R, S).

• In the same way, if Q = Q1 ×Q2 then Q = maxj≤n1,k≤n2(P
1
j × P 2

k )

and so the conclusion.

Moreover, we show that the satisfaction of an inequality in MaxPoly {K}
can be transformed into an equivalent problem over polynomials, that is an
inequality over MaxPoly {K} can be turned into a conjunction of disjunctions of
inequalities over polynomials:

Proposition 2. Given an inequality Q ≥ Q′, with Q,Q′ ∈ MaxPoly {K} there
are two integers n and m and polynomials over K, Pi, Rj for i ≤ n, j ≤ m,
such that:

Q ≥ Q′ iff
∧

j∈[1,m]

∨

i∈[1,n]

Pi ≥ Rj

Proof. By the previous Proposition,Q andQ′ can be written as max(P1, . . . , Pn)
and max(R1, . . . , Rm), for some n and m. Consequently:

max(P1, . . . , Pn) ≥ max(R1, . . . , Rm)

⇔
∧

j∈[1,m]

max(P1, . . . , Pn) ≥ Rj

⇔
∧

j∈[1,m]

∨

i∈[1,n]

Pi ≥ Rj

and so the result holds.

5.3. Undecidable synthesis over Max-Poly{N}
As expected, the QI synthesis problem remains undecidable over N and Q+:

Theorem 15. The QI synthesis problem is undecidable over MaxPoly {N} and
MaxPoly {Q+}.
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Proof. We demonstrate, using Proposition 2, that the synthesis problem over
MaxPoly {N} and MaxPoly {Q+} can be turned in the satisfaction of (disjunc-
tions and conjunctions of) inequalities of the shape2:

∃a1, · · · , an∀x1, · · · , xm, P (a1, · · · , an, x1, · · · , xm) ≥ 0

where the ai represent the multiplicative coefficients of the function symbols
quasi-interpretations and where the xj represent the program variables quasi-
interpretations. Fixing the ai, this problem consists in checking that:

∀x1, · · · , xm, P ′(x1, · · · , xm) ≥ 0

with P ′(x1, · · · , xm) = P (a1, · · · , an, x1, · · · , xm). Now we consider Hilbert’s
tenth problem that was shown to be undecidable over Q+ (and N) by Matijase-
vich [35]. Given a polynomial P of arity n, there is no procedure that decides:

∃x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn) = 0

Over N, we have:

∃x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn) = 0

⇐⇒ ¬(∀x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn)
2 > 0)

⇐⇒ ¬(∀x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn)
2 − 1 ≥ 0)

Given a polynomial P , having a computable procedure that checks whether
∀x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn)

2 − 1 ≥ 0 holds would provide a positive answer to
Hilbert’s problem (and conversely). As a consequence, we know that there is no
such a procedure. Finally, we check (a technical but not difficult fact) that for
any polynomial P of arity n we can enforce the interpretation of a n-ary symbol f
to satisfy LfM(x1, · · · , xn) = P (x1, · · · , xn)

2 and ∀x1, · · · , xn, P (x1, · · · , xn)
2 ≥

1 adding arbitrary rules to a program (provided that LfM ∈ MaxPoly {N}). For
simplicity, suppose that we have additive constructors cn of arity n ∈ N and such
that Lc0M = 0 and LcnM(X1, · · · , Xn) =

∑n
i=1 Xi + 1 for n ≥ 1, we can encode

every natural number n by n compositions of the shape n = c1(. . . c1(c0) . . .)
and we can encode the identity polynomial by adding the following rule:

id(x) → id(id(x))

One can check that the corresponding inequality constraints its quasi-interpreta-
tion to be equal to LidM(X) = X over N. Moreover we can add arbitrary rules
of the shape:

id(cn(x, . . . , x)) → fn(x)

id(c0) → fn(c0, . . . , c0)

fn(c1(x)) → c1(...(c1(fn(x)...)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

2This will be shown explicitly in the next Subsection.
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in order to force the following interpretation LfnM(X) = n × X . In the same
spirit we can encode addition by:

id(c2(x, y)) → add(x, y)

add(c1(x), c1(y)) → c1(c1(add(x, y)))

in order to force LaddM(X,Y ) = X + Y and we can encode multiplication by:

fn(x) → mult(x, n)

fn(x) → mult(n, x)

mult(c1(x), y) → add(y, mult(x, y))

in order to force LmultM(X,Y ) = X × Y . We let the reader check that this
reasoning can be generalized to any degree. Finally, if f is the symbol whose
interpretation has been forced to encode the polynomial P 2, we add the rule:

f(x1, · · · , xn) → c1(c0)

to encode the inequality P 2 ≥ 1. Finally, let us remark that the same (but more
technical) kind of encoding can be performed over Q+.

Since the encoding presented in the proof of previous Theorem does not
depend on the use of a max operator we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 2. The QI synthesis problem is undecidable over N[X] and Q+[X].

5.4. Decidable synthesis over Max-Poly{R+}
In order to get a precise upper bound, we define two notions of degree. The

first notion, called ×-degree, corresponds to the maximal power of a polynomial
whereas the second notion, called max-degree, corresponds to the maximal arity
of the max function.

Definition 12 (Degrees). Given a function3 Q 6= 0 ∈ MaxPoly{K} of arity n
and normal form max(P1, . . . , Pk), with Pi polynomials, then the max-degree of
Q is equal to k.
Moreover, if Pi is a polynomial of degree di, where the degree of a n-ary poly-

nomial of the shape
∑k

l=1 αlX
il1
1 X

il2
2 ...X

iln
n , with ∀l ∈ [1, k], αl 6= 0, is equal to

maxl∈[1,k](
∑n

j=1 i
l
j), then the ×-degree is equal to maxi∈[1,k]di.

These notions of degree are extended to assignments, the degree of an as-
signment being the maximal degree of a polynomial in its image.

Definition 13. The assignment L−M ∈ MaxPoly{K} is in MaxPoly(k,d){K} if its
×-degree and its max-degree are respectively bounded by the constants d and k.

3The polynomial 0 will have degrees equal to 0.
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Given an assignment L−M ∈ MaxPoly(k,d){R+} and a function symbol f of
arity n such that f is in the definition domain of L−M. By Proposition 1, the
assignment of f can be written as follows:

LfM(X) = max(P [f, 1](X), . . . , P [f, k](X))

where X = X1, . . . , Xn and P [f, i] are polynomials of degree at most d. In other
words:

P [f, i](X) =
∑

a[f, i, j1, . . . , jn]X
j1
1 × · · · ×Xjn

n

with 1 ≤ i ≤ k and
∑n

ℓ=1 jℓ ≤ d and where the variable a[f, i, j1, . . . , jn] ∈ R+.
Now we show some intermediate lemmata:

Lemma 2 (Subterm encoding). Given f of arity n and an assignment L−M ∈
MaxPoly(k,d){R+} such that LfM is defined, the subterm property can be encoded
by the following first order formula:

S[f] =
∧

j∈[1,n]

S[f, j]

with S[f, j] = ∀X1, . . . , Xn,
∨

i∈[1,k]

P [f, i](X) ≥ Xj.

In other words, S[f] if and only if LfM is subterm.

Proof. LfM is subterm iff ∀X1, · · · , Xn, LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥ max(X1, · · · , Xn)
iff max(P [f, 1](X), . . . , P [f, k](X)) ≥ max(X1, · · · , Xn) which is equivalent to
S[f], by Proposition 2.

Lemma 3 (Monotonicity encoding). Given f ∈ D of arity n and an assignment

L−M ∈ MaxPoly(k,d){R+} such that LfM is defined, the monotonicity property can
be encoded by the following first order formula:

M [f] = ∀X1, . . . , Xn, ∀Y1, . . . , Yn,∧

l∈[1,n]

Xl ≥ Yl =⇒
∧

j∈[1,k]

∨

i∈[1,k]

P [f, i](X) ≥ P [f, j](Y )

In other words, M [f] if and only if LfM is monotonic.

Proof. The proof is just an application of Proposition 2.

Now we relate the degrees of an expression interpretation with respect to the
degree of its symbol interpretations. The main reason for doing so is that we
need to encode expression interpretations and not only symbol interpretation in
order to encode the rewrite rules of a program.

Proposition 3. Given L−M ∈ MaxPoly(k,d){R+} and a term t, we have LtM ∈
MaxPlus(k

|t|,d|t|){R+}.

Proof. By induction on the size of a term t.
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Proposition 3 shows that polynomials can be extended to terms. We write:

LtM(X) = max(P [t, 1](X), . . . , P [t, k′](X))

for some k′ ≤ k|t| and with P [t, j] polynomials of degree bounded by d|t|, when-
ever the considered assignment is of max-degree k and ×-degree d.

Lemma 4 (Rule encoding). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎C,R〉 and an assignment L−M ∈
MaxPoly(k,d){R+}, for each rule l →R r, each inequality can be encoded by:

R[l → r] = ∀X1, . . .Xn,
∧

j∈[1,l]

∨

i∈[1,n]

P [l, i](X) ≥ P [r, j](X)

with n ≤ k|l| and l ≤ k|r|.
In other words, R[l → r] if and only if LlM ≥ LrM is satisfied.

Proof. By combining Propositions 2 and 3.

Proposition 4 (QI encoding). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, whose symbols have
maximal arity n, define the first order formula:

QI[〈D⊎C,R〉] = ∃a[f, i, j1, . . . , jn] ∈ R+, (
∧

g∈D
(S[g]∧M [g]))∧(

∧

l→Rr∈R
R[l → r])

QI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉] is true if and only if there is an assignment L−M that is a quasi-
interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉.

Proof. All the properties of QI are satisfied by Lemmata 2, 3, and 4

Theorem 16. ∀k, d ∈ N, the QI synthesis problem is decidable in exponential
time (in the size of the program) over MaxPoly(k,d){R+}.

Proof. Given a TRS 〈D⊎C,R〉, by Proposition 4, the QI synthesis problem can
be turned into checking the satisfaction of the formula QI[〈D⊎C,R〉]. Note that
we can extrude all the quantifiers of the formula QI[〈D ⊎ C,R〉], after a careful
α-conversion, obtaining a new formula under prenex normal form with only one
alternation between a block of existential quantifiers (encoding the polynomials
multiplicative coefficients) and one block of universal quantifiers (encoding pro-
gram variables) and we apply the same reasoning than in Theorem 13 (using
Theorem 12 again). Note that the exponential upper bound lies in the fact that
there are only two blocks of quantifiers (m = 2).

Corollary 3. The QI synthesis problem is decidable in exponential time over
R+[X].
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5.5. Another interest in the use of reals

The interest of considering quasi-interpretations over the reals does not only
rely on the decidability result of Theorem 16. Indeed, we have an analog result
to Theorem 8 over MaxPoly quasi-interpretations. It states that there exist
programs that do not have any quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{Q+} and, a
fortiori MaxPoly{N}, but that admit a quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{R+}.
Theorem 17. There are TRS having a quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{R+},
whereas they do not have any quasi-interpretation over MaxPoly{Q+}.
Proof. We build such a TRS in order to enforce its quasi-interpretation L−M ∈
MaxPoly {R+} to have an irrational coefficient. Our proof is based on additive
QI but we claim that there is a similar proof for the general case. The existence
of an infinite number of such TRS follows since we can add infinitely many
rules with fresh function symbols on such a program. Moreover we may add the
following rule:

id(x) → id(id(x))

It enforces the function symbol id to have a quasi-interpretation of the shape
LidM(X) = X (otherwise if LidM(X) > X , we have LidM(LidM(X)) > LidM(X) and
there is no QI for such a program). Consider a fresh 2-ary function symbol g, a
0-ary constructor symbol 0 and a 2-ary constructor symbol c such that: L0M = 0
and LcM(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1. Consider the following rule:

id(0) → g(0, 0)

If L−M is a quasi-interpretation of the TRS then the following inequality holds:

0 ≥ LgM(0, 0)

Now consider adding the rule:

id(c(c(y, y), c(y, y))) → g(c(0, 0), y)

L−M has to satisfy that:

4× Y + 3 ≥ LgM(1, Y )

Consequently, LgM(X,Y ) has a ×-degree at most 1 in Y . Otherwise, for an
arbitrary large Y , the above inequality is no longer satisfied. Consequently,
there is a set I of indexes and polynomials Ri and Si such that LgM(X,Y ) =
maxi∈I(Ri(X)× Y + Si(X)) and LgM(0, 0) = maxi∈I(Si(0)) = 0.
Now consider two 1-ary fresh constructor symbols a and b such that LaM(X) =
X+k and LbM(X) = X+k′, for some k, k′ ∈ N. Finally, add the following rules:

id(b(b(0))) → g(0, g(0, b(0)))

id(b(0)) → g(0, a(0))

g(0, a(0)) → b(0)

g(0, b(0)) → a(a(0))
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All these rules correspond to the following inequalities:

2× k′ ≥ maxi∈I(Ri(0))
2 × k′

k′ ≥ maxi∈I(Ri(0))× k

maxi∈I(Ri(0))× k ≥ k′

maxi∈I(Ri(0))× k′ ≥ 2× k

The first inequality guarantees that 2 ≥ maxi∈I(Ri(0))
2 since k′ ≥ 1. We deduce

from second and third inequalities that k′ = maxi∈I(Ri(0)) × k. Substituting
maxi∈I(Ri(0))×k to k′ in the last inequality, we obtain maxi∈I(Ri(0))

2×k ≥ 2×
k and, consequently, maxi∈I(Ri(0))

2 ≥ 2, since k ≥ 1. Finally, maxi∈I(Ri(0)) =√
2 and the program only admits irrational quasi-interpretations. In particular,

it admits the following quasi-interpretation: L0M = 0, LaM(X) = X+1, LbM(X) =
X +

√
2, LcM(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1, LidM(X) = X and LgM(X,Y ) = max(

√
2(X +

1)Y,X, Y ).

5.6. The QI synthesis problem over MaxPlus

5.6.1. NP-hardness results

The complexity of the QI synthesis problem over MaxPoly encourage us to
consider smaller function sets. In this perspective, Amadio [18] has consid-
ered assignments in MaxPlus {N}4. He has demonstrated that the QI synthesis
problem is still a hard problem even on such a small set of functions.

Definition 14. Let MaxPlus {K} be the set of functions obtained using constants
and variables ranging over K and arbitrary compositions of the operators + and
max .

Now we state a normalization result that is just a corollary of Proposition 1:

Proposition 5. Each function Q ∈ MaxPlus{K}, Q 6= 0, can be written into
the following normal form:

Q(X1, . . . , Xn) = maxi∈I(
n∑

j=1

αi,jXj + ai)

for some finite set of indexes I ⊂ N and coefficients αi,j , ai ∈ K, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈
[1, n].

Theorem 18 (Amadio [18]). The additive QI synthesis problem is NP-hard
over MaxPlus {N}.

4Indeed Amadio considers polynomials with variables and additive coefficients over Q+ but
with multiplicative coefficients over N, consequently restricting the shape of allowed interpre-
tations, whereas we will explicitly consider all coefficients in Q+ when referring to MaxPlus{
Q+

}
. Also note that real numbers are not considered in Amadio’s result.
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In what follows, we will show that the QI synthesis problem remains NP-hard
over MaxPlus {R+}. One could have expected a better result by a naive analogy
with linear programming that is P-complete over R+ and NP-complete over
N. This result is inspired by the NP-hardness proof suggested in Amadio [18].
However since the quasi-interpretation coefficients are ranging over R+ instead
of N it generates some technical encoding problems. Indeed, properties of the
shape “If x + y = 1 then either x = 1 and y = 0 or the converse” hold over N
but not over R+. More constraints are thus needed on the considered TRS to
encode a reduction from a NP-complete problem.

Theorem 19. The additive quasi-interpretation synthesis problem is NP-hard
over MaxPlus {R+}.

The complete proof with key-ingredients is in the Subsection 5.6.2. It pro-
ceeds by reducing a 3-CNF problem into a synthesis problem for MaxPlus {R+}.
The reduction follows Amadio [18]. The main difference is that the property∑n

j=1 αi,j = 1 ⇒ (∃j such that αi,j = 1 and ∀k 6= j αi,k = 0) holds over N but
no longer holds over reals or rationals. We overcome this problem by adding
new rules that give sufficient constraints on the considered assignments to allow
us to recover such a property. The end of our proof follows Amadio’s proof
that encodes literals into a synthesis problem: a function symbol fi having a
quasi-interpretation LfiM = α1X1 + α2X2 satisfying (α1 = 1 and α2 = 2) or
(α1 = 2 and α2 = 1) is associated to each literal xi of a 3-CNF formula φ.
We suppose that some fixed constant k ≥ 1 (respectively 2k) is the additive
constant corresponding to the interpretation of a constructor symbol c and is
an encoding of the truth value True (resp. False). If the first literal of a dis-
junction D in φ is xi, we associate inputs (c(0), 0) to the function symbol fi.
In this case, we have Lfi(c(0), 0)M = α1 × k and LfiM will correspond to True if
and only if α1 = 1, that is LfiM(X1, X2) = X1 + 2 × X2. If the first literal of
D is ¬xi, we associate inputs (0, c(0)) to the function symbol fi. In this case,
we have Lfi(c(0), 0)M = α2 × k and LfiM will correspond to True if and only if
α2 = 1, that is LfiM(X1, X2) = 2×X1+X2. Finally we require, using constraints
(generated by fresh rules) on the QI, that at least one literal (or its negation)
is evaluated to k in each disjunction of φ by requiring that at most 2 literals of
each disjunction are evaluated to False. The provided reduction is polynomial
in the size of the formula φ.

Corollary 4. The additive quasi-interpretation synthesis problem is NP-hard
over MaxPlus {Q+}.
Proof. Just notice that the proof presented in Subsection 5.6.2 also holds on
Q+.

5.6.2. Proof of NP-hardness over MaxPlus{R+}
In this section, we show the NP-hardness of the synthesis problem over

MaxPlus{R+} by exhibiting a reduction of every 3-CNF formula satisfiability
problem into a quasi-interpretation synthesis problem. For that purpose, we
need some intermediate and technical propositions.
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Proposition 6. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 having a quasi-interpretation L−M ∈
MaxPlus{R+}. For every f ∈ D such that LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = maxi∈I(

∑n
j=1 αi,j×

Xj + ai) we have:
∀j ≤ n, ∃i ∈ I, αi,j ≥ 1

Proof. Suppose that ∃j ≤ n, ∀i ∈ I, αi,j < 1 holds and let j0 be the value of
index j on which it holds.
Now take the particular values xk = 0, ∀k 6= j0 and xj0 > maxi∈I(ai/(1−αi,j0))
we have:

LfM(x1, . . . , xj0 , . . . , xn) = maxi∈I(αi,j0 × xj0 + ai)

< maxi∈I(αi,j0 × xj0 + (1− αi,j0)× xj0 )

< xj0

Note that xj0 is clearly defined since ∀i ∈ I, αi,j0 < 1. Consequently, this con-
tradicts the subterm property stating that ∀j ≤ n, ∀Xj ∈ R+, LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥
Xj.

Proposition 7. There exist a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 and a function symbol f ∈ D
such that if 〈D⊎C,R〉 has an additive quasi-interpretation L−M ∈ MaxPlus{R+}
then at least one of the following conditions holds:

1. LfM(X1, . . . , Xn) = max(X1, . . . , Xn)

2. LfM(X1, . . . , Xn) = maxi∈I(
∑n

j=1 αi,j ×Xj) (i.e. LfM(0, . . . , 0) = 0)

3. LfM(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑n

j=1 αi,j ×Xj

Proof. 1. We show the first equality by generating the rules of R in order to
constraint the quasi-interpretation of f. Suppose that f admits a quasi-
interpretation of the shape LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = maxi∈I′(

∑n
j=1 αi,j ×Xj +

ai) and consider adding the following rule:

f(x1, . . . , xn) → f(f(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , f(x1, . . . , xn))

If L−M is a quasi-interpretation then it has to satisfy:

Lf(x1, . . . , xn)M ≥ maxi∈I′((

n∑

j=1

αi,j)× Lf(x1, . . . , xn)M + ai)

Consequently, ∀i ∈ I ′,
∑n

j=1 αi,j ≤ 1. Using Proposition 6, we have that
for each j there is a particular ij ∈ I ′ such that αij ,j ≥ 1. Combined with
previous inequality, it implies that αij ,j = 1 and ∀l, l 6= j, αij ,l = 0.
So we can write the quasi-interpretation of f as follows:

LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = max(X1+ai1 , . . . , Xn+ain ,maxi∈I(

n∑

j=1

αi,j×Xj+ai))

with I = I ′ − {i1, · · · , in} and ∀j ≤ n, ∀i ∈ I, αi,j < 1.
For an arbitrarily large value x ∈ R+ (take x > maxi∈I((ai − ai1)/(1 −
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αi,1))), we have LfM(x, 0, . . . , 0) = x + ai1 , with ai1 ≥ 0. Indeed ∀i ∈
I, αi,1 × x+ ai < x+ ai1 . It implies that:

LfM(x, 0, . . . , 0) = x+ ai1

≥ LfM(LfM(x, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , LfM(x, 0, . . . , 0))
≥ LfM(x+ ai1 , . . . , x+ ai1)

≥ x+ 2× ai1

Consequently, ai1 = 0. Since we can perform the same reasoning for each
constant aik , the quasi-interpretation can be written:

LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = max(X1, . . . , Xn,maxi∈I(

n∑

j=1

αi,j ×Xj + ai))

with
∑n

j=1 αi,j ≤ 1. Now consider adding the following rule to the pro-
gram:

f(b(x1, 0), . . . b(xn, 0)) → f(b(x1, f(0, . . .0)), . . . b(xn, f(0, . . . , 0)))

with b a constructor symbol such that LbM(X,Y ) = X + Y + kb, kb ≥ 1.
In order for L−M to be a QI, it is necessary to check that

Lf(b(x1, 0), . . . b(xn, 0))M ≥ Lf(b(x1, f(0, . . .0)), . . . b(xn, f(0, . . . , 0)))M
It implies by choosing the particular values Lx1M = . . . = LxnM = x ∈ R+:

maxi∈I((
n∑

j=1

αi,j)×(x+kb)+ai) ≥ maxi∈I((
n∑

j=1

αi,j)×(x+kb+maxk∈I(ak))+ai)

Suppose that l is the index for which maxi∈I(
∑n

j=1 αi,j) is reached. For

an arbitrary large x and since
∑n

j=1 αl,j = 1 and al = 0, we have x+kb ≥
x+ kb +maxk∈I(ak). It implies ak = 0, ∀k ∈ I. Finally we have:

LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = max(max(X1, . . . , Xn),maxi∈I(

n∑

j=1

αi,j ×Xj))

with
∑n

j=1 αi,j ≤ 1. Since ∀X1, . . . , ∀Xn ∈ R+, max(X1, . . . , Xn) ≥
maxi∈I(

∑n
j=1 αi,j ×Xj) holds, we obtain:

LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = max(X1, . . . , Xn)

2. Now we show the second equality. Given g a function symbol such that
LgM(X1, · · · , Xn) = maxi∈I(

∑n
j=1 αi,j ×Xj + ai). We add the rule:

id(d(x1, . . . , xn)) → d(g(0, . . . , 0), 0, . . . , 0)

with id a function symbol such that LidM(X) = X (There exists such a
function symbol by Proposition 7, item (1)) and d a n-ary constructor sym-
bol such that LdM(X1, · · · , Xn) =

∑n
i=1 Xi+kd, kd ≥ 1. The corresponding

assignment has to satisfy kd+
∑n

j=1 Xj ≥ kd+maxi∈I(ai). It implies that

∀i ∈ I, ai = 0. Consequently, LgM(X1, · · · , Xn) = maxi∈I(
∑n

j=1 αi,jXj).
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3. Consider a function symbol f of arity n. Its quasi-interpretation can be
constrained to be of the shape:

LfM(X1, · · · , Xn) = α1 ×X1 + · · ·+ αn ×Xn

by adding the following rules to the program:

id(c(x)) → c(f(0, . . . , 0, x, 0, . . .0))

with x appearing at the i-th position in the right hand side of the rule,
∀i ∈ [1, n], c a 1-ary constructor symbol such that LcM(X) = X+k, k ≥ 1,
and with id a function symbol such that LidM(X) = X .

Proposition 8. There exist a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 and a function symbol f ∈ D
of arity 2 such that if 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 has an additive quasi-interpretation L−M ∈
MaxPlus{R+} then the following conditions both hold:

• LfM(X1, X2) = α1 ×X1 + α2 ×X2

• (α1 = 1 ∧ α2 = 2) ∨ (α1 = 2 ∧ α2 = 1)

Proof. By Proposition 7, we can enforce a 2-ary function symbol f to have the
following quasi-interpretation by adding arbitrary rules to constraint its quasi-
interpretation:

LfM(X1, X2) = maxi∈I(αi,1 ×X1 + αi,2 ×X2)

We define αj = maxi∈I(αi,j), for j ∈ {1, 2}, and α = maxi∈I(αi,1+αi,2). These
constants satisfy the following inequality α1 + α2 ≥ α. Now add the following
rule to the considered TRS:

f(b(x1, 0), b(x2, 0)) → b(f(x1, 0), f(0, x1))

with b a 2-ary constructor symbol such that LbM(X) = X+k and L0M = 0. For the
particular values Lx1M = Lx2M = x ∈ R+, the corresponding quasi-interpretation
has to satisfy α× (x+ k) ≥ k + (α1 + α2)× x. Consequently, for an arbitrarily
large x, α = α1 + α2 and we can write:

LfM(X1, X2) = α1 ×X1 + α2 ×X2

since ∃j ∈ I, αj,1 = α1 and αj,2 = α2. Indeed it implies that ∀X1, X2 ∈
R+, ∀i ∈ I i 6= j, αj,1 ×X1 + αj,2 ×X2 ≥ αi,1 ×X1 + αi,2 ×X2.
By virtue of the subterm condition, α1, α2 ≥ 1. We add new rules over f in
order to constraint α1 and α2 to satisfy the following condition (α1 = 1 ∧ α2 =
2) ∨ (α1 = 2 ∧ α2 = 1):

f(c(x1), c(x2)) → c(c(c(0)))

id(c(c(c(x)))) → f(c(0), c(0))
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If L−M is a quasi-interpretation, c is a 1-ary constructor symbol such that
LcM(X) = X + k and id is a function symbol such that LidM(X) = X (such
a symbol exists by Proposition 7), we deduce from these rules that α1+α2 = 3.
By adding the rule:

id(c(c(x))) → f(f(0, c(0)), 0)

we check that 2 × k + x ≥ α1 × α2 × k. In other words, 2 ≥ α1 × α2. Since
α1 = 3−α2, we have to check the inequality α2

1−3×α1+2 ≥ 0 with 2 ≥ α1 ≥ 1.
The only corresponding solutions are (α1 = 1∧α2 = 2)∨ (α1 = 2∧α2 = 1).

Theorem 19. The additive quasi-interpretation synthesis problem is NP-hard
over MaxPlus {R+}.

Proof. We encode the satisfiability of a 3-SAT problem under 3-CNF into a QI
synthesis problem. Given a 3-CNF formula φ, we generate a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉
such that 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 admits a quasi-interpretation if and only if φ is satisfiable.
In this perspective, we associate to each literal xi appearing in a given 3-CNF
formula φ, a fresh 2-ary function symbol fi and it corresponding rules such that
LfiM(X1, X2) = αi

1 ×X1 +αi
2 ×X2, with (αi

1 = 1∧ αi
2 = 2)∨ (αi

1 = 2∧αi
2 = 1).

Note that this is made possible by Proposition 8.
The table of Figure 2 subsumes the distinct values taken by the quasi-interpreta-
tion LfiM wrt its coefficients and its inputs, for some constructor symbols c and
0 such that LcM(X) = X + k and L0M = 0.

Coefficients of LfiM: inputs: Value of:
(αi

1, α
i
2) (x1, x2) Lfi(x1, x2)M

(1,2) (c(0), 0) k
(1,2) (0, c(0)) 2× k
(2,1) (c(0), 0) 2× k
(2,1) (0, c(0)) k

Figure 2: Values of LfiM wrt its coefficients and inputs

Let the constant k (respectively 2 × k) encode the truth value True (re-
spectively False). If a literal corresponds to True (resp. False) then we will
encode this information by constraining fi to have a quasi-interpretation equal
to X1 + 2×X2 (resp. 2×X1 +X2).
Given a disjunction D of the formula φ, there are two possibilities:

(i) If the first literal of D is xi, we associate inputs (c(0), 0) to the function
symbol fi. In this case, we have Lfi(c(0), 0)M = αi

1 × k and LfiM will
correspond to True if and only if αi

1 = 1, that is LfiM(X1, X2) = X1 +2×
X2.
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(ii) If the first literal of D is ¬xi, we associate inputs (0, c(0)) to the function
symbol fi. In this case, we have Lfi(c(0), 0)M = αi

2 × k and LfiM will
correspond to True if and only if αi

2 = 1, that is LfiM(X1, X2) = 2×X1 +
X2.

Using the notation φx
D to represent the arguments of the function symbol en-

coding x in the disjunction D, we have:

φx
D =

{
c(0), 0 if x appears in D
0, c(0) if ¬x appears in D

Lf(φx
D)M is equal to k if (LfM corresponds to True and x appears in D) or (LfM

corresponds to False and ¬x appears in D).
Lf(φx

D)M is equal to 2× k if (LfM corresponds to True and ¬x appears in D) or
(LfM corresponds to False and x appears in D).
It remains to encode disjunctions: To each disjunction D in the formula φ and
containing literals xi, xj and xl, we associate the following rule:

id(c(c(c(c(c(x)))))) → f(fi(φ
xi
D), fj(φ

xj
D ), fl(φ

xl
D))

f and id being symbols defined by rewrite rules such that their quasi-interpreta-
tions are defined by LidM(X) = X and LfM(X1, X2, X3) = α1 ×X1 + α2 ×X2 +
α3 ×X3. Note that such symbols exist by items (1) and (3) of Proposition 7.
Moreover, by Proposition 6, α1, α2, α3 ≥ 1. The quasi-interpretation of the
obtained TRS has to satisfy:

5× k +X ≥ Lfi(φD(xi))M + Lfj(φD(xj))M + Lfl(φD(xl))M

This inequality enforces at least one of the Lfp(φD(xp))M (for p ∈ {i, j, l}) to have
value k (i.e. to be True) and enforces at most two to have value 2k. Otherwise
it is not satisfied because ¬(5× k ≥ 6× k). We encode in the same spirit all the
disjunctions of φ. Every assignment satisfying φ will clearly correspond to the
existence of a suitable quasi-interpretation for the program. Indeed, just take
LfiM(X1, X2) = X1+2×X2 (resp. 2×X1+X2) for each litteral assigned to True
(resp. False). Conversely, if the program admits a quasi-interpretation then
every disjunction maybe evaluated to true by assigning the truth value True to
each literal corresponding to a quasi-interpretation of the shape X1 + 2 ×X2.
Finally, we have encoded a 3-CNF problem into a QI synthesis problem over
MaxPlus {R+} using a polynomial time reduction. Indeed the number of added
rules is linear in the the size the formula since each intermediate proposition only
introduce a constant number of new rules in the considered TRS. Consequently,
this problem is NP-hard.

5.6.3. NP-completeness over MaxPlus

After studying NP-hardness results over MaxPlus, we are interested in com-
pleteness results on this function space. We start to introduce the first result
demonstrated by Amadio in [18] over MaxPlus {0, 1}. Let MaxPlus {0, 1} be
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the set of functions obtained using constants ranging over {0, 1} and variables
ranging over Q+ and arbitrary compositions of the operators + and max5.

Theorem 20 (Amadio [18]). The additive QI synthesis problem is NP-complete
over MaxPlus {0, 1}.

We try to extend this result to N and Q+. For that purpose, we focus on
the QI verification problem that consists in checking that an assignment of a
given TRS is a quasi-interpretation. We show that this problem can be solved
in polynomial time over MaxPlus if we consider assignment of max-degree k and
+-degree d polynomially bounded by the TRS size. This is not a restrictive
condition since most of the TRS admitting a quasi-interpretation in MaxPlus
satisfy it. Indeed arity of the max is indexed by the number of rules in the
TRS. Each rule may create a new constraint and may consequently increase the
max arity by 1. Finally, the arity of the +-degree is trivially indexed by the size
of expressions in the rules.

Definition 15 (+-degree and max-degree). Given a function Q of arity n in
MaxPlus{K} of normal form max(P1, . . . , Pm) with:

Pi =
∑

j∈[1,n]

αi,j ×Xj + αi,0

its +-degree is equal to maxj∈[0,n],i∈[1,m]αi,j. In other words, the +-degree of Q
is its greatest multiplicative coefficient. Its max-degree is equal to m.

Definition 16. Let MaxPlus(k,d){K} be the set of MaxPlus{K} functions of +-
degree bounded by the constant d and max-degree bounded by the constant k.
Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 and an assignment L−M, L−M ∈ MaxPlus(k,d){K} if:

∀l → r ∈ R, LlM, LrM ∈ MaxPlus(k,d){K}

Theorem 21 (Verification). Given a TRS 〈D⊎C,R〉 and an assignment L−M ∈
MaxPlus(k,d) {R+}, we can check in polynomial time in d and k that L−M is a
quasi-interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉.

Proof. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 and an assignment L−M, for each rule of the
shape l → r, we can compute LlM and LrM in polynomial time relatively to k

and d, by definition of MaxPlus(k,d) assignments. Consequently, it remains to
check that the inequalities of the shape LlM ≥ LrM are satisfied (we also have
to check some inequalities for monotonicity and subterm properties that we
omit). The total number of such inequalities is polynomially bounded by the
TRS size r. Moreover, by Proposition 2, we can eliminate the max operators so
that each inequality is transformed into the conjunctions and disjunction of k2

inequalities of the shape P ≥ Q, with P,Q ∈ MaxPlus{R+}. Such inequalities
have size polynomially bounded by k and d. We can check their satisfaction in

5Such functions were called multi-linear polynomials in [18].
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polynomial time in these two parameters using linear programming over R+,
iterating this procedure at most r × k2.

Theorem 22. The additive quasi-interpretation synthesis problem is NP-com-
plete over MaxPlus(k,d) {N}, for d ≥ 2.

Proof. The NP-hardness has been demonstrated in Theorem 18. For that pur-
pose, we need a +-degree of at least 2 in our encoding of 3-CNF. We have shown
in Theorem 21, that the verification problem that consists in checking for a can-
didate assignment that it is a quasi-interpretation can be solved in polynomial
time (if variables are extended to R+). It remains to see that the size of each
solution is bounded polynomially by the input size (the TRS size): it is the case
since its degrees are bounded by constants k and d.

Theorem 23. Let Q+
≤d be the subset of Q+ such that every rational has both

numerator and denominator bounded by d. The additive quasi-interpretation

synthesis problem is NP-complete over MaxPlus(k,d)
{
Q+

≤d

}
, for d ≥ 2.

Proof. Every rational from Q+
≤d can be encoded by two integers smaller than d

and, consequently, has a size bounded polynomially by d.

Such a result does not hold in general for R+ because of the representation
problem in such a space: we do not know how to encode the data since a real
number is generally not bounded even if we have bounded degrees.6

6. Dependency Pair interpretations

6.1. DP-interpretations as sup-interpretations

The notion of sup-interpretation was introduced in [1] in order to increase the
intensionality of interpretation methods. One of the main distinction with quasi-
interpretations lies in the subterm property (cf. Definition 9): sup-interpreta-
tions do not need to satisfy such a property. Consequently, the subterm property
drastically restricts the sup-interpretation space. For example, a function de-
fined by f(x, y) → x has a QI at least equal to LfM(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ) whereas
one would expect its sup-interpretation to be equal to θ(f)(X,Y ) = X since the
second parameter is dropped. To overcome this problem, we introduce a new
notion of sup-interpretations, namely DP-interpretations, based on the notion
of dependency pair (DP) introduced by Arts and Giesl [6] for showing program
termination. Note that a similar notion was introduced in [17] for character-
izing FPtime but was not related to the notion of sup-interpretation. A last
point to mention is that DP-interpretations are not a DP-method since they
do not ensure termination but rather a method for space analysis inspired by
DP-methods. We start by briefly reviewing the notion of dependency pair:

6This is Corrigendum to [7] where it was wrongly stated that the QI synthesis problem is

NP-complete over MaxPlus(k,d)
{
R+

}
.
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Definition 17 (DP). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, the set of dependency pair
symbols D♯ is defined by D♯ = D∪{f♯ | f ∈ D}, f♯ being a fresh function symbol
of the same arity as f. Given a term t = f(t1, · · · , tn), let t♯ be a notation for
f♯(t1, · · · , tn).
A dependency pair is a pair l♯ → u♯ if u♯ = g♯(t1, · · · , tn), for some g ∈ D, and
if there is a context C[⋄] such that l → C[u] ∈ R and u is not a proper subterm
of l. Let DP (R) be the set of all dependency pairs in 〈D ⊎ C,R〉.
Definition 18 (DP-interpretation). Given a TRS 〈D⊎C,R〉, a (additive) DP-
interpretation (DPI for short) is a monotonic (additive) assignment V−W over
K extended to D♯ by ∀f,∈ D, Vf♯W = VfW and which satisfies:

1. ∀l → r ∈ R, VlW ≥ VrW
2. ∀l♯ → u♯ ∈ DP (R), Vl♯W ≥ Vu♯W

where the DP-interpretation V−W is extended canonically to terms as usual.

Notice that the main distinction with QI is that the subterm property has
been replaced by Condition 2. We obtain a result similar to Theorem 14:

Theorem 24. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 having an additive DP-interpretation
V−W then V−W is a sup-interpretation.

Moreover, we can show that every quasi-interpretation is a DP-interpretation.

Theorem 25. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉 having a quasi-interpretation L−M, L−M
is a DP-interpretation.

Proof. By Definition 9, L−M is a monotonic assignment which satisfies ∀l → r ∈
R, LlM ≥ LrM. Now, take s♯ → t♯ ∈ DP (R). By definition, there is a context
C[⋄] such that s →R C[t] ∈ R. For each term t, LC[t]M ≥ LtM since LC[t]M is
obtained by composition of subterm functions (the subterm property is stable
by composition). Consequently, Ls♯M = LsM ≥ LC[t]M ≥ LtM = Lt♯M.

As expected, the converse property does not hold. There are TRS that
admit an (additive) DP-interpretation but no (additive) quasi-interpretation,
as illustrated by the following example:

Example 4.

half(0) → 0 half(1) → 0

half(x+ 2) → half(x) + 1

log(x+ 2) → log(half(x+ 2)) + 1 log(1) → 0

The above TRS has no additive quasi-interpretation since an additive quasi-
interpretation such that L+1M(X) = X + k, for k ≥ 1, would have to satisfy the
following inequalities:

Llog(x+ 2)M ≥ Llog(half(x+ 2)) + 1M
≥ Llog(half(x+ 2))M + k ≥ Llog(x+ 2)M + k
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By subterm and monotonicity properties. However, we let the reader check that
it admits the following additive DP-interpretation V0W = 1, V+1W(X) = X + 1,
VhalfW(X) = (X + 1)/2 and VlogW(X) = 2×X.

6.2. Decidability results over K[X], MaxPoly{K} and MaxPlus{K}
In this section, we review the results of the DPI synthesis problem.

Definition 19 (DPI synthesis problem). Given a TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, is there an
assignment V−W such that L−M is a DP-interpretation of 〈D ⊎ C,R〉?
Theorem 26. The DPI synthesis problem is:

1. undecidable over MaxPoly{N} and MaxPoly{Q+}
2. decidable in exponential time over MaxPoly(k,d){R+}
3. undecidable over N[X ] and Q+[X ]

4. decidable in exponential time over R+[X]

Proof. (1) is a corollary of Theorem 15. The subterm property is withdrawn
and replaced by inequalities on dependency pairs. These inequalities do not
change the undecidability of the problem. (2) is also a corollary of Theorem 16
using the same reasoning: the encoding of the subterm property is no longer
needed and replaced by the encoding of inequalities on DP. Since the number
of DP is at most linear in the size of the program, these new inequalities does
not impact the complexity of the algorithm. (3) is a consequence of (1) and (4)
is a consequence of (2) because polynomials are functions in MaxPoly.

6.3. NP-hardness over MaxPlus{K}
Now we show NP-hardness and NP-completeness results:

Theorem 27. The additive DPI synthesis problem is:

1. NP-hard over MaxPlus {K}, K ∈ {N,Q+,R+}
2. NP-complete over MaxPlus(k,d) {N}, d ≥ 2

3. NP-complete over MaxPlus(k,d)
{
Q+

≤d

}
, d ≥ 27

Proof. (1) We use the encoding in the proof of Theorem 19. There is just
one difficulty to face: By Theorem 25 every QI of a given program is a DPI
but the converse does not hold. Consequently, it might be easier to find the
DPI of a given program than to find its QI, the solution space being greater.
Consequently, we have to enforce that each DPI of the reduction is also a QI.
This can be done by adding the following rules to the program, ∀f ∈ D of arity
n and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} :

f(x1, · · · , xn) → xi

7Cf. previous section
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It enforces that the corresponding additive DPI has to satisfy:

∀X1, · · · , Xn, VfW(X1, · · · , Xn) ≥ max(X1, · · · , Xn)

Consequently, V−W is DPI then it is a quasi-interpretation and we obtain that
the DPI synthesis problem is NP-hard over MaxPlus {K}, K ∈ {N,Q+,Q+}. (2)
is a direct consequence of (1) and Theorem 22 whereas (3) is a consequence of
(1) and Theorem 23.

To conclude, we have found a better notion than the one of quasi-interpretation
from an intensional point of view (i.e. in terms of algorithms) in order to get a
sup-interpretation at equal cost from a synthesis point of view.

7. Runtime complexity

7.1. Runtime complexity functions as sup-interpretations

As previously stated, sup-interpretation is a tool that inherently deals with
space consumption in an extensional way. Consequently, it is natural to link this
notion with studies on time consumption of TRS. In an analogy with classical
complexity theory, one could expect that a TRS running in polynomial time
would lead the programmer to get a polynomial upper bound on the size of the
computed value.
A good candidate for the notion of time complexity of a TRS is the notion
of runtime complexity function, a function providing an upper bound on the
length of the longest derivation with respect to the size of the initial term. Many
studies have demonstrated that termination techniques can be used to study the
runtime complexity of a given TRS. See [11, 12, 22, 36], among others. In this
subsection, we show that, as expected, bounding the runtime complexity of a
TRS, allows us to recover a sup-interpretation. For that purpose, we introduce
usual definitions:

Definition 20. The derivational length of a terminating term t with respect to
a rewrite relation →R is defined by:

dl(t,→R) = max{n ∈ N | ∃s, t →n
R s}

The runtime complexity function with respect to a rewrite relation →S on a
set of terms T is defined by:

rc(n, T,→S) = max{dl(t,→S) | t ∈ T and |t| ≤ n}

The runtime complexity function with respect to a TRS 〈D⊎C,R〉 is defined by

rcR(n) = rc(n, Tb,→R)

where Tb is the set of basic terms of the shape t = f(v1, · · · , vn) with f ∈ D and
v1, · · · , vn ∈ Ter (C).
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We start to show an intermediate result that links the size of a term with
respect to the length of its derivation. For that purpose, the size of a TRS
|〈D ⊎ C,R〉| is defined by |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| = ∑

l→r∈R |l|+ |r|.
Lemma 5. Given a TRS 〈D ⊎C,R〉, for every terms t, s and every n ∈ N such
that t →n

R s we have:
|s| ≤ |t| × |〈D ⊎ C,R〉|n

Proof. By induction on the derivation length. If n = 0 then t = s and we have
|t| ≤ |t|. Now suppose that it holds for a derivation of length n− 1 by induction
hypothesis, that is t →n−1

R s and |s| ≤ |t|×|〈D⊎C,R〉|n−1 and consider one more
rewrite step s →1

R u. By definition of a rewrite step, there is a one-hole context
C[⋄], a rule l → r ∈ R and a substitution σ such that s = C[lσ] →R C[rσ] = u.
As a result, we obtain that:

|u| = |C[rσ]| = |C[⋄]|+ |rσ|
≤ |C[⋄]|+ |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| ×maxx∈Var(r)|xσ| Since |r| ≤ |〈D ⊎ C,R〉|
≤ |C[⋄]|+ |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| × |lσ| Since Var(r) ⊆ Var(l)

≤ |s| × |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| Since |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| ≥ 1

Combining both inequalities, we obtain |u| ≤ |s| × |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| ≤ |t| × |〈D ⊎
C,R〉|n−1 × |〈D ⊎ C,R〉| and so the result.

Now we relate runtime complexity to sup-interpretations:

Theorem 28. Given a terminating TRS 〈D ⊎ C,R〉, then the assignment θ
defined by:

• θ(c) = 0, if c ∈ C is of arity 0

• θ(c)(X1, · · · , Xn) =
∑n

i=1 Xi + 1, if c ∈ C is of arity n > 0

• θ(f)(X1, · · · , Xn) = (
∑n

i=1 Xi + 1)× |〈D ⊎ C,R〉|rcR(
∑n

i=1 Xi+1), if f ∈ D
is a sup-interpretation.

Proof. Note that the assignment defined is clearly additive and monotonic. Con-
sequently, we have to show that given a symbol f ∈ D of arity n and values
v1, · · · , vn ∈ Ter (C), if f(v1, · · · , vn) ↓ then θ(f(v1, · · · , vn)) ≥ θ(JfK(v1, · · · , vn)).
Note that by definition of θ, ∀v ∈ Ter(C), θ(v) = |v|. Consider the reduction
f(v1, · · · , vn) →∗

R JfK(v1, · · · , vn), we know that there exists m ∈ N such that
f(v1, · · · , vn) →m

R JfK(v1, · · · , vn) since the TRS is terminating. Consequently:

θ(JfK(v1, · · · , vn)) = |JfK(v1, · · · , vn)|
≤ |f(v1, · · · , vn)| × |〈D ⊎ C,R〉|m By Lemma 5

≤ (
n∑

i=1

|vi|+ 1)× |〈D ⊎ C,R〉|rcR(
∑n

i=1 |vi|+1) By Def. 20

≤ θ(f)(|v1|, . . . , |vn|) = θ(f)(θ(v1), . . . , θ(vn))

and so the conclusion.
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7.2. Sup-interpretations through termination techniques

Note that the bound provided in Theorem 28 is exponential in the length of a
derivation. In general, it cannot be improved since it relies on the fact that most
TRS do not compute terms of size polynomial in the reduction length because
they make a strong use of variable duplication. However it can be improved by
either syntactically restricting the set of considered TRS, considering for exam-
ple, linear TRS, TRS that do not replicate their variables, or by semantically
restricting the shape of the captured TRS wrt some termination technique fixed
in advance. Additive polynomial interpretations described in Section 4 are an
example of such a tool. Indeed they only capture programs computing polyno-
mial size values. Note that the restriction lies in the additivity condition and
no longer holds if we consider arbitrary interpretations.
We subsume the main termination techniques that can be used to infer sup-
interpretations in the Figure 7.2.

Termination technique SI upper bound Synthesis problem

Polynomial interpretations O(22
n

) Undecidable

Additive Polynomial interpretations O(nk), k ∈ N Undecidable

Linear additive interpretations O(n) P

Restricted Matrix interpretations O(nk), k ∈ N NP

RPO O(f(n)), f ∈ MR NP-complete†

DP-based methods O(2f(n)), f ∈ CDP NP

Figure 3:

In this Figure, the first column lists the termination tool under consideration.
The second column provides an upper bound O(g) on the sup-interpretations
functions that can be computed with respect to the termination technique un-
der consideration. More precisely, for a n-ary function symbol f of a TRS
whose termination has been shown using some fixed technique, it means that
θ(f)(X1, . . . , Xn) = h(max1≤i≤n(Xi)) is a sup-interpretation, for some function
h such that h = O(g). Finally, the last column corresponds to the complexity
of the respective termination problem.
Now we briefly explain the results of Figure 7.2 line-by-line:

• For polynomial interpretations, the doubly exponential upper bound on
the derivation length of a terminating TRS was shown by Hofbauer and
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Lautemann in [11]. An important point to stress is that the obtained result
for SI is finer than the one that could be expected by a naive application
of Theorem 28: indeed the SI upper bound remains doubly exponential
(and not a triple exponential). The undecidability result of the synthesis
is demonstrated in Section 4 and was suggested by Lankford [8].

• If we consider additive polynomial interpretations, the synthesis remains
undecidable however the sup-interpretation codomain is restricted to poly-
nomials because the size of a value in Ter(C) is exactly equal to its size.
This result is due to Bonfante et al. [37].

• As a consequence, restriction to linear functions yields a linear upper
bound computable in polynomial time using linear programming.

• For matrix interpretation techniques, [38] demonstrates that the runtime
complexity is exponentially bounded in the height of a term. As a con-
sequence, we obtain a double exponential upper bound when the height
equals the size, by a naive application of Theorem 28. Note that this
general framework can be restricted to O(nk), k ∈ N using polynomially
bounded matrix interpretations of [39, 40] or context dependent interpre-
tations [41] together with restrictions on the interpretation of constructor
symbols, in the same spirit as additive polynomial interpretations. See
also [42] for a generalization of matrix interpretations. The complexity of
the synthesis is in NP because the algorithm that shows the termination
of a TRS with matrix interpretations uses a SAT solver.

• The RPO termination technique gives an upper bound exponential in
a function f ∈ MR, where MR stands for the set of multiple recursive
functions. This upper bound relies on the lexicographic comparison which
yields a multiple recursive derivation length as demonstrated by [36]. This
bound can be improved to primitive recursive functions PR if we restrict
to Multiset Path Ordering (MPO) as demonstrated by [43]. Note that we
obtain the required upper bound on SI since both MR and PR are closed
under exponentiation. The NP-completeness of RPO was demonstrated
in [44]. († : Note that contrarily to previous mentioned techniques, this
technique shows the existence of a SI but does not provide it explicitly.)

• For DP-based methods, Hirokawa and Moser have demonstrated in [45]
that techniques combining Dependency Pairs and restricted Interpreta-
tions, named SLI for Strongly Linear Interpretations, yields O(n2) runtime

complexity and, consequently, we obtain sup-interpretations in O(2n
2

) in
this particular case. This technique can be generalized to arbitrarily large
upper bounds on SI, depending on the base termination technique used.
Consequently, the upper bound is O(2f(n)) for some f ∈ CDP, where CDP

is a set of runtime complexity functions induced by the DP-method un-
der consideration. For example, the use of RPO as base technique would
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give a SI in MR. Note that in this case, the exponential gap can also be
withdrawn by putting extra restrictions on the termination system. The
synthesis is also in NP because the verification is based on SAT solvers.

One of the main drawbacks in the use of runtime complexity in order to infer
sup-interpretations is that we are restricted to terminating TRS and so, to total
functions. From that point of view, it is important to stress that QI and DPI
based techniques of Sections 5 and 6 allow for such a treatment because they
do not imply termination even if they are based on polynomial interpretation
methods. Consequently, they may allow the programmer to infer (polynomial)
space upper bounds on the computed values (and also the intermediate values
in the case of QI) even if the derivation length of the considered term is bounded
by a function of high complexity.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied three methods (interpretations, quasi-interpre-
tations and DP-interpretations) that define a sup-interpretation. Moreover, we
have studied the complexity of the sup-interpretation synthesis problem on sets
of polynomials including a max operator and we have shown that some ter-
mination techniques may allow the programmer to build sup-interpretations.
One important issue that falls outside of the scope of this paper concerns the
automation of the synthesis problem: in particular the search of efficient al-
gorithms that could allow the programmer to obtain the sup-interpretation of
programs (or TRS computing partial functions). Another important issue is
to synthesize sup-interpretations through other techniques (type systems, ...).
Moreover, we have restricted our discussion to monotonic sup-interpretations.
An interesting challenge would be to obtain tighter upper bounds by considering
non monotonic functions. It is a very difficult problem since all the techniques
known to the author are based on monotonicity conditions. Finally, due to
lack of space, we have not studied the synthesis problem over other paradigms.
However we let the reader check that finding a sup-interpretation can always
be turned into a constraint satisfaction, see [46] for example. Consequently, the
complexity results presented in this paper have an impact that is not restricted
to term rewriting.
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DRAFT

Algebras and Coalgebras in the Light Affine Lambda Calculus

Marco Gaboardi‡ Romain Péchoux?
‡ Harvard University and University of Dundee ? Université de Lorraine

Abstract
Algebra and coalgebra are widely used to model data types in
functional programming languages and proof assistants. Their use
permits to better structure the computations and also to enhance the
expressivity of a language or of a proof system.

Interestingly, parametric polymorphism à la System F provides
a way to encode algebras and coalgebras in strongly normalizing
languages without loosing the good logical properties of the cal-
culus. Even if these encodings are sometimes unsatisfying because
they provide only limited forms of algebras and coalgebras, they
give insights on the expressivity of System F in terms of functions
that we can program in it.

With the goal of contributing to a better understanding of the
expressivity of Implicit Computational Complexity systems, we
study the problem of defining algebras and coalgebras in the Light
Affine Lambda Calculus, a system characterizing the complexity
class FPTIME. In this system, the principle of stratification limits
the ways we can use parametric polymorphism, and in general the
way we can write our programs.

We show here that while stratification poses some issues to the
standard System F encodings, it still permits to encode some weak
form of algebra and coalgebra. Using the algebra encoding one can
define in the Light Affine Lambda Calculus the traditional inductive
types. Unfortunately, the corresponding coalgebra encoding per-
mits only a very limited form of coinductive data types. To extend
this class we study an extension of the Light Affine Lambda Calcu-
lus by distributive laws for the modality §. This extension has been
discussed but not studied before.

1. Introduction
Algebras and coalgebras Data types shape the style we can use
to write our programs, contributing in this way to determining the
expressivity of a programming language. Algebras and coalgebras
of a functor (see [26] for an extended introduction) are important
tools coming from category theory that are useful to specify data
types in a uniform way. This uniformity has been exploited in the
design of functional programming languages, via the use of abstract
data types. In this particular setting, algebraic types correspond
usually to finite data types and coalgebraic ones correspond to
infinite data types.

Despite the fact that coalgebras correspond to infinite data
types, interestingly algebras and coalgebras can be also added to
languages that are strongly normalizing by preserving the strong
normalization property, as shown by Hagino [23]. Moreover, alge-
bras and coalgebras can also be encoded by using parametric poly-
morphism in strongly normalizing languages as System F as shown
by Wraith [41]. Preserving strong normalization corresponds to
preserving the consistency property of the language. It is this last
feature that allows the integration of algebras and coalgebras in
proof assistants such as Coq and Agda, where they can be used to
define inductive and coinductive data types, respectively.

Different notions of algebras and coalgebras can provide differ-
ent forms of recursion and corecursion that can be used to program
algorithms in different ways. Moreover, algebras and coalgebras

also provide some form of induction and coinduction that we can
use to prove program properties. So, algebras and coalgebras are
abstractions that are useful to compare in the abstract the expres-
sivity of distinct languages.

Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC) ICC aims at charac-
terizing complexity classes by means that are independent from
the underlying machine model. A characterization of a complex-
ity class C is traditionally determined by a system S obtained by
restricting the class of proofs of a given logical system or the class
of programs of a given programming language L. In order to char-
acterize C, the system S needs to satisfy two properties: 1) the
evaluation process of proofs or programs of S must lie within the
given complexity class C—this ensures that S is sound with re-
spect to C; 2) any function (or decision problem) in C must be
implementable by a proof or program in S—this ensures that S is
complete with respect to C.

This approach for characterizing complexity classes where all
the functions or problems of the given class C can be encoded by
some proof or program in S is traditionally referred to as extension-
ally complete. On the other hand, an intensionally complete charac-
terization requires that all the proofs or programs that can be eval-
uated within the complexity class C must lie in the restriction S.
From a programmer’s perspective intensionally complete charac-
terizations are certainly preferable to extensionally complete ones
since they capture all the algorithms of the languageL that lie in the
class C. However, providing intensional characterizations of well-
known and interesting complexity classes is in general problematic:
for polynomial time the problem of providing an intensional char-
acterization is Σ0

2-complete in the arithmetical hierarchy—and so
undecidable—as proved by Hájek [24].

This contrast between extensional and intensional completeness
has motivated researchers in ICC in the search of restrictions to
logical systems and programming languages that are more and
more expressive in terms of proofs or programs in L that they
can fit. This is usually achieved in two ways: by weakening the
restrictions, and by enriching the language with new programming
constructs. See the survey by Hofmann [25] for more information.

Light Logics The Light Logics [21, 27] approach to ICC is based
on the idea of providing characterizations of complexity classes by
means of subsystems of Girard’s (second order) Linear Logic [20].
Proofs of second order linear logic can be seen through the proof-
as-programs correspondence as terms of System F typed under a
refined typing discipline using the contraction and weakening rules
in a more principled way via the exponential modality !.

Following the light logic approach one can design type systems
for the lambda calculus and its extensions where only programs
that are in a particular computational complexity class can be as-
signed a type. This approach has been used to provide characteri-
zations of several complexity classes like FPTIME [2, 5, 14, 39],
PSPACE [16], LOGSPACE [38], NP [15, 32], P/Poly [33], etc.

A bird’s eye view on Light Affine Logic One of the most success-
ful examples of light logic is certainly Light Affine Logic (LAL),
the affine version of Light Linear Logic (LLL). Similarly to LLL,
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LAL provides a characterization of the class FPTIME by limiting
the way the modality ! is used in proofs and by introducing a new
modality § to compensate for some of these limitations. Roughly,
the modality ! is used as a marker for objects that can be iterated,
the modality § is used as a marker of objects that are the result of
an iteration and cannot be iterated anymore. The combined use of
these two modalities provides a way to limit the iterations that one
can write in proofs, and so the complexity of the systems.

More precisely, LAL enforces a design principle named strati-
fication by adopting the following rules for modalities1:

Γ ` τ Γ ⊆ {σ}
!Γ `:!τ

(!)
Γ, !τ, !τ ` σ

Γ, !τ ` σ (C)
Γ,∆ ` τ

!Γ, §∆ ` §τ (§)

The stratification is obtained by limiting the introduction of the two
modalities to the two rules (!) and (§), respectively. These rules
can be seen as boxes that stratify the proofs. In other words, strat-
ification corresponds roughly to ruling out the logical principles
!A ( A and !A (!!A but allowing the principles !A ( §A.
Enforcing stratification is not sufficient to characterize polynomial
time—it provides a characterization of Elementary time [21]. For
this reason, LAL further restrict the power of the modality ! by
requiring that the environment Γ in the rule (!) has at most one
assumption, this is the meaning of the premise Γ ⊆ {σ}. This re-
quirement corresponds roughly to ruling out the logical principles
!A⊗!B (!(A ⊗ B) and only allowing instead the restricted prin-
ciple !A⊗!B ( §(A⊗B).

Despite their rather technical definitions, LLL and LAL provide
natural and quite expressive characterizations of the class FPTIME.
For this reason, their principles have been used to design a lambda
calculus [39], a type system [5] and an extended language [6]
for polynomial time computations. In these languages one can
program several natural polynomial time algorithms over different
data structures.

Our contribution In this work we study the definability of alge-
bras and coalgebras in the Linear Affine Lambda Calculus (LALC),
a term language for LAL, with the aim of better understanding the
expressivity of LALC with respect to the definability of inductive
and coinductive data structures, in particular with a focus on infinite
data structures like streams.

Since LALC can be seen as a subsystem of System F, we study
how to adapt the encoding of algebras and coalgebras in System F
to the case of LALC. Not surprisingly, the standard System F en-
coding cannot be straightforwardly adapted to LALC because of
the stratification principle. Indeed variable duplication in the terms
enforces the modalities ! and § to appear. These modalities prop-
agate to the functor thus requiring types encoding initial algebras
and final coalgebras that differ from the ones of the standard encod-
ing. The initial algebra for the functor F can be encoded in LALC
by terms of type

∀X.!(F (X)( X)( §X
The final coalgebra for the same functor F can instead be encoded
by terms of type

∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗ §X
Initial algebras and final coalgebras definable in System F are
only weak. In the case of LALC the two types above provide an
even more restricted class of initial algebras and final coalgebras:
intuitively, the ones that behave well under § as a marker for
iteration. These definitions will be made precise in Section 4 and
Section 5, respectively. A further restriction comes from the fact
that to obtain these classes of algebras and coalgebras we need

1 We present here the rules of the logic in sequent calculus. The correspond-
ing typing rules will then by presented in Section 3.

to consider only functors that behaves well with respect to the
modality §. More precisely, for initial algebras we need functors
that left-distribute over §, i.e. functors F such that F (§X) (
§F (X). Conversely, for final algebras we need functors that right-
distribute over §, i.e. functors F such that §F (X)( F (§X).

Functors that left-distribute over § are quite common in LALC
and so we can define several standard inductive data types. Un-
fortunately, only few functors right-distribute over §. In particu-
lar, we cannot encode standard coinductive data structures. The
main reason is that the modality § does not distribute with respect
to the connectives tensor and plus. More precisely, in LALC we
cannot derive the distribution2 laws §(A ⊗ B) ( §A ⊗ §B and
§(A⊕B)( §A⊕§B for genericA andB. We overcome this sit-
uation by adding terms for these distributive laws to LALC. Thanks
to this extensions we are able to write programs working on infinite
streams of booleans (or of any finite data type) and other infinite
data types.

Quite interestingly, Girard [19, §16.5.3] remarked that adding
the principle §(A⊕B)( §A⊕ §B (“supposedly doing what one
thinks”) to LAL would bring to the absurd situation where we can
decide in linear time all the polynomial time problems. The infor-
mal argument is that this principle would allows us to extract the
output bit of a decision problem without the need of computing it.
A discussion on this argument has also been used by Baillot and
Mazza [4] to explain one of the difference between LAL and their
Linear Logic by Level. Here we show that adding the distributivity
principle §(A ⊕ B) ( §A ⊕ §B with a computational counter-
part in the term language does not bring to the absurd situation
prospected by Girard. On the contrary, we show that the full evalu-
ation of programs containing this distributivity principle requires a
more complex reduction strategy than the dept-by-depth one tradi-
tionally used for LAL [21]. This is also reflected in the polynomial
time soundness proof for LAL extended with distributions that we
provide in Section 6. Let us stress that our argument is not necessar-
ily in contradiction with Girard’s argument because the latter relies
on the informal condition “supposedly doing what one thinks” and
one can think to introduce the distributivity principles as an identity
§(A⊕B) = §A⊕§B without computational content. In this case,
the absurde situation would indeed arise.

2. Algebras and Coalgebras in System F
The starting point of our work is the encoding of weak initial F -
algebras and weak final F -coalgebras in System F as described by
Wraith [41] and Freyd [11] (see also Wadler [40]). Let us start by
reviewing the definition of F -algebras and F -coalgebras.

Definition 1 (F -Algebra and F -Coalgebra). Given a category C
and an endofunctor F : C → C:

• a F -algebra is pair (A, a) of an object A ∈ C together with a
C-morphism a : F (A)→ A,
• a F -coalgebra is pair (A, a) of an object A ∈ C together with

a C-morphism a : A→ F (A).

Algebras and coalgebras provide the basic syntactic structure
that is needed in order to define data types.

We can define two categories Alg-F and Coalg-F whose ob-
jects are F -algebras and F -coalgebras, respectively, and whose
morphisms are defined as follows.

Definition 2. A F -algebra homomorphism from the F -algebra
(A, a) to the F -algebra (B, b) is a morphism f : A → B making

2 We use here the term “distribution” because we think to both modalities
and type constructors as operations. In the literature, other people have
preferred the term “commutation”.
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the following diagram commute:

F (A)

a

��

F (f) // F (B)

b

��
A

f
// B

A F -coalgebra homomorphism from the F -coalgebra (A, a) to
the F -coalgebra (B, b) is a morphism f : A → B making the
following diagram commute:

A

a

��

f // B

b

��
F (A)

F (f)

// F (B)

To define the traditional inductive and coinductive data types we
also need the notions of initial algebras and final coalgebras.

Definition 3 (Initial algebra and final coalgebra). A F -algebra
(A, a) is initial if for each F -algebra (B, b), there exists a unique
F -algebra homomorphism f : A → B. A F -coalgebra (A, a)
is final if for each F -coalgebra (B, b), there exists a unique F -
coalgebra homomorphism f : B → A.

If the uniqueness condition is not met then the F -algebra (resp.
F -coalgebra) is only weakly initial (resp. weakly final).

An initial F -algebra is an initial object in the category Alg-F .
Conversely, a final F -coalgebra is a terminal object in the category
Coalg-F . In the definition above, the existence of a homomorphism
provides a way to build objects by (co)iteration; this corresponds to
have the ability to define by iteration elements in type fixpoints.
Conversely, the uniqueness of such homomorphism provides a way
to prove properties of these elements by (co)induction; this is some-
thing that type fixpoint does not necessarily provide.

Example 4. Consider the functor F defined by F (X) = 1 + X .
The pair (N, [0, suc]) consisting in the set of natural numbers N
together with the morphism [0, suc] : 1 + N → N, defined as the
coproduct of 0 : 1→ N and suc : N→ N, is an F -algebra.

Consider the endofunctor F over the category Set defined by
F (X) = A × X , for some set A. The pair (Aω, 〈head, tail〉)
where Aω is the set of infinite lists over A and the morphism
〈head, tail〉 : Aω → A × Aω is defined by head : Aω → A
and tail : Aω → Aω , is a final F -coalgebra.

2.1 Encoding weak initial algebras and weak final coalgebras
We here assume some familiarity with System F and existential
types (see [22] and [35]). A functor F (X) is definable in System F
if F (X) is a type scheme mapping every type A to the type F (A),
and if there exists a term F mapping every term of type A→ B to
a term of type F (A) → F (B) and such that it preserves identity
and composition. We say that a functor F (X) is covariant if the
variable X only appears in covariant positions.

It is a well known result that for any covariant functor F (X)
that is definable in System F we can define an algebra that is weakly
initial and a coalgebra that is weakly final [26]. This corresponds to
define the least and the greatest fixpoint of F (X) as a type scheme.

Proposition 5 (Weak Initial Algebra). Let F (X) be a covariant
functor definable in System F and T = ∀X.(F (X) → X) → X .
Consider the morphisms defined by:

inT : F (T )→ T,

inT = λs : F (T ).ΛX.λk : F (X)→ X.k(F (foldT X k) s),

foldT : ∀X.(F (X)→ X)→ T → X,

foldT = ΛX.λk : F (X)→ X.λt : T.tX k.

Then, (T, inT ) is a weak initial F -algebra: for every F -algebra
(A, g : F (A) → A) there is a F -homomorphism h : T → A
defined as h = foldT Ag.

We will sometimes write T as µX.F (X) when we want to
stress the underlying functor F and the fact that T corresponds to
the least fixpoint of F .

Proposition 6 (Weak Final Coalgebra). Let F be a covariant
functor definable in System F and T = ∃X.(X → F (X)) × X .
Consider the morphisms defined by:

outT : T → F (T ),

outT = λt : T.unpack t as (X, z) in

let (k, x) = z in F(unfoldT X k)(k x),

unfoldT : ∀X.(X → F (X))→ X → T,

unfoldT = ΛX.λk : X → F (X).λx : X.pack ((k, x), X) asT.

Then, (T, outT ) is a weak finalF -coalgebra: for everyF -coalgebra
(A, g : A → F (A)) there is a F -homomorphism h : A → T de-
fined as h = unfoldT Ag.

Similarly to the case ofF -algebras, we will write T as νX.F (X)
when we want to stress the underlying functor F and the fact that
T corresponds to the greatest fixpoint of F .

Example 7. Let us consider a functor defined on types as F (X) =
1 +X and on terms as:

λf : X → Y.λx : 1 +X.case x of

{inj1+X
0 (z)→ inj

1+Y
0 (()), inj1+X

1 (z)→ inj
1+Y
1 (f z) }.

Let N = µX.F (X). Proposition 5 ensures that (N, inN) is a
weak initial algebra: the weak initial algebra of natural numbers.
In particular, we can define 0 = inN(inj1+N

0 (())), n+ 1 =
inN(inj1+N

1 (n)), and more in general the successor function as
succ = λx.inN(inj1+N

1 (x)). We can use the fact that N is a weak
initial algebra to define an addition function. We just need to con-
sider a term like the following (we omit some type for conciseness):

g = λx : 1 + (N→ N).case x of

{inj0(z)→ λy : N.y, inj1(z)→ λy : N.succ(z y) }.
Then, Proposition 5 ensures that we can define add as foldN (N→
N) g.

Example 8. Let us consider a functor defined on types as F (X) =
N×X and on terms as:

λf : X → Y.λx : N × X.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in 〈x1, f x2〉.
Let Nω = νX.F (X). Proposition 5 ensures that (Nω, outNω ) is
a weak final coalgebra: the weak final coalgebra of streams over
natural numbers. We can define the usual operations on streams as
head = λx : Nω.let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outNω x) in x1, and tail =
λx : Nω.let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outNω x) in x2. We can use the fact that
Nω is a weak final coalgebra to define streams. As an example we
can define a constant stream of ks by using a function:

g = λx : 1.let () = x in 〈k, ()〉.
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τ, σ ::= X | 1 | !τ | §τ | τ ⊕ σ | τ ⊗ σ | τ ( σ
| ∀X.τ | ∃X.τ

M, N, L ::= x | () | λx : τ.M | M N | ΛX.M | M τ | !̂M | §̂M
| let §̂x : τ = M in N | let !̂x : τ = M in N
| 〈M, N〉 | let 〈x : τ1, y : τ2〉 = M in N
| pack (M, σ) as τ | unpack M as (X, x) in N
| let () = M in N | injτi (M) |
| case M of {injτ0 (x)→ N|injτ1 (x)→ L}

Figure 1. LALC: grammar for types and terms.

Proposition 6 ensures that we can define const = unfoldNω 1 g().
Similarly, we can define a function that extracts from a stream the
elements in even position. This time we need a function:

g = λx : Nω.〈hd x, tl (tl x)〉.
Proposition 6 ensures that we can define even = unfoldNω Nω g.

3. The Light Affine Lambda Calculus
The Light Affine Lambda Calculus is the affine version of the Light
Linear Lambda Calculus [39] and provide a concrete syntax for
Intuitionistic Light Affine Logic [1].

3.1 The language
The syntax of the Light Affine Lambda Calculus (LALC) is in-
spired by the restrictions provided by Light Affine Logic. The fo-
cus of our work is on the expressivity of the calculus rather than
on other properties, so to make our examples more clear we adopt
an explicitly typed version of LALC. The types and the terms of
LALC are presented in Figure 1. As basic type we consider only
the multiplicative unit 1, while as type constructors we consider
the linear implication(, the tensor product⊗, and the additive dis-
junction⊕. Moreover, we have type variablesX and type universal
and existential quantifications: ∀X.τ , and ∃X.τ . We also have two
modalities !, and §. The connectives ⊗, ⊕ and the existential quan-
tification ∃X.τ can be defined by using only the linear implication
(, the modalities !, §, and the universal quantification ∀ but we
prefer here to consider them as primitive. The reason behind this
choice is that in the second part of the paper we will introduce ex-
plicit rules for distributing the § modality over ⊗ and ⊕, so it is
natural to consider them as primitive.

Every type constructor comes equipped with a term constructor
and a term destructor. Since we consider explicitly typed term we
avoid confusions by denoting !̂ and §̂ the term level constructors
for the modalities ! and §, respectively. The semantics of LALC is
defined in terms of the reduction relation→ described in Figure 2
where we use the notation [M/x] for the usual capture avoiding term
substitution, the notation [τ/X] for the usual capture avoiding type
substitution, and †, ‡ to denote the modalities ! or §.

We have three kinds of reduction rules: the exponential rules de-
scribe the interaction of a constructor and a destructor for modali-
ties, the beta rules describe instead the interaction of a constructor
and a destructor for all the other types, the commuting conversion
rules describe the interaction of different destructors. In Figure 2
we have omitted several commuting rules. The number of these
rules is quite high and their behavior is standard. We consider only
two such rules (com-1) and (com-2) as representative of this class.

3.2 Type system
A typing judgment is of the shape Γ ` M : τ , for some typing
environment Γ (an environment assigning types to term variables),

some term M and some type τ . The standard typing rules, inherited
from Light Affine λ-calculus, are given in Figure 3(a) and addi-
tional rules for the extra constructs are given in Figure 3(b). As
usual, this system uses the notion of discharged formulas, which
are expressions of the form [τ ]†. Given a typing environment Γ =
x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn, [Γ]† is a notation for the environment
x1 : [τ1]†, . . . xn : [τn]†. Discharged formulas are not types, so
they cannot be abstracted and we do not want them to appear in
final judgments. They are just syntactic artifacts introduced by the
rule (!I) and (§I), used by the rule (C), and eliminated by the rules
(!E) and (§E), respectively. These five rules implement in a natural
deduction style the three sequent calculus LAL rules we discussed
in the introduction and the cut rule on modalities. All the other rules
are the linear versions of the standard System F rules. We assume a
multiplicative management of contexts: when we write Γ,∆ we as-
sume that the set of free variables in Γ and ∆ are disjoint. The only
rule that uses in part an additive management of context is the rule
(⊕E) where we have a sharing of variables in the two branches
of the case construction. We adopt here the same convention as in
Light Linear Logic (LLL) [21] and we consider a lazy reduction
that reduce redexes with variable bound in the two branches only
when the argument is closed.

The polynomial soundness of LALC can be expressed in terms
of the depth d(M) of a term M: the maximal number of nested !̂ or §̂
that can be found in any path of the term syntax tree. Moreover, we
will call depth of a subterm N of M the number of !̂ and §̂ that one
has to cross to reach the root of N starting from the root of M.

3.3 Properties of LALC
LALC provides a characterization of the FPTIME complexity
class. However, it also enjoys standard properties of typed lambda
calculi. In particular, it enjoys subject reduction.

Theorem 9 (Subject Reduction). Let Γ ` M : τ and M → N, then
Γ ` N : τ .

In fact, LALC enjoys also a stronger version of subject reduc-
tion that ensures not only that types are preserved, but also that a
reduction M → N corresponds to a rewriting of the type derivation
of M in the type derivation of N.

Polynomial time soundness for LALC can be stated as follow:

Theorem 10 (Polynomial Time Soundness). Consider a term Γ `
M : τ . Then, M can be reduced to normal form by a Turing Machine
working in time polynomial in |M| with exponent proportional to
d(M).

The original proof of this theorem by Girard [21] as well as
other subsequent proofs [2, 39] are based on three main observa-
tions about reductions in LALC:

1. reductions cannot increase the depth of a term,

2. a beta reduction at depth i decreases the size of the term at depth
i and cannot increase the size of the term at other depths,

3. any sequence of exponential reduction at depth i can only
square the size of the term at depth j greater than i.

These properties suggest a depth-by-depth reduction strategy
whose length is polynomial in the size of the term and exponential
in the depth.

For expressing the FPTIME completeness statement for LALC
we need a data type B∗ for strings of Booleans that can be easily
defined by a standard Church encoding.

Theorem 11 (FPTIME completeness). For every polynomial time
function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ there exists a natural number n
and a term f : B∗ ( §̂nB∗ such that and f represents f .
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(λx : τ.M) N→ M[N/x] (beta-λ)
let () = () in M→ M (beta-1)
(ΛX.M) τ → M[τ/X] (beta-∀)
case injτi (M) of {injτ0 (x)→ N0|injτ1 (x)→ N1} → Ni[M/x] (beta-⊕)
let 〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = 〈N0, N1〉 in M→ M[N0/x, N1/y] (beta-⊗)
unpack (pack (M, σ) as ∃X.τ) as (X, x) in N→ N[M/x, σ/X] (beta-∃)

let §̂x : §τ = §̂N in M→ M[N/x] (exp-§̂)
let !̂x :!τ = !̂N in M→ M[N/x] (exp-̂!)

(let †̂x : †τ = N in M)L→ let †̂x : †τ = N in (ML) (com-1)
let †̂y : †τ = (let ‡̂x : ‡σ = N in L) in M→ let ‡̂x : ‡σ = N in (let †̂y : †τ = L in M) (com-2)

Figure 2. Light Affine Lambda Calculus reduction rules.

The proof of this statement requires to show that one can pro-
gram in LALC all the polynomial expressions, that one can define
data types for Turing Machine’s configurations, and that transitions
between configurations are definable.

4. Algebras in LALC
4.1 Motivations and definition
We want now to adapt the encoding of algebras in System F to the
case of LALC. The first thing that we need is to find a type that
permits to express a weak initial F -algebra. One can consider the
straightforward linear type T = ∀X.(F (X)( X)( X but this
is not enough for typing an analogous of the term inT that contains
a duplicated variable k. Consequently, modalities are required in
the corresponding type as the duplication in the term inT is needed
for iteration. So, a more natural choice is instead to use the type:

T = ∀X.!(F (X)( X)( §X. (1)

Indeed, this type can be seen as the analogous of the one used
for the standard Church natural numbers in LALC: ∀X.!(X (
X)( §(X ( X). In this type, the modality ! is a marker for the
duplication and the modality § witness the iteration.

Using this type for assigning types in LALC to terms analogous
to the one of Proposition 5 presents two problems. First, the modal-
ity § in Equation 1—that witnesses iteration—propagates when one
wants to build the F -homomorphism to another F -algebra. This
implies that only a restricted form of weak initial algebras can be
obtained. So, we are able to build the needed F -algebra homomor-
phisms only with F -algebra of the form (§B, g : F (§B) → §B).
There is a second problem: we need the functor F to left-distribute
over §3. This corresponds to require the existence of a morphism:

LF : F (§X)( §F (X).

This technical requirement comes from the fact that the modality
§ propagates due to the iteration, but also from the uniformity im-
posed by the polymorphic encoding. This uniformity corresponds
to require that the algebra (§B, g) target of the F -algebra homo-
morphism comes from an underlying F -algebra (B, f) via the
functoriality of § and the left-distributivity LF of F .

By considering the two requirements, we obtain the following
definition.

Definition 12. Given a functor F , we say that an F -algebra (A, a)
is weakly-initial under § if for every F -algebra of the form (B, f)
there exists an F -algebra (§B, g) and an F -algebra homomor-

3 We call this property “distribute” instead of “commute” in order to high-
light the distinction with the standard commuting rules (com-n).

phism h : A→ §B making the following diagram commute:

F (A)
F (h) //

a

��

F (§B)

g

��

LF

$$
§F (B)

§f
zz

A
h

// §B

That is, we require the existence of an F -algebra homomor-
phism only for F -algebra of the form (§B, g) that comes from an
underlying F -algebra (B, f) via the functoriality of § and the left-
distributivity LF of F . With these two restrictions in mind we can
now formulate an analogous of Proposition 5.

Theorem 13. Let F be a functor definable in LALC that left-
distributes over §, and let T = ∀X.!(F (X) ( X) ( §X .
Consider the morphisms defined by:

inT : F (T )( T,

inT = λs : F (T ).ΛX.λk :!(F (X)( X).

let !̂y :!(F (X)( X) = k in

let §̂z : §F (X) = LF (F (foldT X !̂y)s) in §̂(y z),

foldT : ∀X.!(F (X)( X)( T ( §X,
foldT = ΛX.λk :!(F (X)( X).λt : T.tX k.

Then, (T, inT ) is a weakly-initial F -algebra under §: for every
F -algebra (B, f : F (B) ( B) we have an F -algebra (§B, g :
F (§B) → §B) and an F -algebra homomorphism h : T → §B
defined as h = foldT B !̂f .

The situation described by Theorem 13 corresponds to saying
that for every F -algebra (B, f ) the following diagram commutes:

F (T )
F (foldT B !̂f) //

inT

��

F (§B)

g

��

LF

$$
§F (B)

§f
zz

T
foldT B !̂f

// §B
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x : τ ` x : τ
(Ax)

Γ ` M : τ
Γ,∆ ` M : τ

(W )
Γ, x : [τ ]!, y : [τ ]! ` M : σ

Γ, z : [τ ]! ` M[z/x, z/y] : σ
(C)

Γ, x : τ ` M : σ

Γ ` λx : τ.M : τ ( σ
(( I)

Γ ` M : τ ( σ ∆ ` N : τ
Γ,∆ ` MN : σ

(( E)
Γ ` N :!τ ∆, x : [τ ]! ` M : σ

Γ,∆ ` let !̂x : !τ = N in M : σ
(!E)

Γ ` N : §τ ∆, x : [τ ]§ ` M : σ

Γ,∆ ` let §̂x : §τ = N in M : σ
(§E)

Γ ` M : τ Γ ⊆ {x : σ}
[Γ]! ` !̂M :!τ

(!I)
Γ,∆ ` M : τ

[Γ]!, [∆]§ ` §̂M : §τ
(§I)

Γ ` M : τ X /∈ FTV(Γ)

Γ ` ΛX.M : ∀X.τ (∀I)
Γ ` M : ∀X.τ

Γ ` Mσ : τ [σ/X]
(∀E)

(a) standard rules

Γ ` M : τ ∆ ` N : σ
Γ,∆ ` 〈M, N〉 : τ ⊗ σ (⊗I)

Γ ` M : τ ⊗ σ ∆, x : τ, y : σ ` N : τ ′

Γ,∆ ` let 〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = M in N : τ ′
(⊗E)

Γ ` () : 1
(1I)

Γ ` M : 1 ∆ ` N : τ
Γ,∆ ` let () = M in N : τ

(1E)
Γ ` M : τi

Γ ` inj
τ0⊕τ1
i (M) : τ0 ⊕ τ1

(⊕I)
Γ ` M : τ [σ/X]

Γ ` pack (M, σ) as ∃X.τ : ∃X.τ (∃I)

Γ ` M : τ0 ⊕ τ1 ∆, x : τ0 ` N0 : τ ∆, x : τ1 ` N1 : τ

Γ,∆ ` case M of {injτ0⊕τ10 (x)→ N0|injτ0⊕τ11 (x)→ N1} : τ
(⊕E)

Γ ` M : ∃X.τ ∆, x : τ ` N : σ

Γ,∆ ` unpack M as (X, x) in N : σ
(∃E)

(b) rules for additional constructions

Figure 3. Typing rules for the Light Affine Lambda Calculus.

This diagram provides a way to encode the least fixpoint of types,
similarly to what we have for System F, and so to define standard
data types.

Notice that with respect to initial algebras we have now relaxed
both the uniqueness and the existence property.

4.2 Algebra examples
Before providing examples of algebras, we want to characterize a
large class of functors that left-distribute.

Lemma 14. All the functors built using the following signature
left-distribute over §:
F (X) ::= 1 |X | A | §F (X) | F (X)⊕ F (X) | F (X)⊗ F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of
type A(!A or type A( §A.

Proof. By induction on F (X). The full proof is in the supplemen-
tary material.

Thanks to the above lemma we can give a notion of weakly-
initial F -algebra under § to several standard examples.

Example 15. Consider the functor F (X) = 1 ⊕ X . This is the
linear analogous of the functor considered in Example 7, definable
by the same term (in the types annotation, implication is replaced
by a linear arrow and + is replaced by ⊕). By Lemma 14, we have
that F left-distribute over §, and so by Theorem 13 we have that
(N, inN) is a weakly-initial F-algebra under §, where by abuse of
notation we again use N to denote µX.F (X). Similarly to what
we did in Example 7, we can define natural numbers as inhabitants
of this type. Noticing that to the term g defined there we can
also give the type F (N ( N) ( (N ( N), we have that
add = foldN (N( N) !̂g has type N( §(N( N).

Example 16. Consider the functor Fn(X) = 1⊕(Bn⊗X) where
Bn is as a finite type with n states. The functor Fn(X) is definable

by the term:

λf : X ( Y.λx : Fn(X). case x of

{inj0(z)→ inj0(()),

inj1(z)→ let〈z1 : Bn, z2 : X〉 = z in inj1(〈z1, f z2〉)},
where we omit the superscripts of the inji constructs for read-
ability. It is easy to verify that by Lemma 14, we have that Fn left-
distribute over §. So, if we define B∗n = µX.Fn(X), by Theorem 13
we have that (B∗n, inB∗n) is a weakly-initial F-algebra under §. In
the particular case where n = 2, let B2 = 1 ⊕ 1 be the type for
booleans. The type B∗2 is inhabited by finite boolean strings: nil =
inB∗2 (inj0(())), cons = λh : B2.λt : B∗2.inB∗2 (inj1(〈h, t〉)).

We can define a map function on boolean strings using the
function:

g = λf : B2 ( B2.λx : F2(B∗2). case x of

{inj0(z)→ inB∗2 (inj0(())),

inj1(z)→ let〈z1 : B2, z2 : B∗2〉 = z in inB∗2 (inj1(〈f z1, z2〉)).
Noticing that for a variable f : B2 ( B2, to the term g f

we can give the type F (B∗2) ( B∗2, we have that map f =

foldB∗2 B∗2 !̂(g f) has type B∗2 ( §B∗2.

The next section will show an extensive example in program-
ming with these data structures.

4.3 Polynomial time completeness of LALC using algebras
As a sanity check, we want to use the new encoding of algebras to
prove the FPTIME completeness of LALC. This follows the same
line as the standard proof from Asperti and Roversi [2] or the one
from Baillot et al. [6]. The idea is to show that we can use algebras
to encode polynomial expressions—that can be used as clocks for
iterations—and Turing Machines and their transitions.

We have seen how to define natural numbers as inhabitants of
the type N = µX.1 ⊕ X . It is important to stress that all the
inhabitants of N can be typed with a fixed number of (!I) and
(§I) rules—this corresponds to having terms with constant depth as
defined in Definition 23—this is quite standard but still important
to stress in order to ensure a sound characterization of PTIME,
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see [28]. We want now to show that we can encode polynomial
expressions and that we can use them as clocks of iterators. Let us
start with the latter. Thanks to Theorem 13 and the fact that given
two terms of type 1( A and A( A we can build a term of type
1 ⊕ A ( A combining them, we can define an iteration scheme
parametrized by the type A over natural numbers as:

iter : N( (1( A)( (A( A)( §A.
This term has the property that for every n, given a base b a step s
it produces the n-th iteration of s over b. More precisely:

iter n b s→∗ §̂(sn b).

As an example, we can make explicit the base and the iteration step
for addition add : N( §(N( N):

badd = λz : 1.let () = z in λy.y : 1( (N( N),
sadd = λz.λy.succ(z y) : (N( N)( (N( N).

The type of add is not entirely satisfying, however we can define a
coercion function:

coer : (N( §(N( N))( N( §N( §N,
coer = λf.λn.λm.let §̂u = m in (let §̂z = f n in §̂(z u)).

Moreover, we have a coercion function:

coer′ : N( §N,
coer′ = λn.iter n 0 succ.

Thanks to these coercion functions we can change the type of
addition:

addc : N( N( §N,
addc = λn : N.λm : N.coer add n (coer′ m).

This is the same type that we can assign to addition in LLL. While
this type is good for adding together several elements, in order to
define multiplication it is also convenient to give to addition the
following type:

add§ : §N( §2N( §2N,
add§ = λn : §N.λm : §2N.let §̂u = n

in let §̂w = m in §̂(coer add u w).

We can now define the base step and the iteration step for multipli-
cation mul : N( §(!N( §2N):

bmul = λz : 1.let () = z in

λy :!N.let !̂v = y in §̂(coer′ v) : 1( (!N( §2N),

smul = λg :!N( §2N.λy :!N.let !z = y in

(add§ §̂z (g !z)) : (!N( §2N)( (!N( §2N).

By using another coercions similar to coer and coer′ we can
assign to multiplication a type as: mulc : N (!N ( §3N. By
using addition and multiplication we can prove the following.

Lemma 17. For any polynomial p[x] in the variable x there exists
an integer n and a term λx.p of type N( §̂nN representing p[x].

Likewise Asperti and Roversi [2] the above lemma can be also
improved by expressing the number n of § in term of the degree of
the polynomial. However, in our case we would have some extra §
given by the extra § that we have in the type of mulc.

Now we need to encode Turing MachinesM. We can encode a
configuration ofM with n states by a type Mn = B∗3 ⊗ B∗3 ⊗ Bn
where B∗3 is the type of strings over a three symbols alphabet, and
Bn is a finite type of length n. The first B∗3 represents the left part of
the tape while the second one represents the right part of the tape,
starting from the scanned symbol. The type Bn represents the state.
The transition function δ between configurations can be defined by
case analysis: we can represent δ by a term delta : Mn ( Mn.

So, we can use the iteration scheme to iterate transitions starting
from an initial configuration. We then have the following:

Theorem 18 (FPTIME completeness). For every polynomial time
function f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ there exists a natural number n
and a term f : B∗3 ( §̂nB∗3 such that and f represents f .

The proof uses the type of configurations as described above
and is similar to the one presented by Asperti and Roversi [2] or
the one presented by Baillot et al. [6].

5. Coalgebras in LALC
Trying to adapt the encoding of final coalgebras we hit unsurpris-
ingly the same problem we had for the encoding of initial algebra.
Knowing now the receipt we can consider the type:

T = ∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗ §X. (2)

By duality, we are able to build F -coalgebra homomorphisms only
with coalgebras of the shape (§B, g : §B ( F (§B)) and we
will require the functor F to right-distribute over §. The latter
corresponds to require the existence of a morphism:

RF : §F (X)( F (§X).

These requirements come once again from the fact that the modality
§ propagates and from the polymorphic encoding. We have the
following dual of Definition 12.

Definition 19. Given a functor F , we say that an F -coalgebra
(A, a) is weakly-final under § if for every F -coalgebra of the form
(B, f) there exists an F -coalgebra (§B, g) and an F -coalgebra
homomorphism h : §B → A making the following diagram
commute:

A

a

��

§Bhoo

g

��

§f

$$
§F (B)

RFzz
F (A) F (§B)

F (h)

oo

That is, we require the existence of an F -coalgebra homomor-
phism only for F -coalgebra of the form (§B, g) that comes from
an underlying F -coalgebra (B, f) via the functoriality of § and the
right-distributivity RF of F .

We can now formulate an analogous of Proposition 6.

Theorem 20. Let F be a functor definable in LALC that right-
distribute over §, and let T = ∃X.!(X ( F (X))⊗§X . Consider
the morphisms defined by:
outT : T ( F (T ),

outT = λt : T.unpack t as (X, z) in

let 〈k :!(X( F(X)), x : §X〉 = z in

let !̂u = k in

let §̂v = x in F (unfoldT X !̂u)RF (§̂(u v)),

unfoldT : ∀X.!(X ( F (X))( §X ( T,

unfoldT = ΛX.λk :!(X ( F (X)).λx : §X.pack (〈k, x〉, X) asT.

Then, (T, outT ) is a weakly-final F -coalgebra under §: for every
F -coalgebra (B, f : B ( F (B)) we have an F -coalgebra
(§B, g : §B → F (§B)) and an F -coalgebra homomorphism
h : §B → T defined as h = unfoldT B !̂f .

The situation described by Theorem 13 corresponds to say-
ing that for every F -coalgebra (B, f ) the following diagram com-
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mutes:

T

outT

��

§B

g

��

unfoldT B !̂foo

§f

$$
§F (B)

RFzz
F (T ) F (§B)

F (unfoldT B !̂f)

oo

This diagram provides a way to encode the greatest fixpoint of a
type schema, similarly to what we have for System F, and so to
define standard data types.

Once again, with respect to final coalgebras we have now re-
laxed both the uniqueness and the existence property.

5.1 Lack of examples
We want now to give an analogous of Lemma 14 describing the
functors that right-distribute. Unfortunately, we are able to prove
only the following weak lemma.

Lemma 21. All the functors built using the following signature
righ-distribute over §:

F (X) ::= 1 |X | A | §F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of
type §A( A.

Clearly, this lemma is too weak for defining interesting coin-
ductive examples. Indeed, even a simple functor such as F (X) =
1 ⊕ X (the type for the natural numbers extended with an infi-
nite object) is not right-distribute. By proof search it is easy to
verify that we cannot derive a closed judgment for §(1 ⊕ X) (
1⊕§X . Similarly, we cannot derive a closed judgment for the type
§(A⊗X)( A⊗§X , or the type §(A⊗A⊗X)( A⊗A⊗§X . So,
we cannot encode infinite lists and infinite trees using Theorem 20.

The root of this problem lies in the fact that in LALC, as in Light
Linear Logic, the modality § does not distribute on the right with⊗
and ⊕. That is, we cannot prove in general §(A⊗B)( §A⊗ §B
or §(A⊕B)( §A⊕§B. Without these distributive rules it seems
hard to program any interesting coinductive data in LALC. For this
reason, the next step is to add these rules to our language.

6. LALC with Distributions
We want now to add to LALC the distributive principles we dis-
cussed in the previous section. The calculus we obtain by adding
these principles inherits the polynomial time completeness of LAL.
However, we need to do some work in order to show that it pre-
serves the polynomial time soundness. Indeed the usual proof tech-
nique based on the depth by depth reduction (see [39]) cannot be
applied to this calculus as distributions at depth i may create new
redexes at depth i− 1.

6.1 Extending LALC with distributions
We extend the grammar of Figure 1 with distributions, constructs
that allow the reduction to distribute a §̂ constructor over a injτi (−)
or 〈−,−〉 constructor:

M, N, L ::= . . .

| dist §̂〈x : τ1, y : τ2〉 = M as z = 〈§̂x, §̂y〉 in N
| dist §̂injτ⊕τ ′i (x) = M as z = inj

§τ⊕§τ ′
i (§̂x) in N.

We extend the reduction relation → from Figure 2 with two new
distributive rules given in Figure 4 and as usual we denote by

→∗ its reflexive, transitive and contextual closure. Similarly, we
add the two typing rules for distributions given in Figure 5. In
the following, we will sometimes need to consider a term M with
a specific type derivation Π for it, we will then use the notation
Π � Γ ` M : τ for some environment Γ and type τ .

The most interesting logical properties of LAL, such as subjec-
tion reduction, are preserved by this extension.

Theorem 22 (Subject reduction). Let Π be a type derivation of the
shape Π � Γ ` M : τ . If M→ N, then there exists a type derivation
Π′ such that Π′ � Γ ` N : τ .

We have already discussed informally the depth of LAL terms.
Here we introduce this concept more formally.

Definition 23 (depth). Given a term M, the depth of M, noted d(M),
is the maximal number of nested †̂ constructs in a path of the syntax
tree of M. Given a term M and one of its subterms N, N is at depth
i in M if it is in the scope of i nested †̂ in M. Given a derivation Π,
the depth of Π, noted d(Π), is the maximal number of introduction
rules for † (†I rules) in a branch of the derivation Π. A rule in a
given type derivation is at depth i if it is preceded by i †I rules in
a branch of Π.

Notice that the depth of a term coincides with the depth of
its typing derivations. In other words, if Π � Γ ` M : τ then
d(M) = d(Π). In the following we will be interested in reductions
that occur at a particular depth i, in such cases we will use the
notation→i. Similarly to LAL, in the extended calculus the depth
of a term cannot increase in the reduction.

Lemma 24 (Depth preservation). Given two terms M and N, if
M→∗ N then d(N) ≤ d(M).

Proof. By a case analysis of the reduction rules. See the supple-
mentary material for more details.

6.2 Depth-by-depth reduction is not enough
We want now show that the depth-by-depth reduction is not enough
to evaluate terms to normal form. Let us first introduce the notion
of potential redex.

Definition 25 (Potential redexes at depth i). A potential redex in
M is a subterm whose outermost construct is either a destructor or
a distribution. Given a type derivation Π � Γ ` M : τ , we denote
by Ei(Π) the number of elimination rules, (d⊕) and (d⊗) rules
that are at depth i in Π. An actual redex in M is a potential redex
that can be reduced at the outermost level by applying either a beta
rule, an exponential rule or a distribution rule. A stuck redex in M
is a potential redex that is not an actual redex.

Notice that Ei(Π) is exactly equal to the number of potential
redexes at depth i in M. Indeed, each elimination or distribution
rule corresponds to the introduction of exactly one destructor or
distribution construct in the typed term and conversely.

Fact 26 (From potential redex of depth i to actual redex of depth
i − 1). A reduction M →i N at depth i can turn a stuck redex at
depth i− 1 in an actual redex at depth i− 1.

We show that this fact holds by providing an illustrating exam-
ple. Consider a term M of depth i having the following subterm M1

occurring at depth i− 1:

dist §̂〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = §̂(λu : τ ′.〈u, v〉)w as z = 〈§̂x, §̂y〉 in M2.
This subterm is a stuck redex as it is a potential redex (indeed a
distribution) that is not an actual redex as the term (λu : τ ′.〈u, v〉)w
is not a constructor. Indeed, this term needs to be evaluated first for
M1 to become an actual redex. Moreover this term is of depth i in M
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dist §̂〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = §̂〈M1, M2〉 as z = 〈§̂x, §̂y〉 in N→ N[〈§̂M1, §̂M2〉/z] (dis-1)
dist §̂injτ⊕τ ′i (x) = §̂injτ⊕τ ′i (M) as z = inj

§τ⊕§τ ′
i (§̂x) in N→ N[inj§τ⊕§τ

′
i (§̂M)/z] (dis-2)

Figure 4. Distributive reduction rules.

Γ ` M : §(τ ⊗ σ) ∆, z : §τ ⊗ §σ ` N : τ ′

Γ,∆ ` dist §̂〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = M as z = 〈§̂x, §̂y〉 in N : τ ′
(d⊗)

Γ ` M : §(τ ⊕ σ) ∆, z : §τ ⊕ §σ ` N : τ ′

Γ,∆ ` dist §̂injτ⊕σi (x) = M as z = inj
§τ⊕§σ
i (§̂x) in N : τ ′

(d⊕)

Figure 5. Distributive typing rules for LALC

as it is located under an extra §̂ construct in M1. Consequently, we
have M →i N where N is the term obtained from M by substituting
M1 with the term N1 below:

dist §̂〈x : τ, y : σ〉 = §̂〈w, v〉 as z = 〈§̂x, §̂y〉 in M2.
N1 is a potential redex of depth i − 1 in N (no enclosing †-box has
been changed wrt to the initial term) and is not a stuck redex since
it reduces to M2[〈§̂w, §̂v〉/z].

This example shows that we cannot use the depth-by-depth
strategy to prove the polynomial time soundness of LALC extended
with distributions. Indeed, we need a strategy that can round trip on
the depth. In the following section we will prove the polynomial
time soundness by using a global argument that provides an up-
per bound on the number and size of subterms generated in any
reduction. This will help us in showing that each reduction has a
polynomially bounded length.

6.3 Soundness of the extension
In this section, we show that the well-typed terms of our language
can be reduced in polynomial time by a Turing Machine.

Preliminary notations We write M →c N (resp. M →nc N) to
stress that M → N and that the reduction uses (resp. does not
use) a commutation rule (com-n). Similarly, we write M →k,i N,
k ∈ {c, nc}, to stress that M→k N with a reduction at depth i.

While the subject reduction only claims the existence of a type
derivation Π′, the proof gives us a concrete way to build Π′ starting
from Π. Thanks to this we can lift our reasoning from terms to type
derivations. Indeed every reduction in terms corresponds to some
transformation on the type derivation. In general we will write Σ :
Π � M R∗ Π′ � N, with R ∈ {→,→i,→c,→nc,→c,i,→nc,i},
when we want to explicitly give a name Σ to the reduction and
the corresponding type derivation Π′ obtained by reducing M to
N wrt the reflexive and transitive closure of R starting with the
type derivation Π. This will be useful when discussing about the
structural rules—contraction and weakening—that do not have a
corresponding syntactic construct in the language. So, they can
only be seen in the typing derivation.

Length and size We also need to clarify the notions of length
of a derivation and size of a term (or of a typing derivation). The
reduction name Σ is useful when we want to deal with reduction
length: |Σ| will denote the length of the reduction (i.e. number of
applications of R), while |Σ|c (respectively |Σ|nc) will denote the
number of commutation rules (resp. rules that are not commutation
rules) in Σ. Trivially, |Σ| = |Σ|c + |Σ|nc as each reduction rule
is either a commutation or not. The size of a term M is the number
of subterms at any depth. The size of a typing derivation Π is the

total number of rules in it. Straightforwardly, the size of a term is
bounded by the size of its typing derivations:

Lemma 27 (Size). If Π � Γ ` M : τ then |M| ≤ |Π|.
Polynomial size reducts The key property that we will use to
prove the soundness with a global argument is that the size of each
intermediate type derivation obtained in a reduction is bounded
polynomially by the size of the initial type derivation. To express
this fact we need to refer to specific parts of a given term or
derivation that are at a particular depth.

Definition 28 (size at depth i). Given a term M we denote by |M|i
the number of subterms of M that are at depth i in M. Trivially,
the following equality holds |M| =

∑d(M)
i=0 |M|i. In the same way,

we denote by |Π|i the number of rules that are at depth i and the
equality |Π| = ∑d(Π)

i=0 |Π|i also holds.

We also need to count the contraction rules at each depth.

Definition 29 (contractions at depth i). Given a type derivation
Π � Γ ` M : τ , we denote by Ci(Π) the number of contraction
rules that are at depth i in Π.

The notion of potential for a type derivation Π is introduced in
order to bound the size of typing derivations in a reduction.

Definition 30. Given a typing derivation Π � Γ ` M : τ we define
its weight at depth i, denotedWi(Π), by:

W0(Π) = C0(Π)

Wi+1(Π) =

i∏

j=0

(Cj(Π) + 1)2i−j · Ci+1(Π)

The potential of Π, denoted P(Π) is defined as:

P(Π) =

d(Π)∑

i=0

(Wi−1(Π) + 1) · |Π|i

with the convention thatW−1(Π) = 0.

We can now formulate the key property of the potential.

Lemma 31 (Polynomial size). Consider a reduction Σ : Π �
M →∗ Π′ � N. Then, there is a polynomial P(Π) in |Π| such that
the following hold:

• |Π′| ≤ P (Π),
• P (Π) = O(|Π|2d(Π)+2).

Proof. By induction on the depth, using an upper bound on the
maximal number of contraction rules that might exist at each depth
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in a reduct. The full proof are available in the supplementary mate-
rial.

As a corollary, we obtain an upper bound on the number of
potential redexes at each depth:

Corollary 32 (Polynomial number of potential redexes at any
depth). Consider a reduction Σ : Π � M →∗ Π′ � N. Then,
for any i ≥ 0, we have: Ei(Π′) ≤ P(Π).

Proof. By Lemma 31 as Ei(Π′) ≤ |Π′| ≤ P(Π).

Polynomial length reductions Now we are ready to show the
the reduction length of a typed term is polynomially bounded by
the size of its typing derivation. We proceed in two steps. First
we show that the number of non commuting reduction steps is
bounded polynomially in the size (and exponentially in the depth
- that is fixed) of a term using a lexicographic decrease on the
number of potential redexes (and the fact that they are bounded by
the potential by Corollary 32). In a second step, we show that the
number of commuting reduction steps is bounded polynomially in
the size using a rewriting argument based on the structure of such
rules.

Lemma 33. Consider a reduction Σ : Π � M →k,i Π′ � N, with
k ∈ {c, nc}.
(i) For each j < i, we have Ej(Π′) = Ej(Π).
(ii) Moreover,

1. if k = c then we have: for each j ≥ i, Ej(Π′) = Ej(Π);
2. if k = nc then we have: Ei(Π′) < Ei(Π).

The above lemma tells us that a commutative reduction does not
change potential redexes at all while non commutative reductions
at depth i preserve potential redexes at depth strictly smaller than i
and decrease by one the number of potential redexes at depth i. Of
course, in this latter case, the number of potential redexes at depth
strictly higher than i may increase.

Definition 34 (Strength). Given a type derivation Π � Γ ` M : τ ,
the strength of Π, noted s(Π), is a d(Π) + 1 tuple defined by:

s(Π) = 〈E0(Π), E1(Π), . . . , Ed(Π)(Π)〉.
Corollary 35. Consider a reduction Σ : Π � M →k,i Π′ � N,
with k ∈ {c, nc}.
1. if k = c then we have s(Π) =lex s(Π

′);
2. if k = nc then we have: s(Π) >lex s(Π

′).

where>lex is the lexicographic strict order induced by> on tuples.

Now we take benefits of the above Corollary together with the
previous upper bound on size of reduced proof in order to infer an
upper bound on the length of non-commutative reductions.

Lemma 36. Consider a reduction Σ : Π � M →∗ Π′ � N. Then,
we have:

|Σ|nc ≤ (P(Π))d(Π)+1.

Proof. Let t(Π) = 〈P(Π), . . . ,P(Π)〉 be a tuple with d(Π) +
1 times elements. By several applications of Corollary 35 and
Corollary 32, for any reduction of the shape Π1 � M1 →∗c Π2 �
M2 →nc Π3 � M3 →∗c Π4 � M4, the following holds:

t(Π) t(Π) t(Π) t(Π)
≥ ≥ ≥ ≥

s(Π1) =lex s(Π2) >lex s(Π3) =lex s(Π4),

where ≥ is the pointwise partial order induced by ≥ on tuples.
Consequently, there can be no more than (P(Π))d(Π)+1 strict

lexicographic decreases in a reduction. This provides us a bound on
the number of reduction rules that are not commutation rules.

It is worth noticing that the above lemma diverges from the
classical soundness proof for LAL. In particular, we combine a
global argument given by the potential P(Π) of the type derivation
Π with the lexicographic order that provides a local argument.
In this way we have an argument that is independent from the
strategy. While this approach has the consequence that the bound
we provide is looser than the usual one, the difference is just in a
small exponential constant that leaves the bound polynomial once
the depth is fixed. A tighter bound—similar to the usual one—can
be obtained by considering instead a specific reduction strategy
where lower depth redexes are reduced with higher priority.

As usual, the length of reductions only involving commutation
is bounded quadratically in the size of the initial type derivation
using a term rewriting argument.

Lemma 37. For each reduction Σ : Π � M →∗c Π′ � N, we have
|Σ| ≤ |Π|2.

Now we are ready to show that any reduction has a polynomially
bounded length:

Lemma 38 (Polynomially bounded reduction length). Consider a
reduction σ : Π � M→∗ Π′ � N. Then, we have:

|Σ| ≤ P(Π)d(Π)+1 · (P(Π)2 + 1).

Proof. The inequality follows by combining Lemma 37, Corol-
lary 31 and Lemma 36. See the supplementary material for the
full proof.

FPtime soundness We can now show the soundness properties of
our type system:

Theorem 39 (Polynomial Time Soundness). Consider a type
derivation Π � Γ ` M : τ . Then, M can be reduced to normal
form by a Turing Machine working in time polynomial in |M| with
exponent proportional to d(M).

Proof. By definition of depth, the equality d(Π) = d(M) holds.
Moreover, for any typable term M, there is at least one normal
type derivation Π (with no superfluous contraction rule and weak-
ening rule). For such a type derivation, |Π| = O(|M|) holds. By
Lemma 31, the potential of a derivation is bounded by a polynomial
in the size of Π with exponent proportional to d(Π). By Lemma 38,
each typable term M has at most a polynomially bounded number of
reductions in |M|. By Corollary 31 the size of every intermediate
term in the reduction is bounded polynomially in |M|. As the re-
duction of LAL can be easily implemented by a Turing Machine in
quadratic time (see [39]), the conclusion follows.

7. Examples
We can now improve Lemma 21 and obtain the following analo-
gous of Lemma 14.

Lemma 40. All the functors built using the following signature
righ-distribute over §:
F (X) ::= 1 |X | A | §F (X) | F (X)⊗ F (X) | F (X)⊕ F (X),

provided that A is a closed type for which it exists a closed term of
type §A( A.

Proof. By induction on F (X).

Similarly to Example 8 we would like to consider the case
of streams of natural numbers. Unfortunately, Lemma 40 is not
enough to show that the functor F (X) = N ⊗ X distributes to
the right. The problem is that we do not have a coercion §N( N,
but only the converse one. Nevertheless, we can consider streams
of booleans (or more in general of every finite type 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 1).
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Let us consider the functor defined on types as F (X) = B2 ⊗ X
and on terms as:

λf : X ( Y.λx : B2 ⊗ X.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in 〈x1, f x2〉.
This functor right-distributes by Lemma 40. Let Bω2 = νX.F (X).
Theorem 20 ensures that (Bω2 , outBω

2
) is a weak final coalgebra.

Let us use this property to define a constant stream of 1 (as a
boolean). Similarly to what we did in Example 8 this can be defined
by considering the function:

g = λx : 1.let () = x in 〈1, ()〉.
By Theorem 20 we can then define ones = unfold1 !̂g §̂().
Similarly to what happens in System F we can define the usual
operations on streams as:

head = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω
2
x) in x1,

tail = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω
2
x) in x2.

Unfortunately, using these operations is often inconvenient in pres-
ence of linearity, and it is more convenient to use directly the coal-
gebra structure provided by outBω

2
. Consider for example the oper-

ation that extracts from a stream of booleans the elements in even
position – we have seen a similar operation encoded in System F in
Example 8. We can define this operation by using the function:

g = λx : Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = (outBω
2
x) in

let 〈x21, x22〉 = (outBω
2
x2) in 〈x1, x22〉.

This function has type g : Bω2 ( B2 ⊗ Bω2 . So, by Theorem
20 even = unfoldBω

2
Bω2 !̂g. Another interesting example is a

function that merges two streams. This can be defined by the term:

g = λx : Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 .let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in

let 〈x11, x12〉 = (outBω
2
x1) in 〈x11, 〈x2, x12〉〉.

This function has type g : Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 ( B2 ⊗ (Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 ). So, by
Theorem 20 again, merge = unfoldBω

2
(Bω2 ⊗ Bω2 ) !̂g.

We can combine algebra examples and coalgebra ones. For
instance, we can write a standard inductive function take that for
a given n returns the first n elements of a stream as a string. This
can be obtained by the function:

g = λx : 1⊕ (Bω2 ( B∗2).case x of{
inj0(z)→ λy : Bω2 .nil | inj1(z)→

λy : Bω2 .let 〈y1, y2〉 = (outBω
2
y) in cons(y1, z y2)

}
.

This function has type g : 1⊕ (Bω2 ( B∗2)( (Bω2 ( B∗2). So, by
Theorem 13, take = foldBω

2
(Bω2 ( B∗2) !̂g.

Even if we cannot define a stream of the standard inductive nat-
ural numbers, we can have a stream of extended natural numbers.
Let us define the latter first. Consider the functor F (X) = 1⊕X .
By Lemma 40, we have that F right-distributes over §, and so by
Theorem 20 we have that (N, outN) is a weakly-final F-coalgebra
under §, where N denotes νX.F (X). The inhabitants of the type
N correspond to the natural numbers extended with a limit element
∞. We can think about outN as a predecessor function mapping 0
to (), n to n − 1 and∞ to∞. We can define the addition of two
extended natural numbers by considering the term:

g = λx : N⊗ N.let 〈x1, x2〉 = x in
(
case (outN x1) of

{
inj0(z)→ case (outN x2) of {inj0(z′)→ inj0(())

| inj1(z′)→ inj1(〈z, z′〉)}
| inj1(z)→ inj1(〈z, x2〉)

})
.

This function has type g : N⊗N( 1⊗ (N⊗N). So, by Theorem
20 add = unfoldN (N⊗N) !̂g. For the extended natural numbers,
we have a term coerN : §N ( N, this is given by Theorem 20 as
coerN = unfoldN N !̂outN. Thanks to this coercion we can define
streams of extended natural numbers.

One would like also to consider infinite trees labelled with
elements in A. This could be defined using the functor F (X) =
A⊗ (X ⊗X). Unfortunately, the term defining this functor :

λf.λx.let 〈y, z〉 = x inlet 〈u, v〉 = z in 〈y, 〈f u, f v〉〉
cannot be assigned a linear type because of the duplication of the
variable f.

8. Related works
Infinite data structures in ICC Several works have studied prop-
erties related to ICC in the context of infinite data structures.

Burrell et al. [8] proposed Pola as a programming language
characterizing FPTIME. The design idea of Pola comes from safe
recursion on notation [7] and interestingly, Pola permits the pro-
grammer to write polynomial time functional programs working
both on inductive and coinductive data types. This work is close to
ours but there are two main differences. First, the use of safe re-
cursion on notation and the use of linear types are quite different
and produce two different programming methodologies. Second,
we studied how to define algebras and coalgebras in the language
while Pola takes inductive and coinductive types as primitive.

Leivant and Ramyaa [29] have studied a framework based on
equational programs that is useful to reason about programs over
inductive and coinductive types. They used such a framework to
obtain an ICC characterization of primitive corecurrence (a weak
form of productivity). Ramyaa and Leivant [36] also shows that a
ramified version of corecurrence gives an ICC characterization of
the class of functions over streams working in logarithmic space.
Leivant and Ramyaa [30] further studied the correspondence be-
tween ramified recurrence and ramified corecurrence. In our work,
in contrast we focus on the restrictions directly provided by Light
Affine Logic. It can be an interesting future direction study whether
one can express some form of ramified corecurrence in LAL, along
the lines of what has been done for ramified recursion [34].

Using an approach based on quasi-interpretation, in [12, 13]
we have studied space upper bounds properties and input-output
properties of programs working on streams. Using a similar ap-
proach Férée et al. [10] showed that interpretations can be used
on stream programs also to characterize type 2 polynomial time
functions by providing a characterization of the class of the Basic
Feasible Functionals of Cook and Urquhart [9].

Dal Lago et al.[3] have developed a technique inspired by quasi-
interpretations to study the complexity of higher-order programs.
In their framework infinite data are first class citizens in the form
of higher order functions. However, they do not consider programs
working on declarative infinite data structures as streams.

Expressivity of Light Logics Understanding and improving the
expressivity of light logics, and more in general of ICC systems, is
a well known problem. Unfortunately, we do not yet have a general
method for comparing different systems and improvements.

Hofmann [25] provides a survey of the different approaches to
ICC. In this survey he also discusses the expressivity and the limi-
tations of the different light logics in the encoding of traditional al-
gorithms. Murawski and Ong [34] and, more recently, Roversi and
Vercelli [37] have studied the expressivity of light logics by com-
paring them with the one provided by ramified recursion. In partic-
ular, they provide different embeddings of (fragments of) ramified
recursion in LLL and its extensions. Dal Lago et al.[28] have stud-
ied and compared the expressivity of different light logics obtained
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by adding or removing several type constructions, like tensor prod-
uct, polymorphism and type fixpoints. Our work follows in spirit
the same approach focusing on the encoding of (co)algebras.

Gaboardi et al. [17] have studied the expressivity of the different
light logics by designing embeddings from the light logics to Lin-
ear Logic by Level [4], another logic providing a characterization
of polynomial time but based on more general principles. Interest-
ingly, in Linear Logic by Level the § modality commutes with all
the other type constructions. It would be interesting to study what
is the expressivity of this logic with respect to the encoding of alge-
bras and coalgebras. Baillot et al. [6] have approached the problem
of improving the expressivity of LAL by designed a programming
language with recursion and pattern matching around it. We take
inspiration by their work but instead of adding extra constructions
we focus on the constructions that can be defined in LAL itself.

9. Conclusion and future works
We have studied the definability of algebras and coalgebras in the
LALC along the lines of the encoding of algebras and coalgebras in
the polymorphic lambda calculus. By extending the calculus with
distributive rules for the modality § we are able to program several
natural examples over infinite data structures.

It is well-known that the encoding of algebras and coalgebras
in System F is rather limited and it also does not behave well
from the type theory point of view [18]. For this reason, several
works have studied how to extend the polymorphic lambda calculus
with different notions of algebras and coalgebras that behave better,
e.g. [31]. We expect that a similar approach can be also followed
for LALC: it would be interesting to understand how the different
extensions studied in the literature can fit the LALC setting.

We have approached the study of algebras and coalgebras in a
term language for Light Affine Logic (LALC). There are also other
light logics for which we could ask the same question. Obviously,
the an encoding similar to the one we studied here can be used for
Elementary Linear Logic. It would instead be more interesting to
understand whether there is an encoding for Soft Linear Logic that
allows a large class of coinductive data structures to be defined.
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Abstract

This paper provides a criterion based on interpretation methods on term
rewrite systems in order to characterize the polynomial time complexity of sec-
ond order functionals. For that purpose it introduces a first order functional
stream language that allows the programmer to implement second order func-
tionals. This characterization is extended through the use of exp-poly interpre-
tations as an attempt to capture the class of Basic Feasible Functionals (bff).
Moreover, these results are adapted to provide a new characterization of poly-
nomial time complexity in computable analysis. These characterizations give a
new insight on the relations between the complexity of functional stream pro-
grams and the classes of functions computed by Oracle Turing Machine, where
oracles are treated as inputs.

Keywords:
Stream Programs, Type-2 Functionals, Interpretations, Polynomial Time,
Basic Feasible Functionals, Computable Analysis, Rewriting

1. Introduction

Lazy functional languages like Haskell allow the programmer to deal with
co-inductive datatypes in such a way that co-inductive objects can be evaluated
by finitary means. Consequently, computations over streams, that is infinite
lists, can be performed in such languages.

A natural question arising is the complexity of the programs computing
on streams. Intuitively, the complexity of a stream program is the number of
reduction steps needed to output the n first elements of a stream, for any n.
However the main issue is to relate the complexity bound to the input structure.
Since a stream can be easily identified with a function, a good way for solving
such an issue is to consider computational and complexity models dealing with
functions as inputs.

In this perspective, we want to take advantage of the complexity results
obtained on type-2 functions (functions over functions), and in particular on
bff [1, 2], to understand stream program complexity. For that purpose, we
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set Unary Oracle Turing Machine (uotm), machines computing functions with
oracles taking unary inputs, as our main computational model. This model
is well-suited in our framework since it manipulates functions as objects with
a well-defined notion of complexity. uotm are a refinement of Oracle Turing
Machines (otm) on binary words which correspond exactly to the bff algebra
in [3] under polynomial restrictions. uotm are better suited than otm to study
stream complexity with a realistic complexity measure, since in the uotm model
accessing the nth element costs n transitions whereas it costs log(n) in the otm
model.

The Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC) community has proposed
characterizations of otm complexity classes using function algebra [3, 4] and
type systems [5, 6] or recently as a logic [7].

These latter characterizations are inspired by former characterizations of
type-1 polynomial time complexity based on ramification [8, 9]. This line of
research has led to new developments of other ICC tools and in particular to
the use of (polynomial) interpretations in order to characterize the classes of
functions computable in polynomial time or space [10, 11].

Polynomial interpretations [12, 13] are a well-known tool used to show the
termination of first order term rewrite systems. This tool has been adapted
into variants, like quasi-interpretations and sup-interpretation [14], that allow
the programmer to analyze program complexity. In general, interpretations are
restricted to inductive data types and [15] was a first attempt to adapt such a
tool to co-inductive data types including stream programs. In this paper, we
introduce a second order variation of this interpretation methodology in order
to constrain the complexity of stream program computation and we obtain a
characterization of uotm polynomial time computable functions. Using this
characterization, we can analyze functions of this class in an easier way based
on the premise that it is practically easier to write a first order functional pro-
gram on streams than the corresponding Unary Oracle Turing Machine. The
drawback is that the tool suffers from the same problems as polynomial inter-
pretation: the difficulty to automatically synthesize the interpretation of a given
program (see [16]). As a proof of versatility of this tool, we provide a partial
characterization of the bff class (the full characterization remaining open), just
by changing the interpretation codomain: for that purpose, we use restricted
exponentials instead of polynomials in the interpretation of a stream argument.

A direct and important application is that second order polynomial inter-
pretations on stream programs can be adapted to characterize the complexity
of functions computing over reals defined in Computable Analysis [17]. This
approach is a first attempt to study the complexity of such functions through
static analysis methods.

This paper is an extended version of [18] with complete proofs, additional
examples and corrections.

Outline of the paper.

In Section 2, we introduce (Unary) Oracle Turing Machines and their com-
plexity. In Section 3, we introduce the studied first order stream language. In
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Section 4, we define the interpretation tools extended to second order and we
provide a criterion on stream programs. We show our main characterization re-
lying on the criterion in Section 5. Section 6 develops a new application, which
was only mentioned in [18], to functions computing over reals.

2. Polynomial time Oracle Turing Machines

In this section, we will define a machine model and a notion of complexity
relevant for stream computations. This model (uotm) is adapted from the Or-
acle Turing Machine model used by Kapron and Cook in their characterization
of Basic Feasible functionals (bff) [3]. In the following, |x| will denote the size
of the binary encoding of x ∈ N, namely dlog2(x)e.

Definition 1 (Oracle Turing Machine). An Oracle Turing Machine (denoted
by otm)M with k oracles and l input tapes is a Turing machine with, for each
oracle, a state, one query tape and one answer tape.

Whenever M is used with input oracles F1, . . . Fk : N −→ N and arrives on
the oracle state i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and if the corresponding query tape contains the
binary encoding of a number x, then the binary encoding of Fi(x) is written on
the corresponding answer tape. It behaves like a standard Turing machine on
the other states.

We now introduce the unary variant of this model, which is more related
to stream computations as accessing the n-th element takes at least n steps
(whereas it takes log(n) steps in otm. See example 2 for details).

Definition 2 (Unary Oracle Turing Machine). A Unary Oracle Turing Ma-
chine (denoted uotm) is an otm where numbers are written using unary no-
tation on the query tape, i.e. on the oracle state i, if w is the content of the
corresponding query tape, then Fi(|w|) is written on the corresponding answer
tape.

Definition 3 (Running time). In both cases (otm and uotm), we define the
cost of a transition as the size of the answer of the oracle, in the case of a query,
and 1 otherwise.

In order to introduce a notion of complexity, we have to define the size of
the inputs of our machines.

Definition 4 (Size of a function). The size |F | : N −→ N of a function F :
N −→ N is defined by:

|F |(n) = max
k≤n
|F (k)|

Remark 1. This definition is different from the one used in [3] (denoted here
by ||.||). Indeed, the size of a function was defined by ||F ||(n) = max|k|≤n |F (k)|,
in other words, ||f ||(n) = |f |(2n− 1). The reason for this variation is that in an
uotm, the oracle is closer to an infinite sequence (or stream as we will see in the
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following) than to a function, since it can access easily its first n elements but
not its (2n)th element which is the case in an otm. In particular, this makes
the size function computable in polynomial time (with respect to the following
definitions).

The size of an oracle input is then a type-1 function whereas it is an integer
for standard input. Then, the notion of polynomial running time needs to be
adapted.

Definition 5 (Second order polynomial). A second order polynomial is a
polynomial generated by the following grammar:

P := c | X | P + P | P × P | Y 〈P 〉

where X represents a zero order variable (ranging over N), Y a first order
variable (ranging over N −→ N), c a constant in N and 〈−〉 is a notation for the
functional application.

Example 1. P (Y1, Y2, X1, X2) = (Y1〈Y1〈X1〉 × Y2〈X2〉〉)2 is a second order
polynomial.

The following lemma shows that the composition of polynomials is well be-
haved.

Lemma 1. If the first order variables of a second order polynomial are replaced
with first order polynomials, then the resulting function is a first order polyno-
mial.

Proof. This can be proved by induction on the definition of a second order
polynomial: this is true if P is constant or equal to a zero order variable and
also if P is a sum, a multiplication or a composition with type-1 variable, since
polynomials are stable under these operators.

In the following, P (Y1, . . . , Yk , X1, . . . , Xl) will denote a second order poly-
nomial where each Yi represents a first order variable, and each Xi a zero order
variable.

This definition of running time is directly adapted from the definition of
running time for otms.

Definition 6 (Polynomial running time). AnuotmM operates in time T :
(N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N if for all inputs x1, . . . xl : N and F1, . . . Fk : N −→ N,
the sum of the transition costs before M halts on these inputs is less than
T (|F1|, . . . , |Fk |, |x1|, . . . , |xl |).

A function G : (N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N is uotm computable in polynomial
time if there exists a second order polynomial P such that G is computed by an
uotm in time P .

The class bff is defined in a similar manner substituting ||.|| to |.|.
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Lemma 2. The set of polynomial time uotm computable functions is strictly
included in the set of polynomial time otm computable functions (proved to be
equal to the bff algebra [3]):

Proof. In order to transform a uotm into an otm computing the same func-
tional, we have to convert the content of the query tape from the word w (rep-
resenting |w| in unary) into the binary encoding of |w| before each oracle call.
This can be done in polynomial time in |w| and we call Q this polynomial. In
both cases, the cost of the transition is |F (|w|)|, so the running time of both
machines is the same, except for the conversion time. If the computation time
of the uotm was bounded by a second order polynomial P , the size of the con-
tent of the query is at most P (|F |) at each query, so the additional conversion
time is at most Q(P (|F |)) for each query and there are at most P (|F |) queries.
Thus, the conversion time is also a second order polynomial in the size of the
inputs, and the computation time of the otm is also bounded by a second order
polynomial in |F |. Finally, since ||F || bounds |F |, the computation time is also
bounded by the same polynomial in ||F ||, so F is in bff.

Example 2. The function G : (N −→ N) × N −→ N defined by G(F, x) =
F (|x|) = F (dlog2(x)e) is uotm computable in polynomial time. Indeed, it is
computed by the function which copies the input word representing x on the
query tape before entering the query state before returning the content of the
answer tape as output. Its running time is bounded by 2× (|x|+ |F |(|x|)).

However H(F, x) = F (x) is not uotm computable in polynomial time, be-
cause it would require to write x in unary on the query tape, which costs 2|x|.
Nonetheless, H is in bff because an otm only has to write x in binary, and the
oracle call costs |F (x)| ≤ ||F ||(|x|).

3. First order stream language

3.1. Syntax

In this section, we define a simple Haskell-like lazy first order functional
language with streams.
F will denote the set of function symbols, C the set of constructor symbols

and X the set of variable names. A program is a list of definitions D given by
the grammar in Figure 1:

p ::= x | c p1 . . . pn | p : y (Patterns)

e ::= x | t e1 . . . en (Expressions)

d ::= f p1 . . . pn = e (Definitions)

Figure 1: Program grammar
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where x, y ∈ X , t ∈ C ∪ F , c ∈ C \ {:} and f ∈ F and c, t and f are symbols
of arity n.

Throughout the paper, we call closed expression any expression without
variables.

The stream constructor : ∈ C is a special infix constructor of arity 2. In a
stream expression h : t, h and t are respectively called the head and the tail of
the stream.

We might use other infix or postfix constructors or function symbols in the
following for ease of readability.

In a definition f p1 . . . pn = e, all the variables of e appear in the patterns pi .
Moreover patterns are non overlapping and each variable appears at most once
in the left-hand side. This entails that programs are confluent. In a program,
we suppose that all pattern matchings are exhaustive. Finally, we only allow
patterns of depth 1 for the stream constructor (i.e. only variables appear in the
tail of a stream pattern).

Remark 2. This is not restrictive since a program with higher pattern match-
ing depth can be easily transformed into a program of this form using extra
function symbols and definitions. We will prove in Proposition 1 that this mod-
ification does not alter our results on polynomial interpretations.

3.2. Type system

Programs contain inductive types that will be denoted by Tau. For example,
unary integers are defined by:

data Nat = 0 | Nat +1

(with 0, +1 ∈ C), and binary words by:

data Bin = Nil | 0 Bin | 1 Bin.

Consequently, each constructor symbol comes with a typed signature and
we will use the notation c :: T to denote that the constructor symbol c has
type T. For example, we have 0 :: Nat and +1 :: Nat -> Nat. Note that in
the following, given some constants n, k, . . . ∈ N, the terms n, k,. . . denote their
encoding as unary integers in Nat.

Programs contain co-inductive types defined by data [Tau] = Tau : [Tau]

for each inductive type Tau. This is a distinction with Haskell, where streams
are defined to be both finite and infinite lists, but not a restriction since finite
lists may be defined in this language and since we are only interested in showing
properties of total functions (i.e. an infinite stream represents a total function).

In the following, we will write Tk for T -> T -> ...-> T (with k occurrences
of T).

Each function symbol f comes with a typed signature that we restrict to
be either f::[Tau]k -> Taul -> Tau or f::[Tau]k -> Taul -> [Tau], with
k, l ≥ 0.
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Throughout the paper, we will only consider well-typed programs where the
left-hand side and the right-hand side of a definition can be given the same
type using the simple rules of Figure 2 with A, Ai ∈ {Tau, [Tau]}. Γ is a typing
basis for every variable, constructor and function symbol (we assume that each
variable is used in at most one definition, for the sake of simplicity).

Γ(x) = A

Γ ` x :: A
x ∈ X ∪ C ∪ F

∀(f p1 . . . pn = e) ∈ D, Γ ` e :: A ∀i,Γ ` pi :: Ai
Γ ` f :: A1 -> . . . -> An -> A

f ∈ F

Γ ` t :: A1 -> . . . -> An -> A ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ei :: Ai
Γ ` t e1 . . . en :: A

t ∈ C ∪ F

Figure 2: Typing rules

3.3. Semantics

Lazy values and strict values are defined in Figure 3:

lv ::= e1 : e2 (Lazy value)

v ::= c v1 . . . vn (Strict value)

Figure 3: Values and lazy values

where e1, e2 are closed expressions and c belongs to C \ {:}. Lazy values are
stream expressions with the constructor symbol : at the top level whereas strict
values are expressions of inductive type where only constructor symbols occur
and are used to deal with fully evaluated elements.

Moreover, let S represent the set of substitutions σ that map variables to
expressions. As usual the result of applying the substitution σ to an expression
e is denoted σ(e).

The evaluation rules are defined in Figure 4:
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(f p1 . . . pn = e) ∈ D σ ∈ S ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, σ(pi) = ei

f e1 . . . en → σ(e)
(d)

ei → e′i t ∈ F ∪ C \ {:}
t e1 . . . ei . . . en → t e1 . . . e′i . . . en

(t)

e→ e′

e : e0 → e′ : e0
(:)

Figure 4: Evaluation rules

We will write e →n e′ if there exist expressions e1, . . . , en−1 such that
e → e1 · · · → en−1 → e′. Let →∗ denote the transitive and reflexive closure
of →. We write e →! e

′ if e is normalizing to the expression e′, i.e. e →∗ e′
and there is no e′′ such that e′ → e′′. We can show easily wrt the evaluation
rules (and because definitions are exhaustive) that given a closed expression e,
if e→! e

′ and e :: Tau then e′ is a strict value, whereas if e→! e
′ and e :: [Tau]

then e′ is a lazy value. Indeed the (t) rule of Figure 4 allows the reduction of
an expression under a function or constructor symbol whereas the (:) rule only
allows reduction of a stream head (this is why stream patterns of depth greater
than 1 are not allowed in a definition).

These reduction rules are not deterministic but a call-by-need strategy could
be defined to mimic Haskell’s semantic.

The following function symbols are typical stream operators and will be used
further.

Example 3. s !! n computes the (n+ 1)th element of the stream s:

!! :: [Tau] -> Nat -> Tau

(h:t) !! (n+1) = t !! n

(h:t) !! 0 = h

Example 4. tln s n drops the first n+ 1 elements of the stream s:

tln :: [Tau] -> Nat -> [Tau]

tln (h:t) (n+1) = tln t n

tln (h:t) 0 = t

4. Second order polynomial interpretations

In the following, we will call a positive functional any function of type
(N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ T with k, l ∈ N and T ∈ {N,N −→ N}.
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Given a positive functional F : ((N −→ N)k × Nl) −→ T , the arity of F is
k + l.

Let > denote the usual ordering on N and its standard extension to N −→ N,
i.e. given F,G : N −→ N, F > G if ∀n ∈ N \ {0}, F (n) > G(n) (the comparison
on 0 is not necessary since we will only use strictly positive inputs).

We extend this ordering to the set of positive functionals of arity k + l by:
F > G if

∀y1, . . . yk ∈ N −→↑ N,∀x1 . . . xl ∈ N \ {0},
F (y1, . . . yk , x1, . . . , xl) > G(y1, . . . yk , x1, . . . , xl)

where N −→↑ N is the set of increasing functions on positive integers.

Definition 7 (Monotonic positive functionals). A positive functional is
monotonic if it is strictly increasing with respect to each of its arguments.

Definition 8 (Types interpretation). The type signatures of a program are
interpreted as types this way:

• an inductive type Tau is interpreted as N

• a stream type [Tau] is interpreted as N −→ N

• an arrow type A -> B is interpreted as the type TA −→ TB if A and B are
respectively interpreted as TA and TB.

Definition 9 (Assignment). An assignment is a mapping of each function
symbol f :: A to a monotonic positive functional whose type is the interpretation
of A.

An assignment can be canonically extended to any expression in the program:

Definition 10 (Expression assignment). The assignment is defined on con-
structors and expressions this way:

• LcM(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑n

i=1Xi + 1, if c ∈ C \ {:} is of arity n.

•

{
L:M(X,Y )(0) = X

L:M(X,Y )(Z + 1) = 1 +X + Y 〈Z〉

• LxM = X, if x is a variable of type Tau, i.e. we associate a unique zero
order variable X in N to each x ∈ X of type Tau.

• LyM(Z) = Y 〈Z〉, if y is a variable of type [Tau], i.e. we associate a unique
first order variable Y : N −→ N to each y ∈ X of type [Tau].

• Lt e1 . . . enM = LtM(Le1M, . . . , LenM), if t ∈ C ∪ F .
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Remark 3. For every expression e, LeM is a monotonic positive functional, since
it is true for function symbols, for constructors, and the composition of such
functionals is still monotonic positive.

Example 5. The stream constructor : has type Tau -> [Tau] -> [Tau]. Con-
sequently, its assignment L:M has type (N × (N −→ N)) −→ (N −→ N). Let us
consider the expression p : (q : r), with p, q, r ∈ X , we obtain that:

Lp : (q : r)M = L:M(LpM, Lq : rM) = L:M(LpM, L:M(LqM, LrM)) = L:M(P, L:M(Q,R))

= F (R,Q, P )

where F ∈ ((N −→ N)×N2) −→ (N −→ N) is the positive functional such that:

• F (R,Q, P )(Z + 2) = 1 + P + L:M(Q,R)(Z + 1) = 2 + P +Q+R(Z)

• F (R,Q, P )(1) = 1 + P + L:M(Q,R)(0) = 1 + P +Q

• F (R,Q, P )(0) = P

Lemma 3. The assignment of an expression e defines a positive functional in
the assignment of its free variables (and an additional type-0 variable if e ::
[Tau]).

Proof. By structural induction on expressions. This is the case for variables
and for the stream constructor, the inductive constructors are additive, and
the assignments of function symbols are positive (the composition of a positive
functional with positive functional being a positive functional).

Definition 11 (Polynomial interpretation). An assignment L−M of the
function symbols of a program defines an interpretation if for each definition
f p1 . . . pn = e ∈ D,

Lf p1 . . . pnM > LeM.
Furthermore, LfM is polynomial if it is bounded by a second order polynomial.

In this case, the program is said to be polynomial.

The following programs will be used further and have polynomial interpre-
tations:

Example 6. The sum over unary integers:

plus :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat

plus 0 b = b

plus (a+1) b = (plus a b)+1

plus admits the following (polynomial) interpretation:

LplusM(X1, X2) = 2×X1 +X2

Indeed, we check that the following inequalities are satisfied:

Lplus 0 bM = 2 +B > B = LbM
Lplus (a+1) bM = 2A+ 2 +B > 2A+B + 1 = L(plus a b)+1M
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Example 7. The product of unary integers:

mult :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat

mult 0 b = 0

mult (a+1) b = plus b (mult a b)

The following inequalities show that LmultM(X1, X2) = 3×X1 ×X2 is an inter-
pretation for mult:

Lmult 0 bM = 3× L0M× LbM = 3×B > 1 = L0M
Lmult (a+1) bM = 3×A×B + 3×B

> 2×B + 3×A×B = Lplus b (mult a b)M

Note that these interpretations are first order polynomials because plus and
mult only have inductive arguments.

Example 8. The function symbol !! defined in Example 3 admits an interpre-
tation of type ((N −→ N)× N) −→ N defined by:

L!!M(Y,N) = Y 〈N〉.

Indeed, we check that:

L(h:t) !! (n+1)M = Lh:tM(LnM + 1) = 1 + LhM + LtM(LnM) > LtM(LnM) = Lt !! nM
L(h:t) !! 0M = Lh:tM(L0M) = Lh:tM(1) = 1 + LhM + LtM(0) > LhM

Example 9. The function symbol tln defined in Example 4 admits an inter-
pretation of type ((N −→ N)× N) −→ (N −→ N) defined by:

LtlnM(Y,N)(Z) = Y 〈N + Z + 1〉.

Indeed:

Ltln (h:t) (n+1)M(Z) = 1 +H + T (N + Z) > T (N + Z) = Ltln t nM(Z)

Theorem 1. The synthesis problem, i.e. does a program admit a polynomial
interpretation, is undecidable.

Proof. It has already been proved in [19] that the synthesis problem is unde-
cidable for usual integer polynomials and such term rewriting systems without
streams. Since our programs include them, and that their interpretations are
necessarily first order integer polynomials, the synthesis problem for our stream
programs is also undecidable.

Now that we have polynomial interpretations for !! and tln, we can prove
that restricting to stream patterns of depth 1 was not a loss of generality.

Proposition 1. If a program with arbitrary depth on stream patterns has a
polynomial interpretation, then there exists an equivalent depth-1 program with
a polynomial interpretation.
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Proof. If f has one stream argument using depth k+ 1 pattern matching in a
definition of the shape f(p1 : (p2 : . . . (pk+ : t) . . . )) = e, we transform f in a
new equivalent program using !! and tln defined in Examples 3 and 4, and an
auxiliary function symbol f1

f s = f1 (tln s k) (s !! 0) ... (s !! k)

f1 t p1 ... pk+1 = e

This new definition of f is equivalent to the initial one, and if it admitted a
polynomial interpretation P , then the equivalent function symbol f1 can be
interpreted by:

Lf1M(T,X1, . . . , Xk+1)(Z) = P (
∑

1≤i≤k+1

Xi + T 〈Z〉+ k + 1).

Then, we redefine LfM by:

LfM(S)(Z) = 1 + Lf1M(S, S〈1〉, S〈2〉, . . . S〈k + 1〉)(Z)

which is greater than:

Lf1M(LsM, Ls !! 0M, . . . , Ls !! (k)M)(Z)

so it is indeed a polynomial interpretation for this modified f.

Lemma 4. If e is an expression of a program with an interpretation L−M and
e→ e′, then LeM > Le′M.

Proof. If e→ e′ using:

• the (d) rule, then there are a substitution σ and a definition f p1 . . . pn = d

such that e = σ(f p1 . . . pn) and e′ = σ(d). We obtain LeM > Le′M by
definition of an interpretation and since L·M > L·M is stable by substitution.

• the (t)-rule, then Lt e1 . . . ei . . . enM > Lt e1 . . . e
′
i . . . enM is obtained by

definition of > and since LtM is monotonic, according to Remark 3.

• the (:)-rule, then e = d : d0 and e′ = d′ : d0, for some d, d′ such that
d→ d′. By induction hypothesis, LdM > Ld′M , so:

∀Z ≥ 1, Ld : d0M(Z) = 1 + LdM + Ld0M(Z − 1)

> 1 + Ld′M + Ld0M(Z − 1) = Ld′ : d0M(Z)

Notice that it also works for the base case Z = 0 by definition of L:M.

Proposition 2. Given a closed expression e :: Tau of a program with an inter-
pretation L−M, if e →n e′ then n ≤ LeM. In other words, every reduction chain
starting from an expression e of a program with interpretation has its length
bounded by LeM.
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Corollary 1. Given a closed expression e :: [Tau] of a program with an inter-
pretation L−M, if e !! k→n e′ then n ≤ Le !! kM = LeM(LkM) = LeM(k + 1), i.e.
at most LeM(k + 1) reduction steps are needed to compute the kth element of a
stream e.

Productive streams are defined in the literature [20] as terms weakly nor-
malizing to infinite lists, which is in our case equivalent to:

Definition 12 (Productive stream). A stream s is productive if for all value
n :: Nat, s !! n evaluates to a strict value.

Corollary 2. A closed stream expression admitting an interpretation is pro-
ductive.

Proof. This is a direct application of Corollary 1.

Corollary 3. Given a function symbol f :: [Tau]k -> Taul -> Tau of a pro-
gram with a polynomial interpretation L−M, there is a second order polynomial
P such that if f e1 . . . ek+l →n

! v then n ≤ P (Le1M, . . . , Lek+lM), for all closed
expressions e1, . . . , ek+l . This polynomial is precisely LfM.

The following lemma shows that in an interpreted program, the number of
evaluated stream elements is bounded by the interpretation.

Lemma 5. Given a function symbol f :: [Tau]k -> Taul -> Tau of a pro-
gram with interpretation L−M, and closed expressions e1, . . . , el :: Tau, s1, . . . , sk ::
[Tau], if f s1 . . . sk e1 . . . el →! v and ∀n :: Nat, si !! n →! v

n
i then for all

closed expressions s′1 . . . s
′
k :: [Tau] satisfying:

∀n :: Nat if LnM ≤ Lf s1 . . . sk e1 . . . elM + 1 then s′i !! n→! v
n
i

we have:
f s′1 . . . s

′
k e1 . . . el →! v.

Proof. Let N = Lf s1 . . . sk e1 . . . elM. Since pattern matching on stream
arguments has depth 1, the N th element of a stream cannot be evaluated in less
than N steps. f s1 . . . sk e1 . . . el evaluates in less than N steps, so at most
the first N elements of the input stream expressions can be evaluated, so the
reduction steps of f s1 . . . sk e1 . . . el and f s′1 . . . s

′
k e1 . . . el are exactly the

same.

5. Characterizations of polynomial time

In this section, we provide a characterization of polynomial time uotm com-
putable functions using interpretations. We also provide a partial characteriza-
tion of Basic Feasible Functionals using the same methodology.

Definition 13. The expressions in a program represent integers, functions, or
type-2 functionals in the following sense:
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• an expression e :: Bin computes an integer n if e evaluates to a strict
value representing the binary encoding of n.

• an expression e :: [Bin] computes a function f : N −→ N if e !! n

computes f(n).

• a function symbol f computes a function F : (N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N
if f s1 . . . sk e1 . . . el computes F (g1, . . . gk , x1, . . . xl) for all expressions
s1, . . . sk , e1, . . . el of respective types [Bin] and Bin computing some
functions g1, . . . gk and integers x1, . . . xl .

Theorem 2. A function F : (N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N is computable in poly-
nomial time by a uotm if and only if there exists a program f computing F , of
type [Bin]k -> Binl -> Bin which admits a polynomial interpretation.

To prove this theorem, we will demonstrate in Lemma 6 that second or-
der polynomials can be computed by programs having polynomial interpreta-
tions. We will then use this result to get completeness in Lemma 7. Soundness
(Lemma 9) consists in computing a bound on the number of inputs to read in
order to compute an element of the output stream and then to perform the
computation by a classical Turing machine.

5.1. Completeness

Lemma 6. Every second order polynomial can be computed in unary by a poly-
nomial program.

Proof. Examples 6 and 7 give polynomial interpretations of unary addition
(plus) and multiplication (mult) on unary integers (Nat). Then, we can define
a program f computing the second order polynomial P by f y1 . . . yk x1 . . . xl = e

where e is the strict implementation of P :

• Xi is implemented by the zero order variable xi.

• Yi〈P1〉 is computed by yi !! e1, if e1 computes P1.

• The constant n ∈ N is implemented by the corresponding strict value
n :: Nat.

• P1 + P2 is computed by plus e1 e2, if e1 and e2 compute P1 and P2

respectively.

• P1 × P2 is computed by mult e1 e2, if e1 and e2 compute P1 and P2

respectively.

Since plus, mult and !! have a polynomial interpretation, LeM is a second order
polynomial Pe in Ly1M, . . . Lyk M, Lx1M, . . . , LxlM and we just set LfM = Pe + 1.

Lemma 7 (Completeness). Every polynomial time uotm computable func-
tion can be computed by a polynomial program.
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. . . B o1 o2 B . . . output tape

. . . B a1 a2 B . . . answer tape

. . . B q1 q2 B . . . query tape

. . . B n1 n2 B . . . input tape

Figure 5: Encoding of the content of the tapes of an otm (or uotm). w represents the mirror
of the word w and the arrows represent the positions of the heads.

Proof. Let f : (N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N be a function computed by a uotm
M in time P , with P a second order polynomial. Without loss of generality,
we will assume that k = l = 1. The idea of this proof is to write a program
whose function symbol f0 computes the output of M after t steps, and to use
Lemma 6 to simulate the computation of P .

Let f0 be the function symbol describing the execution of M:

f0 :: [Bin] -> Nat -> Nat -> Bin8 -> Bin

The arguments of f0 represent respectively the input stream, the number
of computational steps t, the current state and the 4 tapes (each tape is rep-
resented by two binary numbers as illustrated in Figure 5). The output will
correspond to the content of the output tape after t steps.

The function symbol f0 is defined recursively in its second argument:

• if the timer is 0, then the program returns the content of the output tape
(after its head):

f0 s 0 q n1 n2 q1 q2 a1 a2 o1 o2 = o2

• for each transition of M, we write a definition of this form:

f0 s (t+1) q n1 n2 q1 q2 a1 a2 o1 o2

= f0 s t q′ n′1 n′2 q′1 q′2 a′1 a′2 o′1 o′2
where n1 and n2 represent the input tape before the transition and n′1 and
n′2 represent the input tape after the transition, the motion and writing
of the head being taken into account, and so on for the other tapes.

Since the transition function is well described by a set of such definitions, the
function f0 produces the content of o2 (i.e. the content of the output tape) after
t steps on input t and configuration C (i.e. the state and the representations of
the tapes).
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f0 admits a polynomial interpretation Lf0M. Indeed, in each definition, the
state can only increase by a constant, the length of the numbers representing
the various tapes cannot increase by more than 1. The answer tape La2M can
undergo an important increase: when querying, it can increase by LsM(Lq2M),
that is the interpretation of the input stream taken in the interpretation of the
query.

Then we can provide a polynomial interpretation to f0:

Lf0M(Y, T,Q,N1, N2, Q1, Q2, A1, A2, O1, O2) =

(T + 1)× (Y 〈Q2〉+ 1) +Q+N1 +N2 +Q1 +A1 +A2 +O1 +O2

Lemma 6 shows that the polynomial P can be implemented by a program p

with a polynomial interpretation. Finally, consider the programs size, max,
maxsize and f1 defined below:

size :: Bin -> Nat

size Nil = 0

size (0 x) = (size x)+1

size (1 x) = (size x)+1

max :: Nat -> Nat -> Nat

max 0 0 = 0

max 0 (k+1) = k+1

max (n+1) 0 = n+1

max (n+1) (k+1) = (max n k)+1

maxsize :: [Bin] -> Nat -> Nat

maxsize (h:t) 0 = size h

maxsize (h:t) (n+1) = max (maxsize t n) (size h)

f1 :: [Bin] -> Bin -> Bin

f1 s n = f0 s (p (maxsize s) (size n)) q0 Nil n Nil ... Nil

where q0 is the index of the initial state, size computes the size of a binary
number, and maxsize computes the size function of a stream of binary numbers.
f1 computes an upper bound on the number of steps before M halts on input
n with oracle s (i.e. P (|s|, |n|)), and simulates f0 within this time bound. The
output is then the value computed by M on these inputs. Define the following
polynomial interpretations for max, size and maxsize:

LsizeM(X) = 2X

LmaxM(X1, X2) = X1 +X2

LmaxsizeM(Y,X) = 2× Y 〈X〉

Finally f1 admits a polynomial interpretation since it is defined by compo-
sition of programs with polynomial interpretations.
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Adapting the proof of Lemma 7 in the case of an uotm without type-1
input (i.e. an ordinary Turing machine) allows us to state a similar result for
type-1 functions (which can already be deduced from well known results in the
literature).

Corollary 4. Every polynomial time computable type-1 function can be com-
puted by a polynomial stream-free program.

5.2. Soundness

In order to prove the soundness result, we need to prove that the polynomial
interpretation of a program can be computed in polynomial time by a uotm in
this sense:

Lemma 8. If P is a second-order polynomial, then the function:

F1, . . . , Fk , x1, . . . xl 7→ 2P (|F1|,...,|Fk |,|x1|,...,|xl |) − 1

is computable in polynomial time by a uotm.

Proof. The addition and multiplication on unary integers, and the function
x 7→ |x| are clearly computable in polynomial time. Polynomial time is also
stable under composition, so we only need to prove that the size function |F |
is computable in polynomial time by a uotm. This is the case since it is a
max over a polynomial number of elements of polynomial length. Note that
this would not be true with the size function ||.|| as defined in [3] since is not
computable in polynomial time.

Lemma 9 (Soundness). If a function symbol f :: [Bin]k -> Binl -> Bin

admits a polynomial interpretation, then it computes a type-2 function f of type
(N −→ N)k −→ Nl −→ N which is computable in polynomial time by a uotm.

Proof. From the initial program (which uses streams), we can build a program
using finite lists instead of streams as follows.

For each inductive type Tau, let us define the inductive type of finite lists
over Tau:

data List(Tau) = Cons Tau List(Tau) | []

The type of each function symbol is changed from [Bin]k -> Binl -> Bin

to List(Bin)k -> Binl -> Nat -> Bin (or from [Bin]k -> Binl -> [Bin]

to List(Bin)k -> Binl -> Nat -> List(Bin)): streams are replaced by lists,
and there is an extra unary argument. We also add an extra constructor Err to
each type definition.

For each definition in the program, we replace the stream constructor (:)
with the list constructor (Cons). We also add extra definitions matching the
cases where some of the list arguments match the empty list ([]). In this case,
the left part is set to Err. Whenever a function is applied to this special value, it
returns it. This defines a new program with only inductive types, which behaves
similarly to the original one.

The following program transforms a finite list of binary words into a stream
by completing it with zeros.
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app :: List(Bin) -> [Bin]

app (Cons h t) = h : (app t)

app [] = 0 : (app [])

It is easy to verify that LappM(X)(Z) = X + 3Z is a correct interpretation. On
strict values, the new program:

f’ v1 ... vk vk+1 vk+l

reduces as the original one with lists completed with app:

f (app v1) ... (app vk) vk+1 vk+l.

The only differences are the additional reductions steps for app, but there is at
most one additional reduction step for each stream argument each time there is
a definition reduction ((d) rule in Figure 4), so the total number of reductions
is at most multiplied by a constant. The evaluation may also terminate earlier
if the error value appears at some point.

The number of reduction steps is then bounded (up to a multiplicative con-
stant) by:

LfM(Lapp v1M, . . . Lapp vk M, Lvk+1 M, . . . Lvk+lM)
Since Lapp viM is a first order polynomial in the interpretation of vi , Lemma 1

proves that the previous expression is a first order polynomial in the interpre-
tation of its inputs. Several results in the literature (for example [21, 22]) on
type-1 interpretations allow us to state that this new program computes a poly-
nomial type-1 function (in particular because it is an orthogonal term rewriting
system).

Let us now build a uotm which computes f. According to Lemma 8, given
some inputs and oracles, we can compute LfM applied to their sizes and get a
unary integer N in polynomial time. The uotm then computes the first N
values of each type-1 input to obtain finite lists (of polynomial size) and then
compute the corresponding list function on these inputs. According to Lemma 5,
since the input lists are long enough, the result computed by the list function
and the stream function are the same.

5.3. Basic feasible functionals

In the completeness proof (Lemma 7), the program built from the uotm
deals with streams using only the !! function to simulate oracle calls. This
translation can be easily adapted to implement otms with stream programs.
Because of the strict inclusion between polynomial time uotm computable func-
tions and bff (cf. Lemma 2) and the Lemma 9, it will not always be possible to
provide a polynomial interpretation to this translation, but a new proof provides
us with a natural class of interpretation functions.

Definition 14 (exp-poly). Let exp-poly be the set of functions generated by
the following grammar:

EP := P | EP + EP | EP × EP | Y 〈2EP 〉
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The interpretation of a program is exp-poly if each symbol is interpreted by an
exp-poly function.

Example 10. P (Y,X) = Y 〈2X2+1〉 is in exp-poly, whereas 2X ×Y 〈2X〉 is not.

Theorem 3. Every bff functional is computed by a program which admits an
exp-poly interpretation.

Proof. Let f be a function computed by an otmM. We can reuse the con-
struction from the proof of lemma 7 to generate a function symbol f0 (and its
definitions) simulating the machine. Since we consider an otm and no longer
a uotm, we should note that when querying, the query tape now contains a
binary word, which we have to convert into unary before giving it to the !!

function using an auxiliary function natofbin:

natofbin :: Bin -> Nat

natofbin Nil = 0

natofbin (0 x) = plus (natofbin x) (natofbin x)

natofbin (1 x) = (plus (natofbin x) (natofbin x)) +1

Its interpretation should verify, using the interpretation of plus given in Exam-
ple 6:

LnatofbinM(X + 1) > 3× LnatofbinM(X) + 1

This can be fulfilled with LnatofbinM(X) = 22X . Note that this conversion
function has no implementation with sub-exponential interpretation since the
size of its output is exponential in the size of the input.

Now, in the new program, oracle calls are translated into s !! (natofbin a2),
and the increase in La2M is now bounded by LsM(2L2q2M).

We can define the interpretation of f0 by:

Lf0M(Y, T, . . . , Q2, . . . ) = (T+1)×(Y 〈22Q2〉+1)+Q+N1+N2+Q1+A1+A2+O1+O2

Exp-poly functions are also computed by exp-poly programs using the same
composition of natofbin and !!. Finally, the adaptation of the initial proof
shows that f1 will also have an exp-poly interpretation.

Remark 4. The soundness proof (Lemma 9) does not adapt to bff and exp-
poly programs, because the required analogue of Lemma 8 (where P is an exp-
poly and the function is computable by a polynomial time otm) is false (in

particular, x, F 7→ 22
F (x)

is not basic feasible). Still, we conjecture that the
converse of Theorem 3 holds. That is exp-poly programs only compute bff
functionals.

6. Link with polynomial time computable real functions

We show in this section that our complexity results can be adapted to real
functions.
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Until now, we have considered stream programs as type-2 functionals in their
own rights. However, type-2 functionals can be used to represent real functions.
Indeed Recursive Analysis models computation on reals as computation on con-
verging sequences of rational numbers [23, 17]. Note that there are numerous
other possible applications, for example Kapoulas [24] uses uotm to study the
complexity of p-adic functions and the following results could be adapted, since
p-adic numbers can be seen as streams of integers between 1 ands p− 1.

We will require a given convergence speed to be able to compute effectively.
A real x is represented by a sequence (qn)n∈N ∈ QN if:

∀i ∈ N, |x− qi| < 2−i.

This will be denoted by (qn)n∈N  x. In other words, after a query of size n, an
uotm obtains an encoding of a rational number qn approaching its input with
precision 2−n.

Definition 15 (Computable real function). A function f : R −→ R will
be said to be computed by an uotm if:

(qn)n∈N  x⇒ (M(qn))n∈N  f(x). (1)

We will restrict to functions over the real interval [0, 1] (or any compact set).
Hence a computable real function will be computed by programs of type

[Q] -> [Q] in our stream language, where Q is an inductive type describing the
set of rationals Q. For example, we can define the data type of rationals with a
pair constructor /:

data Q = Bin / Bin

Only programs encoding machines verifying the implication (1) will make
sense in this framework. Following [17], we can define polynomial complexity of
real functions using polynomial time uotm computable functions.

The following theorems are applications of Theorem 2 to this framework.

Theorem 4 (Soundness). If a program f :: [Q] -> [Q] with a polynomial
interpretation computes a real function, then this function is computable in poly-
nomial time.

Proof. Let us define g from f :: [Q] -> [Q]:

g :: [Q] -> Nat -> Q

g s n = (f s) !! n

If f has a polynomial interpretation LfM, then g admits the polynomial inter-
pretation LgM(Y, N) = LfM(Y, N) + 1 (using the usual interpretation of !! defined
in Example 8).

The type of rational numbers can be seen as pairs of binary numbers, so
Theorem 2 can be easily adapted to this framework. A machine computes a real
function in polynomial time if and only if it outputs the nth element of the result
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in polynomial with respect to the size of the input (as defined in Definition 4)
and n. In this sense, the machine constructed from g using Theorem 2 computes
the real function computed by f.

Example 11. The square function over the real interval [0, 1] can be imple-
mented in our stream language, provided we already have a function symbol
bsqr :: Bin -> Bin implementing the square function over binary integers:

Rsqr :: [Q] -> [Q]

Rsqr (h : t) = Ssqr t

Ssqr :: [Q] -> [Q]

Ssqr ((a / b) : t) = (bsqr a / bsqr b) : (Ssqr t)

Ssqr squares each element of its input stream. Rsqr removes the head of its
input before applying Ssqr because the square function requires one additional
precision unit on its input:

∀n ∈ N, |qn − x| ≤ 2−n ⇒ ∀n ∈ N, |q2n+1 − x2| ≤ 2−n

This allows us to prove that the output stream converges at the right speed
and that Rsqr indeed computes the real square function on [0, 1]. Now, set the
polynomial interpretations:

LSsqrM(Y, Z) = 2× Z× LbsqrM(Y〈Z〉)

LRsqrM(Y, Z) = 2× Z× LbsqrM(Y〈Z + 1〉)
They are indeed valid:

LSsqr ((a / b) : t)M(Z + 1) = 2(Z + 1)LbsqrM(2 + A + B + T(Z))

> 2 + LbsqrM(A) + LbsqrM(B) + 2ZLbsqrM(T(Z− 1))

= L(bsqr a / bsqr b) : (Ssqr t)M

and
LRsqr (h : t)M(Z) = 2ZLbsqrM(1 + H + T(Z− 1 + 1)

> 2ZLbsqrM(T(Z)) = LSsqr tM

Theorem 5 (Completeness). Any polynomial-time computable real function
can be implemented by a polynomial program.

Proof. Following [17], we can describe any computable real function f by two
functions fQ : N × Q −→ Q and fm : N −→ N where fQ(n, q) computes an
approximation of f(q) with precision 2−n:

∀q, (fQ(n, q))n∈N  f(q)

and fm is a modulus of continuity of f defined as follows:

∀n, x, y, |x− y| < 2−fm(n) ⇒ |f(x)− f(y)| < 2−n
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For a polynomial-time computable real function, those fm and fQ are discrete
functions computable in polynomial time. Corollary 4 ensures that these func-
tions can be implemented by programs fQ and fm with polynomial interpreta-
tions. Then, we can easily derive a program that computes f by first finding
which precision on the input is needed (using fm) and computing with fQ an
approximation of the image of the input.

faux :: Nat -> [Q] -> [Q]

faux n y = (fQ n (y !! (fm n))) : (faux (n+1) y)

f :: [Q] -> [Q]

f y = faux 0 y

with Q an inductive type representing rational numbers.
We can easily check that these interpretations work:

LfauxM(Y, N, Z) = (Z + 1)× (1 + LfQM(N + Z, Y〈LfmM(N + Z)〉))

LfM(Y, Z) = 1 + LfauxM(Y, 1, Z)

7. Conclusion

We have provided a characterization of polynomial time stream complexity
using basic polynomial interpretations and this the first characterization of this
kind. More complex and finer interpretation techniques on first order complex-
ity classes (e.g. sup-interpretations or quasi-interpretations) could probably be
adapted to stream languages.

This work also provides a partial characterization of bff and shows that
it is not the right feasible complexity class for functions over streams. Our
framework also adapts well to applications like computable analysis. We have
indeed characterized the class of polynomial time real functions, and this is
again the first time that this class is characterized using interpretations.

As a whole, this work is a first step toward higher order complexity. We
have used second order interpretations, but higher order interpretations could
also be used to characterize higher order complexity classes. The main difficulty
is that the state of the art on higher order complexity rarely deal with orders
higher than two.
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1. Introduction

The advances obtained in communication technology in the last two decades have
posed new challenges to the software community. One of these challenges comes from
the advancements achieved in computer networking where new software able to handle
huge amount of data in an efficient way is required.

This situation has brought a renewed interest for stream-like data structures and for
programs managing those data structures. Indeed, by representing discrete potentially
infinite information flows, streams can be used to formalize and study situations as real-
time data processing, network communication flows, audio and video signals flows, etc.
Clearly, the problems that stream programs raise are different from the ones generally
considered in the usual scenario where data are assumed to be finite. For this reason,
several programming languages have been proposed with the aim of modeling stream-
based computations, see [39] for a survey.

The aim of the present work is to contribute to the current scenario by developing
some static analysis techniques useful to ensure basic properties of lazy functional
programs working on streams. This is the first step of a more general investigation of
complexity and efficiency properties of programs working on streams.

Stream-like languages and properties. Several formal frameworks have been de-
signed for the manipulation of infinite objects including infinitary rewriting [23] and
infinitary lambda-calculus [24]. Important properties of these models such as infinitary
weak normalization and infinitary strong normalization have been deeply studied in the
literature. However, little attention has been paid to space properties of such models.
A different setting handling infinite data-structures is computable analysis, which pro-
vides several models of computation over real numbers [40]. In this setting a lot of
work has been done to adapt the classical concept of complexity class and obtain im-
plicit characterizations. However, even if streams can be considered as particular real
numbers, the properties of interest for stream programs are usually different from the
ones of interest in computable analysis.

A well-established approach to deal with infinite data, and in particular with streams,
is by using laziness in functional programming languages [21]. In languages like
Haskell, streams are expressions denoting infinite lists whose elements are evaluated on
demand. In this way streams can be treated by finitary means. The practical diffusion
of lazy programming languages has stimulated the development of tools and techniques
in order to prove properties of programs in the presence of infinite data structures.

For example, on the side of program equivalence much attention has been paid
to the study of co-induction and bisimulation techniques in languages working on
streams [35, 20]. A property of stream definitions that has motivated many studies
is productivity [14]. A stream definition is productive if it can be effectively evalu-
ated in a unique constructor infinite normal form. Productivity is in general undecid-
able, so, many restricted languages and restricted criteria have been studied to ensure
it [38, 12, 22, 15].

Besides program equivalence and productivity, other stream program properties, in
particular space-related properties, have received little attention. Such properties are
studied in this paper through the use of interpretations, a static analysis tool.
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Interpretations. Interpretation methods originate from the natural observation that,
in order to reason about program properties, it is sometimes more convenient to inter-
pret syntactic program constructions into the objects of an abstract domain and prove
properties about the obtained abstract objects.

Interpretation methods have been proved useful in many situations and are nowa-
days well-established verification tools for proving properties of programs. Variants of
interpretation have been used for example to prove the termination of term rewriting
systems [31, 26], to obtain sound approximations of program behaviors useful to static
analysis [13] and to obtain implicit characterizations of complexity classes [7, 32].

One variation of particular interest for implicit computational complexity is the
notion of quasi-interpretation [7]. A quasi-interpretation maps program constructions
to functions over real numbers. The mapping is chosen in such a way that the function
obtained as the interpretation of a program describes an upper bound on the size of
the computed values with respect to the size of input values. Thanks to this, quasi-
interpretations are particularly adapted to study program complexity in an elegant way.

Another important property of quasi-interpretation is that the problem of finding
a quasi-interpretation of a given program for some restricted class of polynomials is
decidable [2, 9]. This suggests that quasi-interpretations can be used as a concrete tool
to analyze the complexity of functional programs.

An important new issue is whether interpretations can be used in order to infer such
properties on programs computing over infinite data. Here we approach this problem
by considering lazy programs over stream data.

Contribution. In this paper, we consider a simple first-order lazy language and we
start a systematic study of space properties of programs working on streams by means
of interpretation methods.

In many stream applications one is interested in processing data in a fast and
memory-safe way. In order to do this, one can think to improve space-efficiency by
using some buffering operations to memorize only the part of the stream involved in
the actual computation. Following this intuition, it becomes natural to study space
properties of programs working on streams in a more abstract way. We study two
classes of space properties:

• Stream Upper Bounds: these are properties about the size of each stream ele-
ment produced by a program. They correspond to properties about the elements
memorized in the buffer.

• Bounded Input/Output Properties: these are properties about the number of stream
elements produced by a program. They correspond to properties about the num-
ber of elements produced on the output wrt to the number of elements read on
the input.

These properties analyze two “dimensions” of programs working on streams. The
combination of these properties allows one to study a reasonable class of programs and
to obtain the information needed in order to improve the memory management process
of programs working on streams.
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The results presented in this paper have been originally developed in [18] and [19].
In [19], we mainly studied the space upper bounds properties while in [18] we studied
the bounded input/output properties. The present paper generalizes and extends these
works, in particular, to a pure functional programming style. Indeed previous works
were restricted to term rewrite systems and the adaptation of interpretation methods to
pure functional programs is a new non-trivial feature. Consequently, new proofs but
also more illustrating diagrams and examples have been provided. Finally, a deeper
comparison with the state of the art on stream properties (productivity, complexity, ...)
and related works has been provided in Section 7.

Stream Upper Bounds. In order to process stream data in a memory-efficient way it
is useful to obtain an estimate of the memory needed to store the elements produced by
a stream program.

In some situations, an estimate can be obtained by considering in a global way the
greatest size of the elements produced by the program as outputs. In other situations,
however, there is no such a maximal element with respect to the size measure and so
only an estimate considering the local position of the element in the stream can be
given. Consider the following stream definitions:

ones :: [Nat]
ones

.
= 1 : ones

nats :: Nat→ [Nat]
nats x

.
= x : (nats (x + 1))

In both cases, it is easy to obtain such estimates. Indeed, in the stream definition of
ones all the elements have the same size, while in the definition of nats every element
has a size depending on its position in the stream.

However, when more complex stream programs are considered, deeper analyses
are needed. In this paper, we will use interpretations to define two criteria useful to
compute both kinds of space estimates.

Consider the following stream program:

repeat :: Nat→ [Nat]
repeat x

.
= x : (repeat x)

zip :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
zip (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (zip ys xs)

It is easy to verify that the size of every element of a stream s built only using repeat

and zip is bounded by a constant n, i.e. the maximal natural number encoding n

in a subterm repeat n in s. In particular, it means that every stream s built only
using repeat and zip is globally bounded by a constant n. In order to generalize
this informal analysis, we study a Global Upper Bound (GUB) criterion ensuring that
the size of stream elements is bounded by a function in the maximal size of the input
elements.

Analogously, consider the following stream program:

nats :: Nat→ [Nat]
nats x

.
= x : (nats (x + 1))

sadd :: [Nat]→ [Nat]→ [Nat]
sadd (x : xs) (y : ys)

.
= (add x y) : (sadd xs ys)

Every stream s built using nats and sadd is not globally bound. Nevertheless it is easy
for every such an s to compute a function f such that every element of s in the local
position n has a size bounded by f(n). In order to generalize this informal argument,
we study a Local Upper Bound (LUB) criterion ensuring that the size of the n-th eval-
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uated element of a stream is bounded by a function in its index n and the maximal size
of the input. All the productive stream functions have a local upper bound, however
in order to establish a criteria ensuring it we need an extension of the usual notion of
interpretation. For this reason we introduce the notion of parametrized interpretation,
i.e. an interpretation where functions depend on external parameters.

Bounded Input/Output Properties. Another information that is useful to obtain in
order to improve memory-efficiency is an estimate of the number of elements produced
by a stream program when fed with only a portion of the input stream. Indeed if one
think to online streaming, these properties consist in bounding the speed-up that might
occur in the network during communication.

In some situations, such an estimate can be obtained by considering only the length
of the portion of the input stream. In other situations, however, this is not sufficient and
so in order to obtain the estimate one needs to consider also the size of the elements in
the portion. Consider the following definitions:

merge :: [a]→ [a]→ [a× a]
merge (x : xs) (y : ys)

.
= (x, y) : (merge ys xs)

dup :: [a]→ [a]
dup (x : xs)

.
= x : (x : (dup xs))

It is easy to verify that each stream expression built using only merge and dup will
only generate a number of output elements that depends on the number of input read
elements; e.g. the expression dup (merge (dup s) (dup s)) for each read element of
the input stream s produces four elements of the type a× a. In order to generalize this
informal argument, we study a Length-Based Upper Bound (LBUB) criterion ensuring
that the number m of output stream elements is bounded by a function in the number
n of stream elements in input.

Many stream functions have a length-based upper bound. However, there are
stream functions that generate a number of output elements that does not depend only
on the number of input read elements. Consider the following definitions:

app :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
app (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (app xs ys)

app nil ys
.
= ys

upto :: Nat→ [Nat]
upto 0

.
= nil

upto (x + 1)
.
= (x + 1) : (upto x)

extendupto :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
extendupto (x : xs)

.
= app (upto x) (extendupto xs)

It is easy to verify that every stream expression built using only upto and extendupto

will generate a number of output elements that is related to both the number and the
size of input read elements; e.g. the expression: extendupto (extendupto s) for
each natural number n in the input stream s outputs

∑|n|
i=1 i elements. In order to gen-

eralize this informal argument, we study a Size-Based Upper Bound (SBUB) criterion
ensuring that the number m of output stream elements is bounded by a function in the
number and the size of the stream elements in input.
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Other Technical Contributions. Besides the study of stream program properties, this
paper contains two other technical contributions:

• a definition of interpretations for a lazy first-order programming language

• a definition of a new kind of interpretations, named parametrized interpretations

Interpretations have been so far presented as tools dealing with properties about
rewriting systems. Here instead, we are interested in programs of a first-order lazy
functional program. A possible approach could have been to translate programs in a
term rewriting system and analyze them using the standard interpretation framework.
Instead, we have adapted the interpretation tools to our case. This choice is due on
the one hand to the desire to have a treatment as close as possible to the programming
language, on the other hand this is also due to the desire of understanding the flexibility
and the adaptability of the interpretation tools.

Parametrized interpretations extend standard interpretations by means of an exter-
nal parameter. In the parametrized interpretations, all the functions appearing in the
assignments can depend on external parameters. However, the parameter has a differ-
ent status with respect to the other arguments of the functions. Thanks to this extension,
we are able to deal with properties about stream local positions as required by the Local
Upper Bound property.

Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce the language, named SFL, and some
notations. In Section 3, we introduce interpretations and parametrized interpretations.
In Section 4, we study the space upper bound properties and the semantic interpretation
criteria to ensure them. In Section 5, we consider the bounded input/output upper
bound properties and how to ensure them through interpretation criteria. In section 6,
we discuss the problem of computing program interpretations. In Section 7, we present
the related works. In Section 8, we draw some conclusions.

2. The SFL language

In the present section, we introduce the syntax and the operational semantics of the
language that will be used all along this paper. The language is dubbed SFL, acronym
for Stream First-order Lazy language. This is an Haskell-like lazy first-order language
computing on simple stream data.

We consider programs of SFL to be well-typed closed expressions of base type.
Programs can be evaluated thanks to a lazy big step semantics where by lazy we mean
that the evaluation does not go under a constructor. This permits to deal with streams
and infinite computations in a natural way. Indeed, analogously to what happens in
Haskell, we can prove program properties by equational reasoning. However, our op-
erational semantics differs from the Haskell one since we do not consider sharing.

2.1. Syntax and Types
Let X , C and F be three disjoint sets representing the set of variables, the set of

constructor symbols (or constructors) and the set of function symbols respectively. In
the sequel, x, c, f and t denote symbols in X , C, F and C ∪ F , respectively.
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Definition 1. The syntax of the SFL language is described by the following grammar:

p ::= x | c(x, . . . , x) (Patterns)
e ::= x | c(e, . . . , e) | f(e, . . . , e) | LetRec d in e | (Expressions)

Case e of p→ e, . . . , p→ e

d ::= f(x, . . . , x)
.
= e (Definitions)

v ::= c(e, . . . , e) (Lazy Values)
v ::= c(v, . . . , v) (Strict Values)

In the examples presented in the sequel, the set of constructor symbols will include
the usual constructors for natural numbers (i.e. 0, + 1), lists (i.e. nil, :) and pairs
(i.e. 〈·, ·〉) and it may also include other standard algebraic data types. Besides, we
assume the set of constructors to contain also a constructor Err that will be used to
track pattern matching failures.

We consider patterns that are either a variable or a constructor possibly applied to
other variables. For simplicity, we assume that a variable can appear at most once in a
pattern and that the patterns are non-overlapping.

Expressions can be built using variables, constructors, function symbols, the LetRec
construction and the Case construction. We consider a grammar where constructors
and functions symbols do not appear partially applied in an expression, e.g a function
symbol f of arity two will only appear in the form f(e1, e2), for some expressions e1
and e2.

The Case constructor as usual allows one to perform pattern matching. Note that
even if the patterns are built by using (at most) one constructor at a time, by using nested
Case more complex patterns can be explored. The LetRec construction is used to
locally define recursive functions. In particular, a construction like LetRec df in e has
two parameters: a function definition df and an expression e. The function definition
df is the actual place where a recursive definition is assigned to the function symbol f.
The expression e is the scope of that definition.

We distinguish two kinds of values: lazy and strict values. The semantics in the
next subsection evaluates programs to lazy values. Strict values are specific lazy values
that will be used to define the program analyses presented in the following sections. In
particular, later in this section, we will show how to define an eval program forcing
the evaluation of a program to a strict value.

Free and bound variables are defined as usual. However, free variables in expres-
sions can be also explicitly bound in definitions, that is: given a definition d of the shape
f(x1, · · · , xn)

.
= e, the bound variables of d are the ones of e and x1, . . . , xn. Note

also that a LetRec construction can bind function symbols. That is, the function sym-
bol f is bound in e′ in an expression of the shape LetRec f(x1, · · · , xn)

.
= e in e′.

For simplicity, we assume that all the bound variables and function symbols have dis-
tinct names so that name clashes are avoided.

As outlined above, we are mainly concerned with stream programs properties re-
lated to space. So, we need to introduce a notion of size for expressions and programs.

Definition 2 (Size). The size of an expression e, denoted |e|, is defined as

• |x| = 1
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• |t(e1, · · · , en)| =
{

0 if t is of arity 0∑
1≤i≤n |ei|+ 1 if t is of arity n ≥ 1

• |LetRec d in e| = |e|

• |Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en| = |e|+ max1≤i≤n |ei|

Note that if we take N to be the set of natural number expressions inductively de-
fined using the constructors 0 and + 1 then for each n ∈ N we have |n| = n, i.e. the
size of a natural number expression is equal to the value it represents.

In the sequel only expressions that are well-formed and well-typed will be consid-
ered.

Definition 3.

• A definition f(x1, · · · , xn)
.
= e is well-formed if and only if all the free variables

of e are among x1 · · · xn, i.e. the definition has no free variables.

• An expression e is well-formed if and only if for every function symbol f there
is exactly one well-formed function definition d defining it, i.e. of the shape
f(x1, · · · , xn)

.
= e′.

We conclude this part by describing some of the notations we will use in the se-
quel. In presenting the examples we adopt the standard applicative convention for the
parenthesis (as in Haskell), e.g. we use f (x + 1) 0 to denote f(x + 1, 0). We use
the vector notation ~e as a shorthand for a sequence of expressions as e1, . . . , en. So,
for instance the expression t(e1, . . . , en) could be also written as t ~e. Finally, given
a sequence of expressions ~e and a function F on expressions, we use F (~e) to denote
F (e1), . . . , F (en), i.e. the componentwise application of F to the sequence ~e. For
instance, given a sequence ~e = e1, · · · , en, we use |~e| as a notation for |e1|, . . . , |en|.

Type system. As stressed before, we want to consider only expressions that are well-
typed. Here we introduce the type system that assigns types to all the syntactic con-
structions of the SFL language. As usual, the type system ensures that a program does
not go wrong. Roughly speaking, a wrong computation happens when a program can-
not be evaluated to a value because of some stuck computation. Note however that
this does not prevent a program from either diverging or evaluating to Err. Indeed, in
our setting, this fact is important both for making the pattern matching working prop-
erly and also for using some program analysis techniques presented in the following
sections.

In order to make simpler our analyses, we only consider well-typed first-order pro-
grams dealing with lists that do not contain other lists. This is because we want to
prevent object like streams of streams that cannot be analyzed in a proper way by the
methods that we will present in the sequel. We assure this property by a typing restric-
tion similar to the one of [17]. The following type definition reflects this and the fact
that we restrict our attention only to first-order programs.

Definition 4. The SFL types are defined by the following grammar:
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Γ(x) = A

Γ; ∆ ` x :: A
(Var)

Γ; ∆ ` Err :: A
(A− Err)

c :: A1 → · · · → An → A Γ; ∆ ` ei :: Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

Γ; ∆ ` c(e1, . . . , en) :: A
(Con)

∆(f) = A1 → · · · → An → A Γ; ∆ ` ei :: Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

Γ; ∆ ` f(e1, . . . , en) :: A
(Fun)

Γ; ∆ ` e :: A Γi; ∅ ` pi :: A Γ,Γi; ∆ ` ei :: B (1 ≤ i ≤ m)

Γ; ∆ ` Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pm → em :: B
(Case)

Γ, x1 :: A1, . . . , xn :: An, ; ∆, f : A1 → · · · → An → A ` e :: A

Γ; ∆ ` f(x1, . . . , xn)
.
= e :: A1 → · · · → An → A

(Def)

Γ; ∆ ` f(x1, . . . , xn)
.
= e :: φ Γ; ∆, f :: φ ` e1 :: A

Γ; ∆ ` LetRec f(x1, . . . , xn)
.
= e in e1 :: A

(Letrec)

Table 1: SFL type system

σ ::= a | Nat | σ × σ (basic types)
A ::= α | σ | A× A | [σ] (base types)
φ ::= A | A→ φ (types)

where a is a basic type variable, α is a type variable, Nat is a constant type representing
natural numbers, × and [ ] are base type constructors for pairs and (finite and infinite
lists) streams respectively.

As stressed above, it is worth noticing that the above definition can be extended to
other algebraic data types. In the sequel, we use a, b to denote basic type variables,
α, β to denote type variables, σ, τ for basic data types, A, B to denote base types and φ
for types. We will tacitly use restricted polymorphism, i.e. a basic type variable a and
a type variable α will represent every basic and base type respectively.

For notational convenience, we will use the vector notation
−→
A → B as an abbrevi-

ation for A1 → · · · → An → B.
The type system proves two kinds of typing judgments: Γ; ∆ ` e :: A for expres-

sions, and Γ; ∆ ` f(x1, . . . , xn)
.
= e :: φ for function definitions. In particular, the

judgments for expressions assign a base type to an expression, while the judgments for
function definitions assign a type to a function definition. The symbols Γ and ∆ denote
variables and function symbols contexts respectively; that is, partial functions assign-
ing types to variables and function symbols respectively. Note that we do not consider
constants symbols in contexts but instead we assume that they come with a fixed type
signature.

Definition 5. Well-typed expressions and function definitions are defined using the type
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system in Table 1.

It is worth noticing that the symbol Err can be typed with each base type A. This
is essential in order to get type preservation in the evaluation mechanism. Note also
that the functional types can be assigned to constructor and function symbols, but only
base types can be assigned to expressions. Consequently, our language only allows
programs with first-order function definitions.

Definition 6. A SFL program is a well-formed expression e that is typable through a
type judgment of the shape ∅; ∅ ` e :: A such that A does not contain free type variables.

While the above definition could seem a bit odd, it is easy to verify that this corre-
sponds to the usual notion of programs considered as closed terms of observable types.

Notations for the examples. The language we introduced above makes the interpre-
tation definitions we will provide in the following section more formal. In contrast,
concrete examples can be cumbersome. So, in the remainder of the paper we will use
some syntactic sugar to improve readability. Let us start to show that we can use gen-
eral forms of pattern matching in our examples. Note that we have introduced patterns
following the grammar:

p ::= x | c(x, . . . , x)

So, in particular we do not have patterns for nested constructors. However, more com-
plex pattern matching can be easily simulated through the use of combined Case con-
structions. As an example consider a function f that we want to define by pattern
matching on expressions of the shape (x + 1) + 1. This can be defined as follow:

f y1 = Case y1 of y2 + 1→ Case y2 of x + 1→ e

Instead of writing this in full form, we will simply write it as:

f ((x + 1) + 1)
.
= e

More generally, we will use the notation:

f p11 · · · p1n
.
= e1

...

f pk1 · · · pkn
.
= ek

as syntactic sugar for a function definition of the shape:

f(x1, · · · , xn)
.
= Case x1 of p

1
1 → . . . Case xn of p1n → e1

...

pk1 → . . . Case xn of pkn → ek

More complex examples consisting of function definitions with several distinct func-
tion symbols will be treated analogously by juxtaposition of their syntactic sugars. We
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then assume these definitions to be bound by a LetRec for some particular expression
under consideration. That is, we will usually consider an expression e in isolation but
this has to be considered as a program of the shape:

LetRec d1, . . . , dn in e

where d1, . . . , dn are all the function definitions for the function symbols in e.

Stream terminology. The program analysis methods we will present in the following
sections are specific to the study of stream program properties. This means that we will
pay particular attention to programs working on the type [A], the type of both finite and
infinite lists of type A.

We distinguish two classes of functions symbols useful to work with streams. Fol-
lowing the terminology of [15], we have:

Definition 7.

• A function symbol f is a stream function if f :: [σ1]→ · · · → [σn]→ −→τ → [σ],
with n > 0. Conversely, a function symbol f is a stream constructor if f :: −→τ →
[σ].

• A function definition df such that f(x1, . . . , xn) = e is a stream function defini-
tion if f is a stream function. Conversely, if f is a stream constructor we say that
df is a stream definition.

Intuitively, we call stream functions those functions that transform and combine
input streams to produce an output stream. Analogously, we call stream constructors
those functions that can be used to actually produce new output streams from scratch.

Example 1. Consider the following definitions:

odd :: [a]→ [a]
odd (x : y : xs)

.
= x : (odd xs)

nats :: Nat→ [Nat]
nats x

.
= x : (nats (x + 1))

zip :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
zip (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (zip ys xs)

nodd :: [Nat]
nodd

.
= odd (nats (0 + 1))

We have that odd and zip are two stream functions of one and two arguments
respectively, while both nats and nodd are stream constructors. Note that the fact of
being a stream constructor does not impose limitations on the kind of functions that
can be used in the right-hand side of the definition. Indeed, in the nodd example, we
use both a stream function (i.e odd) and a stream constructor (i.e. nats).

2.2. Lazy operational semantics

In this section, we describe the SFL operational semantics. As outlined above, the
operational semantics can be described by means of a lazy big-step semantics. With
the term lazy, in the tradition of [33, 1], we identify a semantics that does not evaluate
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c ∈ C
H; c(e1, · · · , en) ⇓ c(e1, · · · , en)

(val)
H ∪ {d}; M ⇓ v

H; LetRec d in M ⇓ v (rec)

H; e{e1/x1, · · · , en/xn} ⇓ v (f x1 · · · xn .
= e) ∈ H

H; f(e1, · · · , en) ⇓ v (fun)

H; e ⇓ c(e′1, · · · , e′m) pi = c(x1, · · · , xm) H; ei{e′1/x1, · · · , e′m/xm} ⇓ v
H; Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en ⇓ v

(pm)

H; e ⇓ c(e′1, · · · , e′m) ∀i ≤ n, pi 6= c(x1, · · · , xm)

H; Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en ⇓ Err
(pme)

Table 2: SFL lazy operational semantics

under the constructors. So in particular, we do not consider the sharing issue that is
studied in other lazy and call-by-need semantics [27, 3].

In order to describe the semantics, we need two additional components: substitu-
tions and environments. A substitution {e1/x1, . . . , en/xn} is a partial function map-
ping variables to expressions. As usual we denote e{e1/x1, . . . , en/xn} the result of
the application of the substitution {e1/x1, . . . , en/xn} to the free variables of e. An
environment is simply a set of well-formed function definitions. We will use the letter
H to denote environments.

Definition 8. The operational evaluation relation ⇓ is the relation between environ-
ments, expressions and lazy values inductively defined by the rules in Table 2.

Intuitively, the judgment H; e ⇓ v means that the expression e can be evaluated to
the lazy value v using the rules of the semantics and the function definitions contained
in the environmentH. For notational convenience, we simply write e ⇓ v forH; e ⇓ v
when H = ∅. Moreover, in the sequel when we write H; e ⇓ v we implicitly assume
thatH contains the function definitions for all the function symbols in e.

It is worth noticing that as usual in lazy semantics the abstract machine does not
explore the entire result but stops once the requested information is found; this is why
the axiom rule (val) only refers to lazy values. Moreover, as anticipated in the previous
subsection, we use the constructor Err to deal with pattern matching errors. This
should not be confused with the errors that can be generated by programs that go wrong.
Indeed, to prevent such situations types are sufficient, as usual.

Strict evaluation. We have introduced the operational semantics of our language SFL
in the previous paragraph. We have defined it to be lazy since our main concern is to
deal with infinite computations in a natural way. However, another concern of our work
is to describe program analysis techniques using only finitary operational tools without
making reference to infinite abstract domains. For this reason, sometimes we will need
to consider the complete evaluation of values. This is why we have introduced the
category of strict values in the grammar definition in Definition 1.
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In order to evaluate programs to strict values, we can define a particular function
evalA for every base type A as follows:

evalA :: A→ A

evalA (c x1 · · · xn)
.
= Ĉ (evalA1 x1) · · · (evalAn xn)

where Ĉ is a function symbol representing the strict version of the primitive constructor
c. For instance in the case where c is + 1 we can define Ĉ to be the function succ ::
Nat→ Nat defined as:

succ Err
.
= Err + 1

succ 0
.
= 0 + 1

succ (x + 1)
.
= (x + 1) + 1

When we want to stress that an expression e is completely evaluated (i.e. that besides
being an expression, it is also a strict value) we use the notation e. A relevant set of
completely evaluated expressions is the set N of canonical numerals defined as:

N = {n | n = ((· · · (0 + 1) · · · ) + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

and n :: Nat}

A concrete example of computation by strict evaluation can be found in Appendix B.

More notations. For notational convenience, in the sequel we will use the notation:

H, e ⇓v v

to denote the judgment:
H, evalA e ⇓ v

assuming that the type A is made clear by the context. Moreover, we introduce some
notation for some well-established functions that we will use in the following sections.

We use the notation en as a shorthand for the expression e !! n where !! is the usual
indexing function returning the n-th element of a list. That is:

!! :: [a]→ Nat→ a
nil !! y

.
= Err

(x : xs) !! 0
.
= x

(x : xs) !! (y + 1)
.
= xs !! y

We use the shorthand e�n to denote the expression take n e where take is the usual
function which returns the first n elements of a list:

take :: Nat→ [a]→ [a]
take 0 s

.
= nil

take (x + 1) nil
.
= Err

take (x + 1) (y : ys)
.
= y : (take x ys)

Finally, we use lg to denote the function that returns the number of elements in a finite
partial list:
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lg :: [a]→ Nat

lg nil
.
= 0

lg Err
.
= 0

lg (x : xs)
.
= (lg xs) + 1

In the sequel, we tacitly assume that the above definitions are contained in all the
environmentsH that we will consider.

3. Interpretation

The program analyses that we will introduce in Sections 4 and 5 will be based
on the notion of interpretation. Intuitively, an interpretation consists of an assign-
ment mapping each symbol of a program to a function over non-negative real numbers.
Thanks to the real numbers ordering, such a peculiar assignment combined with some
additional criteria permits to prove program properties.

This kind of reasoning is inspired by the notion of polynomial interpretation [31,
26, 6], developed in the field of program termination, and by the notions of quasi-
interpretation [8] and sup-interpretation [32], developed more recently in the field of
implicit computational complexity.

We now stress the main distinctions between the notion of interpretation presented
in this section and the standard notion of interpretations on Term Rewrite Systems (see
the survey [7]). In Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, we define the notions of assignment and
interpretation. These definitions are similar to the one on TRS ([7]). The only dis-
tinction is that these notions are adapted to the presented functional language (the case
construct is treated). The notions of additive and monotonic assignments are also stan-
dard. The only new notion is the notion of almost-additive (see Definition 3) allowing
to deal with stream construct in a more flexible manner. All the results relating the size
of a value and its interpretation (e.g. Corollary 1) or the interpretations of a term and its
evaluation (e.g. Proposition 1) are fairly standard so an expert reader may go directly
to Subsection 3.3 where a new notion of parametrized interpretation is defined. This
notion will be useful for the Local Upper Bound (LUB) criterion.

3.1. Assignment

In the following, an assignment is used as a method to map in a canonical way
programs to non-negative real numbers (i.e. elements of R+) in such a way that a
comparison of programs is possible thanks to the usual ordering on real numbers. In
order to do this, an assignment maps program components either to non-negative real
numbers or to functions over non-negative real numbers.

Definition 9 (Assignment).

• A variable assignment, denoted ρ is a map associating to each x ∈ X a value r
in R+.

• A symbol assignment, denoted ξ is a map associating to each symbol t ∈ C ∪F
a function F : R+ × . . .× R+ → R+ of the same arity.
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• Given a variable assignment ρ and a symbol assignment ξ, an assignment is the
extension of ρ and ξ to expressions defined as follows:

– LErrMρ,ξ = 0

– LxMρ,ξ = ρ(x)

– Lt(e1, . . . , en)Mρ,ξ = ξ(t)(Le1Mρ,ξ, . . . , LenMρ,ξ)
– LLetRec d in eMρ,ξ = LeMρ,ξ
– LCase e of c1(~x1)→ e1, . . . , cm(~xm)→ emMρ,ξ

= max
1≤i≤m

{LeiMρ{~xi=~ri},ξ | ~ri ∈ R+ and LeMρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mρ{~xi=~ri},ξ}

We consider variable and symbol assignments as total functions over program
variables and program symbols, respectively. We write ~r ∈ R+ as a shorthand for
∀r ∈ ~r, r ∈ R+, and we write ρ{x := r} for the variable assignment defined as
ρ except for the variable x to which it assigns the value r. We often abbreviate
ρ{x1 := r1} · · · {xn := rn} by ρ{~x = ~r} (as for instance in the definition above).
Note that we consider the constructor Err differently from the other constructors. This
because as we will see later we want that interpretations behave well with respect to
pattern matching.

The definition of assignment for the Case construction requires the existence of
a maximal element LeiMρ{~xi=~ri},ξ for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and for ~r ranging over values in
R+. The existence of such an element (or equivalently a bound on the search space) is
ensured by the side condition LeMρ,ξ ≥ LpiMρ{~xi=~ri},ξ and by the fact that e does not
contain the variables ~x.

Example 2. Consider the following function definitions:

add :: Nat→ Nat→ Nat

add 0 y
.
= y

add (z + 1) y
.
= (add z y) + 1

sadd :: [Nat]→ [Nat]→ [Nat]
sadd (x′ : xs) (y′ : ys)

.
= (add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)

Concretely, in SFL they can be computed by the environmentH including the following
definitions:

add x y
.
= Case x of 0→ y, z + 1→ (add z y) + 1

sadd x y
.
= Case x of x′ : xs→ Case y of y′ : ys→ (add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)

For each variable assignment ρ = {x := r, y := s} and symbol assignment ξ such
that ξ(0) = 0, ξ(:)(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1, ξ(+1)(X) = X + 1 and ξ(add)(X,Y ) =
ξ(sadd)(X,Y ) = X + Y , we compute the assignment of the expression add x y as
follows:

Ladd x yMρ,ξ = ξ(add)(LxMρ,ξ, LyMρ,ξ)
= ρ(x) + ρ(y)

= r + s
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We compute the assignment of Case x of 0→ y, z + 1→ (add z y) + 1 in a similar
way:

LCase x of 0→ y, z + 1→ (add z y) + 1Mρ,ξ
= max(max{LyMρ,ξ | LxMρ,ξ ≥ L0Mρ,ξ},

max{L(add z y) + 1Mρ{z:=t},ξ | t ∈ R+ and LxMρ,ξ ≥ Lz + 1Mρ{z:=t},ξ})
= max(ρ(y),max{ρ(y) + ρ{z := t}(z) + 1 | t ∈ R+ and ρ(x) ≥ ρ{z := t}(z) + 1})
= max(s, max

r≥t+1
{s+ t+ 1}) as ρ(x) = r and ρ(y) = s

= max(s, s+ r) = r + s

The usual notion of assignment used in the context of interpretations does not dis-
tinguish between variable and symbol assignments. In our context, we prefer to keep
this distinction because it highlights the extension of assignments to the Case con-
struction and because, as we will see later, an interpretation will fix only the symbol
assignments.

The following property shows that assignments internalize the substitution mecha-
nism.

Lemma 1 (Assignment Substitution). Given an assignment L−Mρ,ξ and an expression
Γ, x :: A; ∆ ` e :: B, for every expression Γ; ∆ ` e′ :: A we have:

Le{e′/x}Mρ,ξ = LeMρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ

Proof. By induction on the structure of e. In the case where e is the variable x then
the conclusion follows immediately. The cases where e is either Err or a variable
distinct from x are trivial. The case where e is a LetRec follows directly by induction
hypothesis.

Consider now the case e = t(e1, . . . , en), by definition we have Le{e′/x}Mρ,ξ =
ξ(t)(Le1{e′/x}Mρ,ξ, . . . , Len{e′/x}Mρ,ξ). By induction hypothesis, Lei{e′/x}Mρ,ξ =
LeiMρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So, we can conclude:

Le{e′/x}Mρ,ξ = ξ(t)(Le1{e′/x}Mρ,ξ, . . . , Len{e′/x}Mρ,ξ) =

ξ(t)(Le1Mρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ, . . . , LenMρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ) = LeMρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ

Consider the case e = Case e′′ of c1(~y1) → e1, . . . , cn(~yn) → en, then by defini-
tion, for x /∈ ~y1, . . . ,~yn (because x is supposed to be free in e), we have:

Le{e′/x}Mρ,ξ = max
1≤i≤m

{Lei{e′/x}Mρ{~yi:=~ri},ξ | Le′′{e′/x}Mρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~yi)Mρ{~yi:=~ri},ξ}

By induction hypothesis, we obtain:

{Lei{e′/x}Mρ{~yi:=~ri},ξ |Le′′{e′/x}Mρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~yi){e′/x}Mρ{~yi:=~ri},ξ} =

{LeiMρ{~y:=~r,x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ |Le′′Mρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ ≥ Lci(~yi)Mρ{~y:=~r,x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ}

and so we can conclude Le{e′/x}Mρ,ξ = LeMρ{x:=Le′Mρ,ξ},ξ.
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In this paper we will only deal with assignments that are monotonic where the
monotonicity condition is defined as follows.

Definition 10 (Monotonic Assignment).

• A symbol assignment ξ is monotonic if for any t ∈ C ∪ F , ξ(t) is a monotonic
function, i.e. ∀r, s ∈ R+ s.t. r ≥ s:

ξ(t)(. . . , r, . . .) ≥ ξ(t)(. . . , s, . . .)

• An assignment L−Mρ,ξ is monotonic if the symbol assignment ξ is monotonic.

Notice that the above definition of monotonicity concerns only the constants and
the function symbols. This does not imply that all the functions used in an assignment
are monotonic. In particular, the Case construction can be interpreted as a function
LCase e of p1 → e1, . . . , pm → emMρ,ξ that is monotonic in LeMρ,ξ and LeiMρ,ξ but not
in LpiMρ,ξ.

Other classes of assignments that will be useful in the sequel are the class of almost-
additive and additive assignments.

Definition 11 (Almost-additive and Additive Assignment).

• The symbol assignment ξ is almost-additive if ∀c ∈ C of arity n but the stream
constructor :, we have:

ξ(c)(r1, · · · , rn) =
n∑

i=1

ri + αc, for some constant αc ≥ 1, whenever n > 0.

ξ(c) = 0, otherwise.

The symbol assignment ξ is additive if it is almost-additive and

ξ(:)(r1, r2) = r1 + r2 + α, for some constant α ≥ 1

• An assignment L−Mρ,ξ is an almost-additive (resp. additive) assignment if the
symbol assignment ξ is almost-additive (resp. additive).

The fact that an assignment is additive is useful in order to relate the interpretation
of a strict value to its size. In particular, the following lemma shows that they are
linearly related.

Lemma 2. Given an additive assignment L−Mρ,ξ, there is a constant α such that for
each strict value ` v :: A we have:

|v| ≤ LvMρ,ξ ≤ α× |v|

Proof. We consider α = max
c∈C

αc and we prove the lemma by induction on the structure

of v.
In the case v is a constructor c of arity 0, by definition we have |c| = 0 = LcMρ,ξ,

so the conclusion follows trivially.
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Consider now the case v = c(v1, . . . , vn). By induction hypothesis for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
we have:

|vi| ≤ LviMρ,ξ ≤ α× |vi|
So, since by definition we also have:

|v| = (
∑

1≤i≤n
|vi|) + 1 and LvMρ,ξ = (

∑

1≤i≤n
LviMρ,ξ) + αc

and since α ≥ αc ≥ 1, using induction hypothesis we can conclude:
∑

1≤i≤n
|vi|+ 1 ≤

∑

1≤i≤n
LviMρ,ξ + αc ≤

∑

1≤i≤n
(α× |vi|) + αc ≤ α× (

∑

1≤i≤n
|vi|+ 1)

A similar result can be obtained for almost-additive assignments if we restrict the
attention to values that are not streams.

Corollary 1. Given an assignment L−Mρ,ξ such that the symbol assignment ξ is almost-
additive, there is a constant α such that for every strict value ` v :: σ we have:

|v| ≤ LvMρ,ξ ≤ α× |v|

3.2. Interpretations
Now, we are ready to define the main tool that will be used in the next sections:

interpretations.

Definition 12 (Interpretation). An expression Γ; ∆ ` e :: A admits an interpretation
L−Mξ if for each variable assignment ρ, the assignment L−Mρ,ξ is monotonic and such
that for each function definition f(x1, . . . , xn)

.
= e′ the following holds:

Lf(x1, . . . , xn)Mρ,ξ ≥ Le′Mρ,ξ
The quantification on all variable assignments allows us to reason in general terms

about values assigned to variables. For this reason, in the sequel we will usually
write X,Y, Z, . . . to denote variables ranging over real numbers; e.g. we will write
LfMξ(X1, . . . , Xn) for Lf(x1, . . . , xn)Mξ. Analogously, we will write LeMξ ≥ Le′Mξ as a
shorthands for: ∀ρ, LeMρ,ξ ≥ Le′Mρ,ξ.

In the sequel, we will need the following substitution property for interpretations.

Lemma 3 (Interpretation Substitution). Let Γ; ∆ ` e :: A and Γ, x :: A; ∆ ` e1, e2 :: B
be expressions admitting the interpretation L−Mξ and such that Le1Mξ ≥ Le2Mξ. Then:

Le1{e/x}Mξ ≥ Le2{e/x}Mξ
Proof. By definition of interpretation we have ∀ρ, Le1Mρ,ξ ≥ Le2Mρ,ξ. Thanks to the
quantification over all the variable assignments we also have ∀ρ, Le1Mρ{x:=LeMρ,ξ},ξ ≥
Le2Mρ{x:=LeMρ,ξ},ξ. So, by applying Lemma 1, we can conclude ∀ρ, Le1{e/x}Mρ,ξ ≥
Le2{e/x}Mρ,ξ.
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The inequality conditions required by the definition of interpretation can be natu-
rally inherited by the results of an evaluation. In order to show this we need to extend
interpretations to environments.

Definition 13. An environment H admits the interpretation L−Mξ if for every variable
assignment ρ and every function definition f(x1, . . . , xn) = e in it, the following holds:

Lf(x1, . . . , xn)Mρ,ξ ≥ LeMρ,ξ

We can now show some examples.

Example 3. Consider again the environmentH of Example 2. This environment admits
an interpretation L−Mξ if the assignment L−Mξ satisfies the following inequalities:

Ladd x yMξ ≥ LCase x of 0→ y, z+ 1→ (add z y) + 1Mξ
Lsadd x yMξ ≥ LCase x of x′ : xs→ Case y of y

′ : ys→ (add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)Mξ

Consider an additive assignment L−Mξ such that L0Mρ,ξ = 0, L:Mρ,ξ(X,Y ) = X +
Y + 1 and L+1Mρ,ξ(X) = X + 1. Now, we are interested in finding an interpretation
for the symbols add and sadd such that ρ = {x := r, y := s} satisfies the following
inequalities:

LaddMρ,ξ(r, s) ≥ max(max{s | r ≥ 0},max{1 + LaddMρ,ξ(t, s) | t ∈ R+ and r ≥ t+ 1})
LsaddMρ,ξ(r, s) ≥ max{LCase y of y′ : ys→ (add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)Mρ{x′:=v,xs:=x},ξ

| x, v ∈ R+ and r ≥ v + x+ 1}

The above can be reformulated as follows:

LaddMρ,ξ(r, s) ≥ max
{t∈R+ | r≥t+1}

(s, 1 + LaddMρ,ξ(t, s))

LsaddMρ,ξ(r, s) ≥ max{L(add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)Mρ{x′:=v,xs:=x,y′:=w,ys:=y},ξ
| x, y, v, w ∈ R+ and r ≥ v + x+ 1 and s ≥ w + y + 1}
≥ max{LaddMρ,ξ(v, w) + LsaddMρ,ξ(x, y) + 1

| x, y, v, w ∈ R+ and r ≥ v + x+ 1 and s ≥ w + y + 1}

So, for instance we can choose ξ(add)(X,Y ) = ξ(sadd)(X,Y ) = X + Y (the first
inequality is indeed proved to be an equality in Example 2). With this function symbol
assignment ξ, since it is monotonic, we have that L−Mξ is an interpretation.

Example 4. Consider the function symbol evalA for strict evaluation. The environ-
mentH that contains definitions of the shape:

evalA x
.
= Case x of (c x1 · · · xn)→ Ĉ (evalA1 x1) · · · (evalAn xn)

will admit the interpretation L−Mξ defined by ξ(c)(X1, · · · , Xn) = ξ(Ĉ)(X1, · · · , Xn)
=
∑n
i=1Xi + αc and ∀A, ξ(evalA)(X) = X .

Indeed, consider the assignment L−Mρ,ξ for the environment ρ such that ρ(x) = r. On
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the one hand, we have LevalA(x)Mρ,ξ = ξ(evalA)(LxMρ,ξ) = LxMρ,ξ = ρ(x) = r. On
the other hand, setting ~x = x1, · · · , xn and ~r = r1, · · · , rn:

LCase x of c x1 · · · xn → Ĉ (evalA1 x1) · · · (evalAn xn)Mρ,ξ
= max{LĈ(evalA1 x1) · · · (evalAn xn)Mρ{~x=~r},ξ | LxMρ,ξ ≥ Lc x1 · · · xnMρ{~x=~r},ξ}
= max{ξ(Ĉ)(LevalA1 x1Mρ{~x=~r},ξ, · · · , LevalAn xnMρ{~x=~r},ξ)

| r ≥ ξ(c)(Lx1Mρ{~x=~r},ξ, · · · , LxnMρ{~x=~r},ξ)}

= max{
n∑

i=1

ri + αĈ | r ≥
n∑

i=1

ri + αĈ} ≤ r

This inequality holds for an arbitrary value r and, consequently, for every environment
ρ. So, L−Mξ is an interpretation ofH.

Throughout the paper, we will fix the assignment of the evalA function symbol
by setting ∀A, ξ(evalA)(X) = X . As illustrated by the above example, such an
assignment is a reasonable choice.

Now we can show that the result of an evaluation inherits the property of the inter-
pretation: the interpretation of an expression is an upper bound on the interpretation of
its computed value.

Proposition 1. LetH and ∅; ∆ ` e :: A be an environment and an expression admitting
both the interpretation L−Mξ. Then:

H, e ⇓ v implies LeMξ ≥ LvMξ
Proof. By induction on the derivation proving H, e ⇓ v. The base case where the
derivation consists only in an application of the rule (val) is trivial. The case the deriva-
tion ends with an application of the rule (rec) follows directly by induction hypothesis.

Let us consider the case where the derivation ends with:

H; e{e1/x1, · · · , en/xn} ⇓ v (f x1 · · · xn = e) ∈ H
H; f(e1, · · · , en) ⇓ v

By induction hypothesis, we have Le{e1/x1, · · · , en/xn}Mξ ≥ LvMξ and by assump-
tion we have Lf(x1, . . . , xn)Mξ ≥ LeMξ. So, by several applications of Lemma 3 we
obtain Lf(e1, . . . , en)Mξ ≥ Le{e1/x1, · · · , en/xn}Mξ and by transitivity the conclusion
follows.

Let us consider the case where the derivation ends with:

H; e ⇓ c(e′1, · · · , e′m) pi = c(x1, · · · , xm) H; ei{e′1/x1, · · · , e′m/xm} ⇓ v
H; Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en ⇓ v

By induction hypothesis, we have both Lei{e′1/x1, · · · , e′m/xm}Mξ ≥ LvMξ and LeMξ ≥
Lc(e′1, · · · , e′m)Mξ. Consider an arbitrary variable assignment ρ. Applying Lemma 1
several times, we have Lc(e′1, · · · , e′m)Mρ,ξ = Lc(x1, · · · , xm)Mρ′,ξ for ρ′ = ρ{x1 :=
Le′1Mρ,ξ, · · · , xm := Le′mMρ,ξ}. By definition of assignment we have:

LCase e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → enMρ,ξ ≥ LeiMρ′,ξ
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and by some applications of Lemma 1:

LCase e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → enMρ,ξ ≥ LeiMρ′,ξ = Lei{e′1/x1, · · · , e′m/xm}Mρ,ξ
Since this holds for every ρ, the conclusion easily follows by the definition of interpre-
tation.

The previous result can be easily extended to strict evaluation: the interpretation of
an expression is an upper bound on the interpretation of its computed strict value.

Corollary 2. Let H and ∅; ∆ ` e :: A be an environment and an expression admitting
both the interpretation L−Mξ. Then:

H, e ⇓v v implies LeMξ ≥ LvMξ
Proof. The notationH, e ⇓v v is just a shorthand forH, evalA e ⇓ v, so the conclusion
follows directly using Proposition 1 and the fact that we consider assignments such that
ξ(evalA)(X) = X .

The last important property of interpretations that will be used in the sequel relates
the size of an expression with its interpretation.

Lemma 4. Let L−Mξ be an interpretation. Then, there exists a function F : R+ → R+

such that for every program e :: A admitting L−Mξ:

LeMξ ≤ F (|e|)

Proof. By induction on the shape of e.

The proof of Lemma 4 proceeds in essentially the same way as the one of the
subsequent Lemma 6. So, for convenience we detail only the proof of the latter.

3.3. Parametrized Interpretations
For the analyses that we will present in the next section it is convenient to extend

the notion of interpretations in a parametric way. This notion allows us to obtain more
precise analyses on stream programs.

The idea behind a parametrized interpretation is that the interpretations now be-
come of the shape L−Mlξ where l ∈ R is a parameter that can be used to refer to a
particular element of a stream. In order to obtain this, we need to parametrize all the
previous definitions.

Definition 14 (Parametrized Assignment).

• A parametrized symbol assignment, denoted ξl is a map associating to each
symbol t ∈ C ∪ F and l ∈ R a function Fl : R+ × . . .×R+ → R+ of the same
arity.

• Given a variable assignment ρ, a parametrized symbol assignment ξl , a parame-
-trized assignment L−Mlξ is the extension of ρ and ξl to expressions defined as
follows:
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– LErrMlρ,ξ = 0

– LxMlρ,ξ = ρ(x)

– Le1 : e2Mlρ,ξ = ξl(:)(Le1Mlρ,ξ, Le2Ml−1ρ,ξ )

– Lt(e1, . . . , en)Mlρ,ξ = ξl(t)(Le1Mlρ,ξ, . . . , LenMlρ,ξ) for t 6= :

– LLetRec d in eMlρ,ξ = LeMlρ,ξ
– LCase e of c1(~x1)→ e1, . . . , cm(~xm)→ emMlρ,ξ

= max
1≤i≤m

{LeiMlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ | ~ri ∈ R+ and LeMlρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ}

The definitions given for interpretations can be easily adapted to the case of parame-
trized interpretations.

Definition 15 (Monotonic Parametrized Assignment). A parametrized assignment is
monotonic if for any t ∈ C∪F , ξ(t) is a monotonic function, i.e. ∀r, s ∈ R+ s.t. r ≥ s
and ∀l, l′ ∈ R s.t. l ≥ l′:

ξl(t)(. . . , r, . . .) ≥ ξl′(t)(. . . , s, . . .)

Definition 16 (Almost-additive and Additive Parametrized Assignment).

• The parametrized symbol assignment ξl is almost-additive if ∀c ∈ C of arity n
but the stream constructor : we have:

ξl(c)(r1, · · · , rn) =
n∑

i=1

ri + αc, for some constant αc ≥ 1, whenever n > 0.

ξl(c) = 0, otherwise.

The parametrized symbol assignment ξl is additive if it is almost-additive and

ξl(:)(r1, r2) = r1 + r2 + α, for some constant α ≥ 1

• A parametrized assignment L−Mlρ,ξ is an almost-additive (resp. additive) assign-
ment if the parametrized symbol assignment ξl is almost-additive (resp. addi-
tive).

Differently from what happens in the case of assignments, parametrized assign-
ments do not internalize the substitution mechanism. However, for monotonic parame-
trized assignment we have the following important property.

Lemma 5 (Parametrized Assignment Substitution). Given a monotonic parametrized
assignment L−Mlρ,ξ and an expression Γ, x :: A; ∆ ` e :: B, for every expression Γ; ∆ `
e′ :: A and every l ∈ R we have:

LeMlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ ≥ Le{e′/x}Mlρ,ξ
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Proof. By induction on the expression e. We consider just the two most interesting
cases.

Consider the case e = e1 : e2. By definition we have:

Le1 : e2Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ = ξl(:)(Le1Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ, Le2M
l−1
ρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ

)

but by monotonicity we have:

ξl(:)(Le1Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ, Le2M
l−1
ρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ

)

≥ ξl(:)(Le1Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ, Le2M
l−1
ρ{x:=Le′Ml−1

ρ,ξ },ξ
)

Since by induction hypothesis we have:

ξl(:)(Le1Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ, Le2M
l−1
ρ{x:=Le′Ml−1

ρ,ξ },ξ
) ≥ ξl(:)(Le1{e′/x}Mlρ,ξ, Le2{e′/x}Ml−1ρ,ξ )

and since by definition:

ξl(:)(Le1{e′/x}Mlρ,ξ, Le2{e′/x}Ml−1ρ,ξ ) = L(e1 : e2){e′/x}Mlρ,ξ
the conclusion follows.

Consider now the case e = Case e′′ of c1(~x1) → e1, . . . , cm(~xm) → em. Then,
by definition we have:

LeMlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ = max
1≤i≤m

{LeiMlρ{~xi=~ri}{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ

| Le′′Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ}

since clearly x is disjoint from the variables in ~xi. By induction hypothesis we can
show that:

max
1≤i≤m

{LeiMlρ{~xi=~ri}{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ | Le′′Mlρ{x:=Le′Mlρ,ξ},ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ}

≥ max
1≤i≤m

{Lei{e′/x}Mlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ | Le′′{e′/x}Mlρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mlρ{~xi=~ri},ξ}

and so the conclusion follows. The other cases can be obtained similarly.

We are now ready to define parametrized interpretations.

Definition 17 (Parametrized Interpretation). An expression Γ; ∆ ` e : A admits a
parametrized interpretation L−Mlξ if for each variable assignment ρ, the assignment
L−Mlρ,ξ is monotonic and such that for each function definition f(x1, . . . , xn)

.
= e′ and

for each l ∈ R the following holds:

Lf(x1, . . . , xn)Mlρ,ξ ≥ Le′Mlρ,ξ
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Parametrized interpretations can be extended to environment as expected and thanks
to this extension it is easy to verify that parametrized interpretations behave similarly
to usual interpretations with respect to program evaluation. Analogously, we will write
LeMlξ ≥ Le′Mlξ as a shorthand for ∀ρ, LeMlρ,ξ ≥ Le′Mlρ,ξ.

Similarly to the case of interpretation, we want to relate parametrized interpre-
tations to the evaluation of programs. However, in order to do this we need to introduce
a new evaluation relation counting the number of pattern matchings on stream data. Let
H, e ⇓k v be the relation defined in Figure 3. H, e ⇓k v means that H, e ⇓ v holds
using exactly k pattern matching rules on streams for producing v. We define ⇓kv in the
same manner: H, e ⇓kv v ifH, evalA e ⇓k v.

c ∈ C
H; c(e1, · · · , en) ⇓0 c(e1, · · · , en)

H ∪ {d}; M ⇓k v
H; LetRec d in M ⇓k v

H; e{e1/x1, · · · , en/xn} ⇓k v (f x1 · · · xn .
= e) ∈ H

H; f(e1, · · · , en) ⇓k v

H; e ⇓k c(e′1, · · · , e′m) pi = c(x1, · · · , xm) H; ei{e′1/x1, · · · , e′m/xm} ⇓k
′
v

H; Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en ⇓k+k
′
v

H; e ⇓k e′1 : e′2 H; ei{e′1/x1, e′2/x2} ⇓k
′
v

H; Case e of x1 : x2 → e1, nil→ e2 ⇓k+k
′+1 v

H; e ⇓k c(e1, · · · , em) ∀i ≤ n, pi 6= c(x1, · · · , xm)

H; Case e of p1 → e1, . . . , pn → en ⇓k Err

Table 3: Counting stream pattern matchings

Proposition 2. LetH and ∅; ∆ ` e :: A be an environment and an expression admitting
both the parametrized interpretation L−Mlξ. Then:

H, e ⇓k v implies ∀l ∈ R, LeMlξ ≥ LvMl−kξ

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 1. The only interesting case
is the one where the derivation ends with:

H; e ⇓k e′1 : e′2 H; e1{e′1/x1, e′2/x2} ⇓k
′
v

H; Case e of x1 : x2 → e1, nil→ e2 ⇓k+k
′+1 v

By induction hypothesis, we have both Le1{e′1/x1, e′2/x2}Ml−(k+1)
ξ ≥ LvMl−(k+1)−k′

ξ
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and LeMlξ ≥ Le′1 : e′2Ml−kξ . By definition we have:

LCase e of x1 : x2 → e1, nil→ e2Mlρ,ξ ≥ max{Le1Mlρ{x1=r1,x2=r2},ξ |
r1, r2 ∈ R+ and LeMlρ,ξ ≥ Lx1 : x2Mlρ{x1=r1,x2=r2},ξ}

By induction hypothesis, we can satisfy the side condition in the max by setting r1 =
Le′1Ml−kρ,ξ and r2 = Le′2Ml−k−1ρ,ξ since by definition of parametrized interpretation LeMlξ ≥
Le′1 : e′2Ml−kξ = ξl(:)(Le′1Ml−kρ,ξ , Le′2Ml−k−1ρ,ξ ). So we have:

max{Le1Mlρ{x1=r1,x2=r2},ξ | LeMlρ,ξ ≥ Lx1 : x2Mlρ{x1=r1,x2=r2},ξ}
≥ Le1Mlρ{x1=Le′1Ml−kρ,ξ ,x2=Le′2Ml−k−1

ρ,ξ },ξ

By monotonicity we have:

Le1Mlρ{x1=Le′1Ml−kρ,ξ ,x2=Le′2Ml−k−1
ρ,ξ },ξ ≥ Le1Ml−k−1ρ{x1=Le′1Ml−k−1

ρ,ξ ,x2=Le′2Ml−k−1
ρ,ξ },ξ

Finally, by applying Lemma 5 twice we have:

Le1Ml−k−1ρ{x1=Le′1Ml−k−1
ρ,ξ ,x2=Le′2Ml−k−1

ρ,ξ },ξ ≥ Le1{e′1/x1, e′2/x2}Ml−(k+1)
ρ,ξ

By induction hypothesis we have Le1{e′1/x1, e′2/x2}Ml−(k+1)
ξ ≥ LvMl−(k+1)−k′

ξ , so the
conclusion follows.

Since this holds for every ρ and every l ∈ R, the conclusion easily follows by
definition of parametrized interpretation.

Corollary 3. Let H and ∅; ∆ ` e :: A be an environment and an expression both
admitting the parametrized interpretation L−Mlξ. Then:

H, e ⇓kv v implies LeMlξ ≥ LvMl−kξ

Proof. Just check that we can define a parametrized interpretation of evalA by setting
∀l ∈ R, ∀A, ξl(evalA)(X) = X as in Corollary 2.

Lemma 6. Let L−Mlξ be a parametrized interpretation. Then, there exists a function
G : R+ × R+ → R+ such that for every program e :: A admitting L−Mlξ and every
l ∈ R+:

LeMlξ ≤ G(|e|, l)

Proof. Define:
F (X,L) = max( max

t∈C∪F
LtMLξ (X, . . . ,X), X)

and Fn+1(X,L) = F (Fn(X,L), L) and F 0(X,L) = F (X,L). It can be shown by
induction on the structure of e that LeMlξ ≤ F |e|(|e|, l). If e is a variable, a constructor
or a function symbol of arity 0, then conclusion follows directly by definition of F , i.e
LeMlξ ≤ F (|e|, l). Now, consider e = t d1 · · · dn and suppose |dj | = maxni=1 |di|. By
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induction hypothesis, LdiMlξ ≤ F |di|(|di|, l). There are two possibilities depending on
the shape of t. If t 6= : , that is e 6= e1 : e2, then by induction hypothesis, definition
and monotonicity of F we have:

LeMlξ = ξl(t)(Ld1Mlξ, . . . , LdnMlξ) ≤ ξl(t)(F |d1|(|d1|, l), . . . , F |dn|(|dn|, l))
≤ ξl(t)(F |dj |(|dj |, l), . . . , F |dj |(|dj |, l)) ≤ F (F |dj |(|dj |, l), l)
≤ F |dj |+1(|dj |, l) ≤ F |e|(|e|, l)

In the case where t = : , and so e = e1 : e2, by definition of parametrized interpreta-
tion, induction hypothesis, definition and monotonicity of F we have:

LeMlξ = Le1 : e2Mlξ = ξl(:)(Le1Mlξ, Le2Ml−1ξ ) ≤ ξl(:)(F |e1|(|e1|, l), F |e2|(|e2|, l − 1))

≤ ξl(:)(F |e1|(|e1|, l), F |e2|(|e2|, l)) ≤ F |e|(|e|, l)

We let the reader checking the other cases of the induction including the technical
but simple case where e = Case e′ of c1(~x1) → e1, . . . , cm(~xm) → em. Now the
conclusion follows easily by taking G(X,L) = FX(X,L).

4. Space Upper Bounds

4.1. Motivations
In several situations it is useful to have an estimate of the space needed to store the

elements produced by a stream program. In some cases, this estimate can be obtained
by considering the size of the greatest element produced as an output by the program. In
other situations, unfortunately this cannot be done because there is no such a maximal
element. However, an interesting estimate can be given by considering the position of
the element in the stream. In functional programming, the full evaluation of a stream
is never expected. A programmer will evaluate only some elements of a stream s using
some function like !! or take. In this case, it may be possible to derive an upper
bound on the size of the elements using the output index n of the element we want to
reach. For example, we know that the size of the complete evaluation of the expression
(nats 0) !! n, using the function symbol nats of Example 1, is bounded by the size
of n. Note that such a measure always exists when a stream is productive since it only
consists in providing the size of the n-th output value, for each integer n.

In this section, we will show how to use interpretations to define two criteria useful
to compute space estimates similar to the ones described above. The first criterion,
named Local Upper Bound (LUB), will ensure that programs admitting a particular
interpretation compute streams where the n-th element is bounded by a function f in
n and in the size of the inputs. Thanks to Lemma 6 the criterion will provide an es-
timate of such an f . This criterion is named “local” because the bound relies also on
the output index n. The second criterion, named Global Upper Bound (GUB), is a
special case of LUB in which the output does not depend on the index n. It will ensure
that programs admitting a particular interpretation compute stream elements bounded
by a function f in the size of the inputs, independently of the index. Again, thanks to
Lemma 4 the criterion will provide an estimate of such an f . This criterion is named
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“global” because the bound holds for all the output stream elements. This situation can
be illustrated by the following figure:

· · ·

|vi| ≤
∞

max
r=0
|vr| = k

︷︸︸︷
vi · · · v1 e v′1 · · ·

|v′j | ≤ F (k, j)
︷ ︸︸ ︷
v′j · · ·

Figure 1: Local Upper Bound

A program e can be viewed as a box connecting a left tape representing the input
stream and a right tape representing the output stream (we do not assume any synchrony
between input and output). The program e has a local upper bound if each element v′j
of the output stream has bounded size. Such a bound can depend not only on the size
k of the maximal input stream element (in the case such a maximal element exists) but
also on the the output element index j. In the particular case where this upper bound
is independent of the index j, we say that e has a global upper bound. The aim of the
LUB and GUB criteria we will present below is to exhibit a function F : R+ → R+

witnessing these bounds.

4.2. Illustrating examples
A typical situation where programs have a local upper bound is described in the

following example:

Example 5. Consider expressions built using the following definitions already pre-
sented in Example 2:

add :: Nat→ Nat→ Nat

add 0 y
.
= y

add (z + 1) y
.
= (add z y) + 1

sadd :: [Nat]→ [Nat]→ [Nat]
sadd (x′ : xs) (y′ : ys)

.
= (add x′ y′) : (sadd xs ys)

Each program will only generate output stream elements whose size is bounded by a
function in their index. For example, the program:

e = sadd (nats 3) (sadd (nats 5) (nats 4))

is not globally bounded but if we evaluate the n-th output stream element asH; en ⇓v v,
then we know that the size of v is bounded by 12 + 3× n. Consequently, this program
has a local upper bound given by the function F (X) = 12+3×X applied to the index
n.
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A typical situation where programs have a global upper bound is described in the
following example.

Example 6. Consider expressions built using the following function definitions:

repeat :: Nat→ [Nat]
repeat x

.
= x : (repeat x)

zip :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
zip (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (zip ys xs)

square :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
square (x : xs)

.
= (mul x x) : (square xs)

mul :: Nat→ Nat→ Nat

mul (x + 1) y
.
= add y (mul x y)

mul 0 y
.
= 0

Each program will only produce output stream elements whose size is bounded by
some constant k. For instance, the program:

square (zip (repeat 5) (square (zip (repeat 7) (repeat 4))))

computes stream elements whose size is bounded by k = 2401 = 74. So, its global
upper bound is given by the constant k = 2401. Now, consider the following general-
ization of the above program:

square (zip (repeat 5) (square (zip x (repeat 4)))) (1)

It is easy to verify that when x is substituted by a stream s having element sizes bounded
by a constant k, then the output stream will have only elements whose sizes are bounded
either by 44 or by k4. So this expression has a global upper bound given by the function
F defined by F (X) = max(256, X4).

The above examples clearly illustrate that a global upper bound implies a local
upper bound but that the converse does not hold.

4.3. Definition
More formally, we can describe the situations outlined above using the formal

framework presented in Section 2 as follows.

Definition 18 (Local and Global Upper Bounds). A stream program e :: [σ] has a local
upper bound if there is a function F ∈ R+ → R+ such that:

∀n ∈ N, ifH; en ⇓v v then F (|n|) ≥ |v|

In the case the function F is constant, then e :: [σ] has also a global upper bound.

Note that the above definition can be used to analyze a stream program e contain-
ing both stream functions and stream definitions (programs with stream functions are
provided in Examples 11 and 12). Now consider the following examples in order to
illustrate this definition.
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Example 7. Consider again the stream definition of nats:

nats :: Nat→ [Nat]
nats x

.
= x : (nats (x + 1))

Clearly, nats e produces a stream whose elements are of unbounded size. However
it is easy to verify that ∀n ∈ N, if H; (nats e)n ⇓ v then v = ((e+1) + · · · ) + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

.

Consequently, by taking F (X) = 2×X , the following inequalities are satisfied ∀n ∈ N:

|v| = |n|+ |e| ≤ 2×max(|n|, |e|) = F (max(|n|, |e|))
Example 8. Consider the program ones defined as:

ones
.
= 1 : ones

Clearly, it has an obvious global upper bound (K = 1). Analogously, consider the
program repeat n for every n ∈ Nat where:

repeat x
.
= x : (repeat x)

Clearly, repeat n has a global upper bound that can be given by the function F (X) =
X . That is, for every n we have a constant Kn = F (|n|) = |n|. In the same spirit,
going back to Equation 1 of Example 6, the function F (X) = max(256, X4) provides
for every input stream s of data of size bounded by k a constant Ks = max(256, k4).

4.4. LUB and GUB criteria
To ensure a Local Upper Bound we present a combined criterion consisting in a

semantic condition on programs and in a semantic condition on interpretations.
Concerning the criterion on programs, we need to identify a restricted class of

programs that we dub linear programs. These are programs that produce outputs with
only a linear number of reads (stream pattern matchings in our concern). We can define
them formally as follows.

Definition 19 (Linear program). Let ↓k and ↓kv be the relations defined byH; e ↓k v if
there exists k′ ≤ k such that H; e ⇓k′ v and H; e ↓kv v if there exists k′ ≤ k such that
H; e ⇓k′v v, respectively.
A program e :: [σ] is linear if there is a k ≥ 1 such that for all n ∈ N,H; en ↓k×(|n|+1)

v v

holds. The constant k is called the linearity constant.

Now we are ready to define our criterion.

Definition 20 (LUB Criterion). A program e :: [σ] is LUB if it is linear and it admits
a parametrized interpretation L−Mlξ that is almost-additive and such that:

ξl(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y )

Now we can provide a similar criterion for Global Upper Bound:

Definition 21 (GUB Criterion). A program e :: [σ] is GUB if it admits an interpreta-
tion L−Mξ that is almost-additive and such that:

ξ(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y )
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4.5. Soundness
Now we want to show that if a given program e :: [σ] is LUB (resp. GUB) then it

has a local (resp. global) upper bound. For that purpose, we first show an intermediate
technical lemma.

Lemma 7. Given an expression e :: [σ]:

1. If e is a GUB program then ∀n ∈ N, s.t.H; en ⇓v v we have:

LeMξ ≥ LvMξ
2. If e is a LUB program of linearity constant k then ∀n ∈ N, s.t. H; en ⇓v v we

have:
LeMk×(|n|+1)

ξ ≥ LvM0ξ
Proof. (1) We proceed by induction on n ∈ N.
Let n = 0 and H; e0 ⇓v v. Then, necessarily we have a value v′ such that H; e ⇓ v′.
We have three cases, either v′ = Err or v′ = nil or v′ = e′ : e′′. The former two
cases are trivial. For the latter, by definition of GUB and by Proposition 1 we have:

LeMξ ≥ Le′ : e′′Mξ = L:Mξ(Le′Mξ, Le′′Mξ) ≥ Le′Mξ
Since we clearly haveH; e′ ⇓v v, by applying Corollary 1 we obtain Le′Mξ ≥ LvMξ. So
by transitivity we can conclude LeMξ ≥ LvMξ.
Now, let n = n′ + 1 andH; e(n′+1) ⇓ v. Again we have a value v′ such thatH; e ⇓ v′.
The case v′ = Err is trivial. So, consider the case v′ = e′ : e′′. Again by definition of
GUB and by Proposition 1 we have:

LeMξ ≥ Le′ : e′′Mξ = L:Mξ(Le′Mξ, Le′′Mξ) ≥ Le′′Mξ
Moreover H; e(n′+1) ⇓v v implies by definition that H; e′′n′ ⇓v v and by induction hy-
pothesis we have Le′′Mξ ≥ LvMξ. So we can conclude LeMξ ≥ LvMξ.
(2) Assume that e :: [σ] is a LUB program of linearity constant k. We proceed by
induction on n ∈ N.
Consider the base case where n = 0. By assumption, we have H; e0 ⇓v v and, neces-
sarily we have a value v′ such that H; e ⇓ v′. We have three cases, either v′ = Err or
v′ = nil or v′ = e′ : e′′. The former two cases are trivial. For the latter, by definition
of linear program with linearity constant k, we know thatH; e ⇓k′ e′ : e′′, for some e′

such thatH; e′ ⇓k′′v v with k′ + k′′ ≤ k. Consequently, by Proposition 2 we have:

LeMk×(|0|+1)
ξ = LeMkξ ≥ Le′ : e′′Mk−k′ξ

By definition it is easy to verify that:

Le′ : e′′Mk−k′ξ ≥ Le′Mk−k′ξ

and by Corollary 3 and monotonicity (since k′ + k′′ ≤ k) we obtain:

Le′Mk−k′ξ ≥ LvMk−k′−k′′ξ ≥ LvM0ξ
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Now we prove the induction step for n′+ 1 = n. Suppose thatH; en ↓k×(|n|+1)
v v. It is

easy to verify that necessarily H; e ⇓j e′ : e′′ and H; e′′n′ ⇓v v for some j, j < k. By
applying Proposition 2 we have:

LeM(|n|+1)×k
ξ ≥ Le′ : e′′M(|n|+1)×k−j

ξ

By definition it is easy to verify that:

Le′ : e′′M(|n|+1)×k−j
ξ ≥ Le′′M(|n|+1)×k−(j+1)

ξ

and since j + 1 ≤ k, by monotonicity:

Le′′M(|n|+1)×k−(j+1)
ξ ≥ Le′′Mk×(|n

′|+1)
ξ

Now, applying induction hypothesis we have:

Le′′Mk×(|n
′|+1)

ξ ≥ LvM0ξ
and so the conclusion follows.

We can now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 1. If a program is LUB (GUB) then it admits a local (global) upper bound.

Proof. Consider a LUB program e :: [σ] wrt the parametrized interpretation L−Mlξ. By
Lemma 6, there is a functionG : R+×R+ → R+ such that ∀l ∈ R+, G(|e|, l) ≥ LeMlξ.
Let us takeF (X) = G(|e|, k×(X+1)) , k being the linearity constant of e, and assume
for n ∈ Nat that en ⇓v v. By Lemma 7(2), we have LeMk×(|n|+1)

ξ ≥ LvM0ξ . Moreover,
since L−M0ξ has a fixed parameter, it corresponds to an almost-additive interpretation.
So, by Corollary 1 we have LvM0ξ ≥ |v|. Summing up, we have:

F (|n|) = G(|e|, k × (|n|+ 1)) ≥ LeMk×(|n|+1)
ξ ≥ LvM0ξ ≥ |v|

and so the conclusion follows.
Now consider a GUB program e :: [σ]. By Lemma 4 there is a function F : R+ → R+

such that F (|e|) ≥ LeMξ. Let us take K = F (|e|) and assume for n ∈ Nat that
H; en ⇓v v. By Lemma 7(1) we have LeMξ ≥ LvMξ. Moreover, by Corollary 1 we have
LvMξ ≥ |v|, since such that ξ is an almost-additive symbol assignment. So, summing
up, we have:

K = F (|e|) ≥ LeMξ ≥ LvMξ ≥ |v|
and the conclusion follows.

Thanks to the above theorem, if we can find a LUB interpretation for a program e,
then we also have a local upper bound. Let us consider some examples.
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Example 9. Consider again the stream definition of nats of Example 1:

nats :: Nat→ [Nat]
nats x

.
= x : (nats (x + 1))

We want to show that nats is LUB. First, notice that the program nats is linear
with linearity constant k = 1. Indeed, the definition of nats does not involve pattern
matching on stream data so the only pattern matchings correspond to the !! definition
where one read is needed to produce on output. Now, consider the parametrized inter-
pretation L−Mlρ,ξ defined by: ξl(nats)(X) = X + l, ξl( + 1)(X) = X + 1, ξl(0) = 0

and ξl(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ). We check that ∀l ∈ R:

Lnats xMlρ,ξ = LnatsMlρ,ξ(LxMlρ,ξ) = ρ(x) + l

≥ max(ρ(x), (ρ(x) + 1) + (l − 1))

= max(LxMlρ,ξ, Lnats(x + 1)Ml−1ρ,ξ ) = Lx : (nats (x + 1))Mlρ,ξ

The interpretation L−Mlρ,ξ clearly respects the required criterion for nats to be LUB.
That is, it is almost-additive and it is defined on : as ξl(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ).
So, nats admits a local upper bound. We obtain the required bound by setting F (X) =
Lnats(m)MXρ,ξ = X + LmMρ,ξ = X + |m|, for all canonical numerals m, n ∈ N such that
(nats m) !! n ⇓v vn, the following holds F (|n|) ≥ |n| + |m| ≥ |vn| (Indeed for all n,
vn = m + n).

Example 10 (Fibonacci). The following example computes the Fibonacci sequence:

tail :: [a]→ a
tail x : xs

.
= xs

fib :: [Nat]
fib

.
= 0 : (1 : (sadd fib (tail fib)))

We want to show that this program is LUB. First, notice that fib is linear with linearity
constant k = 4. Now, consider the parametrized interpretation L−Mρ,ξ defined by:
ξl(0) = 0, ξl(+1)(X) = X + 1, ξl(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ), ξl(sadd)(X,Y ) =
ξl(add)(X,Y ) = X + Y , ξl(tail)(X) = X and ξl(fib) = 2l. For the first rule and
for each l ∈ R, the following inequalities are satisfied:

LfibMlξ = 2l ≥ max(0, 1, 2× 2l−2)

= max(L0Mlξ,max(L1Ml−1ξ , 2× LfibMl−2ξ ))

= max(L0Mlξ,max(L1Ml−1ξ , Lsadd fib (tail fib)Ml−2ξ ))

= max(L0Mlξ, L1 : sadd fib (tail fib)Ml−1ξ )

= L0 : (1 : sadd fib (tail fib))Mlξ

We let the reader check the inequalities for the other definitions. So, we have that L−Mlρ,ξ
respects the required criterion for fib to be LUB. That is, it is almost-additive and it
is defined on : as ξl(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ). Consequently, fib admits a local upper
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bound. The function 2l is a parametrized upper bound on the Fibonacci sequence: for
each canonical numeral n ∈ N s.t. fib !! n ⇓v vn, the inequality 24×(|n|+1) ≥ |vn| is
satisfied.

In the same way, if we can find a GUB interpretation for a program e, then we also
have a global upper bound. Let us consider some examples.

Example 11 (Thue-Morse sequence). The following morse program computes the
Thue-Morse sequence:

morse :: [Nat]
morse

.
= 0 : (zip (inv morse) (tail morse))

tail :: [a]
tail x : xs

.
= xs

inv :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
inv 0 : xs

.
= 1 : xs

inv 1 : xs
.
= 0 : xs

The morse program is GUB with respect to the following interpretation: L0Mξ = 0,
L+1Mξ(X) = 1 +X , L:Mξ(X,Y ) = LzipMξ = max(X,Y ), LinvMξ(X) = max(1, X),
LtailMξ(X) = X and LmorseMξ = 1. For instance, for the first rule the following
inequality is satisfied:

LmorseMξ = 1 ≥ max(0, 1, 1, 1)
= max(L0Mξ,max(1, LmorseMξ, LmorseMξ))
= max(L0Mξ,max(Linv morseMξ, Ltail morseMξ))
= max(L0Mξ, L(zip (inv morse) (tail morse))Mξ)
= L0 : (zip (inv morse) (tail morse))Mξ

We let the reader check the inequalities for the other definitions.

Note that the Thue-Morse program can be easily checked to have a global upper
bound by looking to the (finite) output range even without using the criterion. However,
this example shows that the analysis can be done in a modular way. Moreover it shows
that even if only simple functions are used in interpretations some interesting examples
can be captured.

Example 12. The program of Example 6 is GUB with respect to the interpretation
L−Mρ,ξ defined by:

L0Mξ = 0

L+1Mξ(X) = X + 1

LaddMξ(X,Y ) = X + Y

LzipMξ(X,Y ) = ξ(:)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y )

LsquareMξ(X) = X2

LmulMξ(X,Y ) = X × Y
LrepeatMξ(X) = X
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Indeed, we can check the inequalities of the interpretation is satisfied for every defini-
tion and for every variable assignment ρ. For the definition of repeat we have:

Lrepeat xMρ,ξ = LrepeatMξ(LxMρ,ξ)
= ρ(x)

≥ max(ρ(x), ρ(x))

= ξ(:)(LxMρ,ξ, Lrepeat xMρ,ξ)
= Lx : (repeat x)Mρ,ξ

For the definition of zip:

zip z ys
.
= Case z of (x : xs)→ x : (zip ys xs)

we check the following inequality:

Lzip z ysMρ,ξ = max(ρ(z), ρ(ys))

≥ max{max(u, v, ρ(ys))

| ∀u, v ∈ R+ s.t. ρ(z) ≥ max(u, v)}
= max{Lx : (zip ys xs)Mρ[x=u,xs=v],ξ
| ∀u, v ∈ R+ s.t. LzMξ ≥ Lx : xsMρ[x=u,xs=v],ξ}

= LCase z of (x : xs)→ x : (zip ys xs)Mρ,ξ

We let the reader check that the inequalities are also satisfied for the remaining defini-
tions. Consequently, the program of Example 6 admits a global upper bound. In this
particular setting, the program:

e = square (zip (repeat 5) (square (zip (repeat 7) (repeat 4))))

admits a global upper bound that is equal to:

LeMρ,ξ = Lzip (repeat 5) (square (zip (repeat 7) (repeat 4)))M2ρ,ξ
= (max(Lrepeat 5Mρ,ξ, Lsquare (zip (repeat 7) (repeat 4))Mρ,ξ))2

= (max(L5Mρ,ξ, (max(L7Mρ,ξ, L4Mρ,ξ))2))2

= L7M4ρ,ξ
= 74

and we obtain that for all n ∈ N such thatH, en ⇓v vn, 74 ≥ |vn|.

5. Bounded Input/Output Properties

5.1. Motivations
In this section, we show how interpretations can be used to ensure stream properties

relating input reads to output writes. In particular, we are interested in estimating the
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ability of a program to return a certain finite amount of elements in the output stream
when fed with some (finite part of the) input stream. Giving an upper bound on the
quantities of information needed can be particularly useful to implement the program
in an efficient way with respect to the needed memory.

Since we are interested in the dependencies with respect to the inputs, the properties
we will analyze in this section mainly concern stream functions (whereas the properties
presented in the previous sections also concern stream definitions). We will concentrate
on two properties of stream functions:

• The length based I/O upper bound that provides an upper bound on the number
of written output stream elements in the number of read input elements.

• The size based I/O upper bound, a more precise and general notion, that provides
an upper bound on the number of written output stream elements in both the
number and the size of read input elements.

The size based I/O upper bound is illustrated in Figure 2.

· · ·
i︷ ︸︸ ︷

vi · · · v1 e
j ≤ F (i, |~v|)
︷ ︸︸ ︷
v′1 · · · v′j · · ·

Figure 2: Size based Input/Output upper bound

Here a stream function e after reading i elements from the input produces j ele-
ments of the output. What we want is to obtain a relation linking j to i. In particular
we want a function F describing an upper bound F (i, |~v|) on j with respect to i and
|~v|. We dub this kind of bound size based because the upper bound may depend also
on the size of the input elements. In the particular case, where the function F is inde-
pendent from |~v|, we obtain a length based upper bound. We dub this kind of bound
length based because it only relies on the length i of the input (i.e. the number of input
reads).

These properties are of finite nature. For this reason, we will define them in terms
of finite stream fragments (i.e. finite lists) in a way that is a reminiscent of Bird and
Wadler’s Take Lemma [5].

Notation for contexts. For notational convenience, let e(x) be a notation for the
expression e where the free variable x is explicitly mentioned. Let e(v) be a notation
for e(x){v/x} and, finally, define LeMρ,ξ(r) by LeMρ,ξ(r) = Le(x)Mρ{x=r},ξ.
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5.2. Illustrating examples
A typical situation where programs have a length based Input/Output upper bound

is described in the following example:

Example 13. Consider stream expressions defined in terms of the following definitions:

merge :: [a]→ [a]→ [a× a]
merge (x : xs) (y : ys)

.
= (x, y) : (merge ys xs)

dup :: [a]→ [a]
dup (x : xs)

.
= x : (x : (dup xs))

It is easy to verify that each such an expression will only generate a number of output
elements related to the number of input read elements. For example, the expression:

dup (merge (dup s) (dup s))

for each read element of the input stream s computes a number of output elements
bounded by k = 4. Consequently, F (i) = 4× i in this particular case.

A situation where programs have a size based Input/Output upper bound is de-
scribed in the following example:

Example 14. Consider stream expressions defined in terms of the following definitions:

app :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
app (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (app xs ys)

app nil ys
.
= ys

upto :: Nat→ [Nat]
upto 0

.
= nil

upto (x + 1)
.
= (x + 1) : (upto x)

extendupto :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
extendupto (x : xs)

.
= app (upto x) (extendupto xs)

It is easy to verify that such expressions will only generate a number of output elements
related to the number and the size of input read elements. For example, the expression:

extendupto (extendupto s)

it performs
∑|n|
i=1 i output writes for each number n it reads on the input stream s.

Consequently, it has no length based Input/Output upper bound.

5.3. Definition
More formally, we can describe the situations outlined above as follows:

Definition 22 (Length and Size Based I/O Upper Bounds).

• A stream function x :: [σ] ` e(x) :: [τ ] has a length based I/O upper bound if
there is a function F : R+ → R+ such that for every expression s :: [σ] we have:

∀ n ∈ N, ifH; s�n ⇓v v andH; lg e(v) ⇓v m then F (|n|) ≥ |m|
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• A stream function x :: [σ] ` e(x) :: [τ ] has a size based I/O upper bound if there
is a function F : R+ → R+ such that for every expression s :: [σ] we have:

∀ n ∈ N, ifH; s�n ⇓v v andH; lg e(v) ⇓v m then F (|v|) ≥ |m|

Note that for simplicity we have defined the length and size based I/O upper bounds
only in the case of a unary function. However, the above definition can be easily
extended to the case of functions with multiple arguments. Notice that the size based
I/O property informally generalizes the length based one, i.e. a size based I/O upper
bounded program is also length based I/O program, just because size always bounds
the length. However, in some situations it is preferable to have the uniformity given by
the length based I/O upper bound.

5.4. LBUB and SBUB criteria

We now want to introduce two criteria ensuring that a stream function has a length
and size based I/O upper bounds. The definitions of length and size based I/O upper
bounds above have been given in terms of the lg and take function symbols. So, for
simplicity in what follows we suppose that the considered stream functions do not use
neither lg symbol nor take symbol.

Definition 23 (LBUB and SBUB Interpretations).

• An interpretation L−Mρ,ξ is LBUB if L−Mρ,ξ is almost-additive with ξ(+1)(X) =
X + 1 and such that:

ξ(:)(X,Y ) = Y + 1 (resp. X + Y + 1)

• An interpretation L−Mρ,ξ is SBUB if L−Mρ,ξ is additive with ξ(+1)(X) = X + 1
and:

ξ(:)(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1

• An expression x :: [σ] ` e(x) :: [τ ] is LBUB (resp. SBUB) if it admits an
interpretation L−Mξ such that L−Mρ,ξ is LBUB (resp. SBUB).

5.5. Soundness

LBUB assignments have some basic properties useful to deal with length based
upper bounds. In particular, they give precise measures on natural numbers and lists as
shown by the following two lemmas. Note that SBUB assignments behaves similarly
on natural numbers.

Lemma 8. Given a LBUB or SBUB assignment L−Mρ,ξ, for every n :: Nat we have
LnMρ,ξ = |n|.

Proof. By induction on the length of n. The base case follows easily by additivity of
L−Mρ,ξ. That is |0| = L0Mρ,ξ = 0.
Consider now the case n + 1. We have Ln + 1Mρ,ξ = L+1Mρ,ξ(LnMρ,ξ) = LnMρ,ξ + 1. By
induction hypothesis LnMρ,ξ = |n| and so the conclusion follows.
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Second, the interpretation of a finite list is equal to its length:

Lemma 9. Given a LBUB assignment L−Mρ,ξ, for every v :: [σ] we have ifH; lg v ⇓v
m then LvMρ,ξ = |m|.

Proof. By induction on the length of v. The base case follows easily by almost-
additivity of L−Mρ,ξ. That is |0| = LnilMρ,ξ = 0 sinceH; lg nil ⇓v 0.
Consider now the case v1 : v2 and suppose that H; lg (v1 : v2) ⇓v m + 1. We have
Lv1 : v2Mρ,ξ = ξ(:)(Lv1Mρ,ξ, Lv2Mρ,ξ) = Lv2Mρ,ξ + 1. Moreover, H; lg v2 ⇓v m and, by
induction hypothesis, Lv2Mρ,ξ = |m| and so the conclusion follows.

For simplicity we have assumed that the program expressions of this section do not
contain the function symbol lg. However, since our criteria are defined in terms of it, in
order to prove their soundess we need to have an interpretation for it. This can be done
easily. Indeed, every LBUB or SBUB assignment can be extended to accommodate an
interpretation for the lg function symbol as follows.

Lemma 10. Suppose that the environment H admits the interpretation L−Mρ,ξ and
that L−Mρ,ξ is a LBUB or SBUB assignment. Then, L−Mρ,ξ can be extended to the
function symbol lg by setting ξ(lg)(X) = X in such a way that the environment
{lg y = Case y of nil → 0, Err → 0, x : xs → (lg xs) + 1} ∪ H admits the
interpretation L−Mρ,ξ.
Proof. Consider the definition {lg y

.
= Case y of nil → 0, Err → 0, x : xs →

(lg xs) + 1}. We have to check that the extension of L−Mρ,ξ still satisfies the inequali-
ties of an interpretation for this definition:

Llg yMρ,ξ = ρ(y) = r

≥ max(0, r)

= max(max{L0Mρ,ξ | r ≥ LnilMρ,ξ},
max{L0Mρ,ξ | r ≥ LErrMρ,ξ},
max{L(lg xs) + 1Mρ[x:=u,xs:=v],ξ | ∀u, v s.t. r ≥ v + 1})

= LCase y of nil→ 0, Err→ 0, x : xs→ (lg xs) + 1Mρ,ξ

This inequality holds for every ρ such that ρ(y) = r, for an arbitrary r ≥ 0, and so the
conclusion.

We are now ready to prove that the LBUB (resp. SBUB) is a criterion to ensure
the length (resp. size) based I/O upper bound.

Theorem 2. If an expression x :: [σ] ` e(x) :: [τ ] is LBUB (resp. SBUB) then it has
also a length (resp. size) based I/O upper bound.

Proof. Given a LBUB expression e(x), supposeH; s�n ⇓v v andH; lg e(v) ⇓v m.
By Corollary 2, we have Llg e(v)Mρ,ξ ≥ LmMρ,ξ and, by Lemma 10, we have

Le(v)Mξ ≥ LmMξ.
By Lemma 9, we have LvMρ,ξ = |n|. Applying Lemma 8, we have LmMρ,ξ = |m|. So,

we obtain LeMξ(|n|) ≥ |m| and by taking F = LeMρ,ξ the conclusion follows.
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Now suppose that e(x) is SBUB, thatH; s�n ⇓ v and thatH; lg e(v) ⇓v m.
By Corollary 2, we have Llg e(v)Mξ ≥ LmMξ and by, Lemmata 8 and 10, we have

Le(v)Mξ ≥ LmMξ = |m|.
By definition, we obtain Le(v)Mρ,ξ = LeMρ,ξ(LvMρ,ξ). Moreover, by Lemma 2, since

L−Mξ is additive we have a constant α such that LvMρ,ξ ≤ |v| × α. So, taking F (X) =
LeMρ,ξ(X × α), the conclusion follows.

We end this section by showing that the situation presented in Example 13 can be
captured using the LBUB criterion while the one in Example 14 can be captured using
the SBUB criterion.

Example 15. Consider again the stream definitions presented in Example 13:

merge :: [a]→ [a]→ [a× a]
merge (x : xs) (y : ys)

.
= (x, y) : (merge ys xs)

dup :: [a]→ [a]
dup (x : xs)

.
= x : (x : (dup xs))

To verify that every expression built using these definitions has a length based I/O upper
bound it is sufficient to verify that it admits the following LBUB interpretation:

ξ(merge)(X,Y ) = max(X,Y ) ξ(dup)(X) = 2X

As an example, for each s we have:

Ldup (merge (dup s) (dup s))Mρ,ξ = 4LsMρ,ξ
and this gives a length based I/O upper bound.

Example 16. Consider again the stream definitions of Example 14:

app :: [a]→ [a]→ [a]
app (x : xs) ys

.
= x : (app xs ys)

app nil ys
.
= ys

upto :: Nat→ [Nat]
upto 0

.
= nil

upto (x + 1)
.
= (x + 1) : (upto x)

extendupto :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
extendupto (x : xs)

.
= app (upto x) (extendupto xs)

To show that every expression built using these definitions has a size based I/O upper
bound it is enough to show that the following interpretation is SBUB:

ξ(nil) = L0Mξ = 0 ξ(+1)(X) = X + 1 ξ(:)(X,Y ) = X + Y + 1

ξ(app)(X,Y ) = X + Y ξ(upto)(X) = ξ(extendupto)(X) = 2×X2

In particular, by taking F (X) = LextenduptoMξ(LextenduptoMξ(X)) we obtain a
size based upper bound for the expression:

extendupto (extendupto s)
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That is F (X) = 8 ×X4 is an upper bound on the number of output elements. Notice
that the bound is less tight than what one would have expected. Indeed, in this example
F gives a bound also on the size of produced elements.

6. Computing an Interpretation

One of the aspects of interpretation methods that makes them of practical interest
is that they do not only provide techniques to ensure the existence of particular upper
bounds but in several cases of practical interest they also actually provide a tool to
effectively compute those upper bounds. Indeed, Lemma 4 says that if we have an
interpretation of a given program M, then we can compute an upper bound on the size of
the result of its evaluation. So it is natural to consider the corresponding interpretation
synthesis problem that can be formulated as follows:

Interpretation synthesis problem: given a program M and a class of func-
tions F, is an interpretation for M using only functions in F computable?

The ability of being able to compute an interpretation clearly depends on the class of
functions F that one wants to consider. In particular as a consequence of the Rice’s
theorem the interpretation synthesis problem is undecidable for an unrestricted class
of computable functions. More interestingly this problem becomes decidable when
restricted class of functions are considered. See [34] for a survey.

Even if in this paper we do not concentrate on the synthesis problem for the differ-
ent criteria we have introduced, the possibility of having efficient procedures to com-
pute the studied bounds is a strong motivation of our work. In particular, the criteria
studied here become particularly useful when the interpretations use only small classes
of functions as codomain (e.g. polynomials, logarithmic or linear functions). We leave
this important study for future works.

Another related problem that we have not addressed here is the complexity of the
interpretation synthesis problem. This problem has been previously studied for func-
tions coming from max-plus and max-poly algebras over integers and reals and the
results obtained can be adapted to our framework (see [34]).

It is worth noting that this problem has also been studied by the rewriting commu-
nity both from theoretical and practical points of view [30, 25].

7. Related works

In the data processing scenario, a greater attention is paid to the so called streaming
algorithms. These are algorithms working with restricted computational power on huge
amount of data (not necessarily infinite). Usually they have only limited access to the
inputs and they have only a little amount of available memory. Moreover, they may
also satisfy some timing constraints. Moreover, the criteria we have designed so far are
inspired by the constraints that streaming algorithms should usually satisfy.

It is not surprising that when one wants to implement programs working on streams,
one needs to pay attention to memory management. It is indeed not difficult to find
examples of stream programs generating subtle buffering or overflow errors. In this
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perspective, in [17] Frankau and Mycroft have proposed a framework that, starting
from programs written in a first-order functional language, extracts stream program
implementations avoiding unbounded buffering. In order to achieve this goal, their
programs have to obey some specific linearity and stability typing disciplines. Anal-
ogously, Hughes et al. in their paper introducing sized types [22] show how the latter
can be used to prevent errors related to memory leaks and buffer overflows of embed-
ded programs. Even if sized types have been mainly introduced to prove termination
properties of reactive systems (corresponding to productivity of stream programs) they
have also found several applications in complexity analysis. For instance in [37], the
authors show how to exploit sized types in a system designed to verify the resource
usage of strict first-order programs working on lists. The programming language they
are able to analyze through their type system is similar to the language we consider in
the present paper, a key distinction being that their analysis is restricted to finite lists.

It is quite surprising that in the implicit computational complexity domain only few
works have been carried so far on programs computing over infinite data structures.
This is even more surprising if one thinks that usual tools of complexity theory, well
behaving on finite data types, cannot be directly applied neither to streams nor to other
infinite data structures. In [10] Burrell et al. have developed a sound and complete
polynomial time complexity programming language, dubbed Pola, based on a type
system with restrictions inspired by safe recursion. Interestingly, Pola permits the pro-
grammer to deal with polynomial time functional programs working both on inductive
and coinductive data types.

In [29], Leivant and Ramyaa have proposed a framework based on equational pro-
grams and intrinsic theories, previously introduced by Leivant in [28], that is useful to
reason about programs over inductive and co-inductive types. They used such a frame-
work to obtain an implicit characterization of primitive corecurrence (a weak form of
productivity). More recently, in [36] they have also shown that a ramified version of
co-recurrence gives an implicit characterization of the class of functions over streams
working in logarithmic space. In contrast to our approach considering functions work-
ing on data types, their characterization deals with functions working on streams of
digits; however, they consider the complexity of a stream program as a function of the
output. That is the space needed to compute the n-th element of the stream. With this
respect, their characterization uses an approach similar to the one we follow for the
Local Upper Bound property and for the Bounded Input/Output properties.

Using an approach similar to the one presented in this paper, Férée et al. [16] show
that interpretations can be used on stream programs also to characterize type 2 poly-
nomial time functions. In particular, they extend interpretations in order to use second
order polynomials to characterize the set of functions computable in polynomial time
by Oracle Turing Machines and by their unitary version. Thanks to this they obtain
an implicit characterization of the class of the Basic Feasible Functionals of Cook and
Urquhart [11].

Recently, Baillot and Dal Lago [4] have developed a technique inspired by quasi-
interpretations to study the complexity of higher-order rewriting programs. In their
framework infinite data are first class citizens in the form of higher order functions.
However, they do not consider programs working on declarative infinite data structures
as streams that are instead the focus of our work.
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8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied some complexity properties of programs working on
streams. In order to do this, in a first step we have adapted the interpretation methods to
a functional programming languages able to express in a natural way stream programs.
This has required to customize the definitions of interpretations, developed so far in
the context of first-order term rewriting, to the more specific case of a first-order lazy
functional programming language. As a byproduct, this has shown the flexibility of
the interpretation tools in dealing with different object languages and in dealing with
streams and infinite data types.

In a second step, we have exploited the use of interpretation methods by defining
several criteria for the study of different space properties. These criteria correspond
to resource static analyses useful to the programmer that would be able to control the
complexity of the stream program he writes. They fall in two main categories:

• The first category, that includes local and global upper bounds, provides an upper
bound on the size of each computed stream element. This upper bound can be a
constant in the case of the global upper bound or a function of the output element
position in the case of the local upper bound. The stream program that can be
analyzed with respect to these criteria gives the guarantee that no one of its output
elements will provoke a memory overflow.

• The second category, that includes the size and length based input and output
upper bounds, provides an upper bound on the number of output elements with
respect to the number or size of input reads.

The two categories above deal with two different dimensions of streams. By com-
bining together the different criteria one can study several memory management as-
pects of programs working on streams.
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Appendix A. Comparison with quasi-interpretation

Quasi-interpretations introduced in [7] are a previous formulation of interpretations
that require inequalities of the shape LlMξ ≥ LrMξ for each rule l → r of a TRS. Note
that the new definition suggested in this paper is a generalization of these previous
works on TRS to functional programs since the interpretation of a definition f x

.
=

Case x of c1(~x1)→ e1, . . . , cm(~xm)→ em generates the following inequality:

Lf xMρ,ξ ≥ max
i∈{1,m}

{LeiMρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ | ∀~ri s.t. LxMρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ}

which implies, using Lemma 3, ∀i ∈ {1,m}:

Lf ci(~xi)Mρ,ξ
= Lf x{ci(~xi)/x}Mρ,ξ
≥ max
i∈{1,m}

{LeiMρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ | ∀~ri s.t. Lx{ci(~xi)/x}Mρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ}

≥ max{LeiMρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ | ∀~ri s.t. Lci(~xi)Mρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mρ{~xi:=~ri},ξ}
≥ LeiMρ,ξ

The last inequality is obtained by taking the particular values ri = ρ(xi) since, in
this particular case, ρ{~xi := ~ri} = ρ{~xi := ρ(~xi)} = ρ and, consequently, the in-
equality Lci(~xi)Mρ,ξ ≥ Lci(~xi)Mρ{~x:=~ri},ξ is satisfied. To conclude, we obtain ∀i ∈
{1,m}, Lf ci(~xi)Mξ ≥ LeiMξ which corresponds exactly to the notion of quasi-interpreta-
tion applied to the equivalent TRS defined by the rules f c1(~x1)→ e1, . . . , f cm(~xm)→
em.

Appendix B. An example of Strict Evaluation

Consider an environment H containing the functions defined in Example 1. As al-
ready stressed, the lazy evaluation produces the first bit of information. So, for instance
we have:

H; 0 : (nats (0 + 1)) ⇓ 0 : (nats (0 + 1))
(val)

H; nats 0 ⇓ 0 : (nats (0 + 1)))
(fun)

When a pattern matching error occurs this is traced by the Err constant. So, since the
definition of zip without syntactic sugar is:

zip x y
.
= Case x of z : w→ z : (zip y w)
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then we clearly have the following evaluation:

H; nil ⇓ nil (val)
nil 6= z : w

H; Case nil of z : w→ z : (zip nil w) ⇓ Err (pme)

H; zip nil nil ⇓ Err (fun)

Note that the following evaluation does not produce a pattern matching error:

H; 0 : nil ⇓ 0 : nil H; 0 : (zip nil nil) ⇓ 0 : (zip nil nil)

H; Case (0 : nil) of z : w→ z : (zip nil w) ⇓ 0 : (zip nil nil)

H; zip (0 : nil) nil ⇓ 0 : (zip nil nil)

Now, let us consider the environmentH′ obtained by adding toH the functions defini-
tions defining eval[Nat] on lists of numerals:

eval[Nat] :: [Nat]→ [Nat]
eval[Nat] Err

.
= Err

eval[Nat] nil
.
= nil

eval[Nat] (x : y)
.
= cons (evalNat x) (eval[Nat] y)

where evalNat is defined analogously using the strict function succ defined above and
cons is the function symbol for the strict version of the list of natural numbers con-
structor:

cons Err Err
.
= Err : Err

cons Err nil
.
= Err : nil

cons 0 nil
.
= 0 : nil

cons (x + 1) nil
.
= (x + 1) : nil

cons Err (y : z)
.
= Err : (y : z)

cons 0 (y : z)
.
= 0 : (y : z)

cons (x + 1) (y : z)
.
= (x + 1) : (y : z)

By evaluating the expression eval[Nat](zip (0 : nil) nil), we obtain a result distinct
from the result obtained without using the eval[Nat] function symbol. Indeed, this al-
lows us to explore the entire result as shown by the following derivation where some
steps are omitted for clarity:

...

H′; evalNat0 ⇓ 0

...
H′; zip nil nil ⇓ Err

...
H′; eval[Nat](zip nil nil) ⇓ Err

...
H′; cons (evalNat0) (eval[Nat](zip nil nil)) ⇓ 0 : Err

...
H′; eval[Nat](zip (0 : nil) nil) ⇓ 0 : Err
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Abstract

A type system is introduced for a generic Object Oriented programming lan-
guage in order to infer resource upper bounds. A sound and complete charac-
terization of the set of polynomial time computable functions is obtained. As
a consequence, the heap-space and the stack-space requirements of typed pro-
grams are also bounded polynomially. This type system is inspired by previous
works on Implicit Computational Complexity, using tiering and non-interference
techniques. The presented methodology has several advantages. First, it pro-
vides explicit big O polynomial upper bounds to the programmer, hence its use
could allow the programmer to avoid memory errors. Second, type checking is
decidable in polynomial time. Last, it has a good expressivity since it analyzes
most object oriented features like inheritance, overload, override and recursion.
Moreover it can deal with loops guarded by objects and can also be extended
to statements that alter the control flow like break or return.

Keywords: Object Oriented Program, Type system, complexity, polynomial
time.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations

In the last decade, the development of embedded systems and mobile comput-
ing has led to a renewal of interest in predicting program resource consumption.
This kind of problematic is highly challenging for popular object oriented pro-
gramming languages which come equipped with environments for applications
running on mobile and other embedded devices (e.g. Dalvik, Java Platform
Micro Edition (Java ME), Java Card and Oracle Java ME Embedded).

The current paper tackles this issue by introducing a type system for a
compile-time analysis of both heap and stack space requirements of OO pro-
grams thus avoiding memory errors. This type system is also sound and com-
plete for the set of polynomial time computable functions on the Object Oriented
paradigm.

1This work has been partially supported by ANR Project ELICA ANR-14-CE25-0005.
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This type system combines ideas coming from tiering discipline, used for
complexity analysis of function algebra [1, 2], together with ideas coming from
non-interference, used for secure information flow analysis [3]. The current work
is an extended version of [4] and is strongly inspired by the seminal paper [5].

1.2. Abstract OO language

The results of this paper will be presented in a formally oriented manner in
order to highlight their theoretical soundness. For this, we will consider a generic
Abstract Object Oriented language called AOO. It can be seen as a language
strictly more expressive than Featherweight Java [6] enriched with features like
variable updates and while loops. The language is generic enough. Consequently,
the obtained results can be applied both to impure OO languages (e.g. Java) and
to pure ones (e.g. SmallTalk or Ruby). Indeed, in this latter case, it just suffices
to forget rules about primitive data types in the type system. Moreover, it does
not depend on the implementation of the language being compiled (ObjectiveC,
OCaml, Scala, ...) or interpreted (Python standard implementation, OCaml,
...). There are some restrictions: it does not handle exceptions, inner classes,
generics, multiple inheritance or pointers. Hence languages such as C++ cannot
be handled. However we claim that the analysis can be extended to exceptions,
inner classes and generics. This is not done in the paper in order to simplify the
technical analysis. The presented work captures Safe Recursion on Notation by
Bellantoni and Cook [1] and we conjecture that it could be adapted to programs
with higher-order functions. The intuition behind such a conjecture is just that
tiers are very closely related to the ! and § modalities of light logics [7].

1.3. Intuition

The heap is represented by a directed graph where nodes are object addresses
and arrows relate an object address to its field addresses. The type system splits
variables in two universes: tier 0 universe and tier 1 universe. In this setting,
the high security level is tier 0 while low security level is tier 1. While tier 1
variables are pointers to nodes of the initial heap, tier 0 variables may point to
newly created addresses. The information may flow from tier 1 to tier 0, that
is a tier 0 variable may depend on tier 1 variables. However the presented type
system precludes flows from 0 to 1. Indeed once a variable has stored a newly
created instance, it can only be of tier 0. Tier 1 variables are the ones that
can be used either as guards of a while loop or as a recursive argument in a
method call whereas tier 0 variables are just used as storages for the computed
data. This is the reason why, in analogy with information-flow analysis, tier 0
is the high security level of the current setting, though this naming is opposed
to the icc standard interpretation where tier 1 is usually seen as “safer” than
0 because its use is controlled and restricted.

The polynomial upper bound is obtained as follows: if the input graph
structure has size n then the number of distinct possible configurations for k tier
1 variables is at most O(nk). For this, we put some restrictions on operations
that can make the memory grow : constructors for the heap and operators and
method calls for the stack.
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1.4. Example

Consider the following Java code duplicating the length of a boolean BList

as an illustrating example:

y := x.clone();

while (x != null){

y := new BList(true,y);

x := x.getQueue();

}

The tier of variable x will be enforced to be 1 since it is used in a while loop
guard and in the call of the recursive method clone. On the opposite, the tier of
variable y will be enforced to be 0 since the y:=new BList(true,y); instruction
enlarges the memory use. For each assignment, we will check that the tier of the
variable assigned to is equal to (smaller than for primitive data) the tier of the
assigned expression. Consequently, the assignment y:=x.clone(); is typable
in this code (since the call x.clone(); is of tier 0 as it makes the memory grow)
whereas it cannot be typed if the first instruction is to be replaced by either
x:=y.clone(); or x:=y.

1.5. Methodology

The OO program complexity analysis presented in this paper can be summed
up by the following figure:

P P̃
Poly
cert.

Term.
cert.

transform safety

termination

In a first step, given a program P of a given OO programming language, we
first apply a transformation step in order to obtain the AOO program P̃ . This
transformation contains the following steps:

• convert each syntactical construct of the source language in P to the
corresponding construct in the abstract OO language. In particular, for
statements can be replaced by while statements,

• for all public fields of P , write the corresponding getter and setter in P̃ ,

• α-convert the variables so that there is no name clashes in P̃ ,

• flatten the program (this will be explained in Subsection 3.5).
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All these steps can be performed in polynomial time and the program abstract
semantics is preserved. Consequently, P terminates iff P̃ terminates.

In a second step, a termination check and a safety check can be performed
in parallel. The termination certificate can be obtained using existing tools (see
the related works subsection). As the semantics is preserved, the check can
also be performed on the original program P or on the compiled bytecode. In
the safety check, a polynomial time type inference (Proposition 5) is performed
together with a safety criterion check on recursive methods. This latter check
called safety can be checked in polynomial time. A more general criterion, called
general safety and which is unfortunately undecidable, is also provided. If both
checks succeed, Theorem 2 ensures polynomial time termination.

1.6. Outline

In Section 2 and 3, the syntax and semantics of the considered generic
language AOO are presented. Note that the semantics is defined on meta-
instructions, flattened instructions that make the semantics formal treatment
easier. The main contribution: a tier based type system is presented in Section
4 together with illustrating examples. In Section 5, two criteria for recursive
methods are provided: the safety that is decidable in polynomial time and the
general safety that is strictly more expressive but undecidable. Section 6 estab-
lishes the main non-interference properties of the type system. Section 7 and
8 are devoted to prove soundness and, respectively, completeness of the main
result: a characterization of the set of polynomial time computable functions.
As an aside, explicit space upper bounds on the heap and stack space usage are
also obtained. Section 9 is devoted to prove the polynomial time decidability
of type inference. Section 10 discusses extensions improving the expressivity,
including an extension based on declassification.

2. Syntax of AOO

In this section, the syntax of an Abstract Oriented Object programming lan-
guage, called AOO, is introduced. This language is general enough so that any
well-known OO programming language (Java, OCaml, Scala, ...) can be com-
piled to it under some slight restrictions (not all the features of these languages
– threads, user interface, input/output, ... – are handled and some program
transformations/refinements are needed for a practical application).

Grammar. Given four disjoint sets V, O, M and C representing the set of vari-
ables, the set of operators, the set of method names and the set of class names,
respectively, expressions, instructions, constructors, methods and classes are de-
fined by the grammar of Figure 1, where x ∈ V, op ∈ O, m ∈M and C ∈ C, where
[e] denotes some optional syntactic element e and where e denotes a sequence
of syntactic elements e1, . . . , en. Also assume a fixed set of discrete primitive
types T to be given, e.g. T = {void, boolean, int, char} or T = ∅ in the case
of a pure OO language. In what follows, {void, boolean} ⊆ T will always hold.
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Expressions ∋ e ::= x | cstτ | null | this | op(e)
| new C(e) | e.m(e)

Instructions ∋ I ::= ; | [τ ] x:=e; | I1 I2 | while(e){I}
| if(e){I1}else{I2} | e.m(e);

Methods ∋ mC ::= τ m(τ x){I[return x; ]}
Constructors ∋ kC ::= C(τ y){I}

Classes ∋ C ::= C [extends D] {τ x; kC mC}

Figure 1: Syntax of AOO classes

The τs are type variables ranging over C∪T. The metavariable cstτ represents
a primitive type constant of type τ ∈ T. Let dom(τ) be the domain of values
of type τ . For example, dom(boolean) = {true, false} or dom(int) = N.
cstτ ∈ dom(τ) holds. Finally, define dom(T) = ∪τ∈Tdom(τ). Each primitive
operator op ∈ O has a fixed arity n and comes equipped with a signature of the
shape op :: τ1 × · · · × τn → τn+1 fixed by the language implementation and such
that τ1, . . . , τn ∈ C ∪ T and τn+1 ∈ T. That is, operator outputs are of prim-
itive type. An example of such operator will be ==. Also note, that primitive
operators can be both considered to be applied to finite data-types as for Java
integers as well as infinite datatype as for Python integers.

The AOO syntax does not include a for instruction based on the premise
that, as in Java, a for statement for(τ x:=e; condition; Increment){Ins} can
be simulated by the statement τ x:=e; while(condition) {Ins Increment; }.
Given a method τ m(τ1 x1, . . . , τn xn){I [return x; ]} of C, its signature is
τ mC(τ1, . . . , τn), the notation mC denoting that m is declared in C. The sig-
nature of a constructor kC is C(τ ). Note that method overload is possible as a
method name may appear in several distinct signatures.

Variables toponymy. In a class C = C{τ1 x1; . . . ; τn xn; kC mC}, the variables
xi are called fields. In a method or constructor τ m(τ y){I[return x; ]}, the
arguments yj are called parameters. Each variable x declared in an assignment
of the shape τ x:=e; is called a local variable. Hence, in a given class, a variable
is either a field, or a parameter or a local variable. Let C.F = {x} to be the set
of fields in a class C {τ x; kC mC} and F = ∪C∈CC.F ⊆ V be the set of all fields
of a given program P , when P is clear from the context.

No access level. In an AOO program, the fields of an instance cannot be accessed
directly using the “.” operator. Getters will be needed. This is based on the
implicit assumption that all fields are private since there is no field access in
the syntax. On the opposite, methods and classes are all public. This is not
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a huge restriction for an OO programmer since any field can be accessed and
updated in an outer class by writing the corresponding getter and setter.

Inheritance. Inheritance is allowed by the syntax of AOO programs through the
use of the extends construct. Consequently, override is allowed by the syntax.
In the case where C extends D, the constructors C(τ y){I} are constructors
initializing both the fields of C and the fields of D. Inheritance defines a partial
order on classes denoted by CE D.

AOO programs. A program is a collection of classes together with exactly one
class Exe{void main(){Init Comp}}with Init, Comp ∈ Instructions. The method
main of class Exe is intended to be the entry point of the program. The instruc-
tion Init is called the initialization instruction. Its purpose is to compute the
program input, which is strongly needed in order to define the complexity of an
AOO program (if there is no input, all terminating programs are constant time
programs). The instruction Comp is called the computational instruction. The
type system presented in this paper will analyze the complexity of this latter
instruction. See Subsection 3.7 for more explanations about such a choice.

Well-formed programs. Throughout the paper, only well-formed programs sat-
isfying the following conditions will be considered:

• Each class name C appearing in the collection of classes corresponds to
exactly one class of name C ∈ C.

• Each local variable x is both declared and initialized exactly once by a
τ x := e; instruction for its first use.

• A method output type is void iff it has no return statement.

• Each method signature is unique with respect to its name, class and input
types. This implies that it is forbidden to define two signatures of the
shape τ mC(τ ) and τ ′ mC(τ ) with τ 6= τ ′.

Example 1. Let the class BList be an encoding of binary integers as lists of
booleans (with the least significant bit in head). The complete code will be given
in Example 8.

BList {

boolean value;

BList queue;

BList () {

value := true;

queue := null;

}

BList(boolean v, BList q) {

value := v;

queue := q;

}
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BList getQueue () { return queue; }

void setQueue (BList q) {

queue := q;

}

boolean getValue () { return value; }

...

}

3. Semantics of AOO

In this section, a pointer graph semantics of AOO programs is provided.
Pointer graphs are reminiscent from Cook and Rackoff’s Jumping Automata on
Graphs [8]. A pointer graph is basically a multigraph structure representing
the memory heap, whose nodes are references. The pointer graph semantics is
designed to work on such a structure together with a stack, for method calls.
The semantics is a high-level semantics whose purpose is to be independent from
the bytecode or low-level semantics and will be defined on meta-instructions, a
meta-language of flattened instructions with stack operations.

3.1. Pointer graph

A pointer graph H is a directed multigraph (V,A). The nodes in V are
memory references and the arrows in A link one reference to a reference of one
of its fields. Nodes are labeled by class names and arrows are labeled by the
field name. In what follows, let lV be the node label mapping from V to C and
lA be the arrow label mapping from A to F .

The memory heap used by a AOO program will be represented by a pointer
graph. This pointer graph explicits the arborescent nature of objects: each
constructor call will create a new node (memory reference) of the multigraph
and arrows to the nodes (memory references) of its fields. Those arrows will
be annotated by the field name. The heap in which the objects are stored
corresponds to this multigraph. Consequently, bounding the heap memory use
consists in bounding the size of the computed multigraph.

3.2. Pointer mapping

A variable is of primitive (resp. reference) data type if it is declared using
a type metavariable in T (resp. C). A pointer mapping with respect to a given
pointer graph H = (V,A) is a partial mapping pH : V ∪ {this} 7→ V ∪ dom(T)
associating primitive value in dom(T) to some variable of primitive data type
in V and a memory reference in V to some variable of reference data type or to
the current object this.

As usual, the domain of a pointer mapping pH is denoted dom(pH).
By completion, for a given variable x /∈ dom(pH), let pH(x) = null, if x is of

type C, pH(x) = 0, if x is of type int, pH(x) = false, if x is of type boolean, ...
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Figure 2: Example of pointer graph and pointer mapping

The use of completion is just here to ensure that the presented semantics will
not get stuck.

Example 2. Consider the class BList of Example 1. Let A be a class having
two BList fields x1 and x2 and B be a class extending BList. Consider the
initialization instruction Init defined by:

Init ::= BList b := new BList ();

BList c := new BList(true ,b);

B d := new B(c);

A e := new A(c,c);

Figure 2 illustrates the pointer graph associated to this sequence of object
creations. The figure contains both the pointer graph of labeled nodes and arrows
together with the pointer mapping whose domain is represented by boxed variables
and whose application is symbolized by snake arrows.

As we will see shortly, the semantics of an assignment x := e;, for some
variable x of reference type, consists in updating the pointer mapping in such a
way that pH(x) will be the reference of the object computed by e. By abuse of
notation, let pH(e) be a notation for representing this latter reference.

In what follows, let pH[x 7→ v], v ∈ V ∪dom(T), be a notation for the pointer
mapping p′H that is equal to pH but on x where the value is updated to v.

3.3. Pointer stack

For a given pointer graph H, a stack frame sH is a pair 〈s, pH〉 composed by
a method signature s = τ mC(τ1, . . . , τn) and a pointer mapping pH.

A pointer stack SH is a LIFO structure of stack frames corresponding to
the same pointer graph H. Define ⊤SH to be the top pointer mapping of SH.
Finally, define pop(SH) to be the pointer stack obtained from SH by removing
⊤SH and push(sH,SH) to be the pointer stack obtained by adding sH to the
top of SH.

In what follows, we will write just pop and push(sH) instead of pop(SH) and
push(sH,SH) when SH is clear from the context.

As expected, the pointer stack of a program is used when calling a method:
references to the parameters are pushed on a new stack frame at the top of the
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pointer stack. The pointer mappings of a pointer stack SH map method param-
eters to the references of the arguments on which they are applied, respecting
the dynamic binding principle found in Object Oriented Languages.

Example 3. For example, considering the method setQueue(BList q) defined
in the class BList of Example 1, adding a method call d.setQueue(b); at the
end of the initialization instruction of Example 2 will push a new stack frame
〈void setQueueBList(BList), pH〉 on the pointer stack. pH(q) will point to
pH(b), the node corresponding to the object computed by b, and pH(this) will
point to pH(d), the node corresponding to the object computed by d.

At the beginning of an execution, the pointer stack will only contain the stack
frame 〈void mainExe(), p0〉 ; p0 being a mapping associating each local variable
in the main method to the null reference, whether it is of reference type, and
to the basic primitive value otherwise (false for boolean and 0 for int). We
will see shortly that a pop operation removing the top pointer mapping from
the pointer stack will correspond, as expected, to the evaluation of a return
statement in a method body.

3.4. Memory configuration

A memory configuration C = 〈H,SH〉 consists in a pointer graph H together
with a pointer stack SH. Among memory configurations, we distinguish the
initial configuration C0 defined by C0 = 〈({&null}, ∅), [〈void mainExe(), p0〉]〉
where &null is the reference of the null object (i.e. lV (&null) = null) and
[sH] denotes the pointer stack composed of only one stack frame sH.

In other words, the initial configuration is such that the pointer graph only
contains the null reference as node and no arrows and a pointer stack with one
frame for the main method call.

3.5. Meta-language and flattening

The semantics of AOO programs will be defined on a meta-language of
expressions and instructions. Meta-expressions are flat expressions. Meta-
instructions consist in flattened instructions and pop and push operations for
managing method calls. Meta-expressions and meta-instructions are defined
formally by the following grammar:

me ::= x | cstτ | null | this | op(x)
| new C(x) | y.m(x)

MI ::= ; | [τ ] x:=me; | MI1 MI2 | y.m(x);
| while(x){MI} | if(x){MI1}else{MI2}
| pop; | push(sH); | ǫ

where ǫ denotes the empty meta-instruction.
Flattening an instruction I into a meta-instruction I will consist in adding

fresh intermediate variables for each complex expression parameter. This pro-
cedure is standard and defined in Figure 3. The flattened meta-instruction
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[[τ ] x:=e]; = [[τ ] x:=e]; if e ∈ V ∪ dom(T) ∪ {this, null}
[τ ] x:=op(e1, . . . , en); = τ1 x1:=e1; . . . τn xn:=en; [τ ] x = op(x1, . . . , xn);

[τ ] x:=new C(e1, . . . , en); = τ1 x1:=e1; . . . τn xn:=en; [τ ] x:=new C(x1, . . . , xn);

[[τ ] x:=]e.m(e1, . . . , en); = τn+1 xn+1 = e; τ1 x1:=e1; . . . τn xn:=en;

[[τ ] x:=]xn+1.m(x1, . . . , xn);

I1 I2 = I1 I2

while(e){I} = boolean x1 := e; while(x1){I x1 := e;}
if(e){I1}else{I2} = boolean x1 := e; if(x1){I1}else{I2}

All xi represent fresh variables and the types τi match the expressions ei types

Figure 3: Instruction flattening

will keep the semantics of the initial instruction unchanged. The main interest
in such a program transformation is just that all the variables will be stati-
cally defined in a meta-instruction whereas they could be dynamically created
by an instruction, hence allowing a cleaner (and easier) semantic treatment of
meta-instructions. We extend the flattening to methods (and constructors) by
τ m(τ1 x1, . . . , τn xn){I [return x; ]} so that each instruction is flattened. A flat-
tened program P is the program obtained by flattening all the instructions in
the methods of a program P . Notice that the flattening of an AOO program is
also an AOO program, as the flattening is a closed transformation with respect
to the AOO syntax, and that the flattening is a polynomially bounded program
transformation.

Lemma 1. Define the size of an instruction |I| (respectively meta-instruction
|MI|) to be the number of symbols in I (resp. MI). For each instruction I, we
have |I| = O(|I|2).

Proof. By induction on the definition of flattening. The flattening of each atomic
instruction adds a number of new symbols that is at most linear in the size of
the original instruction. The number of instructions is also linear in |I|.

Corollary 1. Define the size of an AOO program |P | to be the number of
symbols in P . For each program P , we have |P | = O(|P |2).

An alternative choice would have been to restrict program syntax by re-
quiring expressions to be flattened, thus avoiding the use of the meta-language.
However such a choice would impact negatively the expressivity of this study.
On another hand, one possibility might have been to generate local variables
dynamically in the programming semantics but such a treatment makes the
analysis of pointer mapping domain (i.e. the number of living variables) a very
hard task to handle.
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Example 4. We add the method decrement() to the class BList of Example 1:

void decrement () {

if (value) {

value := false;

}

else {

if (queue != null ) {

value := true ;

queue.decrement ();

} else {

value := false;

}

}

}

The program flattening will generate the following body for the flattened
method:

void decrement () {

if (value) {

value := false;

}

else {

BList x1 := null ;

BList x2 := queue;

boolean x3 := x2 != x1
if (x3) {

value := true ;

queue.decrement ();

} else {

value := false;

}

}

}

where x1, x2 and x3 are fresh variables.

3.6. Program semantics

Informally, the small step semantics → of AOO programs relates a pair
(C, MI) of memory configuration C and meta-instruction MI to another pair
(C′, MI′) consisting of a new memory configuration C′ and of the next meta-
instruction MI′ to be executed. Let →∗ (respectively →+) be its reflexive and
transitive (respectively transitive) closure. In the special case where (C, MI)→∗

(C′, ǫ), we say that MI terminates on memory configuration C.
Now, before defining the formal semantics of AOO programs, we introduce

some preliminary notations.
Given a memory configuration C = 〈H, push(〈τ mC(τ ), pH〉,SH)〉:

• ⊤C = pH
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(C, [τ ] x:=y; MI)→ (C[x 7→ C(y)], MI) if x /∈ C(C).F (1)

(C, [τ ] x:=y; MI)→ (C[C(this) x7→ C(y)], MI) if

{
x ∈ C(C).F
C(this) 6= null

(2)

(C, [τ ] x:=y; MI)→ (C, MI) if x ∈ C(C).F and C(this) = null (3)

(C, [τ ] x:=cstτ ; MI)→ (C[x 7→ cstτ ], MI) (4)

(C, [τ ] x:=null; MI)→ (C[x 7→ &null], MI) (5)

(C, [τ ] x:=this; MI)→ (C[x 7→ C(this)], MI) (6)

(C, [τ ] x:=op(y); MI)→ (C[x 7→ JopK(C(y))], MI) (7)

(C, [τ ] x:=new C(y); MI)→ (C[v 7→ C][v
zi7→ C(yi)][x 7→ v], MI) (8)

where v is a fresh node (memory reference) and C.F = {z1, . . . , zn}
(C, ; MI)→ (C, MI) (9)

(C, [u:=]x.m(y); MI)→ (C, (10)

push(〈τ mC⋆(τ ),⊤C[this 7→ C(x), zi 7→ C(x.zi), xi 7→ C(yi)]〉);
MI′ [u:=x′; ] pop; MI)

if m is a flattened method τ m(τ1 x1, . . . τn xn){MI′ [return x′; ]} in C⋆

and C.F = {z1, . . . , zn}
(C, push(sH); MI)→ (C[push(sH)], MI) (11)

(C, pop; MI)→ (C[pop], MI) (12)

(C, while(x){MI′} MI)→ (C, MI′ while(x){MI′} MI) if C(x) = true (13)

(C, while(x){MI′} MI)→ (C, MI) if C(x) = false (14)

(C, if(x){MItrue}else{MIfalse} MI)→ (C, MIC(x) MI) (15)

Figure 4: Semantics of AOO programs

• C(x) = pH(x)

• C(x.z) = v, with v ∈ H such that C(x) z7→ v ∈ H

• C(C) = C

• C[x 7→ v] = 〈H, push(〈τmC(τ ), pH[x 7→ v]〉,SH)〉, v ∈ V ∪ dom(T)

• C[push(sH)] = 〈H, push(sH, push(〈τmC(τ ), pH〉,SH))〉

• C[pop] = 〈H,SH〉

In other words, ⊤C is a shorthand for the pointer mapping at the top of the
stack push(〈τmC(τ ), pH〉,SH). C(x) is a shorthand notation for ⊤C(x). C(x.z) is
the memory reference of the field z of the object stored in x. C(C) is the class
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of the current object under evaluation in the memory configuration. C[x 7→ v],
v ∈ V ∪ dom(T), is a notation for the memory configuration C′ that is equal to
C but on ⊤C(x) where the value is updated to v. C[push(sH)] and C[pop] are
notations for the memory configuration where the frame sH has been pushed
to the top of the pointer stack and where the top pointer mapping has been
removed from the top of the stack, respectively.

Finally, let C[v 7→C], v ∈ V denote a memory configuration C′ whose graph

contains the new node v labeled by C (i.e. lV (v) = C) and let C[v x7→ w], v, w ∈ V ,
denote a memory configuration C′ whose pointer graph contains the new arrow
(v, w) labeled by x (i.e. lA((v, w)) = x). In the case where there was already
some arrow (v, u) labeled by x (i.e. lA((v, u)) = x) in the graph then it is deleted
and replaced by (v, w).

Each operator op ∈ O of signature op :: τ1 × · · · × τn → τn+1 is assumed
to compute a total function JopK : τ1 × · · · × τn → τn+1 fixed by the language
implementation. Operators will be discussed in more details in Subsection 4.2.

The formal rules of the small step semantics are provided in Figure 4. Let
us explain the meaning of these rules.

• Rules (1) to (7) are fairly standard rules only updating the top pointer
mapping ⊤C of the considered configuration but do not alter the other
parts of the pointer stack. Rule (2) is the only rule altering the pointer
graph. Rule (1) describes the assignment of a variable to another (that
is not a field of the current object). Rule (2) describes a field assignment
when the object is not null. Notice that in this case, the pointer graph is
updated as the reference node of the current object points to the reference
node of the assigned variable. Rule (3) indicates that if the object is
null, assigning its fields results in skipping the instruction. Rule (4) is
the assignment of a primitive constant to a variable. Rule (5) is the
assignment of the null reference &null to a variable. Rule (6) consists in
the assignment of the self-reference. Notice that such an assignment may
only occur in a method body (because of well-formedness assumptions)
and consequently the stack is non-empty and must contain a reference to
this. Rule (7) describes operator evaluation based on the prior knowledge
of function JopK.
• Rule (8) consists in the creation of a new instance. Consequently, this rule
adds a new node v of label C and the corresponding arrows (v, C(yi)) of
label zi in the pointer graph of C. C(yi) are the nodes of the graph (or
the primitive values) corresponding to the parameters of the constructor
call and zi is the corresponding field name in the class C. Finally, this
rule adds a link from the variable x to the new reference v in the pointer
mapping ⊤C.

• Rule (9) just consists in the evaluation of the empty instruction ’;’.

• Rule (10) consists in a call to method m of class C, provided that z is of
class C, dynamically for overrides. If m is not defined in C then it checks
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for a method of the same signature in the upper class D, and so on. Let
C⋆ be a notation for the least superclass of C in which m is defined. It adds
a new instruction for pushing a new stack frame on the stack, containing
references of the current object this on which m is applied, references of
each field, and references of the parameters. After adding the flattened
body MI′ of m to the evaluated instruction, it adds an assignment storing
the returned value z′ in the assigned variable x, whenever the method is
not a procedure, and a pop; instruction. The pop instruction is crucial
to indicate the end of the method body so that the callee knows when to
return the control flow to the caller.

• Rules (11) and (12) are standard rules for manipulating the pointer stack
through the use of pop and push instructions.

• Rules (13) to (15) are standard rules for control flow statements.

One important point to stress is that, contrarily to usual OO languages, the
above semantics can reduce when a method is called on a variable pointing to
the value (see Rule (10)). In this particular case, all assignments to the fields
of the current object are ignored (see Rule (3)). This choice has been made to
simplify the formal treatment as exceptions are not included in AOO syntax.
In general, exception handling generate a new control flow that is tedious to
handle with a small step semantics. More, our typing discipline relies on the
control flow being smooth.

3.7. Input and Size

In order to analyze the complexity of programs, it is important to relate
the execution of a given program to the size of its input. Consequently, we
need to define both the notion of input of an AOO program and the notion of
size for such an input. This will make clear the choice made in Section 2 to
express an executable class by splitting the instruction of the main method in
an initialization instruction Init and a computational instruction Comp.

An AOO program of executable Exe{void main(){Init Comp}} terminates
if the following conditions hold:

1. (C0, Init)→∗ (I, ǫ)
2. (I, Comp)→∗ (C, ǫ)

The memory configuration I computed by the initialization instruction is called
the input.

An important point to stress is that, given a program, the choice of initializa-
tion and computational instructions is left to the analyzer. This choice is crucial
for this analysis to be relevant. Note also that the initialization instruction Init

can be changed so that the program may be defined on any input.
Another way to handle the notion of input could be to allow i/o (open a

stream on a file, deserialization,...) in this instruction but at the price of a more
technical and not that interesting treatment. A last possibility is to consider the
input to be the main method arguments. But this would mean that as most of
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the programs do not use their prompt line argument, they would be considered
to be constant time programs.

There are two particular cases:

• If the initialization instruction is empty then there will be no computation
on reference type variables apart from constant time or non-terminating
ones, as we will see shortly. This behavior is highly expected as it means
that the program has no input. As there is no input, it means that either
the program does not terminate or it terminates in constant time.

• If the computational instruction is empty (that is “;”) then the program
will trivially pass the complexity analysis.

Example 5. Consider the initialization instruction Init of Example 2. Init

is already flattened so that Init = Init holds. The input I is a memory con-
figuration 〈H,SH〉 such that H is the pointer graph described in Figure 2 and
SH = [〈void mainExe(), pH〉], pH being the pointer mapping described by the
snake arrows of Figure 2.

Now consider the computational instruction Comp = d.setQueue(b);. It is
also flat and so is the method body. Consequently, we have:

(I, d.setQueue(b);)→ (I, push(sH); queue:=q; pop; )

→ (I[push(sH)], queue:=q; pop; )

→ (I ′[I ′(this) queue7→ I ′(q)], pop; )
= (I ′[I(d) queue7→ I(b)], pop; )
→ (I ′[I(d) queue7→ I(b)][pop], ǫ)
= (I[I(d) queue7→ I(b)], ǫ)

with sH = 〈void setQueueBList(BList),⊤I[this 7→ I(d), q 7→ I(b)]〉 and
I ′ = I[push(sH)]. The two first transitions are an application of Rules (8)
and (9) of Figure 4. The third one is Rule (14) as queue is a field of the
current object. The first equality holds by definition of I ′ and its top stack
frame ⊤I ′ = sH. The last reduction is Rule (10) and the equality holds as
removing the top stack of I ′ leads to I, keeping in mind that the pointer graph

has been updated by [I(d) queue7→ I(b)]. Indeed now the node referenced by d points
to b via the arrow labeled by queue.

Definition 1 (Sizes). The size:

1. |H| of a pointer graph H = (V,A) is defined to be the number of nodes in
V .

2. |pH| of a pointer mapping pH is defined by |pH| =
∑

x∈dom(pH) |pH(x)|,
where the size of numerical primitive value is the value itself, the size of
a boolean is 1 and the size of a memory reference is 1.

3. |sH| of a stack frame sH = 〈s, p〉 is defined by: |sH| = 1 + |p|.
4. |SH| of a stack SH is defined by |SH| =

∑
sH∈SH

|sH|.
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5. |C| of a memory configuration C = 〈H,SH〉 is defined by |C| = |H|+ |SH|.

In Item 1, it suffices to bound the number of nodes as, for the considered
multigraphs, |A| = O(|V |). Indeed, each node has a number of out arrows
bounded by a constant (the maximal number of fields in all classes of a given
program). In Item 2, numerical primitive values are not considered to be con-
stant. This definition is robust if we consider their size to be constant: e.g. a
signed 32 bit integer could be considered as a constant smaller than 231 − 1.
In such a case, the size of each pointer mapping would be constant as no fresh
variable can be generated within a program thanks to flattening. In Item 4, the
size of a pointer stack is very close to the size of the usual OO Virtual Machine
stack since it counts the number of nested method calls (i.e. the number of
stack frames in the stack) and the size of primitive data in each frame (that are
duplicated during the pass-by-value evaluation). Finally, Item 5 defines the size
of a memory configuration, the program input and bounds both the heap size
of the input I and a fortiori the stack size as the stack is empty in I.

Negative integers are not considered for simplicity reasons (see section 4.2
where we need data types to have a lower bound). Floats are not considered
as there is an infinite number of floats of the same size. Only finite types and
countable types can be treated. To our knowledge this point is not tackled by
the related works on icc.

3.8. Compatible pairs

Given a memory configuration C and a meta-instruction MI, the pair (C, MI)
is compatible if there exists an instruction MI′ from a well-formed program
such that (C0, MI′) →∗ (C, MI). Throughout the paper, we will only consider
compatible pairs (C, MI).

This notion is introduced in order to prevent the consideration of a pair
(C, MI) having a variable not defined in the memory configuration C and called
without being declared in the meta-instruction MI.

Note that the semantics of Section 3.6 cannot reach uncompatible pairs as
each variable is supposed to be declared before its first use by definition of well-
formed programs. However, this restriction will be required in order to prevent
bad configurations from being considered in Theorem 1.

4. Type system

In this section, a tier based type system for ensuring polynomial time and
polynomial space upper bounds on the size of a memory configuration is intro-
duced.

4.1. Tiered types

The set of base types is defined to be the set of all primitive and reference
types C∪T. Tiers are elements of the lattice ({0,1},∨,∧) where ∧ and ∨ are the
greatest lower bound operator and the least upper bound operator, respectively
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; the induced order, denoted �, being such that 0 � 1. Given a sequence of
tiers α = α1, . . . , αn define ∨α = α1 ∨ . . . ∨ αn. Let α, β, γ, . . . denote tiers in
{0,1}.

A tiered type is a pair τ(α) consisting of a type τ ∈ C ∪ T together with a
tier α ∈ {0,1}.

Notations. Given two sequences of types τ = τ1, . . . , τn and tiers α = α1, . . . , αn

and a tier α, let τ(α) denote τ1(α1), . . . , τn(αn), τ (α) denote τ1(α), . . . , τn(α)
and 〈τ 〉 (resp. 〈τ (α)〉) denote the cartesian product of types (resp. tiered types).

For example, given a sequence of types τ = boolean, char, C and a sequence
of tiers α = 0,1,1, we have τ(0) = boolean(0), char(0), C(0), τ = boolean×
char× C and 〈τ (α)〉 = boolean(0)× char(1)× C(1).

What is a tier in essence. Tiers will be used to separate data in two kinds as
in Bellantoni and Cook’s safe recursion scheme [1] where data are divided into
“safe” and “normal” data kinds. According to Danner and Royer [9], “normal
data [are the data] that drive recursions and safe data [are the data] over which
recursions compute”. In this setting, tier 1 will be an equivalent for normal
data type, as it consists in data that drive recursion and while loops. Tier 0
will be the equivalent for safe data type, as it consists in computational data
storages. Instruction tiers will ensure that expressions of the right tier are used
at the right place (e.g. tier 0 data will never drive a loop or a recursion) and
that the information flow never go from 1 to 0 so that the first condition is
preserved independently of tier 0 during program execution. In particular, a
tier 1 instruction will never be controlled by a tier 0 instruction (in a conditional
statement or recursive call).

4.2. Operators

In order to control the complexity of programs, we need to constrain the
admissible tiered types of operators depending on their computational power.
For that purpose and following [10], we define neutral operators whose computa-
tion does not make the size increase and positive operators whose computation
may make the size increase by some constant. They are both assumed to be
polynomial time computable.

Definition 2. An operator op :: τ1 × . . .× τn → τ is:

1. neutral if JopK is a polynomial time computable function and one of the
following conditions hold:

(a) either τ = boolean or τ = char,
(b) op :: int× . . .× int→ int and ∀i ∈ [1, n], ∀cstiint :

0 ≤ JopK(cst1int, . . . , cstnint) ≤ max
j

cst
j
int.
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2. positive if it is not neutral, JopK is a polynomial time computable function,
op :: int× . . .× int→ int, and:

∀i ∈ [1, n], ∀cstiint, 0 ≤ JopK(cst1int, . . . , cstnint) ≤ max
j

cst
j
int + c,

for some constant c ≥ 0.

In the above definition, Item 1a could be extended to any primitive data
type inhabited by a finite number of values.

In Items 1b and 2, the comparison is only defined whenever all the τi and
τ are of type int. This could be extended to booleans without any trouble by
considering a boolean to be 0 or 1.

Also notice that operator overload can be considered by just treating two
such operators as if they were distinct ones.

Example 6. For simplicity, operators are always used in a prefix notation. The
operator −, whose semantics is such that J−K(x, y) = max(x − y, 0), is neutral.
Indeed for all cst1int, cst

2
int, J−K(cst1int, cst2int) = max(cst1int − cst2int, 0) ≤

max(cst1int, cst
2
int). The operators <, testing that its left operand is strictly

smaller than its right one, and the operator ==, testing the equality of primitive
values or the equality of memory references, and the operator ! = of Example 4
are neutral operators as their output is boolean and they are computable in
polynomial time.

The operator + is neither neutral, nor positive as J+K(cst1int, cst2int) =
cst1int+cst2int and there is no constant c ≥ 0 such that ∀cst1int, cst2int, cst1int+
cst2int ≤ cstiτi + c. However if we consider its partial evaluation +n to be an
operator, then +n is a positive operator as ∀cst1int, J+nK(cst1int) = cst1int+n ≤
cstiτi +c. Indeed, just take c ≥ n. The reason behind such a strange distinction
is that a call of the shape x:=y+ y could lead to an exponential computation in
a loop while a call of the shape x:=y+n should remain polynomial (under some
restrictions on the loop).

As mentioned above, the notions of neutral and positive operators can be
extended to operators with numerical output and boolean input. Hence allowing
to consider operators such as x?y:z returning y or z depending on whether x

is true or false when applied to numerical primitive data. Indeed, we have
J?:K(x, y, z) ≤ max(y, z). Consequently, ?: is a neutral operator.

Definition 3. An operator typing environments Ω is a mapping such that each
operator op :: 〈τ 〉 → τ is assigned the type:

• Ω(op) = {〈τ(0)〉 → τ(0), 〈τ (1)〉 → τ(1)} if op is a neutral operator,

• Ω(op) = {〈τ(0)〉 → τ(0)} if op is a positive operator,

• Ω(op) = ∅ otherwise.
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4.3. Environments

In this subsection, we define three other kinds of environments:

• method typing environments δ associating a tiered type to each program
variable v ∈ V,

• typing environments ∆ associating a typing environment δ to each method
signature τ mC(τ ), i.e. ∆(τ mC(τ )) = δ (by abuse of notation, we will
sometime use the notation ∆(mC) when the method signature is clear from
the context),

• contextual typing environments Γ = (s,∆), a pair consisting of a method
signature and a typing environment. The method (or constructor) signa-
ture s indicates under which context (typing environment) the fields are
typed.

For each x ∈ V, define Γ(x) = ∆(s)(x). Also define Γ{x ← τ(α)} to be the
contextual typing environment Γ′ such that ∀y 6= x, Γ′(y) = Γ(y) and Γ′(x) =
τ(α). Let Γ{s′} be a notation for the contextual typing environment that is
equal to (s′,∆), i.e. the signature s′ has been substituted to s in Γ. Method
typing environment are defined for method signatures and can be extended
without any difficulty to constructor signatures.
What is the purpose of contextual environments. They will allow the type system
to type a field with distinct tiered types depending on the considered method.
Indeed, a field can be used in the guard of a while loop (and will be of tier 1) in
some method whereas it can store freshly created objects (and will be of tier 0)
in some other method. This is the reason why the presented type system has
to keep information on the context.

4.4. Judgments

Expressions and instructions will be typed using tiered types. A method of
arity n method will be given a type of the shape C(β)× τ1(α1)× . . .× τn(αn)→
τ(α). Consequently, given a contextual typing environment Γ, there are four
kinds of typing judgments:

• Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ(α) for expressions, meaning that the expression e is of tiered
type τ(α) under the contextual typing environment Γ and operator typing
environment Ω and can only be assigned to in an instruction of tier at least
β,

• Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(α) for instructions, meaning that the instruction I is
of tiered type void(α) under the contextual typing environment Γ and
operator typing environment Ω,

• Γ,Ω ⊢β s : C(β) × 〈τ (α)〉 → τ(α) for method signatures, meaning that
the method m of signature s belongs to the class C (C(β) is the tiered type
of the current object this), has parameters of type 〈τ (α)〉, has a return
variable of type τ(α), with τ = void in the particular case where there is
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no return statement, and can only be called in instructions of tier at least
β,

• Γ,Ω ⊢ C(τ ) : 〈τ (0)〉 → C(0) for constructor signatures, meaning that the
constructor C has parameters of type 〈τ (0)〉 and a return variable of type
C(0), matching the class type C.

Given a sequence e = e1, . . . , en of expressions, a sequence of types τ =
τ1, . . . , τn and two sequences of tiers α = α1, . . . , αn and β = β1, . . . , βn, the
notation Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ (α) means that Γ,Ω ⊢βi ei : τi(αi) holds, for all i ∈ [1, n].

4.5. Typing rules

The intuition of the typing discipline is as follows: keeping in mind, that tier
1 corresponds to while loop guards data and that tier 0 corresponds to data
storages (thus possibly increasing data), the type system precludes flows from
tier 0 data to tier 1 data.

Most of the rules are basic non-interference typing rules following Volpano
et al. type discipline: tiers in the rule premises (when there is one) are equal to
the tier in the rule conclusion so that there can be no information flow (in both
directions) using these rules.

4.5.1. Expressions typing rules

The typing rules for expressions are provided in Figure 5. They can be
explained briefly:

• Primitive constants and the null reference can be given any tier α as they
have no computational power (Rules (Cst) and (Null)) and can be used in
instructions of any tier β. As in Java and for polymorphic reasons, null
can be considered of any class C.

• Rule (Var) just consists in checking a variable tiered type with respect to
a given contextual typing environment. This is the rule allowing a poly-
morphic treatment of fields depending on the context. Indeed, remember
that Γ(x) is a shorthand notation for ∆(s)(x). Moreover, a variable can
be used in instructions of any tier β.

• Rule (Op) just consists in checking that the type of an operator with
respect to a given operator typing environment matches the input and
output tiered types. The operator output has to be used in an instruction
of tier being at least the maximal admissible tier of its operand ∨β =
β1 ∨ . . . ∨ βn. In other words, if one operand can only be used in a
tier 1 instruction then the operator output can only be used in a tier 1
instruction.

• The rule (Self) makes explicit that the self reference this is of type C and
enforces the tier of the fields to be equal to the tier of the current object,
thus preventing “flows by references” in the heap. Moreover it can be used
in instructions of any tier β.
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• The rule (Pol) allows us to type a given expression with the superclass
type while keeping the tiers unchanged.

• The rule (New) checks that the constructor arguments and output all have
tier 0. The new instance has to be of tier 0 since its creation makes the
memory grow (a new reference node is added in the heap). The constructor
arguments have also to be of tier 0. Otherwise a flow from tier 0, the new
instance, to tier 1, one of its fields, might occur. The explanation for the
annotation instruction tier β is the same as the one for operators.

• Rule (C) just checks a direct type correspondence between the arguments
types and the method type when a method is called. However this rule
is very important as it allows a polymorphic type discipline for fields. In-
deed the contextual environment is updated so that a field can be typed
with respect to the considered method. The explanation for the annota-
tion instruction tier β is the same as the one for operators. We will see
shortly how to make restriction on such annotations in order to restrict
the complexity of recursive method calls.

(Cst)
Γ,Ω ⊢β cstτ : τ (α)

(Null)
Γ,Ω ⊢β null : C(α)

Γ(x) = τ (α)
(Var)

Γ,Ω ⊢β x : τ (α)

Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ(α) 〈τ(α)〉 → τ (α) ∈ Ω(op)
(Op)

Γ,Ω ⊢∨β op(e) : τ (α)

∀x ∈ C.F , ∃τ,Γ(x) = τ (α)
(Self)

Γ,Ω ⊢β this : C(α)

Γ,Ω ⊢β e : D(α) D E C
(Pol)

Γ,Ω ⊢β e : C(α)

Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ(0) Γ{C(τ)},Ω ⊢ C(τ) : 〈τ(0)〉 → C(0)
(New)

Γ,Ω ⊢∨β new C(e) : C(0)

Γ,Ω ⊢β e : C(β) Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ (α) Γ{τ m
C(τ )},Ω ⊢β τ m

C(τ ) : C(β)× 〈τ (α)〉 → τ (α)
(C)

Γ,Ω ⊢β∨(∨β) e.m(e) : τ (α)

Figure 5: Typing rules for expressions

4.5.2. Instructions typing rules

The typing rules for instructions are provided in Figure 6. They can be
explained briefly:

• Rule (Skip) is straightforward.

• Rule (Seq) shows that the tier of the sequence I1 I2 will be the maximum
of the tiers of I1 and I2. It can be read as “a sequence of instructions
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including at least one instruction that cannot be controlled by tier 0 cannot
be controlled by tier 0” and it preserves non-interference as it is a weakly
monotonic typing rule with respect to tiers.

• The recovery is performed thanks to the Rule (ISub) that makes pos-
sible to type an instruction of tier 0 by 1 (as tier 0 instruction use is
less constrained than tier 1 instruction use) without breaking the system
non-interference properties. Notice also that there is no counterpart for
expressions as a subtyping rule from 1 to 0 would allow us to type x+1;

with x of tier 1 while a subtyping rule from 0 to 1 would allow the pro-
grammer to type programs with tier 0 variables in the guards of while
loops.

• Rule (Ass) is an important non-interference rule. It forbids information
flows of reference type from a tier to another: it is only possible to assign
an expression e of tier α to a variable x of tier α. In the particular case
of primitive data, a flow from 1 to 0 might occur. This is just because
primitive data are supposed to be passed-by-value (otherwise we should
keep the equality of tier preserved). In the case of a field assignment, all
tiers are constrained to be 0 in order to avoid changes inside the tier 1
graph. Finally, if the expression e cannot be used in instructions of tier
less than β, we constrain the instruction tiered type to be void(α ∨ β) in
order to fulfill this requirement.

• Rule (If) constrains the tier of the conditional guard e to match the tiers
of the branching instructions I1 and I2. Hence, it prevents assignments
of tier 1 variables to be controlled by a tier 0 expression.

• Rule (Wh) constrains the guard of the loop e to be a boolean expression
of tier 1, thus preventing while loops from being controlled by tier 0
expressions.

4.5.3. Methods typing rules

The typing rules for methods are provided in Figure 7. They can be ex-
plained briefly:

• Rule (Body) shows how to type method definitions. It updates the envi-
ronment with respect to the parameters, current object and return type in
order to allow a polymorphic typing discipline for methods: while typing
a program, a method can be given distinct types depending on where and
how it is called. The tier γ of the method body is used as annotation
so that if γ = 1, the method cannot be called in a tier 0 instruction.
We also check that the current object matches the tier β. As presented,
this rule may create an infinite branch in the typing tree of a recursive
method. This could be solved by keeping the set of methods previously
typed in a third context, we chose not to include this complication. Con-
sequently, a method is implicitly typed only once in a given branch of a
typing derivation.
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(Skip)
Γ,Ω ⊢ ; : void(α)

∀i, Γ,Ω ⊢ Ii : void(αi)
(Seq)

Γ,Ω ⊢ I1 I2 : void(α1 ∨ α2)

Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(0)
(ISub)

Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(1)

[Γ,Ω ⊢0 x : τ(α′)] Γ,Ω ⊢β e : τ(α)
(Ass**)

Γ,Ω ⊢ [[τ ] x:=]e; : void(α ∨ β)

Γ,Ω ⊢α e : boolean(α) ∀i, Γ,Ω ⊢ Ii : void(α)
(If)

Γ,Ω ⊢ if(e){I1}else{I2} : void(α)
Γ,Ω ⊢1 e : boolean(1) Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(1)

(Wh)
Γ,Ω ⊢ while(e){I} : void(1)

(**)
x ∈ F =⇒ α = 0
τ ∈ T =⇒ α′ ≤ α
τ ∈ C =⇒ α′ = α

Figure 6: Typing rules for instructions

• Rule (Cons) shows how to type constructors. The constructor body and
parameters are enforced to be of tier 0 as a constructor invocation makes
the memory grow.

• Rule (OR) deals with overridden method, keeping tiers preserved, thus
allowing standard OO polymorphism.

Γ{this← C(β), x← τ (α), [x← τ (α)]},Ω ⊢ I : void(γ) Γ,Ω ⊢γ this : C(β)
(Body**)

Γ,Ω ⊢γ τ m
C(τ ) : C(β)× 〈τ (α)〉 → τ (α)

Γ{x← τ(0)},Ω ⊢ I : void(0) C(τ x){I} ∈ C
(Cons)

Γ,Ω ⊢ C(τ) : 〈τ(0)〉 → C(0)

CE D Γ,Ω ⊢γ τ m
D(τ) : D(β)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ (α) τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]} ∈ D

(OR)
Γ,Ω ⊢γ τ m

C(τ) : C(β)× 〈τ(α)〉 → τ (α)

(**) provided that τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]} ∈ C

Figure 7: Typing rules for methods

In the above rules, the tier γ is just an annotation on the least tier of the
instructions where the method is called. It will be used in the next Section to
constrain the tier of recursive methods.

4.6. Well-typedness.

Given a program of executable Exe{void main(){Init Comp}}, a typing en-
vironment ∆ and operator typing environment Ω, the judgment:

∆,Ω ⊢ Exe{void main(){Init Comp}} : ⋄
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means that the program is well-typed with respect to ∆ and Ω and is defined
by:

(void mainExe(),∆),Ω � Init : void (void mainExe(),∆),Ω ⊢ Comp : void(1)

(void mainExe(),∆),Ω ⊢ Exe{void main(){Init Comp}} : ⋄
where � is a judgment derived from the type system by removing all tiers and
tier based constraints in the typing rules. For example, Rule (C) of Figure 5
becomes:

Γ,Ω � e : C Γ,Ω � e : τ Γ{τ mC(τ )},Ω � τ mC(τ ) : C× 〈τ 〉 → τ
(C)

Γ,Ω � e.m(e) : τ

or Rule (Body) of Figure 7 becomes:

Γ{this← C, x← τ, [x← τ ]},Ω � I : void Γ,Ω � this : C
(Body)

Γ,Ω � τ mC(τ ) : C× 〈τ 〉 → τ

It means that all the environments are lifted so that types are substituted to
tiered types.

Since no tier constraint is checked in the initialization instruction Init, the
complexity of this latter instruction is not under control ; as explained previ-
ously the main reason for this choice is that this instruction is considered to be
building the program input. In contrast, the computational instruction Comp is
considered to be the computational part of the program and has to respect the
tiering discipline.

4.7. Examples

4.7.1. Well-typedness and type derivations

Example 7. Consider a program having the following computational instruc-
tion:

Exe {

void main (){

// Init

int n :=... ;

BList b := null ;

while(n >0){

b := new BList(true ,b);

n := n -1;

}

// Comp

int z := 0;

while(b.getTail () != null ){

b := b.getTail ();

z := z+1;

}

}

}
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It is well-typed as it can be typed by the following derivation:

Γ(z) = int(0)
(V ar)

Γ,Ω ⊢0 z : int(0)
(Cst)

Γ,Ω ⊢0 0 : int(0)
(Ass)

Γ,Ω ⊢ z:=0; : void(0)

...
(Π)

(Wh)
Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(1)

(Seq)
Γ,Ω ⊢ Comp : void(1)

where I = while(b.getQueue()! = null){b := b.getQueue(); z := z+1;}.
Now we consider the sub-derivation Π, where we omit Γ,Ω in the context in
order to lighten the notation and where J = b := b.getQueue(); z := z+1;:

...
Π1

(C)
⊢1 b.getQueue() : BList(1) ⊢1 null : BList(1)

⊢1 b.getQueue()! = null : boolean(1)

...
Π2

(Seq)
⊢ J : void(1)

(Wh)
⊢ I : void(1)

For Π1 we have:

Γ(b) = BList(1)

⊢1 b : BList(1)

{getQueue}[this, queue : BList(1)], Ω ⊢; : void(1) · · ·
{getQueue} ⊢1 getQueue : BList(1)→ BList(1)

(C)
⊢1 b.getQueue() : BList(1)

where {getQueue} is a shorthand notation for Γ{BList getQueueBList()},Ω and
[this, queue : BList(1)] is a shorthand notation for [this← BList(1), queue←
BList(1)].

For Π2, provided that me = b.getQueue(), we have:

Γ(b) = BList(1)

⊢0 b : BList(1)

Π1

⊢1 me : BList(1)

⊢ b := me; : void(1)

Γ(z) = int(0)

⊢0 z : int(0)

...

⊢0 z+ 1 : int(0)

⊢ z := z+ 1; : void(0)
(Seq)

⊢ J : void(1)

Though incomplete, the above derivation can be fully typed as we have already
seen in Example 6 that +1 is a positive operator. Consequently, it can be given
the type int(0)→ int(0) and z + 1 can be typed, provided that Γ(z) = int(0).

4.7.2. Light notation: BList revisited

As we have seen above, type derivation can be tricky to provide. In order
to overcome this problem, we will no longer use typing derivations: tiers will be
made explicit in the code. The notation xα means that x has tier α under the
considered environments Γ,Ω, i.e. Γ,Ω ⊢β x : τ(α), for some τ and β, whereas
I : α means that Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(α).
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Example 8. We will consider some of the constructors and methods of the
class BList to illustrate this notation.

BList { /* List of booleans : coding binary integers */

boolean value;

BList queue;

BList(boolean v, BList q) {

value := v;

queue := q;

}

BList getQueue () { return queue; }

void setQueue (BList q) {

queue := q;

}

boolean getValue () { return value; }

BList clone() {

BList n;

if (value != null ) {

n = new BList(value , queue.clone ());

} else {

n = new BList(null , null );

}

return n;

}

void decrement () {

if (value == true ) {

value := false;

} else {

if (queue != null ) {

value := true ;

queue. decrement ();

} else {

value := false;

}

}

}

int length () {

int res := 1;

if ( queue != null ) {

res := queue.length ();

res := res +1;

}

else {;}
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return res ;

}

boolean isEqual(BList other) {

boolean res := true ;

BList b1 := this ;

BList b2 := other;

while (b1 != null && b2 != null ) {

if (b1.getValue () != b2.getValue ()){

res := false

} else {;;}

b1 := b1.getQueue ();

b2 := b2.getQueue ();

}

if (b1 != null || b2 != null ) {

res := false;

}

return res;

}

}

Let us now consider and type each method and constructor:

BList(boolean v0, BList q0) {

value := v; : 0
queue := q; : 0

}

The constructor BList can be typed by boolean(0)× Blist(0)→ BList(0),
using Rules (Cons) and (Seq) and twice Rule (Ass). In this latter applications,
the tier are enforced to be 0 because of the side condition x ∈ F =⇒ α = 0.
As a consequence, it is not possible to create objects of tiered type BList(1) in
a computational instruction.

BList getQueue () {

return queue;

}

We have already seen in Example 7 that the method getQueue can be typed
by BList(1) → BList(1). It can also be typed by BList(0) → BList(0), by
Rules (Body) and (Self).

The types BList(α) → BList(β), α 6= β, are prohibited because of Rules
(Body) and (Self) since the tier of the current object has to match the tier of its
fields.

In the same manner, the method getValue can be given the types BList(α)→
boolean(α), α ∈ {0,1}.

The method setQueue:

void setQueue (BList q0) {

queue := q; : 0
}
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can only be given the types BList(0)×BList(0)→ void(β). Indeed, by Rule
(Ass), queue and q are enforced to be of tier 0. Consequently, this is of tier 0
by Rules (Body) and (Self). The tier of the body is not constrained.

Consider the method decrement:

void decrement () {

if (value0 == true ) {

value0 := false; : 0
} else {

if (queue0 != null ) {

value := true ;

queue0. decrement (); : 0
} else {

value0 := false; : 0
}

}

} : 0

Because of the Rules (Ass) and (Body), it can be given the type BList(0)→
void(0). As we shall see later in Subsection 5.4, this method will be rejected by
the safety condition as it might lead to exponential length derivation whenever
it is called in a while loop.

Now consider the following method:

int length () {

int res := 1; : 0
if (queue1 != null ) {

res := queue.length (); : 1 // using (Isub )

res := res +1; : 0
}

else {;}

return res;

}

It can be typed by Γ,Ω ⊢1 int lengthBList() : BList(1)→ int(0).
Now consider the method testing the equality:

boolean isEqual (BList other1) {

boolean res0 := true ; : 1
BList b11 := this1; : 1
BList b21 := other1; : 1
while (b11 != null && b21 != null ){

if(b11. getValue () != b21.getValue ()){

res0 := false;: 1 // using (ISub )

} else {;}

b11 := b11.getQueue ();: 1
b21 := b21.getQueue ();: 1

}

if (b11 != null || b21 != null ) {

res0 := false;: 1 // using (ISub )

} else {;} : 1
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return res0;

}

The local variables b1 and b2 are enforced to be of tier 1 by Rules (Wh) and
(Op). Consequently, this and other are also of tier 1 using twice Rule (Ass).
This is possible as it does not correspond to field assignments. Moreover, the
methods getValue and getQueue will be typed by BList(1)→ boolean(1) and
BList(1)→ BList(1), respectively. Finally, the local variable can be given the
type boolean(1) or boolean(0) (in this latter case, the subtyping Rule (ISub)
will be needed as illustrated in the above instruction) and, consequently, the
admissible types for isEqual are BList(1) × BList(1) → boolean(α), α ∈
{0,1}.

4.7.3. Examples of overriding

Example 9 (Override1). Consider the following classes:

A {

int x;

...

void f(int y){

x := x+1; : 1 // using (ISub )

}

}

B extends A{

void f(int y){

while(y1 >0){

x := x+1; : 0
y := y -1; : 1

}

}

}

In the class A, the method f can be given the type A(0)× int(1)→ void(1)
using Rules (Op), (Ass), (Self) and (ISub). In the class B, the method f can be
given the type B(0) × int(1) → void(1) using Rules (Op), (Ass), (Seq), (Wh)
and (Self). Consequently, the following code can be typed:

A x = ...

if (condition ){

x=new A(...);

}else {

x=new B(...);

}

x.f(25);

provided that condition is of tier 1 and using Rules (Pol) and (OR). In-
deed, we are not able to predict statically which one of the two method will be
called. However we know that the argument is of tier 0 as its field will increase
polynomially in both cases.
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Example 10 (Override2). Consider the class BList and a subclass PairOfBList
:

public class BList{

...

int length () {

int res := 1;

if ( queue != null ) {

res := queue.length ();

res := res +1;

}

else {;}

return res ;

}

}

public class PairOfBList extends BList {

Blist l1;

int length () {

int res0 := queue1.length ()0+2;

while ( l1 != null ) {

l1 := l1.getQueue ();

res0 := res0 +1;

}

else {;}

return res0 ;

}

}

The override method length of PairOfBList computes the size of a pair
of BList objects, that is the sum of their respective size. As highlighted by the
annotations, it can be given the type PairOfBList(1)→ int(0). Consequently,
a method call of the shape:

int i0 := p.length()0; : void(1)

p being of type PairOfBList, can be typed using the Rule (OR):

PairOfBListE BList Γ, Ω ⊢1 int lengthBList() : BList(1)→ int(0)

Γ, Ω ⊢1 int lengthPairOfBList() : PairOfBList(1)×→ int(0)

as Example 8 has demonstrated that the judgment Γ,Ω ⊢1 int lengthBList() :
BList(1) → int(0) can be derived. In order for the program to be safe, the
tier annotation is 1 and, consequently, the assignment is of tiered type void(1)
(hence cannot be guarded by 0 data).

4.7.4. Exponential as a counter-example

Example 11. Now we illustrate the limits of the type system with respect to
the following method computing an exponential:
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exp(int x, int y){

while(x1 >0){

int u? := y0;

while (u? >0){

y := y0+1; : 0

u := u? -1; : ?
}

x := x1 -1;

}

return y0;

}

It is not typable in the presented formalism. Indeed, suppose that it is typable.
The expression y+1; enforces y to be of tier 0 by Rule (Op) and by definition
of positive operators. Consequently, the instruction int u := y; enforces u to
be of tier 0 because of typing discipline for assignments (Rule (Ass)). However,
the innermost while loop enforces u > 0 to be of tier 1 by Rules (Wh) and (Op),
so that u has to be of tier 1 and we obtain a contradiction.

Now, one might suggest that the exponential could be computed using an
intermediate method add for addition:

add(int x, int y){

while(x1 >0){

x1 := x1 -1; : 1
y0 := y0+1; : 0

}

return y0;

}

expo (int x){

int res := 1;

while(x1 >0){

res := add(res?, res?);

x := x1 -1; : 1
}

return res;

}

Thankfully, this program is not typable as the first argument of add is en-
forced to be of tier 1 and the second argument is enforced to be of tier 0 (see
previous section). Hence, the variable res would have two distinct tiers under
the same context. That is clearly not allowed by the type system.

4.8. Type preservation under flattening

We show that the flattening of a typable instruction has a type preservation
property. A direct consequence is that the flattened program can be considered
instead of the initial program.
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Proposition 1. Given an instruction I, a contextual typing environment Γ and
an operator typing environment Ω such that Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(α) holds, there is a
contextual typing environment Γ′ such that the following holds:

• ∀x ∈ I, Γ′(x) = Γ(x)

• Γ′,Ω ⊢ I : void(α)

where x ∈ I means that the variable x appears in I.
Conversely, if Γ′,Ω ⊢ I : void(α), then Γ′,Ω ⊢ I : void(α).

Proof. By induction on program flattening on instructions. Consider a method
call I = τ x:=e.m(e1, . . . , en); such that Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(α) and Γ = (s,∆). This
means that Γ,Ω ⊢γi ei : τi(αi), Γ,Ω ⊢γ x : τ(α) and Γ,Ω ⊢γ′ e : C(β) hold, for
some γi, γ, γ

′, τi, αi, τ , α, C and β (see Rule (C) of Figure 5). Applying the
rules of Figure 3, the flattening of I is of the shape J [τ ] x = xn+1.m

′(x1, . . . , xn);
with J = τ1 x1:=e1; . . . τn xn:=en; τn+1 xn+1:=e;. Let Γ′ for the environment
that is equal to Γ but on the method signature s where:

Γ′(y) =





τ(α) if y = x

τi(αi) if y ∈ {x1, . . . , xn}
C′(β) if y = xn+1

Γ(y) otherwise

We have Γ′,Ω ⊢ J [τ ] x = xn+1.m
′(x1, . . . , xn); : void(α) and Γ′,Ω ⊢ J : void(α)

(sub-typing might be used). By induction hypothesis, there is a contextual
typing environment Γ′′ such that Γ′′,Ω ⊢ J : void(α) and ∀x ∈ I, Γ′′(x) =
Γ′(x) = Γ(x) and, consequently, Γ′′ ⊢γ I : void(α). All the other cases are
treated similarly.

The converse is straightforward as Γ and Γ′ match on the variables that they
“share” in common.

4.9. Subject reduction

We introduce an intermediate lemma stating that an instruction obtained
through the evaluation of the computational instruction of a well-typed program
is also well-typed. For this, we first need to extend the type system so that it
will be defined on any meta-instruction:

(Pop)
Γ,Ω ⊢ pop; : void(α)

(Push)
Γ,Ω ⊢ push(sH); : void(0)

Figure 8: Extra typing rules for Push and Pop instructions

Notice that this definition is quite natural as push makes the memory in-
crease and so is of tier 0 while pop makes the memory decrease and so can be of
any tier. One possibility would have been to include these typing rules directly
in the initial type system. We did the current choice as these meta-instructions
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are only obtained during computation whereas the type inference is supposed
to be performed statically on the flattened program, that is an AOO program,
independently of its execution.

Lemma 2 (Subject reduction). Let Γ be a contextual typing environment, Ω
be an operator typing environment and P be an AOO program of executable
Exe{void main(){Init Comp}} such that P is well-typed with respect to Γ and
Ω. If (I, Comp)→∗ (C, MI) then Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(1).

Proof. By Proposition 1, Comp can be typed. We proceed by induction on the
reduction length n of → ; →n being a notation for a length n reduction:

• If n = 0 then MI = Comp and since the program is well-typed, we have
Γ,Ω ⊢ Comp : void(1).

• Now consider a reduction of length n+1. It can be written as (I, Comp)→n

(C, MI) → (C′, MI′). By induction hypothesis Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(1). More-
over, the last rule can be:

– the evaluation of an assignment (Rules (1-7) of Figure 4) or the eval-
uation of a push or pop instructions (Rules (9) and (10) of Figure 4).
In all these cases, MI = MI1 MI′ and (C, MI) → (C′, MI′). By Rule
(Seq) of Figure 6, Γ,Ω ⊢ MI′ : void(α), for some α and, consequently,
Γ,Ω ⊢ MI′ : void(1) using Rule (ISub) of Figure 6.

– the evaluation of a method call (Rule (8) of Figure 4). In this case,
(C, MI) = (C, [x:=]z.m(y); MI′)→ (C′, push(sH); MI′′ [x:=z′; ] pop; MI),
provided that MI′′ is the flattened body of method m. By Rule
(Seq) of Figure 6, Γ,Ω ⊢ MI′ : void(α), for some α. By the ex-
tra rules of Figure 8, Γ,Ω ⊢ push(sH); : void(0) and Γ,Ω ⊢ pop; :
void(0). Moreover by Rules (Body) of Figure 6 and (C) of Fig-
ure 5, the flattened body MI′′ can be typed by Γ,Ω ⊢ MI′′ : void(β),
for some β (the method output tier). We let the reader check that
x:=z′; can also be typed using the same reasoning in the case where
the method returns something. Finally, using several times Rule
(Seq) and one time Rule (ISub) of Figure 6, we obtain that Γ,Ω ⊢
push(sH); MI′′ [x:=z′; ] pop; MI : void(1).

– the evaluation of a while loop (Rules (11) and (12) of Figure 4). In
this case MI = while(x){MI1} MI2 and either x is evaluated to false,
in which case we take MI′ = MI2 or x evaluates to true and MI′ =
MI2 while(x){MI1}. In both cases, Γ,Ω ⊢ MI2 : void(α), some α, and
Γ,Ω ⊢ while(x){MI1} : void(1) can be derived by Rules (Seq) and
(Wh) of Figure 6. Consequently, we can derive Γ,Ω ⊢ MI′ : void(1)
by either using Rule (ISub) (for false), if needed, or just by using
Rule (Seq) (for true).

– the evaluation of a if ((Rule (13) of Figure 4) can be done in a similar
manner.
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and so the result.

Remark 1. Subject reduction is presented in a weak form as we do not consider
the tier 0 case. It also holds but is of no interest in this particular case as, by
monotonicity of the typing rule, every sub-instruction will be of tier 0 and there
will be no loop and no recursive call. This is the reason why the computational
instruction is typed using tier 1 in the definition of well-typedness.

5. Safe recursion

5.1. Recursive methods

Given two methods of signatures s and s′ and names m and m′, define the
relation ⊏ on method signatures by s ⊏ s′ if m′ is called in in the body of m.
This relation is extended to inheritance by considering that overriding methods
are called by the overridden method. Let ⊏+ be its transitive closure. A method
of signature s is recursive if s ⊏+ s holds. Given two method signatures s and
s′, s ≡ s′ holds if both s ⊏+ s′ and s′ ⊏+ s hold. Given a signature s, the class
[s] is defined as usual by [s] = {s′ | s′ ≡ s}. Finally, we write s Ř+ s′ if s ⊏+ s′

holds but not s′ ⊏+ s.
Notice that the extension of ⊏ to method override is rough as we consider

overriding methods to be called by the overridden method though it is clearly
not always the case. However it is put in order to make the set [s] computable
for any method signature s. Indeed in a method call of the shape x.m(), provided
that x is a declared variable of type C and that void m() is a method declared
in C and overridden in some subclass D, the evaluation may lead dynamically to
either a call to void mC() or to a call to void mD() depending on the instance
that will be assigned to x during the program evaluation. This choice is highly
undecidable as it depends on program semantics. Here we will consider that
void mC() ⊏ void mD(). Consequently, if the call x.m() is performed in the body
of a method of signature s then s ⊏ void mC() ⊏ void mD() and, consequently,
s ⊏+ void mD(), i.e. a call to the method of signature s may lead to a call to
the method of signature void mD().

Lemma 3. Given an AOO program, for any method signature s, the set [s] is
computable in polynomial time in the size of the program.

Proof. It just suffices to look at the program syntax to generate linearly the
relation ⊏ and then to compute its transitive closure ⊏+.

5.2. Level

The notion of level of a meta-instruction is introduced to compute an upper
bound on the number of nested recursive calls for a method call evaluation.

Definition 4 (Level). The level λ of a method signature is defined by:

• λ(s) = max{λ(s′) | s ⊏ s′} if s /∈ [s] (i.e. the method is not recursive),

• λ(s) = 1 +max{λ(s′) | s Ř+ s′} otherwise,
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setting max(∅) = 0.
Let λ(P ) be the maximal level of a method in a program P (or P ). By abuse

of notation, we will write λ(m) and, respectively, λ when the signature of the
method m and the program P , respectively, are clear from the context.

Example 12. Consider the methods of Example 8:

• λ(getQueue) = λ(getValue) = λ(setQueue) = 0 as these methods do not
call any other methods in their body and, consequently, are not recursive,

• λ(isEqual) = 0 as isEqual call the methods getQueue and getValue but
the converse does not hold. Consequently, BList isEqualBList(BList) Ř+

BList getQueueBList() and [BList isEqualBList(BList)] = ∅,

• λ(decrement) = 1 + max{λ(s′) | void decrementBList() Ř+ s′} = 1 +
max(∅) = 1,

• λ(length) = 1, for the same reason.

5.3. Intricacy

The notion of intricacy corresponds to the number of nested while loops in
a meta-instruction and will be used to compute the requested upper bounds.

Definition 5 (Intricacy). Let the intricacy ν be partial function from meta-
instructions to integers defined as follows:

• ν([[τ ]x:=]me; ) = 0 if me is not a method call,

• ν([[τ ] x:=]y.m(. . .); ) = maxDEC⋆(ν(MID))
provided that m is of the shape τ m(. . .){MID [return z; ]} in a class DE C⋆,
where y is of type C and C⋆ is the least super-class of C where m is defined.

• ν(MI MI′) = max(ν(MI), ν(MI′))

• ν(if(x){MI}else{MI′}) = max(ν(MI), ν(MI′))

• ν(while(x){MI}) = 1 + ν(MI)

Moreover, let ν(P ) be the maximal intricacy of a meta-instruction within the
flattened AOO program P . By abuse of notation, we will write ν when the
program P is clear from the context.

Observe that for any instruction I, the intricacy of its flattening ν(I) is well-
defined as there is no push or pop operations occuring in it. Moreover, in the
simple case where there is no inheritance then the intricacy of a method call
ν([[τ ] x:=]y.m(. . .); ), for some method of the shape τ m(. . .){MI [return z; ]} is
just equal to ν(MI) (as C⋆ = C and the only D such that D E C is C itself).

Example 13. Consider the following meta-instruction MI:
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while(x){

while(y){

b := l.isEqual(o);

}

}

ν(MI) = 2 + ν(MI′), if MI′ is the flattened body of the method isEqual. We
let the reader check that ν(MI′) = 1 (there is one while inside). Consequently,
ν(MI) = 3.

5.4. Safety

Now we put some aside restrictions on recursive methods to ensure that their
computations remain polynomially bounded.

Definition 6 (Safety). A well-typed program with respect to a typing environ-
ment ∆ and operator typing environment Ω is safe if for each recursive method
τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]}:

1. there is exactly one call to some m′ ∈ [m] in the instruction I,
2. there is no while loop inside I, i.e. ν(I) = 0,
3. and only judgments of the shape (s,∆),Ω ⊢1 τ mC(τ x) : C(1) × 〈τ (1)〉 →

τ(α) can be derived using Rules (Body) and (OR).

Item 1 ensures that recursive methods will be restricted to have only one
recursive call performed during the evaluation of their body. It will prevent
exponential accumulation through mutual recursion. A counter-example is a
program computing the Fibonacci sequence with a mutually recursive call of the
shape m(n− 1) + m(n− 2), for n > 2. Item 2 is here to simplify the complexity
analysis. It is not that restrictive in the sense that it enforces the programmer
to make a choice between a functional programming style using pure recursive
calls or an imperative one using while loops. Item 3 is very important. It
enforces recursive methods to have tier 1 inputs in order to prevent a control
flow depending on tier 0 variables during the recursive calls evaluation and to
have an output whose use is restricted to tier 1 instructions (this is the purpose
of the ⊢1 use) in order to prevent the recursive method call to be controlled by
tier 0 instructions. The method output tier α is not restricted.

Example 14. A well-typed program whose computational instruction uses the
methods getQueue, getValue, setQueue, length and isEqual of Example 8
will be safe. Indeed the only recursive method is length. As illustrated in Exam-
ple 8, it can be typed by BList(1)→ int(0), it does not contain any while loop
and has only one recursive call in its body.

A program whose computational instruction uses the method decrement will
not be safe as this method can only be given the type BList(0) → void(0).
Though it entails a lack of expressivity, there is no straightforward reason to
reject this code. However we will see clearly in the next subsection that we do
not want tier 0 data to control a while or a recursion while we do not want tier
1 data to be altered. Changing the type system by allowing decrement to apply
to tier 1 objects would allow codes like:
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while (!o.isEqual (l)){

o.decrement ();

}

where l is a BList of n booleans equal to false. Clearly, such a loop can
be executed exponentially in the input size (the size of the lists). This is highly
undesirable.

An important point to mention is that safety allows an easy way to perform
expression subtyping for objects through the use of cloning. In other words, it
is possible to bring a reference type expression from tier 1 to tier 0 based on the
premise that it has been cloned in memory (this was already true for primitive
data by Rule (Ass)). Thus a form of subtyping that does not break the non-
interference properties is admissible as illustrated by the following example:

Example 15. Let us add a clone method to the to the class BList. This clone
method will output a copy of the current object that, as it is constructed, will be
of tier 0.

BList clone (){

BList res0 := null ;

int v0 := value1;

if(queue1 == null ){

res0 := new BList(v0,null )0;

}

else {

res0 := new BList(v0,queue.clone()0);

}

return res;

}

This is typable by BList(1) → BList(0). Moreover, the method is safe, as
there is only one recursive call.

Lemma 4. A program P is safe iff P is safe.

Proof. By Proposition 1, P is well-typed iff P is well-typed. The flattening
transformation has no effect on method calls, while loops and method signatures.
Consequently, P satisfies Items 1, 2 and 3 iff so does P .

Lemma 5. Given a well-typed program P with respect to some typing derivation
Π, the safety of P can be checked in polynomial time in |P |.
Proof. By Lemma 3, computing the sets of “equivalent” recursive methods can
be done in polynomial time in |P |. Once, this is done, checking that there is no
while loops and only one recursive call inside can be done quadratically in the
program size. Finally, checking for Item 3 can be done linearly in the size of
the typing derivation Π of P . However such a derivation is quadratic in the size
of the program as all typing rules apart from (ISub) and (Pol) correspond to
some program construct. Just notice that Rule (ISub) can be applied only once
per instruction while Rule (Pol) can be applied at most k times per expression,
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provided that k is an upper bound on the number of nested inheritance (and k
is bounded by |P |).

Corollary 2. Given a well-typed program P with respect to some typing deriva-
tion Π, the safety of P can be checked in polynomial time in |P |.
Proof. By Lemma 5, the safety of P can be checked in polynomial time in |P |
and so the result, by Lemma 4.

5.5. General safety

The safety criterion is sometimes very restrictive from an expressivity point
of view because of Item 1. This Item is restrictive but simple: the interest is
to have a decidable criterion for safety while keeping a completeness result for
polynomial time as we shall see shortly. However it can be generalized to a
semantics (thus undecidable criterion) that we call general safety in order to
increase program expressivity.

Definition 7 (General safety). A well-typed program with respect to a typing
environment ∆ and operator typing environment Ω is generally safe if for each
recursive method τ m(τ x){I [return x; ]}:

1. the following condition is satisfied:
(a) either there is at most one call to some m′ ∈ [m] in the evaluation of

I,
(b) or all recursive calls are performed on a distinct field of the current

object. Such fields being used at most once.

2. there is no while loop inside I, i.e. ν(I) = 0,

3. and only judgments of the shape (s,∆),Ω ⊢1 τ mC(τ x) : C(1) × 〈τ (1)〉 →
τ(α) can be derived using Rules (Body) and (OR).

Example 16. General safety improves the expressivity of captured programs as
illustrated by the following example:

class Tree {

int node ;

Tree left;

Tree right;

int value(BList b1) {

int res1 := node1;

if(b1 != null && right1 != null && left1 != null ){

if(b. getValue ()){

res := right.value(b.getQueue ()1); : 1
}else{

res := left .value(b.getQueue ()1); : 1
}

}else {;}

return res;

}

}
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The method value returns the value of the node whose path is encoded by a
boolean list in the method parameter b (the boolean constants true and false

encoding the right and left sons, respectively). It can be typed by Tree(1) ×
BList(1) → int(1). Consequently, it is generally safe (but not safe) as ex-
actly one branch of the conditional (thus one recursive call) can be reached, thus
satisfying Item 1a of Definition 7.

In the same manner, Item 1b allows us to implement the clone method on
recursive structures:

Tree clone (){

Tree res0 := null ;

int n0 := node1;

if(left1 == null && right1 == null ){

// The case of non well -balanced trees is not treated .

res0 := new Tree (n0,null ,null)0;

}

else {

res0 := new Tree (n0,left .clone()0, right.clone()0);

}

return res;

}

This is typable by Tree(1) → Tree(0) thanks to Item 1b of Definition 7
as the two recursive calls are applied exactly once on distinct fields (left and
right).

We can now compare safety and general safety:

Proposition 2. If a program is safe then it is generally safe. The converse is
not true.

Proof. If there is only one recursive call in the body of any recursive method
then, a fortiori, there is only one recursive call during the body evaluation. On
the opposite in an instruction of the shape I = if(e){m(); }else{m(); } there is
only one call of m() during the evaluation of I whereas m is called twice in I.

Proposition 3. General safety is undecidable.

Proof. Since Item 1a can be reduced to either a dead-code problem or a reach-
ability problem that are known to be undecidable problems. Items 1b, 2 and 3
are still decidable in polynomial time.

Note that there are decidable classes of programs between safe programs
and generally safe programs. For example, one may ask a program to have only
one recursive call per reachable branch of a conditional in a method body. This
requirement is clearly decidable in polynomial time.

Hence general safety can be seen as a generalization of the safe recursion on
notation (SRN) scheme by Bellantoni and Cook [1]. Indeed a SRN function
can be defined (and typed) by a method f in a class C by:
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int f(int x, int y){

int res = 0;

if (x==0) {

res = g(y);

} else {

if (x%2 == 0) {

res = h0(f(x/2,y));

} else {

res = h1(f(x/2,y));

}

}

return res;

}

This can be typed provided that f : C(1) × int(1) × int(1) → int(0),
hi : C(1) × int(0) → int(0), i ∈ {0, 1} and g : C(1) × int(1) → int(0). As f
is recursive, its parameters have to be of tier 1. However its output can be of
tier 0 provided that we can use only derivations of the shape Γ,Ω ⊢1 int f() :
C(1)× int(1)× int(1)→ int(0) and Γ,Ω ⊢1 hi : C(1)× int(0)→ int(0). If f
output is of tier 0 (i.e. computes something) then hi will not be able to recurse
on it (as in SRN). Clearly, the above program fullfills the general safety criterion
for some typing context Γ such that Γ(x) = Γ(y) = int(1) and Γ(res) = int(0)
as the recursive calls that are performed in the res = h0(f(x/2, y)); instruction
can be given the type void(1) using Rules (Ass) and (ISub). The operators %2
and == 0 can be given the type Ω(%2) ∋ int(1) → int(1) and Ω(== 0) ∋
int(1)→ boolean(1) as they are neutral. Finally, the method body is typable
using twice the Rule (If) on tier 1 guard and instructions.

6. Type system non-interference properties

In this section, we demonstrate that classical non-interference results are
obtained through the use of the considered type system. For that purpose, we
introduce some intermediate lemmata. Notice that all the results presented in
this section hold for compatible pairs only (see Section 3.8).

The confinement Lemma expresses the fact that no tier 1 variables are mod-
ified by a command of tier 0.

Lemma 6 (Confinement). Let P be an AOO program of computational in-
struction Comp, Γ be a contextual typing environment and Ω be an operator
typing environment such that P is (generally) safe with respect to Γ and Ω. If
Γ,Ω ⊢ Comp : void(0), then every variable assigned to during the execution of
(I, Comp) is of tier 0.

Proof. By Proposition 1 and Lemma 4, we know that Comp is safe with respect
to environments Γ′ and Ω such that Γ′,Ω ⊢ Comp : void(0). Now we prove by
induction that for any MI such that (I, Comp)→∗ (C, MI), every variable assigned
to in the evaluation of MI is of tier 0:

• if MI = ǫ or ; then the result is straightforward.
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• if MI = [τ ] x:=me;. Assume x is of tier 1. From rule (Ass), it means that
α′ = 1, implying that α = 1, then that MI : void(1).

• MI = I1 I2 (or if(x){I1}else{I2}) then both Ii are of tiered type void(0)
by Rule (Seq) (respectively (If)) and so the result by induction.

• MI = y.m(x); then y.m(x); is of tiered type void(0) by Rule (Ass). Hence m
cannot be a recursive method because of safety. More, m should be typed
as Γ′,Ω ⊢γ void mC(τ ) : C(β)×〈τ(α)〉 → void(0). Finally, by Rule (Body)
the flattened body of m is also of tier void(0). Consequently, by induction
hypothesis, it does not contain assignments of tier 1 variables.

and so the result.

Lemma 7. Let P be an AOO program of computational instruction Comp, Γ
be a contextual typing environment and Ω be an operator typing environment
such that P is (generally) safe with respect to Γ and Ω. For all MI such that
(I, Comp) →∗ (C, MI) and Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(0), there is no while loops and
recursive calls evaluated during this execution.

Proof. From Lemma 2, we know that all instructions reached from a tier 0
instruction are of tier 0.

• By rule (Wh), if a while loop occurs, it is of tier 1.

• By safety assumption, calls to recursive functions are of tier 1.

We now establish a non-interference Theorem which states that if x is vari-
able of tier 1 then the value stored in x is independent from variables of tier 0.
For this, we first need to define the suitable relation on memory configurations
and meta-instructions:

Definition 8. Let Γ be a contextual typing environment and Ω be an operator
typing environment.

• The equivalence relation ≈Γ,Ω on memory configurations is defined as fol-
lows:
C ≈Γ,Ω D iff the transitive closure of the pointer graph of C corresponding
to 1 variables with respect to Γ is equal to the one of D and both stacks
match everywhere except on tier 0 variables.

• The relation ≈Γ,Ω is extended to commands as follows:

1. If I = J then I ≈Γ,Ω J

2. If Γ,Ω ⊢ I : void(0) and Γ,Ω ⊢ J : void(0) then I ≈Γ,Ω J

3. If I ≈Γ,Ω J and K ≈Γ,Ω L then I K ≈Γ,Ω J L

• Finally, it is extended to configurations as follows:
If I ≈Γ,Ω J and C ≈Γ,Ω D then (C, I) ≈Γ,Ω (D, J)
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In other words, two commands that configurations are equivalent for ≈Γ,Ω

if their memory configurations restricted to tier 1 are the same and their com-
mands of tier 1 are the same.

Theorem 1 (Non-interference). Assume that Γ is a contextual typing envi-
ronment and Ω is an operator typing environment such that MI and MJ are
the computational instructions of two safe programs with respect to Γ and Ω
having exactly the same classes. Assume also that (C, MI) ≈Γ,Ω (D, MJ). If
(C, MI)→ (C′, MI′) then there exist D′ and MJ′ such that:

• (D, MJ)→∗ (D′, MJ′)

• and (C′, MI′) ≈Γ,Ω (D′, MJ′)

Proof. We proceed by induction on MI.

• If MI = x:=me;. There are two cases to consider.

– If Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(0) then, by definition of ≈Γ,Ω, Γ,Ω ⊢ MJ : void(0).
Indeed, either MJ = MI, hence can be typed by tier 0, or it is of tier
0 (MJ cannot be a sequence of tier 0 instructions). Hence Lemma 6
tells us that every variable assigned to in MJ is of tier 0 and there
exists D′ such that (D, MJ) →∗ (D′, ǫ) and (C′, ǫ) ≈Γ,Ω (D′, ǫ). This
holds as C′ and D′ match on tier 1 values.

– If Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(1) and cannot be given the type void(0) (i.e.
both x and e are of tier 1) then, by definition of ≈Γ,Ω, MI = MJ. We
let the reader check that the evaluation of me leads to the same tier 1
value as it only depends on tier 1 variables (the only difficulty is for
non recursive methods that might have tier 0 arguments but this is
straightforward as it just consists in inlining the method body that
is also safe with respect to Γ and Ω). Consequently, C′ ≈Γ,Ω D′ as
the change on tier 1

• If MI = MI1 MI2. There are still two cases to consider:

– Either MI is of tiered type void(0) then so is MJ and the result is
straightforward.

– Or MI is of tiered type void(1) and MJ = MJ1 MJ2 with MIi ≈Γ,Ω MJi.
By induction hypothesis if (C, MI1)→ (C′, MI′1) there exists (D′, MJ′1)
such that (D, MJ1) →∗ (D′, MJ′1) and (C′, MI′1) ≈Γ,Ω (D′, MJ′1). Conse-
quently, (C, MI) → (C′, MI′1 MI2), (D, MJ1 MJ2) →∗ (D′, MJ′1 MJ2) and
(C′, MI′1 MI2) ≈Γ,Ω (D′, MJ′1 MJ2), by definition of ≈Γ,Ω.

And so on, for all the other remaining cases.

Given a configuration C and a meta-instruction MI of a safe program with
respect to contextual typing environment Γ and operator typing environment
Ω, the distinct tier 1 configuration sequence ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) is defined by:
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• If (C, MI)→ (C′, MI′) then:

ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) =
{
ξΓ,Ω(C′, MI′) if C ≈Γ,Ω C′
C.ξΓ,Ω(C′, MI′) otherwise

• If (C, MI) = (C, ǫ) then ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) = C.

Informally, ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) is a record of the distinct tier 1 memory configurations
encountered during the evaluation of (C, MI). Notice that this sequence may be
infinite in the case of a non-terminating program. The relation ≈Γ,Ω is extended
to sequences by ǫ ≈Γ,Ω ǫ (ǫ being the empty sequence) and C.ξ ≈Γ,Ω D.ξ′ iff
both C ≈Γ,Ω D and ξ′ ≈Γ,Ω ξ′ hold.

Now we can show another non-interference property à la Volpano et al. [3]
stating that given a safe program, traces (distinct tier 1 configuration sequence)
do not depend on tier 0 variables.

Lemma 8 (Trace non-interference). Given a meta-instruction MI of a safe pro-
gram with respect to environments Γ and Ω, let C and D be two memory config-
urations, if C ≈Γ,Ω D then ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) ≈Γ,Ω ξΓ,Ω(D, MI).

Proof. By induction on the reduction→ and a case analysis on meta-instructions
MI:

• If MI = x:=me then there are two cases to consider:

– either Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(0). In this case, by Confinement Lemma 6,
x is of tier 0 and thus if (C, MI) → (C′, ǫ) and (D, MI) → (D′, ǫ), we
have C′ ≈Γ,Ω C ≈Γ,Ω D ≈Γ,Ω D′.

– or Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(1) and not Γ,Ω ⊢ MI : void(0). In this case,
x is a tier 1 variable. However as C ≈Γ,Ω D, me evaluates to the
same value or reference under both memory configuration. For ex-
ample, in the case of a variable assignment (Rule (1) of Figure 4), we
have (C, [τ ] x:=y; ) → (C[x 7→ C(y)], ǫ) and (D, [τ ] x:=y; ) → (D[x 7→
D(y)], ǫ). However, as C ≈Γ,Ω D and y is of tier 1 by Rule (Ass) of
Figure 6, C(y) = D(y). Consequently C[x 7→ C(y)] ≈Γ,Ω D[x 7→ D(y)].
All the other cases of assignments (operator, methods) can be treated
in the same manner, the constructor case being excluded as it enforces
the output to be of tier 0.

• If MI = while(x){MI′} then, by Rule (Wh) of Figure 6, x is enforced to
be of tier 1. Consequently, C(x) = D(x) and, consequently, (C, MI) →
(C, MI′) and (D, MI) → (D, MI′), for some MI′, independently of whether
the guard evaluates to true or false. As a consequence, ξΓ,Ω(C, MI′) =
ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) ≈Γ,Ω ξΓ,Ω(D, MI) = ξΓ,Ω(D, MI′).

All the other cases for meta-instructions can be treated in the same manner and
so the result.
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This Lemma implies that tier 1 variables do not depend on tier 0 variables.
Using Lemma 8, if a safe program evaluation encounters twice the same

meta-instruction under two configurations equal on tier 1 variables then the
considered meta-instruction does not terminate on both configurations.

Corollary 3. Given a memory configuration C and a meta-instruction MI of
a safe program with respect to environments Γ and Ω, if (C, MI) →+ (C′, MI)
and C ≈Γ,Ω C′, then the meta-instruction MI does not terminate on memory
configuration C.

Proof. Assume that during the transition (C, MI)→+ (C′, MI) there is a C′′ such
that C′′ ≈Γ,Ω C does not hold, then the distinct tier 1 configuration sequence
ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) contains this C′′. From the construction of the sequence, we deduce
that ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) is of the shape . . . C′′ . . . ξΓ,Ω(C′, MI). However, by Lemma 8,
ξΓ,Ω(C, MI) ≈Γ,Ω ξ∆1(C′, MI), hence it is infinite and the meta-instruction MI

does not terminate on memory configuration C.
Otherwise, we are in a state (C, MI) from which the set of variables of tier 1

will never change and containing either a while loop or a recursive call. Conse-
quently, there is some C′′ such that (C′, MI)→+ (C′′, MI) and so on. This means
that the meta-instruction MI does not terminate on C.

7. Polynomial time soundness

It is possible to bound the number of distinct configurations of tier 1 variables
that can be met during the execution of a program, that is the number of
different equivalence classes for the ≈ relation on configurations.

Lemma 9. Given a safe program with respect to environments Γ and Ω of
computational instruction Comp on input I, the number of equivalence classes
for ≈Γ,Ω on configurations is at most |I|n1 where n1 is the number of tier 1
variables in the computational instruction.

Proof. First, let us note that the nodes and internal edges of tier 1 of the pointer
graph do not change: new nodes created by constructors can only be of tier 0
from Rule (Cons). Field assignments can only be of tier 0 according to Rule
(Ass). Moreover, Rule (Self) enforces all the field of an object to have tiers
matching that of the current object. Consequently, reference type variables of
tier 1 may only point to nodes of the initial pointer graph corresponding to
input I. The number of such nodes is bounded by |I| as |I| bounds the number
of nodes in the initial pointer graph.

Second, we look at primitive type variables. By Definition 3 of operator
typing environments, only the output of neutral operators (or of methods of
return type of tier 1) can be applied. Indeed, they are the only operators to
have a tier 1 output and in an assignment of the shape x:=op(y), if op is of
type 〈τ (0)〉 → τ(0) then x is enforced to be of tier 0 by Rule (Ass) of Figure 6.
Neutral operators are operators whose output is either a value of a constant
domain (boolean, char, . . .) and, hence, has a constant number of distinct
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values, or whose output is a positive integer value smaller than one of its input
(also tier 1 values by Definition 3). Consequently, they can have a number of
distinct values in O(|I|), as, by definition, |I| bounds the initial primitive values
stored in the initial pointer mapping.

To conclude, let the number of tier 1 variables be n1, the number of distinct
possible configurations is |I|n1 .

Now we can show the soundness: a safe and terminating program terminates
in polynomial time.

Theorem 2 (Polynomial time soundness). If an AOO program of computational
instruction Comp is safe with respect to environments Γ and Ω and terminates
on input I:

(I, Comp)→k (C′, ǫ)
then:

k = O(|I|n1(ν+λ)).

Proof. For simplicity, each recursive call can be simulated through derecursiva-
tion by a while loop instruction of intricacy λ (keeping the number of reduction
steps preserved relatively to some multiplicative and additive constants). In-
deed recursive calls do not contain while loops and have only one method call
in their body. Consequently, the maximum intricacy of an equivalent program
with no recursive call is λ + ν. Now we prove the result by induction on the
intricacy ν of the transformed program:

• if ν = 0 then the program has no while loops. Consequently, k = O(1) =
O(|I|n1×0)

• if ν = k + 1 then, by definition of intricacy, the program contains at least
one while loop. Let while(x){MI} be the first outermost while loop of the
program. We have that ν(MI) = k. By Induction hypothesis, MI can be
evaluated in time O(|I|n1k, that is O(|I|n1(ν−1)). By Lemma 9, the tier
1 variable x can take at most O(|I|n1) distinct values. Consequently, by
termination assumption, the evaluation of while(x){MI} will take at most
O(|I|n1×|I|n1(ν−1)) steps, that is O(|I|n1ν) steps. Indeed, by Corollary 3,
we know that a terminating program cannot reach twice the same config-
uration on tier 1 variables for a fixed meta-instruction. Now it remains to
see that the instruction in the context have only while loops of intricacy
smaller than ν. So, by induction again, they can be evaluated in time
O(|I|n1ν). Finally the total time is the sum so in time O(|I|n1ν).

The same kind of results can be obtained for generally safe programs:

Proposition 4. If an AOO program of computational instruction Comp is gen-
erally safe with respect to environments Γ and Ω and terminates on input I:

(I, Comp)→k (C′, ǫ)
then:

k = O(|I|n1(ν+λ)).
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As a side effect, we obtain polynomial upper bounds on both the stack size
and the heap size of safe terminating programs:

Theorem 3 (Heap and stack size upper bounds). If an AOO program of com-
putational instruction Comp is safe with respect to environments Γ and Ω and
terminates on input I then for each memory configuration C = 〈H,SH〉 and
meta-instruction MI such that (I, Comp)→∗ (C, MI) we have:

1. |H| = O(max(|I|, |I|n1(ν+λ)))

2. |SH| = O(|I|n1(ν+2λ))

Proof. (1) By Theorem 2, the number of reductions is in O(|I|n1(ν+λ)). The
only instructions making the heap (pointer graph) increase are constructor calls.
The number of such calls is thus bounded by O(|I|n1(ν+λ)) and consequently
the heap size is bounded by the size of the original heap (that is in O(|I|)) plus
the size of the added nodes. Consequently, |H| = O(max(|I|, |I|n1(ν+λ))) as if
f = O(f ′) and g = O(g′) then f + g = O(max(f ′, g′)).

(2) The number of stack frames added is bounded by O(|I|n1λ) as, for some
recursive method call of signature s, each level of recursion may add at most
O(|I|n1) stack frames corresponding to method signatures in the set [s]. Re-
member that a stack frame is just a signature of constant size 1 and a pointer
mapping. The size of a pointer mapping is constant on boolean, character and
reference type variables (it is equal to 1) and corresponds to the discrete value
stored for numerical primitive type variables. As such values may only aug-
ment by a constant for each call to a positive operator and, as such calls may
happen O(|I|n1(ν+λ)) times, we obtain that each stack frame has size bounded
by O(|I|n1(ν+λ)). This is also due to the fact that no fresh variable is gen-
erated: consequently, the domain of pointer mapping is constantly bounded
by the flattened program size, that is linear in the original program size by
Corollary 1. Here we clearly understand the advantage to deal with flattened
programs! All together, we obtain that |SH| = O(|I|n1λ × |I|n1(ν+λ)), that is
O(|I|n1(ν+2λ)).

Again the same results hold for generally safe programs:

Corollary 4. If an AOO program of computational instruction Comp is generally
safe with respect to environments Γ and Ω and terminates on input I then
for each memory configuration C = 〈H,SH〉 and meta-instruction MI such that
(I, Comp)→∗ (C, MI) we have:

1. |H| = O(max(|I|, |I|n1(ν+λ)))

2. |SH| = O(|I|n1(ν+2λ))

Example 17. The AOO program of Example 7. This program is clearly termi-
nating and safe (there is no recursive method call) with respect to the provided
environments. Moreover intricacy ν is equal to 1 since there is no nested while
loops in the method getTail. Moreover, its level is equal to 0 as there is no recur-
sive call. Moreover there is one tier 1 variable n1 = 1. Consequently, applying
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Theorem 2, we obtain that it terminates in O(n1), on some input of size n. More-
over, by Corollary 4, the heap size and stack size are in O(max(n, n1)) = O(n)
and O(n1(1+2×0)) = O(n).

Example 18. Consider the below example representing cyclic data:

Ring {

boolean data ;

Ring next;

Ring prev;

Ring (boolean d, Ring old) {

data = d;

if (old == null ) {

next = this ;

prev = this ;

} else {

next = old.next ;

next .setPrev(this );

prev = old.prev ;

prev .setNext(this );

}

}

boolean getData () {return data ;}

Ring getNext () {return next ;}

Ring getPrev () {return prev ;}

void setPrev (Ring p) {prev = p;}

void setNext (Ring n) {next = n;}

}

Exe {

void main () {

// Init

Ring a = new Ring (true , null );

Ring input = new Ring(true , a);

// Comp : Search for a false in the input.

copy1 = input1;

while (copy1.getData () != false) {

copy1 = copy1.getNext ();

}

}

}

The program is safe and can be typed with respect to the following judgments:

• getData() : Ring(1)→ boolean(1)

• getNext() : Ring(1)→ Ring(1)

with respect to environments Γ and Ω such that Γ(copy) = Γ(input) = Ring(1).
Notice that methods setNext(Ring n) and setPrev(Ring p) are not required to
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be typed with respect to tiers as they only appear in the initialization instruction
and, consequently, their complexity is not under control (they are just supposed
to build the input). It is obvious that if the main program halts, it will do so in
time linear in the size of the input. But it can loop infinitely if the ring does
not contain any false. We obtain a bound through the use of Theorem 2, that
is O(nn1×1) = O(n2). Notice that this bound can be ameliorated to O(n) at the
price of a non-uniform formula by noticing that only 1 tier 1 variable occurs in
the while loop (see the remarks about declassification). Notice that this program
could be adapted and typed in while loops of the shape:

while(copy.getData() != false && n>0){

...

n--;

}

and this would be still typable.
Consequently, we can see that the presented methodology does not only apply

to trivial data structures but can take benefit of any complex object structure.

8. Completeness

Another direct result is that this characterization is complete with respect
to the class of functions computable in polynomial time as a direct consequence
of Marion’s result [5] since both language and type system can be viewed as
an extension of the considered imperative language. This means that the type
system has a good expressivity. We start to show that any polynomial can be
computed by a safe and terminating program. Consider the following method
of some class C computing addition:

add(int x, int y){

while(x1 >0){

x1 := x1 -1; : 1
y0 := y0+1; : 0

}

return y0;

}

It can be typed by C(β)×int(1)×int(0)→ int(0), for any tier β, under the
typing environment ∆ such that ∆(addC)(x) = int(1) and ∆(addC)(y) = int(0).
Notice that x is enforced to be of tier 1, by Rules (Wh) and (Op) as it appears in
the guard of a while loop. The operators > 0 and −1 are neutral. Consequently,
they can be given the tiered types int(1)→ boolean(1) and, int(0)→ int(0),
respectively, in Rule (Op). The operator +1 is positive and its tiered type is
enforced to be int(0)→ int(0) by Rule (Op).

Consider the below method encoding multiplication:

mult (int x, int y){

int z0 := 0;

while(x1 >0){
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x1 := x1 -1;

int u1 := y1;

while(u1 >0){

u1 := u1 -1;

z0 := z0+1;

}

}

return z0;

}

It can be typed by C(β)×int(1)×int(1)→ int(0), for any tier β, under the
typing environment ∆ such that ∆(multC)(x) = ∆(multC)(y) = ∆(multC)(u) =
int(1) and ∆(multC)(z) = int(0). Notice that x and u are enforced to be of
tier 1, by Rules (Wh) and (Op). Moreover y is enforced to be of tier 1, by Rule
(Ass) applied to instruction int u=y;, u being of tier 1. Finally, z is enforced to
be of tier 0, by Rule (Op), as its stored value increases in the expression z+1;.

Theorem 4 (Completeness). Each function computable in polynomial time by
a Turing Machine can be computed by a safe and terminating program.

Proof. We show that every polynomial time function over binary words, encoded
using the class BList, can be computed by a safe and terminating program.
Consider a Turing Machine TM , with one tape and one head, which computes
within nk steps for some constant k and where n is the input size. The tape
of TM is represented by two variables x and y which contain respectively the
reversed left side of the tape and the right side of the tape. States are encoded
by integer constants and the current state is stored in the variable state. We
assign to each of these three variables that hold a configuration of TM the tier
0. A one step transition is simulated by a finite cascade of if-commands of the
form:

if(y.getHead()0){
if(state0 == 80){

state0 = 30; : 0
x0 = new BList(false, x0); : 0

y0 = y.getTail()0); : 0
}else {. . . : 0}

}

The above command expresses that if the current read symbol is true and
the state is 8, then the next state is 3, the head moves to the right and the read
symbol is replaced by false. The methods getTail() and getHead() can be
given the types BList(0)→ BList(0) and BList(0)→ boolean(0), respectively
(see previous Example). Since each variable inside the above command is of tier
0, the tier of the if-command is also 0. As shown above, any polynomial can
be computed by a safe and terminating program: we have already provided the
programs for addition and multiplication and we let the reader check that it can
be generalized to any polynomial. Thus the cascade of one step transitions can
be included in an intrication of while loops computing the requested polynomial.
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Note that this is possible as the cascade will be of tiered type void(0) and it
can be typed by void(1) through the use of Rule (ISub).

Corollary 5. Each function computable in polynomial time by a Turing Ma-
chine can be computed by a generally safe and terminating program.

Proof. By Proposition 2.

9. Type inference

Now we show a decidability result for type inference in the case of safe
programs.

Proposition 5 (Type inference). Given an AOO program P , deciding if there
exist a typing environment ∆ and an operator typing environment Ω such that
P is well-typed can be done in time polynomial in the size of the program.

Proof. We work on the flattened program. Type inference can be reduced to a
2-SAT problem. We encode the tier of each field x (respectively instruction MI)

within the method m of class C by a boolean variable xm
C

(respectively Im
C

) that
will be true if the variable (instruction) is of tier 1, false if it is of tier 0 in in the
context of mC. Then we generate boolean clauses with respect to the program
code:

• An assignment x := y; corresponds to (ym
C ∧ xm

C

)

• A sequence MI1 MI2 corresponds to (Im
C

1 ∨ Im
C

2 )

• An if(x){MI1}else{MI2} corresponds to (¬ImC1 ∨ xm
C

) ∧ (¬ImC2 ∨ xm
C

)

• A expression involving a neutral operator x0:=op(x1, . . . , xn) corresponds

to ∧i,j(xm
C

i ∨ ¬xm
C

j )

• and so on...

The number of generated clauses is polynomial in the size of the flattened pro-
gram and also of the initial program by Corollary 1. The polynomiality comes
from the fact that a method may be given distinct types on several calls (thus
its body might by typed several times statically). Consequently, tiered types are
inferred in polynomial time as 2-SAT problems can be solved in linear time.

Corollary 6. Given an AOO program P , deciding if there exist a typing envi-
ronment ∆ and an operator typing environment Ω such that P is well-typed and
safe can be done in time polynomial in the size of the program.

Proof. Using Lemma 5.

Just remark that the above corollary becomes false for generally safe pro-
grams as a consequence of Proposition 3.
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10. Extensions

In this section, we discuss several possible improvements of the presented
methodology.

10.1. Control flow alteration

Constructs altering the control flow like break, return and continue can also
be considered in this fragment. For example, a break statement has to be
constrained to be of tiered type void(1) so that if such an instruction is to be
executed, then we know that it does not depend on tier 0 expressions. More
precisely, it can be typed by the rule:

(Break)
Γ,Ω ⊢ break; : void(1)

This prevents the programmer from writing conditionals of the shape:

while(x1){. . .if(y0){break; }else{. . .} . . .}
that would break the non-interference result of Lemma 8. Such a conditional
cannot be typed in such a way since y has to be of tier 1 by Rules (If) and
(Break). Notice that Theorem 1 remains valid since in a terminating program, an
instruction containing break statements will have an execution time smaller than
the same instruction where the break statements have been deleted. Using the
same kind of typing rule, return statements can also be used in a more flexible
manner by allowing the execution to leave the current subroutine anywhere in
the method body. In previous Section, we have made the choice not to include
break statement in the code as this make the definition of a formal semantics
much more difficult: at any time, we need to keep in mind the innermost loop
executed. The same remarks hold for the continue construct.

Another possible extension is to consider methods with no restriction on the
return statement. For the simplicity of the type system, we did not present a
flexible treatment of the return statements by allowing the execution to leave the
current subroutine anywhere in the method body. But this can be achieved in
the same manner. The difficulty here is that all the return constructs have to be
of the same tiered type (this is a global check on the method body). Moreover,
as usual, we need to enforce that in a conditional all reachable flows lead to
some return construct.

10.2. Static methods, static variables and access modifiers

The exposed methodology can be extended without any problem to static
methods since they can be considered as a particular case of methods. In a
similar manner, static variables can be captured since they are global (and can
be considered as variables of the executable class) and add no complexity to
the program. We claim that the current analysis can handle all usual access
modifiers. Indeed the presented work is based on the implicit assumption that
all fields are private since there is no field access in the syntax. On the opposite,
methods and classes are all public. Consequently, method access restriction
only consists in restricting the class of analyzed programs.
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10.3. Abstract classes and interfaces

Both abstract classes and interfaces can be analyzed by the presented frame-
work. This is straightforward for interfaces since they do not add any complexity
to the program. We claim that abstract classes can be analyzed since they are
just a particular and simple case of inheritance.

10.4. Garbage Collecting

In the pointer graph semantics, dereferenced objects stay in memory forever.
It does not entail the bound on the heap size, however, it is far from optimal
from a memory usage point of view. However, it is easy to add naive garbage
collecting to the system. Indeed, finding which objects in the graph are deref-
erenced is simply recursively deleting nodes whose indegree is zero (counting
pointers in the indegree).

Two different strategies can be thought of to implement dynamically this
idea: either use an algorithm similar to the mark-and-don’t-sweep algorithm
that will color the part of the graph that is referenced then delete the uncolored
part; or noting that as assignments and pop; are the only instructions that may
dereference a pointer, maintain for each node of the graph a counter for its
indegree, update it at each instruction and delete the dereferenced nodes (and
its children if they have no other parents) whenever it happens.

The first strategy has the main drawback that exploring the whole graph
will block the execution for some time, especially as starting from each node in
each pointer mapping of the pointer stack is needed.

The second strategy will be far more flexible and the real wiping of mem-
ory may be deferred if necessary (as the deleting of files in a Unix system for
example). An assignment increments the indegree of the node assigned and
decrements the indegree of the node previously assigned to the variable. An
instantiation (new) adds arrows in the graph, hence increments the indegree of
all the nodes associated to its parameter. push and pop respectively increment
and decrement the indegree of the parameters and the current object of the
method. Whenever a node’s indegree reaches zero, it can be deleted. Finally,
deleting a node of the graph decrements the indegree of the nodes it pointed to.

10.5. Alleviating the safety condition

Another way to alleviate the safety condition is to reuse the distinct recursion
schemata provided in the icc works of the function algebra. For example, over
Tree structures, a recursive definition -written in a functional manner - of the
shape:

f(t) = new Tree (f(t.getLeft ()),f(t.getRight ()));

should be accepted by the analysis as recursive calls work on partitioned data
and, consequently, the number of recursive calls remains linear in the input size.

One sufficient condition to ensure that property is that:

• recursive calls of the method body are performed on distinct fields
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• and these fields are never assigned to in the method body

The following depth first tree traversal algorithm satisfies this condition:

class Tree {

int node ;

Tree left;

Tree right;

...

void visit() {

println(node );

if(left != null ){

left .visit ();

}else {;}

if(right != null ){

right.visit ();

}else {;}

}

}

on the assumption that the method println(n) behaves as expected. We let
the reader check that the method visit() can be typed by Tree(1)→ void(1).

10.6. Declassification

In non-interference settings, declassification consists in lowering the confi-
dentiality level of part of the data. For example, when verifying a password,
the password database itself is at the highest level, knowing whether an input
password matches should have the same level of confidentiality. As this is highly
impractical, declassifying this partial information makes sense.

In this context, declassifying would mean retyping some tier 0 variables into
1. Such a flow is strictly forbidden by the type system, but it would make
sense, for example, to compose treatments that are separately well-typed. As
long as those treatments are in finite number, we keep the polynomial bound as
bounded composition of polynomials remains polynomial.

Formally, we will say that programs of the form Exe{void main(){Init I1
I2 ... In}} are well-typed iff for each i ≤ n, Exe{void main(){Init I1 ...
Ii}} is well-typed when we consider Init I1 ... Ii−1 to be the initialization
instruction.

Example 19. The following program:

Exe {

void main () {

// Init

int n := ...;

BList b := null ;

while (n >0) {

b := new BList(true , b);

n := n -1;
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}

// Comp1

z := 0;

while (y.getQueue ()) {

z := z+1

}

// Comp2

x := z;

BList c := null ;

while (x >0) {

c := new BList(false , c);

}

// Comp3

x := z;

while (x >0) {

c := new BList(true , c);

}

}

}

cannot be typed without declassification as in Comp1, z needs to be of tier 0,
while in Comp2 and Comp3, it needs to be of tier 1.

Remark 2. Note that the proof of Theorem 4 could be improved by using de-
classification. Indeed, we could write a first computation instruction that creates
a polynomial bound on the number of steps of the Turing Machine, and a sec-
ond computation instruction that executes the simulation of each step while a
counter is lower than the bound. In the first part, the bound needs to be of tier
0, in the second of tier 1, hence the use of declassification.

11. Related works

11.1. Related works on tier-based complexity analysis

The current work is inspired by three previous works:

• the seminal paper [5], initiating imperative programs type-based complex-
ity analysis using secure information flow and providing a characterization
of polynomial time computable functions,

• the paper [10], extending previous analysis to C processes with a fork/wait
mechanism, which provides a characterization of polynomial space com-
putable functions,

• and the paper [11], extending this methodology to a graph based language.

The current paper tries to pursue this objective but on a distinct paradigm:
Object. It differs from the aforementioned works on the following points:
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• first, it is an extension to the object-oriented paradigm (although im-
perative features can be dealt with). In particular, it characterizes the
complexity of recursive and non-recursive method calls whereas previous
works [5, 10, 11] where restricted to while loops and to non-object data
type (words in [5, 10] and records in [11]),

• second, it studies program intensional properties (like heap and stack)
whereas previous papers were focusing on the extensional part (charac-
terizing function spaces). Consequently, it is closer to a programmer’s
expectations,

• third, it provides explicit big O polynomial upper bounds while the two
aforementioned studies were only certifying algorithms to compute a func-
tion belonging to some fixed complexity class.

• last, from an expressivity point of view, the presented results strictly ex-
tend the ones of [5], as the restriction of this paper to primitive data
types is mainly the result of [5], while they are applied on a more concrete
language than the ones in [11].

The current work is an extended version of [4]. The main distinctions are the
following:

• In [4], only general safety is studied. Here we have presented a decidable
(and thus restricted) safety condition.

• Contrarily to [4], the paper presents a formal semantics. The pros are a
cleaner theoretical treatment. The cons are that we do not have constructs
changing the flow like “break”. Such constructs can be handled by the
tier-based type system. However, their use would increase drastically the
complexity of the semantics as a program counter would be required.

• The requirement that a recursive method can only be called in a tier 1
instruction is formalized through the use of the ⊢1 notation while it was
only informally stated in [4].

11.2. Other related works on complexity

There are several related works on the complexity of imperative and object
oriented languages. On imperative languages, the papers [12, 13, 14] study
theoretically the heap-space complexity of core-languages using type systems
based on a matrices calculus.

On OO programming languages, the papers [15, 16] control the heap-space
consumption using type systems based on amortized complexity introduced in
previous works on functional languages [17, 18, 19]. Though similar, the pre-
sented result differs on several points with this line of work. First, this analysis
is not restricted to linear heap-space upper bounds. Second, it also applies to
stack-space upper bounds. Last but not least, this language is not restricted to
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the expressive power of method calls and includes a while statement, control-
ling the interlacing of such a purely imperative feature with functional features
like recurrence being a very hard task from a complexity perspective.

Another interesting line of research is based on the analysis of heap-space and
time consumption of Java bytecode [20, 21, 22, 23]. The results from [20, 21, 22]
make use of abstract interpretations to infer efficiently symbolic upper bounds
on resource consumption of Java programs. A constraint-based static analysis is
used in [23] and focuses on certifying memory bounds for Java Card. The anal-
ysis can be seen as a complementary approach since we try to obtain practical
upper bounds through a cleaner theoretically oriented treatment. Consequently,
this approach allows the programmer to deal with this typing discipline on an
abstract OO code very close to the original Java code without considering the
corresponding Java bytecode. Moreover, this approach handles very elegantly
while loops guarded by a variable of reference type whereas most of the afore-
mentioned studies are based on invariants generation for primitive types only.

The concerns of this study are also related to the ones of [24, 25], that
try to predicts the minimum amount of heap space needed to run the program
without exhausting the memory, but the methodology, the code analyzed (source
vs compiled) and the goals differ.

A complex type-system that allows the programmer to verify linear proper-
ties on heap-space is presented in [26]. The presented result in contrast presents
a very simple type system that however guarantees a polynomial bound.

In a similar vein, characterizing complexity classes below polynomial time
is studied in [27, 28]. These works rely on a programming language called
PURPLE combining imperative statements together with pointers on a fixed
graph structure. Although not directly related, the presented type system was
inspired by this work.

11.3. Related works on termination

The presented work is independent from termination analysis but the main
result relies on such analysis. Indeed, the polynomial upper bounds on both
the stack and the heap space consumption of a typed program provided by
Theorem 3 only hold for a terminating computation. Consequently, this analysis
can be combined with termination analysis in order to certify the upper bounds
on any input. Possible candidates for the imperative fragment are Size Change
Termination [29, 30], tools like Terminator [31] based on Transition predicate
abstraction [32] or symbolic complexity bound generation based on abstract
interpretations, see [33, 34] for example.

12. Conclusion

This work presents a simple but highly expressive type-system that is sound
and complete with respect to the class of polynomial time computable functions,
that can be checked in polynomial time and that provides explicit polynomial
upper bounds on the heap size and stack size of an object oriented program
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allowing (recursive) method calls. As the system is purely static, the bounds
are not as tight as may be desirable. It would indeed be possible to refine the
framework to obtain a better exponent at the price of a non-uniform formula
(for example not considering all tier 1 variables but only those modified in each
while loop or recursive method would reduce the computed complexity. See
Example 18). OO features, such as abstract classes, interfaces and static fields
and methods, were not considered here, but we claim that they can be treated
by this analysis.

This analysis has several advantages:

• It provides a high-level alternative to usual complexity studies mainly
based on the compiled bytecode. The analysis is high-level but the ob-
tained bound are quite tight.

• It is decidable in polynomial time on the safety criterion.

• It merges both theoretical and applied results as we both obtain bounds
on real programs and a sound and complete characterization of polynomial
time computable functions.

• It is able to deal with the complexity of programs whose loops are guarded
by object. This is not a feature of bytecode-based approaches that are re-
stricted to primitive data and are in need of costly program transformation
techniques and tools to comply with such kind of programs.

• It uses previous theoretical techniques (tiering, safe recursion on notation)
for functional programs and function algebra and shows that they can be
adapted elegantly (though technically) to the OO paradigm.

• It uses previous security techniques (non-interference, declassification) for
imperative programs. The use is slightly different (even orthogonal) but
the methodology is surprisingly very close.

We expect this paper to be a first step towards the use of tiers and non-
interference for controlling the complexity of OO programs. The next steps are
the design of a practical application and extensions to (linear or polynomial)
space using threads.
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Résumé

In this thesis, we explore the different results obtained by the implicit complexity community
over the past thirty years. These results generally consist in characterizing a given complexity
class on a fixed programming language using a static analysis technique (interpretation, tiering,
type system, light logic, ...). After listing the main techniques and highlighting their similarities,
we will first study the intensionality results obtained for some these techniques, i.e. results that
make it possible to compare the expressive power of these techniques or to extend the number
of captured programs. Then, we will study crossovers, extensions of these techniques to other
programming paradigms. We will then focus our analysis on the results obtained by using these
techniques in the context of infinite data types such as streams, infinite sequences, real numbers,
and higher-order functions. Finally, we will conclude this thesis by presenting some of the most
interesting open questions in the field, including extensions to probabilistic models or quantum
computing.

Abstract

Dans ce mémoire, nous explorons les différents résultats obtenus par la communauté de
la complexité implicite au cours de ces trente dernières années. Ces résultats permettent en
général de caractériser une classe de complexité donnée sur un langage de programmation fixé en
utilisant une technique d’analyse statique (interprétations, tiering, systèmes de types, logiques
légères, ...). Après avoir listé les principales techniques et avoir mis en avant leurs similitudes,
nous étudierons dans un premier temps, les résultats d’intensionalité obtenus pour certaines de
ces techniques, c’est-à-dire des résultats permettant de comparer le pouvoir d’expression de ces
techniques ou permettant d’étendre le nombre de programmes capturés. Puis, nous étudierons
des “crossovers”, des extensions de ces techniques à d’autres paradigmes de programmation.
Nous focaliserons ensuite notre analyse sur les résultats obtenus en utilisant ces techniques dans
le cadre de domaines infinis tels que les streams, les suites infinies, les nombres réels et les fonc-
tions d’ordre supérieur. Enfin, nous conclurons ce mémoire en exposant certaines des questions
ouvertes les plus intéressantes du domaine, dont des extensions à des modèles probabilistes ou
de l’informatique quantique.
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